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ABSTRACT 
The art historian Charles Callahan Perkins (1823–1886) taught Boston 
elites to embrace early Italian Renaissance art, and, in so doing, transformed the 
cultural landscape of his city. Mostly Unitarian in their religious beliefs, the local 
elites had previously spurned Italian paintings and sculpture of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries for their Roman Catholicism. However, when the new Museum 
of Fine Arts opened on July 4, 1876, the institution displayed close to one 
hundred art objects of the period, mostly copies. Perkins, who had returned 
recently from twenty-five years in Europe as an acclaimed scholar and illustrator 
of early Italian Renaissance sculpture and an expert in fine arts museums, was 
responsible for this result.  
Perkins focused on art whose “visual rhetoric” reflected the early Italian 
Renaissance humanist belief in clarity of line and subject as the most pleasing 
and edifying in art. These Renaissance principles emerged in his view from 
classical rhetoric, that is strategies for persuasive spoken and written 
communication, which had long been the core curriculum of Harvard University 
 ix 
 
where Boston elites studied. Perkins also capitalized on the city’s taste for 
classical sculpture by privileging quattrocento sculpture, which, while more 
devotional in subject than had traditionally been displayed, did feature a 
naturalism that evoked ancient art. 
Chapter one presents four biographical case studies of individuals who 
were important players in shaping the fertile cultural ground upon which Perkins 
built a generation later. Chapter two forges the link between classical rhetoric 
and the fine arts in ante-bellum Boston. Chapter three examines the broad-based 
revival of early Italian Renaissance art that Perkins encountered in mid-century 
Europe. Chapter four assesses his own professional oeuvre within that context. 
The concluding chapter demonstrates how Perkins revamped ideas of what 
constituted fine art and how it could be viewed by positioning early Renaissance 
art at the new Museum as a powerful visually rhetorical tool, thus achieving a far 
more wide-reaching cultural change than previous scholarship has suggested. 
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Introduction 
 
 
Dissertation Overview — Scope and Arguments 
 
From 1827, when the Athenaeum, Boston’s premier library and arts 
organization, had its first fine arts exhibition, through the 1876 opening of the 
city’s Museum of Fine Arts (“MFA”), cultural elites considered early Italian 
Renaissance sculpture and painting to be undesirable for private consumption or 
public display.1 As arts of the emerging classical revival in the trecento and the 
quattrocento, they would seem to have been a natural fit for Bostonians, whose 
taste favored classical statuary and neo-classical statuary and portraiture. As 
Christian art, such works would also seem to fit within the parameters of Boston 
taste, since Old Master paintings of the High Renaissance and the Baroque, 
featuring subjects from the New Testament and the lives of the saints, were 
popular as well.2 However, despite the fact that across the Atlantic the early 
Italian Renaissance period had been in vogue since the first years of the 
                                               
1 For discussion of the fine arts climate in Boston during the 1823–1876 period, see primarily 
Hina Hirayama, With Éclat, The Boston Athenaeum and the Origin of the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 2013); Stanley Ellis Cushing and David B. Dearinger, eds., 
Acquired Tastes: 200 Years of Collecting for the Boston Athenaeum (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 
2006); David Dearinger, “American Neoclassic Sculptors and their Private Patrons in Boston,” 
PhD diss., City University of New York, 1993;  Pamela Hoyle, Jonathan P. Harding, and 
Rosemary Booth, A Climate for Art: The History of the Boston Athenaeum Gallery 1827–1873 
(Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 1980); Robert F. Perkins Jr. and William J. Gavin III, The Boston 
Athenaeum Art Exhibition Index, 1827–1874 (Boston: Library of the Boston Athenaeum, 1980) 
and Jean Gordon, “The Fine Arts in Boston, 1815–1879,” PhD diss., University of Wisconsin, 
1965. 
2 For example, there were approximately seventy paintings exhibited at the Boston Athenaeum 
from 1827 through 1874 that focused on Christological themes. While these and other Christian 
subjects were numerically overpowered by landscape, genre, and portraiture, nonetheless they 
did maintain a presence. See Perkins and Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 239–240.  
2 
 
 
 
nineteenth century, elite Bostonians were not bringing such works home from 
European travels or seeking to exhibit them.  
No doubt, the combination of Christian subject matter and less advanced 
technical qualities — at least in comparison to works of the High Renaissance 
and the Baroque — was overly redolent of Roman Catholic sacred art for elite 
Bostonians, who had harbored a deep seated antipathy toward Roman 
Catholicism since the time of the Puritans. Bringing with them to the New World 
their suspicions of Roman Catholics as heretics and subversives, the Puritans 
had taken pains to see that none were granted entrance to the Bay Colony. 
Fears that Catholics would undermine, if not destroy, American Protestantism 
continued to drive public policy and civil unrest throughout the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, a situation that only worsened in the nineteenth century, 
when the substantial immigrant waves from Ireland began in the 1820s.3  
This general aversion to early Italian art notwithstanding, when the new 
Museum of Fine Arts opened on July 4, 1876 the institution displayed close to 
one hundred art objects of the period, mostly copies. The primary argument of 
the dissertation is that the art historian Charles Callahan Perkins (1823–1886), 
who had returned recently from twenty-five years in Europe as the acclaimed 
scholar and illustrator of early Italian Renaissance sculpture as well as an expert 
in public fine arts museums, was not only responsible for this result, but that he 
                                               
3 Thomas H. O’Connor provides an extensive and illuminating analysis of “popery” in Boston’s 
history. See The Athens of America, Boston 1825–1845 (Amherst: University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, 2006), especially chapter six, “Progress and Popery,” 127–148. 
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also established a new fine arts paradigm in his native city. (Fig. Intro.1) 
Previously institutional displays of fine arts at the Boston Athenaeum favored 
classical statuary and Old Master paintings. Such works relied for their impact on 
the viewer, in other words for their “visual rhetoric,” from the ideas embodied in 
their literary references.4 This clearly limited the categories of artistic subject 
matter suitable for display, and it also limited viewer impact to those who had 
literary knowledge. While Perkins did not personally employ the term “visual 
rhetoric,” nor did his fellow art enthusiasts at home or abroad – in fact, the term 
did not enter theoretical parlance until the twentieth century – in his paradigm 
artworks could achieve legibility from close examination of their formal attributes.5 
In this formulation, viewers could apprehend a work’s meaning through their eyes 
alone, making for an unparalleled democratization of arts viewership in Boston.  
The art theories of the early Italian Renaissance humanists were at the 
heart of this more liberal interpretation of visual rhetoric adopted by Perkins. The 
                                               
4 The term “Old Masters” denotes history paintings of the High Renaissance (mid to late-sixteenth 
century) and Baroque (seventeenth century) periods that employ religious, mythological, or 
historical themes of an ennobling nature, known to the viewer in literature of the ancients, in the 
Old and the New Testament and the stories of the saints, as well as in the poetry and plays of 
such world-renowned poets, authors, and playwrights as Ovid, Dante, and William Shakespeare 
5 In the 2010 publication, The Present State of Scholarship in the History of Rhetoric, Krista 
Ratcliffe describes, under the sub-title, “Visual Rhetoric,” the “visual” as having always “haunted 
rhetoric studies via the canon of delivery; that is, hearing audiences have long watched 
performances of speakers, and reading audiences have long gazed at layouts/designs of texts, 
whether those texts are sculptures, papyri, photos or paper. But twentieth-century explosions of 
new media and theories of the gaze have triggered concurrent explosions of scholarly interest in 
visual rhetoric.” She further alludes to the continued conundrum among scholars re: the definition 
of “visual rhetoric” when she raises the following contested questions. “What is the visual? What 
is visual rhetoric? What is visual literacy?” See Krista Ratcliffe, “The Twentieth and Twenty-First 
Centuries,” in: The Present State of Scholarship in the History of Rhetoric (Columbia: The 
University of Missouri Press, 2010): 209–210. Emphasis that of Ratcliffe. 
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humanists, most notably Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472), based their 
prescriptions for creating edifying visual art on the principles of classical rhetoric 
which governed legibility and clarity of spoken and written expression.6 Thus, for 
example, an artwork’s elocutio or style, could achieve that legibility and clarity 
through its perspectival rendering, and not require reference to a literary source. 
That Perkins had been thoroughly drilled in the theories and practices of classical 
rhetoric at Harvard University not only made his transition to the Renaissance 
conception of visual rhetoric a natural one, but alerted him to the fact that his 
fellow elites, almost universally products of a Harvard education themselves, 
could also make that transition.  
Since 1636 when the Puritans founded Harvard to ensure the continued 
efficacy of clerics in the pulpit, the University had privileged classical rhetoric in 
the curriculum, a carry-over from the strong ties between Puritanism and 
Cambridge University in England. Shifting over the centuries to accommodate 
changing requirements for effective leadership, the curriculum at Harvard 
nonetheless remained steadfast in its emphasis on words, whether spoken or 
written, whether in oratory or literature, and thus marked the degree to which 
Bostonians considered their city a center of intellectual prowess. Given the 
                                               
6 For the early Italian Renaissance humanists, see Michael Baxandall, Giotto and the Orators: 
Humanist Observers of Painting in Italy and the Discovery of Pictorial Composition, 1350–1450 
(Oxford: The Oxford University Press, 1971). I use the term “classical rhetoric” to refer in a broad 
way to the Aristotelian definition of “rhetoric” as communication that persuades and to the further 
codifications developed by the Roman orators Cicero and Quintillian. A more detailed discussion 
will be presented in chapter two. 
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significant overlap between Harvard graduates and Boston’s leaders alluded to 
above, not only the intellectual tone of the curriculum, but also the classical one, 
spilled over into other cultural areas within the city. Thus, when the Boston 
Athenaeum, founded as a library in 1807, extended its reach into fine arts 
exhibitions in the 1820s, it gravitated toward the classical or classical-revival 
works whose subject matter drew on literary sources, and whose technique 
favored advanced figuration and composition, as found in classical Greek 
sculpture and High Renaissance painting.7 In approaching classical art with a 
literary lens, this dissertation asserts that elites were already taking their first 
steps toward embracing “visual rhetoric” as an extension of classical rhetoric.  
Perkins’ role in ushering in a new paradigm of the fine arts thus built 
strategically on Boston’s classical and literary history to take visual rhetoric to the 
next stage, opening the door to the early Italian Renaissance art previously 
spurned for its primitive technique and popish references. His role has been 
considerably understated in scholarship, a lacuna that this dissertation seeks to 
fill. Perkins favored artworks that employed a legible “outline,” that is an 
                                               
7 As testament to Boston’s literary reputation, the art historian Theodore Stebbins mentions that, 
in 1850, two of America’s five largest libraries were in Boston, and the per capita magazine 
circulation was two to three times more than its rival East Coast cities of New York and 
Philadelphia. See Theodore E. Stebbins, Jr., “Introduction,” in: Carol Troyen, The Boston 
Tradition: American Paintings from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, (Boston: Museum of Fine 
Arts, 1980), 1–4. Earlier commentators have also noted Boston’s reputation as a literary city. For 
example, in his 1937 work on the cultural life of New England, Van Wyck Brooks (who ironically 
dedicated this work to Perkins’ grandson, Maxwell Evarts Perkins) said “There had been books 
on the slope of Beacon Hill when the wolves still howled on the summit.” (Brooks, The Flowering 
of New England, 2nd ed., New York: E. P. Dutton, 1937, 15.) The title of Lewis Simpson’s 1962 
work, The Federalist Literary Mind, speaks legions in this regard. He describes Boston as having 
“wide-ranging literary influence” in the “mid-nineteenth-century.” (Simpson, The Federalist Literary 
Mind, [Baton Rouge]: Louisiana State University Press, 1962, 3.) 
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uncluttered and easily distinguishable drawn, painted, or sculpted contour, as the 
most persuasive in visually rhetorical terms.8 In fact, Perkins brought home to his 
city in 1869 a complex system – comprised of his scholarship, illustrations, 
collections, and museum expertise – each component of which was 
philosophically grounded in this formulation of visual rhetoric.9  
When Perkins went abroad in 1843, he did so with the explicit goal of 
garnering the expertise to build an academy of the arts in his native city. Studying 
and working in Rome, Paris, Leipzig, Florence, and London, he gravitated 
toward, and in turn was heavily influenced by, early to mid-nineteenth-century 
northern European painters, art historians, and critics who revived an interest in 
early Italian Renaissance art. In particular, these art enthusiasts were drawn to 
the clarity of composition, color, and line which allowed the purity of the work’s 
religious message to be most powerfully communicated.10 They considered the 
                                               
8 As far as I am aware, Perkins only explicitly used the term “outline” in connection with drawing, 
but I have inferred a broader application of the term to include painting and sculpture based on 
the compelling evidence of his oeuvre of scholarship, collecting, illustration, and museum 
practices, as will be discussed throughout the dissertation. In addition, one of Perkins’ earliest 
exposures to the “outline” was to the outline illustrations of John Flaxman (1755–1826) to 
Homer’s Iliad, illustrations that embodied the classical spirit for the Enlightenment all over Europe 
and set the stage for the nineteenth-century harnessing of arts’ ability to evoke the past in service 
of the present. Flaxman’s work will be discussed in detail in chapters two and three. 
9 I use the term “system” here to imply the highly interrelated and strategic nature of Perkins’ 
work, the details of which are identified throughout the dissertation. 
10 This tight web included the Nazarene painters of the early nineteenth century, especially one of 
the co-founders of the group, Johann Friedrich Overbeck (1789–1869), who sought to bring back 
religious content to art; the Romantic painter and leader of an influential artistic and musical salon 
in Paris in mid-century, Ary Scheffer (1795–1858), with whom Perkins studied in 1846–1847; 
George Darley (1795–1846), influential critic for the British journal of belles-lettres, the 
Athenaeum; Alexis-François Rio (1797–1874), romantic historian of Christian art; and Sir John 
Charles Robinson (1824–1913), first curator of the influential South Kensington Museum who was 
responsible for acquiring significant pieces of early Italian Renaissance sculpture for the Museum. 
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early Renaissance painter and draftsman Raphael (1483–1520) to most brilliantly 
showcase the aforementioned formal qualities.11  
Midway through his European experience, Perkins determined to turn his 
talents and researches to the discipline of art history. In 1864 and 1868 
respectively, he published his first major art historical tomes on early Italian 
Renaissance sculpture, Tuscan Sculptors and Italian Sculptors, and engraved his 
own “outline drawings” as illustrations for these texts. By the time that Perkins 
returned to Boston permanently in 1869, he had also embraced the newest 
European developments in the discipline of art history and in public fine arts 
museums. These included a greater reliance on historicism and illustration in 
scholarly publications, the perception that encyclopedic art history texts and 
public fine arts museums were highly interdependent, and the recognition that 
both “high” and “low” art categories were well-suited to the elevation of industrial 
design and public taste.12 In fact, taken together, Perkins’ efforts typified this mid-
century, northern-European call to action, whereby art history’s new encyclopedic 
                                               
11 This privileging of Raphael would seem to be contradicted by the fact that one group of English 
Romantics used his name in their own, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (“PRB”) thus suggesting 
strongly that Raphael’s art belonged in the supposedly decadent and self-indulgent High 
Renaissance that they rejected. (Today, art historians would more typically categorize Raphael as 
a painter of the High Renaissance, but without the judgmental flavor for the period that the 
Victorians attached to it.) In fact, the PRB’s flat, jewel-toned color, and clear outlines absolutely 
looked back to Raphael’s works, particularly those of the first decade of the cinquecento. 
12 Primary among the sources consulted in this regard are: Mitchell Schwarzer, “Origins of the Art 
History Text,” Art Journal, vol. 54, no. 3 (Autumn 1995): 24-29; Ingrid R. Vermeulen, Picturing Art 
History: The Rise of the Illustrated History of Art in the Eighteenth Century (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2010); Donald Preziosi, “The Question of Art History,” Critical 
Inquiry, vol. 18, no. 2 (Winter, 1992): 363–386; and Charlotte Drew, “Displaying Italian Sculpture: 
Exploring Hierarchies at the South Kensington Museum 1852–1862,” PhD diss., University of 
York, 2014. More comprehensive source lists for these particular developments in historiography 
and museology are provided in later footnotes. 
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scope and the drive to educate and elevate through the public display of fine art 
formed a powerful system of visual rhetoric.  
Perkins had several personal advantages that added considerably to his 
credibility as an agent of the new visual rhetoric system. He was the scion of a 
major Boston family, and as such was part of an extraordinarily tight-knit 
community of elites related by birth, marriage, and political, economic, and social 
values.13 Thus, he spent his youth playing in neighborhoods (Old South End, 
Beacon Hill, and Jamaica Plain), frequenting cultural sites (the Boston 
Athenaeum), and studying in college classrooms (Harvard College) with his 
cousins and friends who ultimately became his colleagues in municipal 
leadership of their native Boston. His family ties were particularly advantageous 
to his chosen career, as his grandfather and great uncle had been responsible 
for initiating fine-arts related activities at the Boston Athenaeum. In 1822, 
Perkins’ grandfather, James Perkins, donated his residence on Pearl Street in 
Boston to the Athenaeum so that they might have the space needed for their 
growing collections and at the same time deliver on their founding promise to 
support the arts. In 1827, Perkins’ great uncle, Thomas Handasyd Perkins, 
                                               
13 For treatment of the close-knit nature of the so-called “Brahmin” elites, a sobriquet given to 
them by the important physician, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. (1809–1894), see Ronald Story, The 
Forging of an Aristocracy: Harvard and the Boston Upper Class, 1800–1870 (Middletown, CT: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1980); Frederic Cople Jaher, “Nineteenth-Century Elites in Boston 
and New York,” Journal of Social History, vol. 6, no. 1 (Autumn, 1972); Paul Goodman, “Ethics 
and Enterprise: The Values of a Boston Elite, 1800–1860,” American Quarterly, vol. 18, no. 3 
(Autumn, 1966); and T. A. Milford, “J. S. J. Gardiner, Early National Letters, and the 
Perseverance of British-American Culture,” Anglican and Episcopal History, vol. 70, no. 4 
(December 2001). 
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inspired and then executed the first annual fine arts exhibition, a tradition that 
continued until 1873, when the Athenaeum ceded its authority therein to the new 
Museum of Fine Arts. In 1829, at the age of six, Perkins lost his father, a tragedy 
which naturally imposed a great emotional toll, but also had the salutary effect of 
exposing him at a deeper level, than might otherwise have occurred, to a group 
of elites very close to his family. Many of the individuals in this group were 
particularly prominent in the avant-garde cultural circles of Boston in the 1820s 
and 1830s, the era in which the city was finding its feet as a metropolis dubbed 
the “Athens of America.”14 
While advantageous to Perkins’ cause, these familial and cultural factors 
were, nonetheless, insufficient in themselves to explain how he effected such a 
substantially new paradigm in fine arts display.15 This was particularly the case, 
as his privileging of early Italian Renaissance art — the very art that Boston elites 
had soundly rejected in the past for its technical primitivism and references to 
Roman Catholicism — meant that the hurdles involved were steep. In 1859, for 
example, James Jackson Jarves (1818–1888), an individual whose personal 
                                               
14 The sobriquet “Athens of America” has its origins in an 1819 comment made by William Tudor, 
one of the Boston Athenaeum’s founders, referencing Boston’s similarities to the “glorious city” of 
Athens. For a recent treatment of Boston’s history in this regard see O’Connor, The Athens of 
America. The individuals referred to will be identified later in the chapter as subjects of 
biographical case studies in chapter one.          
15 Also working in Perkins’ favor was the explosion of visual stimuli in American cities by the end 
of the Civil War that meant that even the most literary of Boston’s citizens had to have recognized 
that information, even knowledge, was no longer just conveyed in writing, but also visually. And, 
of course, the entire landscape of Boston, topographically, demographically, and socio-
economically had changed dramatically in the quarter-century that Perkins had not lived 
permanently in his native city. These factors will be discussed further in chapter two. 
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profile was not that different from Perkins’, had collected an impressive number 
of fourteenth and fifteenth-century paintings of Byzantine-type treatment that he 
offered for sale to the Boston Athenaeum. Jarves was a native Bostonian, son of 
an important manufacturer of glass, who would have gone to Harvard save for an 
eye disease contracted during his teenage years. He had made his home in 
Florence since the early 1850s, closely associating with the Victorian expatriate 
literati and publishing several treatises on art. Furthermore, he positioned his 
collected artworks as didactic tools to teach Bostonians about the important 
phases of art’s history that intervened between the classical Greeks and the High 
Renaissance artists, thus employing a similar interpretation of “visual rhetoric” to 
Perkins’. Despite these qualities likely to ingratiate him in the eyes of elite 
Bostonians and the strong support of Charles Eliot Norton (1827–1908), the 
highly respected medieval scholar and frequent commentator on arts issues, the 
Athenaeum was unable to raise the funds for Jarves’ paintings.16 Reasons 
certainly included the paintings’ Roman-Catholic subject matter and “primitive” 
treatment of figures and composition, a combination that was, as stated at the 
outset, not a comfortable one in Boston.17  
                                               
16 Norton is best known in his role as professor of art history in the newly founded department of 
art history at Harvard, effective in 1876. At this juncture, though, he had not yet achieved this 
status. 
17 The reasons for James Jackson Jarves’ failure in this regard have been much debated in 
scholarship without clear resolution. The narrative around this chapter in Boston’s history of the 
fine arts is complicated for this dissertation by the apparent role of Perkins in defeating Jarves’ 
proposal. The Jarves debacle is covered more fully in chapter two. 
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The Jarves case puts Perkins’ success in introducing early Italian 
Renaissance art to Boston in sharp relief given that the two individuals brought 
“similar” qualifications to the table. The key word here, though, is similar, 
because what Perkins brought was in fact a considerably elevated and definitely 
more strategically couched system of visual rhetoric. First, it must be stated that 
Jarves’ character was not perceived by Boston elites as blemish-free, if for no 
other reason than there was a strong whiff of financial desperation that 
surrounded Jarves’ offer. Such personal speculations aside, Perkins’ emphasis 
on “outline” as the fundamental element of his system of visual rhetoric was 
especially persuasive. Given the bias in Boston for the written word, reflected in 
Harvard’s curricular emphases on spoken and written rhetoric and the city’s 
literary reputation, text on a page had its closest artistic analog in an uncluttered 
drawn line in black and white and a crisply sculpted marble contour. That Perkins 
wrote scholarly texts and further that his specialty was sculpture, which he 
illustrated with outline drawings, had to have been positives in a city with such a 
longstanding literary tradition. Furthermore, several of Jarves’ art texts were 
more conversational than scholarly and thus did not rise to the level of Perkins’ 
work. In addition, Perkins was allied with the painter Ary Scheffer and other 
Romantic painters, who had been influenced by the sculptural clarity of the 
quattrocento painters in contrast to the Byzantine gilding and ceremonial 
richness of the trecento, which characterized many of Jarves’ paintings. Also of 
note, Perkins focused specifically on quattrocento sculpture in his scholarship 
12 
 
 
 
and in his collecting, a period when Tuscan sculptors and craftsmen in particular 
privileged low-relief plaques fashioned for private devotion.18 The combination of 
low relief and simple compositions tended to mimic the clarity of the drawn line. 
Moreover, while sculptures of the quattrocento had not yet achieved the amazing 
lifelikeness of the cinquecento, the Tuscan sculptures, with their emphasis on the 
earth-bound nature of the Madonna and the Christ Child and their naturalistic 
style, were actually quite compatible in rhetorical terms with the more classically-
oriented art that elites had privileged in the past. Thus, Perkin’s positioning of 
early Italian Renaissance sculpture as an ideal tool in service of the rhetorical 
goals of edification, elevation, and instruction played strategically to the biases of 
his fellow elites who, like himself, had cut their teeth on Harvard’s rhetorical 
curriculum.  
Furthermore, in choosing sculpture as his medium, Perkins was 
acknowledging its centrality in Boston’s ante-bellum fine arts climate. The elites 
had deemed statues depicting stories well-known in classical literature as highly 
suitable to their self-anointed charge of upholding and interpreting the medium’s 
symbolic republican values for the broader public.19 Boston elites clearly found 
the marble (or plaster) whiteness and the clean, crisp lines of classical sculpture 
                                               
18 See the essays in Penelope Curtis, Depth of Field: the place of relief in the time of Donatello 
(Leeds, UK: The Henry Moore Institute, 2004.) 
19 Such sculptures included a marble copy of a relief of a horse from Herculaneum and casts of 
the Laocoön, the Dying Gladiator, the Venus de Medici and the Apollo Belvedere. See Dearinger, 
“Neoclassic Sculptors,” 10–14 and 51. For a more general discussion of the classical values 
invoked by the classical arts in America, see Meyer Reinhold, Classical Americana: The Greek 
and Roman Heritage in the United States (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1984.) 
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appealing, a taste made evident by the frequency with which it entered the 
Athenaeum’s collection in the first half of the nineteenth century, largely in the 
form of neo-classical works sculpted by artists native to or patronized by 
Boston.20 That the Athenaeum chose the gleaming white and aerodynamically 
contoured marble works of the American neo-classical sculptor Thomas 
Crawford (1814–1857) in 1844 to be featured in one of the first one-sculptor 
exhibitions in the country, bore testimony to the prevalence of this taste.21 
Furthermore, as home to Mount Auburn Cemetery (1831), the first garden 
cemetery in the country, populated by many neo-classical commemorative 
statues commissioned by the elites for their forbears, the Boston area was no 
stranger to sculpture that told a story.22 Finally, Bostonians’ strong predilection 
for the medium was certainly influenced by its superior position nationwide at 
mid-century as the most intellectual of the arts and the one whose visual rhetoric 
was best suited to “convey ideas of unending duration, such as faith, love, 
patriotism, and religious devotion.”23 
In the final analysis, Perkins’ crucial role as architect of Boston’s post-Civil 
War visually rhetorical arts landscape is perhaps best demonstrated by the fact 
that within a mere nine months of his permanent return to Boston in 1869 he had 
                                               
20 Dearinger, “Neoclassic Sculptors,” 49–68. 
21 Ibid., 58-59; Troyen, Boston Traditions, 19–20; Jan Seidler Ramirez, “A Critical Reappraisal of 
the Career of William Wetmore Story (1819–1895), American Sculptor and Man of Letters,” PhD 
diss., 1985, Boston University, 104–108. 
22 Ramirez, “Story,” 97–100. 
23 J. T. Buckingham “Sculpture,” New England Magazine, vol. 5, 1833: 480–485, as quoted in 
Ramirez, “Story,” 116. 
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brought to fruition plans for a new Museum of Fine Arts. Its establishment had 
been seriously considered but not ever acted upon on a number of occasions 
since 1862.24 As a result of Perkins’ steadfast commitment to the benefits of 
visual rhetoric, not to mention his prodigious leg-work to that end, on July 4, 
1876, when the new museum opened its doors, it did so with exhibits that 
included not only early Italian Renaissance works, but also medieval objects and 
ones representing the ancient arts of Egypt and the Far East. Furthermore, it did 
so within a High Victorian Gothic architectural structure decorated in terracotta 
that bespoke not only the nature of the collections on display, but also its 
educational mission. In other words, the display of art for the public was now 
guided by the new encyclopedic history of art texts written by European scholars 
and the corresponding encyclopedic displays pioneered by European art 
museum directors, as versus a taste for the classics alone. Also deserving of 
praise, according to the trustees on that day, was the fact that these objects 
would refine and elevate “even the least favored and least cultivated persons,” 
certainly a radical departure from their earlier more narrow construction of the 
public display of fine arts.25  
 
 
                                               
24 Hirayama states that in 1862 as space was becoming very tight at the Boston Athenaeum, a 
member of the Library Committee suggested that the fine arts collection be removed to another 
location entirely. This debate between the Library and Fine Arts Committee ebbed and flowed 
over the course of the 1860s, but no action on a new venue was taken until Perkins returned to 
Boston in late 1869. See Hirayama, With Éclat, 42–49, 73–76. 
25 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Proceedings at the Opening of the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston: 
Alfred Mudge and Sons, 1876.) 
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Dissertation Methodology and Literature Review  
Three methodological approaches are employed in this dissertation. The 
first emphasizes a broadly biographical approach, as the only significant 
accounts of Perkins’ contributions have been quite narrow in focus, treating one 
specific aspect of his career or including him as one of many subjects within a 
larger work. These include Katrina Billing’s Master’s Thesis, “Sophisticated 
Proselytizing: Charles Callahan Perkins and the Boston School Committee” 
(1987), which focused on Perkins’ innovative work to introduce draftsmanship 
and other aspects of the fine arts at the secondary school level. In addition, Hina 
Hirayama’s “With Eclat:” The Boston Athenaeum and the Origin of the Museum 
of Fine Arts (2013) addresses Perkins’ crucial role at the Museum of Fine Arts by 
way of establishing the importance of the Boston Athenaeum’s contributions to 
the new museum, contributions that had not been fully fleshed out in the past. 
Hirayama also establishes a most helpful time-line for Perkins’ life and work. 
David Dearinger’s PhD dissertation, American Neoclassic Sculptors and their 
Private Patrons in Boston (1992) accounts not only for Perkins’ contributions as 
patron of American neo-classical sculptors abroad, but also for those of his great 
uncle and a host of other Perkins’ family members. Marietta Cambareri has 
highlighted Perkins’ role as the benefactor who donated the first original 
Renaissance sculptures to the MFA upon its opening and who thus “opened the 
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way for collecting and understanding Renaissance sculpture in Boston.”26 Nancy 
Allyn Jarzombek has focused on Perkins’ formative role as President of the 
Boston Art Club (2000).  
In addition to these modern secondary sources, two contemporary 
hagiographic memoirs documented Perkins’ family connections, life chronology, 
and professional accomplishments. Martin Brimmer, first President of the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts wrote one in 1886. Samuel Eliot, Perkin’s first cousin and 
close friend, fellow MFA incorporator, and Superintendent of Boston Schools 
penned the second. Lastly, several archival holdings have been consulted. They 
are the Cleveland-Perkins Papers at the New York Public Library, comprising 
correspondence, diaries, and other papers of the Cleveland and Perkins families 
united by the marriage of Henry Russell Cleveland (1808–1843) and Sarah 
Perkins Cleveland (1819–1893), older sister of Charles Callahan Perkins. The 
University of California at Santa Barbara holds a similar archival collection, the 
Ward-Perkins Papers relating to the combined lives of Perkins’ youngest son, 
Charles Bruen Perkins (1860–1929) and his wife, Elizabeth Howard Ward 
Perkins (1873–1954). In addition to these institutional holdings, I have been 
fortunate, with the assistance of my advisor, Professor Keith N. Morgan, to gain 
                                               
26 Marietta Cambareri, “Italian Renaissance sculpture at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: the 
early years,” in: Christopher R. Marshall, ed., Sculpture and the Museum (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 
2011), 101. 
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access to a collection of Perkins’ family papers that had only been opened to one 
scholar in the past.27  
The second method of analysis that undergirds this dissertation is that of 
social, cultural, and intellectual history, whereby the nineteenth century context 
for Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric and the revival of the early Italian 
Renaissance is considered.28 The primary contextual areas focused upon include 
the history of classical rhetoric as taught at Harvard University; the fine arts 
climate in Boston prior to the Civil War; the impact of the early Italian 
Renaissance on European cultural developments, in particular as manifested in 
painting, art history, and drawing; and the early public fine arts and decorative 
arts museums of Europe. With regard to classical rhetoric, Warren Guthrie’s 
historical account, “The Development of Rhetorical Theory in America, 1635–
1850,” (1951) provided a succinct introduction to the principal sources and 
emphases of the Puritan, colonial, and nineteenth-century conceptions of the 
discipline of rhetoric. His account underscored the degree to which elites 
invested rhetoric, as a liberal art with strong roots in philosophy, with a central 
role in the training of America’s leaders. Caroline Winter’s PhD dissertation, “The 
Classics and Culture in the Transformation of American Higher Education, 1830–
1890” (1996) provided the broader educational context into which classical 
                                               
27 This scholar was Marjorie Cohn, formerly Curator of the Francis Calley Gray collection at 
Harvard University, one of the institutional collections loaned to the new MFA when it opened its 
doors in 1876. To my knowledge, Ms. Cohn’s scholarship has not referred to this collection of 
family papers. 
28 Bibliographic references for these historical works will be found in the Bibliography. 
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rhetoric fit, and at the same time tied that context into the kind of cultural and 
social ideals of the mid-nineteenth century which impacted someone of Perkins’ 
background and aspirations. For example, she expanded upon Unitarianism, 
German idealism, and linguistics. Given Harvard’s longevity as a college of 
classical studies, Winterer focused extensively on its role in fashioning and 
perpetuating a classical curriculum, including assessing the important 
contributions of specific individuals such as Cornelius Conway Felton, Eliot 
Professor of Greek Literature, and a close friend to the Perkins family.  
In terms of Boston’s fine arts climate, Hina Hirayama’s recent publication, 
“With Éclat,” already mentioned as one of the few scholarly accounts that 
addresses Perkins in any depth, provided a fount of detailed information and 
analysis on the institutional histories of the Boston Athenaeum and the Museum 
of Fine Arts. Two dissertations on neo-classical sculpture in Boston were also 
very helpful. They were Jan Seidler Ramirez’s “A Critical Reappraisal of the 
Career of William Wetmore Story (1819–1895), American Sculptor and Man of 
Letters,” (1985) and David Dearinger’s “American Neoclassic Sculptors” (1992), 
the latter also already mentioned. Both Ramirez and Dearinger provided 
perspectives on the role of classical sculpture in Boston that have contributed to 
an understanding of the attraction that early Italian Renaissance works held for 
Perkins, and that, when positioned correctly, would also engage other Boston 
elites.  
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Journal articles on Ary Scheffer, the Nazarene painters, and the literary 
pundits who revived the early Italian Renaissance artists include Lionel 
Gossman’s “Unwilling Moderns: The Nazarene Painters of the Nineteenth 
Century” (2003) and Edward Morris’ “Ary Scheffer and his English Circle” (1985). 
Demonstrating the interrelatedness of the Nazarenes, Ary Scheffer, and the 
Victorian literati, these articles established the centrality of the early Italian 
Renaissance, particularly Raphael, as inspiration for the oeuvres of these 
nineteenth-century Romantics. Tied closely to this is scholarship that brought out 
the importance of the outline and its relationship to the Italian Renaissance. Most 
significant was Robert Rosenblum’s seminal work, Transformations in Late 
Eighteenth Century Art (1967), in which he explored the ever more exacting neo-
classical search for the “tabula rasa” in art, exemplified by John Flaxman’s 
minimalist “outline” drawing technique, and in which he also connects Flaxman to 
the early Italian Renaissance. Baxandall’s Giotto and the Orators: Humanist 
observers of painting in Italy and the discovery of pictorial composition, 1350–
1450 explicated the degree to which the rhetorical goals of edification and 
pleasure in classical rhetoric were appropriated by humanists prescribing the 
means by which to do the same in the visual arts. As evidence exists in Perkins’ 
scholarship for his study of the Renaissance humanists, Baxandall’s analysis is 
invaluable. 
The increasing emphasis on visuality in the nineteenth century, particularly 
as applied to the discipline of art history and the establishment of public fine arts 
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museums, has been addressed by Ingrid Vermeulen’s Picturing Art History: The 
Rise of the Illustrated History of Art in the Eighteenth Century in a most useful 
way. Vermeulen’s text exists in an interstitial scholarly space between the 
historiography of art history and the display practices of public art museums in 
the early nineteenth century. She points to Winckelmann’s methodological shift 
toward the formal qualities of the art object — over the Vasarian focus on the life 
of the artist — as the catalyst for art historical illustrations and then explores the 
different manifestations of such illustrations on the page, demonstrating the ways 
in which their placement foreshadowed similar display strategies in museums. 
Insofar as a number of the illustrated art historical treatises which Vermeulen 
highlights employed outline illustrations, the connections that she draws between 
the manifestations of visuality in this regard are highly instructive. 
Lastly, Charlotte Drew’s 2014 PhD dissertation, “Displaying Italian 
Sculpture: Exploring Hierarchies at the South Kensington Museum, 1852-1862,” 
has provided an exhaustive look at the substantial place of original early Italian 
Renaissance sculpture in the first decade of the ground-breaking museum of 
decorative arts in Europe, the South Kensington Museum in London. As scholars 
have, as has been mentioned, recognized the degree to which the South 
Kensington’s emphasis on art’s educational mission had influenced Perkins’, any 
literature on the museum has a bearing here, and has been consulted wherever 
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possible.29 However, Drew’s focus on the centrality of early Italian art, as 
strategically and skillfully managed by the British scholar and curator, Sir John 
Charles Robinson, has substantially resonated with the core arguments of this 
dissertation. In particular, Drew’s focus on the way in which Robinson 
orchestrated museum displays to strategically counter objections to his 
purchases of early Renaissance sculptures, as well as her focus on his 
scholarship as a foundation for subsequent art historical treatment, such as that 
of Perkins, has provided a compelling analytic model for the work represented 
here.  
The third methodology of the dissertation is that of an art historical formal 
analysis of the objects, styles, mediums, and movements that impinged directly 
on Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric. This analysis demonstrates that the 
Romantic art of the early nineteenth century, particularly that of the German 
Nazarene painters; Ary Scheffer; and the European and American engravers and 
draftsmen shared a two-fold devotion, one to the artists of the early Italian 
Renaissance, and the second to line.30 This devotion is what drew Perkins to the 
works of these individuals and what in turn guided his own scholarship and 
illustrations; his collections of antique and antique-revival sculpture, medals, and 
                                               
29 This includes such works as Malcolm Baker and Brenda Richardson, eds., A Grand Design: 
The Art of the Victoria and Albert Museum (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1997); Anthony Burton, 
Vision & Accident: The Story of the Victoria and Albert Museum (London: V&A Publications, 
1999); and Elizabeth Bonython, The Great Exhibitor: The Life and Work of Henry Cole (London: 
V&A Publications, 2003). 
30 My use of the term “draftsmen,” covers painters and sculptors whose drawings were largely 
executed as preparatory studies as well as illustrators whose primary creative output was 
drawing. 
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prints; and his philosophical and tactical views on the impact of displaying visual 
art of the past in museums and educational institutions.   
 
Dissertation Chapter Reviews 
In order to cast a wider biographical net but still remain focused on the 
dissertation’s argument, the chapter organization foregrounds the rather organic 
nature of Perkins’ development as a visual rhetorician. It begins with his early life 
and education in Boston, his quarter-century steeped in the artistic riches of 
Europe, and his return to Boston, at which time he brought about sea changes in 
the fine arts discourse of his native city. The first chapter asserts that the 
appreciation for a visual language of the arts began for Perkins in the years 1823 
to 1843 when, as the child of a privileged and prominent family who had led the 
cultivation of the fine arts in Boston, he was exposed, and in some cases was 
very close, to the foremost theorists and promoters of not only the arts, but also 
of classical rhetoric, modern literature and philosophy, and religion. As there is 
little documentation, either primary or secondary, that deals in an in-depth way 
with Perkins’ early years as a young teen and then a college student, the chapter 
assesses this period of his life by presenting four case studies focused on the 
individuals who were both Perkins’ models and important players in shaping the 
fertile cultural ground upon which he built a generation later. The subjects are 
Thomas Handasyd Perkins, George Washington Doane, Charles Follen, and 
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Henry Cleveland, who were respectively Perkins’ great uncle, his stepfather, his 
guardian and tutor, and his brother-in-law. 
The second chapter establishes the relationship between the rhetorical 
focus of Harvard College’s classical curriculum and the cultivation of the visual 
arts in Boston. The history of Harvard’s classical rhetorical curriculum is charted, 
with the major emphasis on the first half of the nineteenth century, when the 
increasing availability of books, pamphlets, journals and other forms of printed 
material led to a broadening of the rhetoric curriculum to include strategies of 
persuasion in written, and, to some extent, visual form. Key players included the 
forward-looking and long-serving Harvard professors Edward Tyrrel Channing 
(1790–1856), Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory, and Cornelius Conway 
Felton (1807–1862), Eliot Professor of Greek Literature. I analyze their rationales 
for change and the specifics of their curricular choices that reflected that change.  
After a brief summary of the literary and classically-driven fine arts 
environment in Boston that brings the reader up to the Civil War, the final section 
of chapter two presents four case studies covering the period from 1820 until 
1860, allowing for a more in-depth consideration of the linkage between classical 
rhetoric and the fine arts. The first case study focuses on several paintings 
representative of the portraits and Old Masters acquired and/or exhibited at the 
Boston Athenaeum from 1827 to 1840. These works are assessed from the 
perspective of their appeal to a viewer trained in classical rhetoric at Harvard. 
The second case study examines the primacy of sculpture in Boston’s fine arts 
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landscape from several vantage points. These include not only the Athenaeum’s 
sculpture collection and exhibitions, but also the exceptionally high level of 
patronage of foreign and native-born sculptors in the 1820s and 1830s, as well 
as the many monumental sculptures created to decorate the graves in the first 
American garden cemetery, Mount Auburn Cemetery (1831), located in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.  
When the Boston elites rejected the James Jackson Jarves collection of 
early Italian Renaissance paintings mentioned earlier, they missed the 
significance of these works on the European side of the Atlantic. Chapter three 
takes up this question through the lens of Perkins’ studies and professional 
practices there between 1843 and 1869. The chapter begins with an account of 
Perkins’ introduction, as had been the case for legions of aspiring artists before 
him, to the arts of the past by copying antique sculpture in Rome. It goes on to 
relate the details of Perkins’ intense year (1846–1847) in Paris under the tutelage 
of Ary Scheffer during which time he had his first indoctrination into the mid-
nineteenth century revival of interest in the early Italian Renaissance artists. In 
particular, Scheffer celebrated the sublime draftsmanship and sculpturesque 
rendering of subjects by such artists as Raphael. He also exposed Perkins to the 
literary movement in Britain that recognized in the early Italian artists the kind of 
pure, simple religiosity needed to both elevate the morality and taste of the public 
and improve the technical and aesthetic skills of workers in industry. Important 
connections are then drawn between nineteenth-century European precedents in 
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literary illustration as well as art historical methodologies to Perkins’ ultimate 
system of visual rhetoric. Among the precedents considered are the minimalist 
vocabulary of late eighteenth-century neoclassical artists such as John Flaxman 
(1755–1826), the romantic art historian Alexis-François Rio (1797–1874) and his 
followers, and the German art historians Carl Friedrich von Rumohr (1785–1843), 
Gustav Waagen (1794–1868), and Felix Kugler (1808–1858), who demonstrated 
predilections for both historically-based art history and textual illustrations. 
Finally, the symbiotic relationship between art historical scholarship and the 
emerging public fine arts museum is introduced, primarily by reference to the 
practices of the British curator, Sir John Charles Robinson, of the South 
Kensington Museum, founded by the British Government in 1857 to improve 
industrial design and elevate public taste. This last focus is taken up more fully in 
chapter five. 
The fourth chapter of the dissertation examines the particulars of Perkins’ 
system of “visual rhetoric,” his art historical scholarship, drawings and 
engravings, and his collections of antique and classical-revival works.31 Drawing 
on the artistic, literary, and scholarly discourses fleshed out in chapter three, this 
chapter demonstrates the means by which Perkins’ belief in the rhetorical 
superiority of the “outline” impacted his art-related choices. First, his art historical 
method is intensely scrutinized for its visually rhetorical intellectual debts and for 
                                               
31 His expertise in the strategies and operations of public fine arts museums is also taken up in 
chapter five. 
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the ways in which Perkins adapted these to his own particular research and 
writing. Secondly, his illustrations for his first major text, Tuscan Sculptors of 
1864, are connected with the kinds of visual rhetoric so admired by the 
nineteenth century in the drawings of Raphael, Flaxman, and the preeminent 
American illustrator, Felix Octavius Carr Darley (1822–1888). Thirdly, the chapter 
addresses Perkins’ personal collection, in which he showed his visually rhetorical 
hand in the various but mutually reflexive kinds of artworks that he collected. 
These included fragments of Roman sculpture and architecture; early Italian 
Renaissance ceramic low-relief sculpture; paintings by nineteenth-century artists 
who looked back to the early Italian Renaissance and Old Masters in their own 
original works as well as in the works they chose to copy; and nineteenth-century 
works on paper. The last section of this chapter introduces the symbiotic 
relationship that existed between the romantically and historically tinged strains 
of art history in northern Europe and their respective counterparts in 
encyclopedic and decorative arts museums.  
Finally, in the last chapter, the dissertation addresses the period of 1870 
to 1876 when Perkins shaped the strategic and operational direction of the 
Museum of Fine Arts, bringing to bear his system of visual rhetoric. The chapter 
makes a detailed comparison of the 1869 exhibition managed by the Boston 
Athenaeum with the nature of the acquisitions and exhibitions under Perkins’ 
direction, even before the new building opened to the public in July 1876. In so 
doing, it is suggested that Perkins was successful in his expansion of the areas 
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collected and displayed to include, among other new specialties, the early Italian 
Renaissance, by employing a strategy that was respectful of the old emphasis on 
the literary while bringing an intensive energy for integrating the new.  
This final chapter also elaborates on how Sir John Charles Robinson’s 
artful strategies of introducing original early Italian Renaissance sculpture into the 
South Kensington Museum, a museum of the decorative arts, served as a model 
for Perkins. Most importantly, the American followed the Englishman in the view 
that early Italian Renaissance sculpture was the key to shifting the conversation 
regarding institutional display of the arts from one where viewership was limited 
by literary and/or connoisseurship considerations to one that focused more on 
promoting visual literacy for the broad public. The chapter describes Perkins’ 
textual and display strategies that achieved this result. In this way, the Early 
Italian Renaissance was shown to be important as a bridge between the copies 
of ancient pagan sculpture as well as contemporary classically-inspired sculpture 
that Bostonians had seen for decades at the Athenaeum’s exhibitions, and the 
High Renaissance and Baroque Old Masters paintings that had also been 
favored there. Furthermore, through linking the fine and decorative arts in the 
Renaissance period and stressing the educational benefits of such a linkage, 
Perkins also gave decorative objects of all other periods of western and non-
western art a legitimate place in an art museum. 
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Contributions to Scholarship 
 
The shift from literary to visual rhetoric, as characterized in this 
dissertation, has not previously been identified in these terms in scholarship on 
Boston’s history of the fine arts, or even on the Museum’s early years. Scholars, 
such as Walter Muir Whitehill and Hina Hirayama, have written comprehensive 
histories in regard to the latter and have attributed the educational goals that 
drove the Museum’s early days and the encyclopedic nature of its exhibits to 
Perkins’ leadership and his intimate knowledge of, among other museums, the 
South Kensington in London.32 However, their focus has not been on how these 
underlying principles either built upon or departed from the art periods and art 
mediums that would previously have been deemed of sufficient moral and 
educational value to be placed on public display. Furthermore, scholarship on 
Boston’s fine arts history in general has not attempted, to any significant degree, 
to untangle the contradictions inherent in a mid-nineteenth century taste for the 
High Renaissance and a concomitant rejection of the early works of the trecento 
and quattrocento. The net effect is that the scope of Perkins’ contributions has 
not been cast as bringing about a more profound shift in defining and viewing fine 
arts, as is the intention of this dissertation. Absent the extent of the changes in 
visuality that Perkins effected, the scrutiny of his scholarship alone adds 
considerably to the cultural literature of Boston.  
                                               
32 Walter Muir Whitehill, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: A Centennial History, 2 vols. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1970); Hirayama, With Éclat.  
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To date there has been no critical book-length study on Perkins. While 
there have been several more narrowly defined studies – whose valuable 
contributions have been covered above – they have not explored to the depth 
that this dissertation does the unifying role of rhetoric throughout his youth, 
education, and career, both in Europe and in Boston. I address this by shining a 
light on the precise nature of Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric that he imported 
from Europe to Boston in 1869 and that he then shaped strategically to the 
artistic landscape of his native city so as to achieve a significant new discourse 
around the fine arts. As Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric brought to the fore a 
broader conception of the categories and viewership of art that belonged in an art 
museum, developments which formed an important bridge to the art history and 
museums of today, such greater scrutiny seems to be well-deserved. 
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Chapter One — Young Perkins and the Boston Literati 
 
Chapter Introduction 
The appreciation for a visual language of the arts began for Charles 
Callahan Perkins as a child and young adult in the years 1823 to 1843 when 
Boston itself was undergoing sea changes in its identity vis à vis the fine arts.33  
As the child of a privileged and prominent family that was instrumental in bringing 
about these changes, Perkins’ exposure to a cultured life went well beyond 
simply surviving the rigors of learning classical languages at Harvard College and 
making the obligatory Grand Tour, virtual givens for all children of the elite. He 
was exposed, and in some cases became very close, to influential arts institution 
builders, progressive scholars of the classics who sought to expand the 
discipline’s study to include the arts, and artists and thinkers who promoted the 
ideals of not only Neo-Classicism but also Romanticism. Thus, it behooves any 
investigation of Perkins’ impact on Boston as a visual rhetorician later in the 
century to include an examination of these early influences and values. 
That said, there is little known and written about Perkins’ youth. Hence, I 
have chosen to contextualize what is known with four biographical case studies 
on individuals who not only loomed large in his life, but were also influential in 
                                               
33 Such changes included the establishment of an annual art exhibition at the Boston Athenaeum, 
the city’s foremost literary and arts institution; the addition of classical sculpture, landscapes, and 
history paintings to the artistic media embraced by the city’s art patrons and artists; and the 
acceptance of the painter and the sculptor as poets of fine art, not just skilled craftsmen. See 
chapter two for further discussion of the fine arts climate in Boston.  
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shaping Boston’s cultural landscape. The case studies, organized largely 
chronologically, are each weighted toward the primary contribution that particular 
individual made. The first case study profiles Thomas Handasyd Perkins (1764-
1854), Perkins’ great uncle and one of Boston’s most prominent merchants of the 
day. I examine his central role in patronizing and institutionalizing the arts in 
Boston in the 1820s and 1830s. The second case study focuses on Perkins’ 
stepfather, George Washington Doane (1799–1859), Episcopal Bishop of New 
Jersey, as an important figure in bringing British Ecclesiologist liturgy and 
architecture to America.34 In the third case study, I introduce Perkins’ guardian 
and teacher, Charles Follen (1796–1840), a political émigré from Germany, who 
became Harvard’s first professor of German Language and Literature, a mentor 
to the Boston Transcendentalists, and an outspoken Unitarian minister and 
abolitionist.35 Lastly, I profile Henry Russell Cleveland (1808–1843), Perkins’ 
brother-in-law, who, being fifteen years Perkins’ senior, extended to him a 
paternal hand. Cleveland was a classical scholar and prolific author on a broad 
range of issues including classical education, Gothic Revival architecture, and 
Romantic music. Emblematic of the closeness of their relationship was the fact 
that Perkins was at his brother-in-law’s bedside in St. Louis — along with Ralph 
                                               
34 Ecclesiology and related mid-century reform movements will be elaborated on in the Doane 
case study.   
35 While the time that Perkins spent with his stepfather George Washington Doane followed the 
short year that he spent with Charles Follen, the Doane case-study precedes the Follen one 
because Doane entered his life when he was only seven and remained a part of it, however 
obliquely, until Doane’s death when Perkins was thirty-six years old.  
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Waldo Emerson — when Cleveland died tragically of tuberculosis at the age of 
thirty-four.   
 
Section One: Perkins’ Antecedents  
 
Charles Callahan Perkins was born on Pearl Street, Boston, on March 1, 
1823 to James Perkins Jr. (1791–1829) and Eliza Greene Callahan (1789–
1860).36  Pearl Street was located in the area of Boston referred to as the “Old 
South End.” (Fig. 1.1) At the time, a number of grand residences, including those 
of his grandfather and great uncle respectively, James (1761–1822) and Thomas 
Handasyd (1764–1854), lined the street.37 Thomas’ grandson (and Perkins’ 
cousin) described Pearl Street as “a beautiful, sunny thoroughfare, with horse-
chestnut trees in the broad brick sidewalk and a pervading air of comfort and 
respectability.”38 Designed in the Federal style, James and Thomas Perkins’ 
residences referenced — as did other homes of the mercantile elite — the 
                                               
36 Perkins was the fourth of five children. The other children of James Jr. and Eliza were James 
Amory (1814–1824), Sarah Paine (1818–1893), Edward Newton (1820–1899), and James Henry 
(1826–1857); see Hirayama, With Éclat,184, f.n. 6.  
37 The street number of the house on Pearl Street occupied by Perkins’ parents is not known, but 
it was in close proximity to that of James and Thomas who lived at Numbers 13 and 17 Pearl 
Street respectively. Number 13 Pearl Street stood at what is today 185 Franklin Street, home to 
the extant Art Deco tower built in 1940 to house the New England Telephone and Telegraph 
Company, and Number 17 stood where Post Office Square Park now does. Prominent neighbors 
of the Perkins’ family on Pearl Street included Josiah Quincy (1772–1864) whose distinguished 
service to Boston and the nation included terms as Massachusetts Senator, Judge of the 
Municipal Court, Mayor of Boston, and President of Harvard University. See website for the 
Norman B. Leventhal Park at http://www.normanbleventhalpark.org/ and Susan and Michael 
Southworth, AIA Guide to Boston, 2nd eds. (Guilford, CT: Globe Pequot Press, 1992), 87–101. 
38 While at boarding school in Cambridge, James Elliot Cabot (1821–1903) found his grandfather 
Thomas Perkins’ home to be “a haven of rest …where all the appointments were luxurious and all 
the people kind.” James Elliot Cabot, I. Autobiographical sketch. II. Family reminiscences. III. 
Sedge birds (Boston: G. H. Ellis, 1904): 13–14. 
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aristocratic neo-classical style of England which celebrated their own self-made 
ascension while still retaining a connection to the traditions of their mother-
country.39 While Pearl Street and its environs became largely commercial by the 
1850s, in the first third of the century the area served not only as a privileged and 
congenial safe harbor for Perkins, but also as a classically-inspired enclave.40   
Edmund Perkins, Perkins’ original American ancestor, came to Boston 
from England with his widowed mother in the 1650s.41 Edmund made a 
substantial living in Boston as a shipwright at Bendall’s Cove in the Dock Square 
area, leaving an estate worth nearly 450 pounds sterling, a considerable sum in 
that day. The two generations that followed Edmund Perkins enjoyed, for the 
most part, good financial fortune, working as craftspeople and shopkeepers. 
Edmund’s great grandchildren, the aforementioned brothers James and Thomas, 
became partners in the China Trade, achieving substantial wealth that catapulted 
them into the highest echelons of Boston society. Of the two brothers, James 
was “the inside man…of a quiet and unambitious disposition, with a strong taste 
for reading… he left the active pursuits to his brother.”42 James gained Boston’s 
                                               
39 For details of the Federal style and its premier architect, Charles Bulfinch (1763–1844) see 
William H. Pierson Jr., American Buildings and their Architects: The Colonial and Neo-Classical 
Styles (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1970), 212 and 259. The exterior features of the Pearl 
Street houses were similar to those of the 1795 Harrison Grey Otis House in Boston designed by 
Bulfinch. The features included a three-story flat façade, tall narrow windows capped with a stone 
(or brick) lintel decorated with a keystone, a hipped roof with two exterior chimneys, and a 
dentillated cornice.  
40 Pearl Street was home to “the world center for the boot and shoe industry” before the Great 
Fire of Boston 1872 destroyed most of the district. See Southworth, AIA Guide to Boston, 101. 
41 This discussion of CCP’s antecedents is largely drawn from Carl Seaburg and Stanley 
Paterson, Merchant Prince of Boston: Colonel T. H. Perkins, 1764–1854 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1971). 
42 Ibid., 146. 
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respect as an honorable merchant who had given much back in financial and 
leadership support for several important social and cultural institutions of Boston 
including the Massachusetts General Hospital, the Theological School at 
Harvard, and the Boston Athenaeum.43  
Regarding the Athenaeum, one such charitable action on James Perkins’ 
part had a considerable impact upon his grandson. In 1822, James donated his 
house at 13 Pearl Street to the Boston Athenaeum so that it could accommodate 
its ever-growing holdings. The donation was also precipitated by the fact that his 
own new home on the corner of Pearl and Milk Streets was nearing completion, 
built to house not only himself and his wife, but also his son James Jr. and 
growing family.44 Within several months of the finalization of both of these real 
estate ventures, however, the senior James was taken ill with pneumonia and did 
not survive to ever live in his newly-constructed residence or to visit the 
Athenaeum in his old home. The net effect for Perkins, though, was that he was 
born in the house on the corner of Pearl and Milk, and for at least six years, until 
the untimely demise of his own father James Jr., lived there, within a stone’s 
throw of the Boston Athenaeum and the residences of his widowed grandmother 
Sarah Paine Perkins (1764?–1841) and his great uncle Thomas.  
                                               
43 Ibid., 304. 
44 In particular, the Athenaeum’s founding commitment to the fine arts had not been realized to 
that point in part because of the dearth of space. James and his wife Sarah Paine (1786–1841) 
had no other children besides James Jr., as their daughter Sarah had died at the age of three. 
See ibid., 302. 
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James, one of the original proprietors of the Athenaeum in 1807, a 
Trustee from 1817 to 1819, and briefly its Vice President in 1820, believed that 
the Athenaeum’s role in the “diffusion of knowledge” remained imperative to “the 
liberty and happiness of any community.”45 Such a belief can certainly be seen to 
have undergirded his grandson’s contributions, although, born a few months after 
his grandfather’s death, Perkins did not absorb the notion from him personally.  
However, the portrait of James by the illustrious portraitist of the Federal period, 
Gilbert Stuart (1755–1828), which hangs in the Athenaeum’s first floor reading 
room, is testament to James’ Enlightenment spirit, and for that matter to the 
Enlightenment spirit of the entire Perkins family enclave on Pearl Street. (Fig. 
1.2) That Perkins would have regularly seen this characterization of his 
grandfather must be assumed given that he lived a few steps away from the 
Athenaeum and his great uncle was an important figure there. The Athenaeum 
Trustees commissioned the portrait from Stuart soon after James’ death, 
requesting a copy of one that Stuart had already begun for the Perkins’ family. 
Stuart enlarged and modified the family portrait for the Athenaeum version and 
added a number of background details to emphasize James’ central role in the 
institution as well as the latter’s personal erudition.46 Instead of depicting the 
                                               
45 Samuel Eliot, Memoir of Charles Callahan Perkins, reprinted from the Proceedings of the 
Massachusetts Historical Society (Cambridge: John Wilson and Son, 1887), 3; here Eliot is 
quoting an unnamed source describing James’ generous donation of his home. 
46 The two paintings of James Perkins are discussed in an on-line article, “James Perkins, 1822 
by Gilbert Stuart” on the website of the Boston Athenaeum. The article differentiates the formal 
features of the family portrait from the Athenaeum version and states that the family’s portrait 
remains in the family. However, no image or specifics beyond this are provided. See 
http://www.bostonathenaeum.org/; accessed 1/12/2015. 
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sitter gripping the arm of his chair with his left hand, as is the case in the family’s 
portrait, Stuart showed him resting his hand on the table holding a document in 
order to better reflect James’ active involvement. To the books, documents and 
quill pen on the table, Stuart added a three-tiered bookshelf in the background to 
indicate the institutional and significant nature of the holdings. The Athenaeum’s 
painting also emphasized the classical roots of James’ erudition and of the 
Athenaeum itself, with the addition of two massive columns placed behind him.47  
In fact, the very style of the painting referenced classicism as most viewers of the 
portrait at the Athenaeum would have known that Stuart had been influenced by 
the classically-inflected works of the prominent and fashionable late eighteenth 
and early-nineteenth century London portraitists, Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723–
1792) and Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769–1830.)48   
Turning now to James Jr., Perkins’ father, the brief account of him 
provided by Seaburg and Paterson in their biography of Thomas appears to be 
the only one on record. James was described by one of his cousins therein as “a 
nice boy, not handsome; short and thick-set, with blue eyes and sandy hair; very 
                                               
47 Ibid. 
48 For Gilbert Stuart’s life and work, see Carrie Rebora and Ellen G. Miles, Gilbert Stuart (New 
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004); Dorinda Evans, The Genius of Gilbert Stuart 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999); and James Thomas Flexner, Gilbert Stuart: a 
Great Life in Brief (New York: Knopf, 1955).  
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fond of athletics, the best fencer and dancer about.”49 Despite being the first in 
the family to graduate from Harvard (Class of 1809), James Jr.’s predilections for 
the social side of life continued into adulthood, when he apparently fell quite short 
of his father’s standards of diligence, business acumen, and abstemiousness. In 
fact, by 1827, the younger James’ lack of abstemiousness from the bottle had 
reportedly become a very serious matter.50 While there is no evidence for or 
against any physical or emotional abuse perpetrated by James Jr., his health 
certainly suffered to the point that his early death at the age of thirty-eight, when 
Charles was only six years old, while shocking, would not have been a complete 
surprise to the family.   
Perkins’ maternal grandparents were John Callahan (1745–1806) and 
Lucretia Greene (1748–1824). John ran away at the age of ten from his home in 
Cork, Ireland to eventually become a sea captain; Lucretia was born into the 
prominent, affluent, and cultured Greene family of Boston.51 John’s background 
would seem to suggest that Lucretia had married beneath her station. However, 
her husband was not without means, as he was a slave-owner and the master of 
a number of internationally bound vessels. Nor was he without credentials, 
considered by Boston’s elites as a trustworthy and accomplished captain and a 
                                               
49 Thomas Handasyd’s first son and namesake (who predeceased his father by a few years) was 
equally a disappointment, both boys being very social and “too fond of the cheering bottle.” In an 
effort to motivate their sons in 1817 James and Thomas made them partners in a related venture 
to their own so that the two reprobates might apply themselves to a profitable end, but sadly the 
hopes of the older brothers were never really realized. See Seaburg and Paterson, Merchant 
Prince, 213. 
50 Ibid., 340. 
51 Hirayama, With Éclat, 53 and 184 f.n. 6.  
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progressive thinker who followed his conscience and freed his own slaves.52 
Captain Callahan’s family often traveled with him on board his vessels and as 
such, he exposed his daughter Eliza (and her six siblings) to a much wider world 
than that of provincial Boston. The combination of the broadening effect of travel 
with the more refined upbringing that her mother no doubt provided suggest that 
Eliza’s background, while not as socially in the forefront nor as culturally 
stimulating as that of the Perkins’, was still considerably more elevated than 
most.   
Eliza married James Jr. in her early twenties. She lost her first-born son 
and her husband within several years of each other, which may help to explain 
her rapid remarriage to George Washington Doane, Assistant Rector at Trinity 
Church in Boston, in 1829 within less than a year of her first husband’s death. 
Doane became Rector at Trinity in 1830 and in 1832 was elected the Episcopal 
Bishop of New Jersey, whereupon the couple removed to Burlington, New 
Jersey.53 They had two sons together, both of whom became men of the cloth.  
After Doane’s death in 1859, Eliza joined her son Charles Perkins and his family 
at the Villa Capponi, lodged in the beautiful hills above Florence, Italy, but died 
within the year herself.   
                                               
52 See the Worcester Art Museum’s online discussion of Ralph Earl’s portrait of the Callahan 
sisters at http://www.worcesterart.org/, accessed 1/11/2015 and Andrew Oliver, Ann Millspaugh 
Huff, and Edward W. Hanson, Portraits in the Massachusetts Historical Society (Boston: 
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1988), 21–22 for biographical accounts of John Callahan. 
53 Hirayama, With Éclat, 53 and 184 f.n. 9.  
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Information on Perkins’ childhood following the tragic death of his father 
and the rapid and unsettling remarriage of his mother has not survived.54 
Testimonials upon Perkins’ death only make reference to boarding schools in 
Cambridge in his early years, time spent “under the care and admirable influence 
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Follen,” and being “fitted for college at Burlington, New 
Jersey,” but an exact chronology and detailed accounting of these events is not 
known.55 As such, the case studies become doubly helpful in that they allow for a 
picture of this important period of Perkins’ life to emerge. 
 
Section Two: Thomas Handasyd Perkins (1764–1854) 
Even before the untimely death of Perkins’ father, Thomas assumed a 
presence in the life of his great-nephew. His residence, just up the street, 
provided a bustling environment, particularly as far as children were concerned. 
Not only did Thomas and his wife, Sarah Elliot Perkins (1768–1852), have eleven 
children (nine of whom lived to adulthood) born over a period of twenty-one 
years, but they also regularly played host to an extended family. A number of 
accounts attested to their home as one that “bubbled with children coming and 
going.”56 One example, James Elliot Cabot, Thomas Handasyd’s grandson and 
                                               
54 According to the New York Public Library’s finding aid for the Cleveland-Perkins Family Papers, 
Eliza’s parents took over the care of the Perkins children when James Jr. died. However, John 
and Lucretia died before their son-in-law, making this an impossibility. That said, the children may 
have gone to live with the Callahans’ only son, John Handy Callahan (1786–1853), although no 
evidence of this has been uncovered. See New York Public Library, Finding Aid for Cleveland 
Perkins Family Papers (New York: New York Public Library, 1988); online at https://www.nypl.org.  
55 Martin Brimmer, “Charles Callahan Perkins,” Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences, vol. 22 (May–Dec, 1886): 534. 
56 Cabot, Autobiographical Sketch, 14.   
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Perkins’ cousin, happily stayed with his grandparents on weekends when he was 
in boarding school and made frequent mention in his memoir of the games and 
adventures that were constantly underway.57 Another of Thomas’ many 
grandchildren, Thomas Greaves Cary, recalled in his memoir of his grandfather, 
“His nature was affectionate, appearing particularly so towards children; and 
many of them were his intimate friends habitually exchanging with him the 
liveliest pleasantry with perfect freedom.”58 That Charles Perkins became a part 
of this respectful, comfortable, and loving environment before the death of his 
father may be assumed, particularly in light of the fact that in 1825 while his 
parents traveled in Europe, he and his siblings were cared for by their great uncle 
and great aunt, Thomas and Sarah.59 It is also clear from Thomas’ role in placing 
Perkins with Dr. Charles Follen and his wife some years later – to be discussed 
shortly – that the great uncle continued to look out for the welfare of his grand- 
nephew. 
The portraitist Thomas Sully (1783–1872) captured the variety and 
richness of Thomas Handasyd Perkins’ mercantile, political, and cultural life in an 
1831 painting commissioned by the Athenaeum, whose massive dimensions 
alone, nine feet five inches by six feet 5 inches, proclaimed the stature of its 
sitter. (Fig. 1.3) Sully, a Philadelphia native who had studied with Sir Thomas 
                                               
57 Ibid. 
58 Thomas Greaves Cary, Memoir of Thomas Handasyd Perkins (Boston: Little Brown, 1856), 
253. 
59 Hirayama, With Éclat, 184 f.n. 7. 
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Lawrence in London, depicted Thomas exuding confidence as he sprawls on a 
silk damask sofa in front of a massive classical arch. Only swirling clouds against 
a bright blue sky can be seen through the arch, suggesting that the possibilities 
for this sitter are either limitless, heavenly, or both. Thomas wears a rich brown 
greatcoat trimmed with velvet and offset by a crisp white cravat at his neck. He 
appears to have just returned from a busy day of appointments as his top hat and 
gloves, as well as a number of documents with broken seals, have been tossed 
on the sofa next to him, and in his right hand he holds a very sketchily indicated 
card, perhaps the calling card of someone with whom he has just met. Given that 
Thomas gazes out into the distance beyond the confines of the painting, Sully 
seems to be suggesting that his sitter’s day has engendered thoughts of faraway 
places, perhaps of international trade or collecting. Affirming this conjecture 
Thomas’ left hand draws the eye to a large porcelain urn decorated with a non-
specific Asian design, while the rug at his feet features a colorful geometric motif 
reminiscent of the Middle-East, and a portfolio of works on paper leans up 
against the urn. 
Thomas’ support of the arts, virtually unprecedented in Boston, went 
beyond the more passive and private form of patronage of individual artists to 
encompass the more active and public form of financial support and leadership of 
the city’s first institution of the fine arts. One of his earliest private contributions 
was as patron and benefactor of the Harvard College graduate from South 
Carolina, Washington Allston (1779–1843), a painter of romanticized landscapes 
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and historical and biblical works.60 In 1808, Thomas met Allston for the first time 
when the latter made his home in Boston after returning from his first immersion 
in the blossoming romantic arts in Europe. At this juncture in their relationship, 
Thomas purchased several paintings from Allston, including a genre painting of 
1811, entitled The Poor Author and the Rich Bookseller. (Fig. 1.4) A satirical 
work that pitted the refinements of art against the vulgarities of commerce, it 
most likely owed its inspiration to the humor of the prolific and versatile British 
artist, William Hogarth (1697–1764), whose prints circulated widely in eighteenth-
century America.61 Whether it was the patrician sentiment that undergirded 
Allston’s work or Thomas’ own knowledge of Hogarth that inspired the purchase 
is unknown, but the painting remained in Thomas’ collection until 1850 and 
entered the MFA’s collection in 1927.62  
Thomas renewed his acquaintance with Allston when they returned to 
Boston together aboard the trans-Atlantic vessel, the Old Galen, in 1818. During 
the voyage, Thomas made another purchase from Allston, this of a watercolor 
the artist had just painted of the Old Galen during a storm.63 Thomas saw Allston 
many times after this journey, if for no other reason than the latter set up his 
studio at the corner of High Street and Pearl Street, just a few doors from 
                                               
60 Allston himself will be the subject of a case study in chapter three. Therefore, the discussion 
here will focus just on Thomas Handasyd Perkins’ relationship with him. 
61 Edgar Preston Richardson, Washington Allston, A Study of the Romantic Artist in America 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1948), 93.  
62 See MFA website description of the painting at http://www.mfa.org/ ; accessed 1/21/2015. 
63 Seaburg and Paterson, Merchant Prince, 286–287. The whereabouts of this work or if it even 
survives is not known.   
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Thomas’ residence. In addition, their mutual interests in advancing the fine arts in 
Boston put them in regular touch, particularly in connection with Thomas’ 
presidency of the Boston Athenaeum (1830–1832) and Chairmanship of the 
Athenaeum’s Fine Arts Committee (1827–1837).64 When by 1827 Allston still had 
not completed his much anticipated history painting of the Old Testament 
subject, Belshazzar’s Feast, a work begun before returning to Boston in 1818, 
Thomas contributed to the so-called Allston Trust, along with nine other of his 
fellow elites.65 These donors intended to allow the impoverished Allston to focus 
on finishing Belshazzar’s Feast which had languished as he tried to procure and 
complete commissions that would put food on his table. Each of the ten 
benefactors of the trust contributed $1,000 so that income from the trust would 
support Allston, and the principal, to be collected by Allston at completion, would 
serve as an additional incentive.66 
It was at the Athenaeum that Thomas took on the mission of moving the 
fine arts into a more public realm in Boston than it had been to that point.  With 
the move to Pearl Street in 1822, the still young organization embraced its wider 
purpose established at its founding of not only serving as a private library and 
                                               
64 In another instance, they worked together in connection with the Egyptian Revival design for 
the Bunker Hill Monument, a project Thomas championed to commemorate the death of medical 
doctor and Revolutionary war patriot, General Joseph Warren. Ibid., 397–399. 
65 The names of the other nine members of the Trust are not recorded in biographical or archival 
materials investigated by this researcher. The painting is now in the Detroit Institute of Art. Its 
home(s) between Allston’s death and the Institute’s acquisition is unknown. 
66 Gordon, “The Fine Arts in Boston,” 27. 
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reading room but as a “repository of arts.”67 Its broader mandate now in view, the 
Trustees determined in 1823 that an annex behind the new Pearl Street mansion 
was needed to house lecture and exhibition facilities.68 To galvanize the fund-
raising campaign for the annex, Thomas gave $8,000 conditioned on the 
requirement that a matching sum be raised outside of his family.69 In 1827 when 
a sub-committee of the trustees formed to focus on the Fine Arts, Thomas took 
on the position of Chair, a leadership role that continued for a decade. In this 
capacity, he shepherded the Athenaeum towards its first fine arts exhibition in 
1827, in which 300 paintings were exhibited, the greatest majority of which were 
loaned works arranged for by the Committee, an impressive accomplishment.  As 
a profit-making venture, this first highly successful exhibition generated ticket and 
catalog sales with a sixty-five percent profit margin.70 For the next three years, 
the Athenaeum organized an annual exhibition under Thomas’ leadership, each 
popular and financially successful. As Chair of the Fine Arts Committee, Thomas 
                                               
67 “The Reading-Room and Library, being considered leading objects and chief departments of 
the Athenaeum, it is proposed, as far as can be done without detriment to them, to join to the 
foundation a MUSEUM or CABINET...a REPOSITORY OF ARTS.” John Lowell, John T. Kirkland, 
and William S. Shaw, Memoir of the Boston Athenaeum: With the Act of Incorporation, and 
Organization of the Institution (Boston: Munroe & Francis, 1807), 5. (Emphasis that of the 
Memoir’s authors) 
68 Ironically, 1823 was also the year of Perkins’ birth. 
69 His nephew, James Jr., was inspired to make the same contribution, to which he attached the 
same conditions. See Hirayama, With Éclat, 22. 
70 Ibid., 23–24. 
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also assumed responsibility for the Athenaeum’s acquisitions, a program that 
was equally successful during his tenure.71 
With these consuming commitments in mind, one can readily imagine that 
Thomas shared his passion for art with his great-nephew after the premature 
death of the young boy’s father, although no documentary evidence has been 
uncovered in this regard.  Adding to the likelihood of such an outcome was 
Charles Perkins’ own preoccupation with art as a boy. His cousin and very close 
friend, Samuel Eliot, observed about him in a memorial address, “As a mere child 
he showed a strong sensibility to beauty of form and sound.  He learned to draw 
and play upon the piano at an age remarkably youthful in a period of very little 
artistic cultivation.”72 With this sensibility in mind together with the proximity of 
Allston’s studio, it would seem certain that Thomas took his young great-nephew 
to meet the famed artist where Perkins would likely have seen Allston’s self-
portrait and the unfinished Belshazzar’s Feast.73 At the very least, Thomas would 
have taken him to the art exhibitions at the Boston Athenaeum, which were, of 
course, also just a few houses away. Documenting this connection, Perkins 
wrote a letter to his older brother by several years, Edward Newton Perkins, a 
                                               
71 Ibid. In addition to Washington Allston, Thomas patronized a number of other Boston artists.  
He purchased six paintings from the landscape painter Alvan Fisher (1792–1863), an additional 
six from the marine painter Robert Salmon (1775–1845), and several paintings from the most 
celebrated portraitists of the first quarter of the nineteenth century, Gilbert Stuart (1755–1828) 
and Thomas Sully (1783–1872). In May of 1828, he gave free passage to Europe on one of his 
ships to Horatio Greenough (1805–1852), often referred to as America’s first neoclassical 
sculptor. In addition to acquiring American paintings, Thomas also collected on his frequent trips 
abroad. See Seaburg and Paterson, Merchant Prince, 367–368. 
72 Samuel Eliot, Memoir, 3. 
73 For more on this painting, see chapter three. 
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student at Harvard at the time, in which he said, “How I do wish I was in Boston 
now to go to the Allston exhibition.  Have you been to the Athenaeum? I wish you 
would tell me how the Allston exhibition pleased you.”74  
For that matter, Perkins would have had to go no further than his great 
uncle’s home, as the interior at 17 Pearl Street provided an art history lesson in 
itself and a reminder of the beneficial effect of being surrounded by beautiful 
objects. Among other things, it housed Thomas’ impressive paintings and 
antiquities collections amassed in America and overseas, at least those that were 
not currently on loan to the Athenaeum. As testimonial to the powerful impact of 
the art in his home, when the former Mayor of New York and an important fine 
arts collector himself, Philip Hone (1780–1851), visited Thomas in 1838, the New 
Yorker commented: 
So the grandson of a hatter [referring to Thomas] born in a remote outpost 
of the British Empire in 1764 lived to own the chair of a Corsican lad born 
five years later, who became the emperor of all the French.  It must have 
given Perkins more than a sense of history whenever he sat in the 
emperor’s seat. Among his reflections may have been one that the 
merchant business was certainly less risky and more rewarding than the 
king business.75  
 
In addition to objets d’art, the young Perkins would have been impressed, as his 
cousin James Elliot Cabot was, by the exotic appointments of Thomas’ home.  
Cabot noted, for example, that his grandfather’s “great square dining room…was 
                                               
74 Perkins to Edward Newton Perkins, June 2, 1839, Cleveland Perkins Papers, New York Public 
Library, Box 9, Folder 9/10. Charles was living with his mother and stepfather in Burlington, New 
Jersey at the time. 
75 Hone as quoted in Seaburg and Paterson, Merchant Prince, 404. 
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hung with Chinese wallpaper representing gardens with peacocks on the stone 
balustrades, more beautiful than any I have ever seen.” Beyond the aesthetic 
appeal, Cabot observed the special ambiance of his grandfather’s home.  
Comparing his own home on Winthrop Square in Boston to his grandfather’s, he 
attributed to the latter “ then and always, an air of superiority…the movement of 
the world was more felt; and nothing, even of the most commonplace details, 
was quite on the same level.”76   
Perkins clearly soaked up the link between beauty and history and the 
public good, as modeled by his great uncle, expressing his commitment to the 
“encouragement of Art in the United States” as early as his first years of 
residence in Europe.77 He also recognized that to do so was going to take the 
kind of tireless attention to duty that he observed in Thomas when he stated,  
“But the man who undertakes it must know enough not to build his house on the 
sand.”78  With these sentiments the future founder and then Director of the 
Museum of Fine Arts, President of the Boston Art Club, and member of the 
Boston School Committee demonstrated the degree to which he had been 
influenced, not only by his great uncle to do “artistic good,” but also by his 
grandfather James’ Enlightenment philosophy that comprehensive knowledge 
was fundamental. He lived by both maxims.  
  
                                               
76 Cabot, Reminiscences, 14. 
77 Eliot, Memoir, 7 
78 Ibid. 
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Section Three: The Right-Reverend George Washington Doane (1799–1859) 
From roughly mid-May, 1836 until his departure for Harvard in August, 
1839, Perkins resided with his stepfather George Washington Doane and mother 
in Burlington, New Jersey.79 George Washington Doane was born in Trenton, 
New Jersey on May 27, 1799.80 (Fig. 1.5)  His father, Jonathan Doane, worked 
as a master builder and contractor and designed New Jersey’s first state house 
built in 1790–1792.81 George graduated in 1818 from Union College and for a 
short time prepared for a career in the law in New York City. However, his 
boyhood inclination to become a clergyman reemerged after his father’s death. 
Upon completion of theological studies, Doane was ordained a priest in 1823 and 
served as assistant rector at Trinity Church in New York City under Bishop John 
Henry Hobart. In 1825 he was invited by Thomas Church Brownell, Bishop of 
Connecticut, to become professor of rhetoric and belles-lettres at the college 
Brownell had recently founded, Washington College in Hartford, Connecticut, 
now Trinity College.82 While at Trinity, the Reverend Doane supported the 
formation of a collegiate society, the “Athenaeum,” for the encouragement of 
                                               
79 His precise address during this time is unclear, but it was most likely at the rectory on the St. 
Mary’s church grounds where the Doanes lived until they moved into their new home, “Riverside,” 
constructed from 1837 to 1839. See St. Mary’s website at http://www.stmarysburlington.org; 
accessed 11/4/2014. 
80 Biographical details for Bishop Doane are largely indebted to the following unless noted 
otherwise: Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone, eds., Dictionary of American Biography, vol. 3 
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1959), 333–334. 
81 http://www.stmarysburlington.org; accessed 11/4/14. 
82 Coincidentally, in 1857 Perkins himself was appointed by his cousin Samuel Eliot, newly 
elected President of Trinity College, to teach a course in the history of art, possibly the earliest 
such appointment in America. 
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literary endeavors. This literary bent on Doane’s part showed itself additionally in 
his editorship of the ecclesiastical journals, the Episcopal Watchman, the Banner 
of the Church, and the Missionary (1827–33; 1831–32; and 1835–37 
respectively).83 Its greatest efflorescence occurred, however, in Doane’s prolific 
writing of poetry and hymns, many of which appeared in his publication, Songs 
by the Way of 1824.   
In 1828, Trinity Church in the City of Boston called him to be their 
Assistant Rector, serving under John Sylvester John Gardiner. Upon Gardiner’s 
demise, Doane was made Rector in 1831. While Assistant Rector he met his 
future bride, Perkins’ mother Eliza Greene Callahan Perkins, and married her on 
September 17, 1829, a little less than a year after the death of James Perkins Jr.  
Within one year of his having assumed the duties of Rector at Trinity Church, 
Doane was once again called, this time to be the Bishop of New Jersey. In his 
memoir of his father, William Croswell Doane described the Reverend Doane 
upon having received the news. “He came with trembling to announce it to his 
family, pale with surprise, and the overwhelming sense of unexpected 
responsibility.”84 Viewing it as a “call to the highest order of the Ministry…a voice 
from God,” Doane accepted and was consecrated Bishop at St. Paul’s Chapel in 
New York City on October 31, 1832.85     
                                               
83 See “George Washington Doane” in the Glossary at the website of the Episcopal Church at 
http://library.episcopalchurch.org/ accessed 11/12/14. 
84 Doane, Memoir, 189. 
85 Ibid.  As the position of Bishop was an unpaid one, Doane also accepted the post of Rector at 
St. Mary’s in Burlington, New Jersey, where he and his wife took up residence in 1833.  
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While limited documentation of Perkins’ relationship with his stepfather 
survives, there are several clues that point to it being a difficult one, at least for 
the young boy. In memorializing his cousin, Samuel Eliot referred to an 
uncongenial atmosphere that Perkins had endured in his early years. “He was 
not always during his youth favorably situated for the development of his natural 
gifts.”86 Perkins himself made an oblique reference to the challenges of living in 
Burlington. In a letter to his brother Edward he complained that the latter “had 
forgotten that your brother Charles still trod on this mundane sphere, and in the 
same place as usual, thereby needing your letters more than a month ago, being 
now pretty much, indeed I may say entirely without a companion…”87 (Emphasis 
Perkins’.) William Doane’s memoir contains additional clues. Despite the praise, 
love, and respect that the younger Doane clearly evinced for his father, the 
portrait that comes across remains one of a doctrinaire, relentless, and 
perfectionistic man, who, despite the beneficence of his pastoral care for adults 
and children alike, might well have seemed inaccessible, even haughty.88  
William protested this characterization, but in so doing validated it. “The vanity, 
and overweening arrogance, and self-indulgence, and self-seeking which men 
saw in him were not there,” he claimed.89 In terms of the senior Doane’s 
                                               
86 Eliot, Memoir, 4. 
87 Perkins to Edward Newton Perkins, June 2, 1839, Cleveland Perkins Family Papers, New York 
Public Library, Box 9, Folder 9/10. 
88 One biographical reference describes him as having “conducted himself successfully in the 
grand manner of an English prelate, thereby making numerous enemies but also many friends, 
and building up a strong diocese.” See Johnson and Malone, Dictionary, 333. 
89 Doane, Memoir, 525. 
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relationship with his children, his son hints at the possibility that there were 
frictions, but again tries to portray them in the best light.  “And his sons, even if 
obedience was sometimes hard, so often found his will the wisest, and shared 
the shelter of his father’s love, that they yielded gladly to an authority whose 
exercise was oftener for their comfort than for their compulsion.”90 In what seems 
a more candid assessment, the younger Doane goes on to say that his father 
was “strong in the conviction of his views and principles, he was earnest and 
untiring in their avowal and assertion. That this became sometimes severity is 
true; that it seemed personal is true.”91 Add to this that nowhere in William 
Doane’s 750-page biography of his father is Perkins (or for that matter any of 
Perkins’ siblings other than his older sister Sarah, nicknamed “Saadi”) 
mentioned, leaving the possibility of friction between stepfather and stepson as 
entirely plausible. In fact, when William Doane described his father’s love for his 
children, he employed the following phrase, “the two he loved at home,” almost 
certainly a reference to his own sons, not those from his wife’s first marriage.92 It 
is fair to assume that Perkins suffered under such a severe regime if for no other 
reason than he was, as described by his cousin Samuel Eliot, a sensitive soul.93   
Probably the most significant indicator of Bishop Doane’s doctrinaire 
nature relates ironically to the arena in which he had his most profound impact on 
                                               
90 Ibid., 312. 
91 Ibid., 313. 
92 Ibid., 367. 
93 Eliot, Memoir, 5. 
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his stepson. Doane was considered a leader of the High Church movement of 
the Episcopal denomination in America, having considerable sympathies starting 
in the early 1830s for the Ecclesiologists and their predecessor groups, British 
reform movements that sought to push the Church of England closer to the 
medieval Christian church.94 A critical aspect of Ecclesiologist doctrine 
concerned the strict adherence to Gothic church architecture. Thus, the new 
churches that the Ecclesiologists built both in England and America incorporated 
not only the picturesque elements of asymmetrical massing, roughly textured 
materials, and eclectic stylistic elements that were characteristic of the Gothic 
period in England, but also the strict separation of the chancel and the sacristy 
from the nave so as to create a visual corollary to the distinct functionality of 
these spaces.95 This Ecclesiologist appreciation for a doctrinaire approach to the 
Gothic Revival as well as the evocative nature of the picturesque made a great 
impression on Doane. The former made itself known in two projects of 
                                               
94 The Ecclesiologists, preceded by the Oxford, also known as the Tractarian, Movement, and the 
Cambridge Camden Society, called for a return to the liturgy and architecture of the Gothic 
church in Britain. The Oxford Movement took the side of the High Church party, which continued 
the Roman Catholic traditions, against the Protestants in debates that had been ongoing since 
1800. By 1839 under the leadership of John Henry Newman, Edward B. Pusey, James A. 
Froude, among others, the Oxford Movement was well known and much opposed. The 
Cambridge Camden Society (later the Ecclesiological Society) organized in the late 1830s in 
order to effect what they perceived to be the architectural ramifications of the High Church 
position. See William H. Pierson, Jr. American Buildings and their Architects: Technology and the 
Picturesque, The Corporate and the Early Gothic Styles (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1978), 
152–154 and Phoebe Stanton, The Gothic Revival and American Church Architecture, An 
Episode in Taste, 1840–1856 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1968), xviii–xxiii. 
95 Picturesque design, whose power was deemed to be in its visual impact on viewers, was 
rooted in eighteenth century British aesthetic theories. Characterized by irregularity, roughness, 
and movement, it began to manifest in America in the late 1820s in rural cemeteries, and then in 
the 1830s in churches and country houses. See Pierson, Technology and the Picturesque, 9–21, 
149–158, 270–348. 
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ecclesiastical architecture, the latter in a residential project, all undertaken by 
Doane during his tenure as Bishop of New Jersey.96   
Of these three projects, Perkins was closest to the residential project, as it 
took place when he was living with his stepfather and mother in Burlington. 
Cramped for space in their quarters on the grounds of St. Mary’s Church, Bishop 
Doane selected John Notman (1810-1865) to design a new rectory and grounds 
in Burlington, to be called “Riverside” (1837-1839.) (Fig. 1.6) Notman, born in 
Edinburgh and descended from four generations of gardeners, was one of 
America’s pioneering landscape gardeners.97 His first major American design 
was Laurel Hill Cemetery outside of Philadelphia in 1836, which was completed 
in the tradition of rural cemeteries inaugurated in 1831 with the construction of 
Mt. Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This tradition drew primarily 
on the “picturesque” theories of landscape gardening of the later eighteenth 
century in England.98 Andrew Jackson Downing, the major American landscape 
gardening theorist of the middle decades of the nineteenth century, defined the 
                                               
96 In addition to his rectory project which is described in the following paragraphs, Doane 
undertook the creation and construction of the Chapel of the Holy Innocents (1845) for the girls’ 
school, St. Mary’s Hall, and the new parish church of St. Mary’s (1846). See Stanton, Gothic 
Revival, 45–55 and 73–83 for a full discussion of the uneasy yet close relationship of these 
American churches to the English Ecclesiologist doctrines. 
97 In the details that follow of Notman’s life and career, as well as of Riverside, I am indebted to:  
Keith N. Morgan, “The Landscape Gardening of John Notman, 1810–1865,” Master’s Thesis, 
University of Delaware (Winterthur Program), 1973, 32–43 and Constance M. Greiff, John 
Notman, Architect, 1810–1865 (Philadelphia: Athenaeum of Philadelphia, 1979). 
98 Pierson, Technology and the Picturesque, 9–15; Blanche Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill: 
Landscapes of Memory and Boston’s Mount Auburn Cemetery (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State 
University Press, 1989). 
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““picturesque” as “striking, irregular, spirited forms.”99 Doane requested of 
Notman that his new rectory be designed in the Italianate style, likely one of the 
first such uses of the style in America.100 This style employed a number of 
classical details as found in Italian Renaissance ecclesiastical and residential 
structures, but combined them in such a way as to create an irregularly massed 
and thus picturesque effect. That Doane engaged one of the foremost landscape 
gardeners in America to design a house and grounds in this manner speaks to 
the Bishop’s perspicacity regarding the persuasiveness of the picturesque style. 
It also speaks to his appreciation for architectural history and his confidence that 
he could ensure his legacy through art. Perkins’ own embrace of the late 
medieval and early Renaissance in his scholarship, collecting, and museum 
display practices — perhaps even his choice in c. 1857 of the Villa Capponi as 
his home in Florence — arose from his belief in the power of art of that period to 
most persuasively educate, elevate, and inspire, concepts that while cemented 
for him in Europe in the 1840s, 1850s, and 1860s, may well have first been 
considered under his stepfather’s tutelage.  
Beyond Doane’s visual sensibilities, he had literary ones, evidenced in his 
prolific poetry and psalm-writing. In fact, scholar of Victorian literature Kirstie Blair 
makes the point that as a commentary on Anglo-American relationships within 
                                               
99 Andrew Jackson Downing, A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening 
adapted to North America, 5th ed. (New York: Riker, Thorne & Co., 1854), 33; pointed to this 
definition by Morgan, Notman, 8–10. 
100 Morgan, Notman, 40. 
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the Tractarian community, poetry was the most influential of literary genres as it 
was “arguably more widely circulated and widely read than prose 
contributions.”101 To this point, she argues it was Doane who, while in England to 
consecrate St. Peters in Leeds, convinced no less a poet than William 
Wordsworth (1770–1850), who together with Coleridge launched the Romantic 
age of literature in England, to add three sonnets on the American Church to his 
Ecclesiastical Sonnets (1822). 102 The net effect, as Blair convincingly points out, 
is that in “The Pilgrim Fathers,” the second sonnet, 
Wordsworth offers a reading of the development of Christianity in America 
that assumes that the turn away from the Church by the first Pilgrims was 
part of a circular progression back to her, an imaginative re-crossing of the 
Atlantic and retracing of the voyage out, to adopt what was previously 
scorned: the rituals and forms of Anglicanism.103  
 
As such, Doane played a significant role modeling not only transatlantic 
Tractarianism but a broader view to how English revisionist traditions might have 
a place within the artistic and cultural realms in America. Perkins’ importation into 
America of the English appreciation for the arts of the early Italian Renaissance 
as well as of the philosophical underpinnings and operational practices of the 
                                               
101 Kirstie Blair, “Transatlantic Tractarians: Victorian Poetry and the Church of England in 
America,” Victorian Studies, vol. 55, no. 2 Special Issue: Papers and Responses from the Tenth 
Annual Conference of the North American Victorian Studies Association (Winter 2013): 287. 
102 According to Blair, by the early 1840s, “Wordsworth was an unashamed Anglican apologist 
with Tractarian leanings,” and had apparently had been thinking about making such an addition to 
his Sonnets but was uncertain as to where to place them. Within a few moments of studying the 
volume Doane showed Wordsworth where he might insert the American sonnets, a placement to 
which Wordsworth readily agreed. See Blair, “Transatlantic Tractarians,” 291. 
103 Ibid., 291–292. 
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South Kensington Museum are certainly actions that testify to such Anglophile 
tendencies.104  
 
Section Four: Charles Follen (1796–1840) 
 The two case studies presented thus far are of men who, while very 
different in temperament, Thomas Perkins risk-taking and social and Bishop 
Doane conservative and aloof, nonetheless shared the quality of a fierce and 
unceasing commitment to duty. The third individual who influenced Perkins’ early 
years was equally driven, but of yet another temperament, most particularly a 
humanistic, romantic, and unreservedly iconoclastic one. Dr. Charles Follen 
(1796–1840), an émigré from Germany, served for twelve months as in-loco 
parentis teacher to young Perkins and his brother Edward when their mother was 
indisposed. As a scholar of nineteenth-century Romantic German literature and 
mentor to Boston’s most important Transcendentalists, Dr. Follen clearly 
endorsed the centrality of the senses in art and life, an endorsement that despite 
Perkins’ youth and inexperience had to have made an impression.105 
                                               
104 Perkins’ adult religious affiliation remains a mystery. As a child, he was exposed to his great 
uncle Thomas’ and his tutor Dr. Follen’s Unitarianism, on the one hand, and to his stepfather 
Bishop Doane’s High-Church Episcopalianism on the other.  
105 The biographical sketch of Charles Follen that follows is based on the following: Thomas S. 
Hansen, “Charles Follen: Brief Life of a Vigorous Reformer, 1796–1840,” Harvard Magazine (on-
line), September–October 2002, http://harvardmagazine.com, accessed 11/07/2014; William E. 
Channing, A Discourse Occasioned by the Death of the Reverend Dr. Follen (Cambridge, MA: 
Metcalf, Torry and Ballou, 1840); E. L. Follen, The Life of Charles Follen (Boston: T. H. Webb and 
Company, 1844), accessed online at http://beta.hollis.harvard.edu on 11/7/14; and Wilson and 
Fiske, Appletons’ Cyclopedia, vol. II, 491–492. 
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Follen was born in Romrod in the Grand Duchy of Hesse Darmstadt on 
September 4, 1796, the second son of an eminent jurist.106 During his time at 
university Follen began his career in radical politics which ultimately caused his 
flight from Germany to Switzerland in 1820 and again from Switzerland to 
America in 1824, on both occasions to escape prosecution. On his way from 
Germany to Switzerland Follen spent time in Paris, where he established a 
mutually respectful and warm friendship with the Marquis de Lafayette.  Upon 
arriving in America, he wrote in 1825 to Lafayette, who he knew to be in 
Washington D.C. by that time.  With the Marquis’ help, he traveled first to 
Philadelphia for a year of intensive English instruction and then to Cambridge 
where George Ticknor (1791–1871), important philologist at Harvard College, 
assisted him in securing a position at the College as German language instructor.  
Follen’s life during his early years in Cambridge was a rewarding one. 
(Fig. 1.7)  In 1828, he married Eliza Lee Cabot (1787–1860), daughter of the 
Revolutionary War patriot and wealthy Boston merchant, Samuel Cabot (1758–
1819).107 In 1830, Follen was promoted to Professor of German Literature at 
Harvard. He was warmly received by the academic community and more broadly 
                                               
106 Follen excelled in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, French and Italian in secondary school, and 
matriculated at the University of Giessen in 1813 where he studied the law.  His university studies 
were interrupted by enlistment in the German struggle against Napoleon but within weeks he 
suffered an acute attack of typhus and had to leave the military ranks to recover.  After the peace 
at Paris in 1815, he resumed his university studies earning a Doctor of Civil Law in 1817. 
107 Samuel Cabot was appointed by President Washington in 1796 to participate in the 
negotiations with England to settle Revolutionary War claims. See Elizabeth Bancroft 
Schlesinger, “Two Early Harvard Wives: Eliza Farrar and Eliza Follen,” The New England 
Quarterly, vol. 38, no. 2 (June, 1965): 157. 
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by the leading intellectuals of greater Boston, particularly the 
Transcendentalists.108 In the mid-1830s, however, Follen experienced 
considerable setbacks. His professorship at Harvard was not renewed at the 
conclusion of his five-year contract for reasons that have not been definitively 
established. According to his first biographer, his wife Eliza, his refusal to 
compromise his anti-slavery stance was to blame.109 Scholars since have also 
pointed to “personal issues with Harvard president Josiah Quincy.”110 In need of 
an income to support his family and having already been ordained in the 
Unitarian Church by William Ellery Channing (1780–1842), a close friend of his 
wife’s and the unofficial dean of Unitarianism in Boston, he now dedicated his 
substantial energies to parish church assignments.111 
 It was just at this moment, when finances were extremely tight and future 
prospects uncertain, that Dr. Follen received what might be termed a providential 
communication from his wife’s brother, Samuel Cabot Jr. who was married to 
Sarah Perkins, daughter of Thomas Handasyd Perkins. Cabot wrote to say that 
Dr. Robbins and Thomas, both apparently functioning as guardians to Perkins, 
Edward, and their younger brother James Henry, wished to have Follen step in 
                                               
108 Both of the following historians attest to the warm reception awarded Follen by Boston’s 
Transcendentalists: Frank Mehring, ed., Between Natives and Foreigners: Selected Writings of 
Karl/Charles Follen (1796–1840), (New York: Peter Lang, 2007), xxxxiv; Frederick Augustus 
Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe (New York: Henry Holt, 1810), 44. 
109 Follen, Charles Follen, 227–228. 
110 He apparently protested Quincy’s student disciplinary policies for being too restrictive and 
punishing.  See Hansen, Vigorous Reformer; at http://harvardmagazine.com, accessed 
11/07/2014. 
111 Follen, Charles Follen, 235–238. 
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as in-loco parentis teacher.112 Sadly for all concerned, the arrangement ended 
just a year later. According to Mrs. Follen, the decision was Dr. Follen’s due to 
“circumstances, which cannot be explained,” but she also attributed the parting to 
the fact that Mrs. Doane had recovered her health and “of course, as was right 
and proper, chose to resume her control over her sons.”113 The brevity of the 
assignment notwithstanding, writing to Thomas Perkins after the decision was 
made, Follen made it clear that he had taken his responsibilities very much to 
heart and that the decision to part was a difficult one for all concerned.114 The 
following long passage provides rich insights into what may well have been the 
first truly happy and productive time that the boys had experienced in some 
years.115 
From the time that I undertook the care of the boys, I endeavoured (sic) to 
make myself thoroughly acquainted with the character, the capacity, and 
the attainments of each, and to regulate my mode of instruction and 
discipline accordingly. I had first to counteract the effects of a system, 
under which the two older boys had acquired a strong distaste for study, 
and a want of confidence in their instructor. I believe Mrs. Follen and 
myself have succeeded in gaining the confidence of the boys, in a higher 
degree, than we could have expected in a much longer time. We have, I 
hope, implanted in them a contempt for all manner of concealment, by 
imposing only such rules as their own moral sense approved, and 
enforcing them with undeviating justice; by a ready sympathy with all of 
their concerns and wants, and a hearty desire to gratify all their legitimate 
                                               
112 The precise identity of Dr. Robbins is not known. However, reference is twice made to him by 
Perkins’ sister Sarah in letters to her brother and to Ralph Waldo Emerson of September 13 and 
December 30, 1843 respectively (Hutchins/Weber Repository). The context suggests that he was 
the family doctor. See also Follen, Charles Follen, 247. 
113 Follen, Charles Follen, 374. 
114 Both Thomas Perkins and Dr. Robbins vigorously urged Dr. Follen to change his mind. See 
Ibid. 
115 It seems that only Perkins and Edward became Follen’s charges. While Mrs. Follen’s account 
of this is inconclusive, Samuel Eliot stated very clearly in his memoir that it was just the two older 
brothers who were under Follen’s care; see Eliot, Memoir, 6. 
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and innocent desires. I was aware, that to some, this mode of treating the 
boys might seem too indulgent; but I believe experience has already 
shown, that it was the only course of discipline that could secure a ready 
obedience to the few essential rules, which I had laid down, and a truly 
filial confidence on the part of the boys… 
 
After this explanation of the personalized yet disciplined approach that he and Mrs. 
Follen took with regard to their charges, Dr. Follen moved on to specify the nature 
of their studies under his tutelage.   
With regard to their studies, I have endeavoured (sic)…to…create a love 
of thorough investigation and intellectual progress…Edward has learned 
to love the study of algebra…and Charles finds satisfaction in mastering a 
long exercise in Greek, which he used to dread…Among the various 
objects to which my attention was directed, I would mention particularly 
the religious education of the children. I found that…to them…[it] was the 
dullest of subjects. In order to remedy this evil…I directed their attention to 
the infinite capacities and tendencies of our nature, and to the ultimate 
connexion (sic) of the religious principle with every other faculty…They 
found unfeigned satisfaction in our simple devotional exercises at home, 
and, on Sunday, they went to meeting with Mrs. Follen and myself in the 
forenoon…The parting…is deeply painful to us. We feel confident 
however, that they will never cease to look upon us as their 
friends….When the boys heard that we were to part in the spring, their 
grief was extreme, and that day many a tear was shed by all.116 
 
Several messages from this quotation have significance for Perkins’ 
ultimate approach to art historical scholarship. First, Dr. Follen and his wife made 
a warm and loving home for the Perkins’ boys and nurtured their interests.117 For 
                                               
116 Dr. Follen quoted from a letter to Thomas announcing his decision to relinquish his tutorship 
by Follen, Charles Follen, 374–378. 
117 Other sources bear witness to the welcoming home that Follen and his wife had established in 
Cambridge (on a street now named after them).  One of Follen’s students at Harvard, Andrew 
Preston Peabody (1811–1893), wrote that “their home was second to no other in Cambridge in all 
that can make home-life beautiful and lovely.” See Andrew P. Peabody, Harvard Reminiscences 
(Boston: Ticknor, 1888), 122. The British author Harriet Martineau (1802–1876), with whom 
Follen shared a mutual admiration, credited the Follens with introducing the first Christmas tree to 
“the otherwise bleak New England observance” and described the joyful celebrations that 
surrounded its selection and trimming.  See Schlesinger, “Harvard Wives,” 159–160.   
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Perkins, this may well have been the first sustained encouragement of his artistic 
sensibilities since the death of his father. Second, from an academic perspective, 
whatever schooling had preceded Dr. Follen’s instruction, it had been inadequate 
and had left the boys with negative attitudes toward learning, both situations that 
were improved, if not entirely remedied, under the Follens’ care.118 Thus, Follen 
was able to coax Perkins into greater enjoyment of the Greek language and 
undoubtedly introduced him to the German language as well, both linguistic 
subjects playing a significant role in Perkins’ approach to art history later in life.119 
Finally, the boys’ religious life had apparently also been neglected, and this too 
was addressed in the Follens’ home. Unitarian Sunday services and private 
devotionals may have been Perkins’ first exposure to Unitarianism, a faith whose 
tenets could have played a role in his later commitment to good works. 
                                               
118 It should also be noted that Mrs. Follen herself was an accomplished author. In the main, she 
focused on children’s stories, but also from 1828 until 1830 she edited the Christian Teachers’ 
Manual, and in 1829 she compiled Selections from the Writings of Fénelon. As a seventeenth-
century Roman Catholic priest Fénelon might seem a curious choice for a woman so close to 
William Ellery Channing, but Fénelon was also an ardent anti-monarchist, thus representing the 
kind of champion of the people to whom Mrs. Follen gravitated.  See Schlesinger, “Harvard 
Wives,” 163. 
119 That Perkins did not initially enjoy the classical languages is validated by another source.  In 
The Flowering of New England, Van Wyck Brooks describes a prepatory school in Cambridge run 
by William Wells, an Englishman. Brooks described the school as “a Gehenna of blood and 
tears.” He footnoted this description with the following quotation: “ ‘My dears, it was hell,’ said 
Charles C. Perkins, the art critic of later days.” Unfortunately, Brooks does not tell his readers 
from whence this quote came nor does he mention the school by name.  My efforts to date to 
locate the name of the school have not been successful.  See Van Wyck Brooks, The Flowering 
of New England, 1815–1865 (New York: E. P. Dutton , 1937), 32. During Perkins’ years in Rome 
in the mid-1840s, he voluntarily took up the study of German, which he undoubtedly perfected 
several years later during his time in Leipzig; see Thomas Crawford to Charles Sumner, March 
13, 1884, quoted in Robert L. Gale, Thomas Crawford, American Sculptor (Pittsburgh: University 
of Pittsburgh Press, 1965), 37–38. 
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Follen’s specialty as a scholar of nineteenth-century German literature and 
mentor to Boston’s most important Transcendentalists introduced the young 
Perkins to the romantic threads that would profoundly impact the methodological 
bent of his art historical scholarship. To begin with, Follen emphasized writers of 
the Enlightenment and Romantic literary movements who were committed to 
political and social reforms.120 Follen also wrote at length on issues relevant to 
the Transcendentalists and hosted meetings with them frequently in his home, a 
practice that served as the basis for the Transcendental Club formed by 
Frederick Henry Hedge in June, 1836.121 For example, Ralph Waldo Emerson 
(1803–1882), one of the most prominent Transcendentalists, was an admirer of 
the Follens and an early and loyal member of the Transcendental Club.122 
Another of the most noted Transcendentalists, Margaret Fuller (1810–
1850), focused particularly intensely on German Romantic authors such as 
Goethe and Tieck. That Follen and Fuller were well acquainted and enjoyed 
mutual respect is confirmed by a series of scholarly treatments of 
                                               
120 Follen wrote and lectured on such authors as Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729–1781), Johann 
Gottfried von Herder (1744–1803), Friedrich von Schiller (1759–1805), Johann Wolfgang Goethe 
(1749–1832) and Ludwig Tieck (1773–1853), among others. Emmanuel Kant’s belief that “man 
had an innate ability to perceive that his existence transcended mere sensory experience,” 
undergirded the work of these Romantic authors, philosophers, and theologians which, when 
introduced to Harvard College students in the early to mid-1830s by Follen, played a significant 
role in laying the foundation for Transcendentalism. See Edmund Spevack, Charles Follen’s 
Search for Nationality and Freedom, Germany and America, 1796–1840 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1997) 133 and Patrick Labriola, “Germany and the American 
Transcendentalists: An Intellectual Bridge,” The Concord Saunterer, New Series, vol. 6 (1998): 
100–101. 
121 Mehring, Between Natives and Foreigners, xxxviii; Joel Myerson, “A Calendar of 
Transcendental Club Meetings,” American Literature, vol. 44, no. 2 (May 1972): 197. 
122 Myerson, “Transcendental Club Meetings,” 197–199. 
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Transcendentalism. In his 1910 study entitled Margaret Fuller and Goethe, Dr. 
Frederick Augustus Braun asserted that “the three men of her immediate 
acquaintance who undoubtedly influenced Margaret Fuller most in the study of 
German were Charles Follen, Frederick Henry Hedge, and James Freeman 
Clarke.”123 Much more recently, Charles Capper, preeminent Fuller scholar, 
describes Follen as having the greatest knowledge of anyone in Cambridge at 
the time in the field of German language and literature and ascribes to him 
considerable influence on Fuller’s decision in 1832 to take up the study.124 
Furthermore, Capper claims for Fuller the distinction of embracing both sides of 
cultural Transcendentalism — that of the “literary-intellectual” and “social reform” 
contingents.125 As such, she subscribed to a number of core Transcendental 
beliefs including a “collective commitment to changing people’s lives by changing 
their minds,” that “intellectual and aesthetic activity ideally was as practical and 
worldly as — not to mention more emotionally satisfying than — the activity of 
                                               
123 Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe, 44. 
124 Charles Capper, Margaret Fuller, An American Romantic Life: The Private Years (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1992), 115. In addition, scholars Patrick Labriola and Frank Mehring 
have affirmed the connection between Follen and Fuller. Labriola makes it clear that although 
Fuller was not a Harvard student (as she, of course, could not have been at the time by reason of 
her gender) she was befriended and mentored by Follen. In 2007, Mehring claimed the following: 
“Among the American Transcendentalists, Margaret Fuller (1810–1850) was particularly 
interested in German literature and culture. Follen’s teachings resulted in a number of articles by 
Fuller on German literature and the writings of Goethe in The Dial.” Finally, although Follen 
scholar, Edmund Spevack does not mention Fuller by name, he does state that once Follen was 
established as Professor at Harvard and had settled into 11 Waterhouse Street (later to be 
renamed “Follen Street”), his house became a social center for “Unitarians, reformers as well as 
Harvard faculty and students.” See Labriola, “Germany and the American Transcendentalists,” 
104; Mehring, Between Natives and Foreigners, xxxxiv; Spevack, Charles Follen’s Search, 142. 
125 Charles Capper, “Margaret Fuller as Cultural Reformer: the Conversations in Boston,” 
American Quarterly, vol. 39, no. 4 (Winter, 1987): 509. 
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any businessman or politician,” and that a life of the mind was a career in 
itself.126  
It seems inescapable that living with the Follens at 11 Waterhouse Street 
during 1835–1836, Perkins was exposed to German Romanticism as well as to 
Margaret Fuller, not to mention the other Transcendentalists, who as cultural 
elites, were undoubtedly already familiar to him, if not personally at least by 
name. As he was only twelve years old at the time, the nuances of German 
Romanticism and American Transcendentalism may not have been of interest, 
let alone discernible, but the seeds were no doubt planted. Given that Perkins’ 
decision to become an art historian was largely indebted to Alexis-François Rio, 
the French writer whose romantic approach involved judging medieval and early 
Italian Renaissance art in terms of its “Christian poetry,” such seeds bore 
important fruit.127  
 
Section Five: Henry Russell Cleveland (1808–1843) 
 
Henry Russell Cleveland married young Charles’ older sister Sarah in 
February 1838 and settled down to life at Pine Bank in Roxbury, a summer 
residence built by James Perkins, Jr. Cleveland validated three commitments 
critical to his brother-in-law’s future choice of a career in the arts. First, Cleveland 
— like Margaret Fuller and other Transcendentalists — unapologetically lived a 
“life of the mind,” bucking the traditional path of elite New Englanders in 
                                               
126 Ibid., 509–514. 
127 Alexis-François Rio, The Poetry of Christian Art, trans. Miss Wall (London: T. Bosworth, 1854). 
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business, politics, or the law. Second, he was a serious student of the arts, not 
just admiring them on the occasional trip to Europe, but writing and teaching 
about their importance to American life. Third, he demonstrated a strong 
penchant for visually derived meaning in his writings, both personal and 
scholarly, applauding, among other things, the pairing of images with text. 
Cleveland’s pioneering belief in the latter is where he made his most 
considerable impact as it was this pairing that lay at the heart of Perkins’ ability to 
transform Boston’s cultural landscape after the Civil War.   
Henry Russell Cleveland was born in Lancaster, Massachusetts on 
October 3, 1808.128  Upon graduation from Harvard in 1827, he joined two of his 
classmates, Cornelius Conway Felton and Seth Sweetser, future Greek scholar 
and clergyman respectively, to teach English and Latin Literature at the newly 
established Livingston County High School for Boys in Geneseo, New York. He 
was of a frail constitution from an early age, so that when he was taken ill with a 
serious fever a year later, the repercussions stayed with him for several years. In 
1830, upon recovering his health, he traveled to Cuba where his father was Vice-
Consul for the United States in Havana, and the following spring he set sail for 
                                               
128 The details of this biography are largely indebted to: George Stillman Hillard, Selection from 
the Writings of Henry R. Cleveland with a Memoir (Boston: printed for private distribution, 1844).  
Hillard, law partner to Charles Sumner, was a close friend of Cleveland’s, forming together with 
him, Sumner, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Cornelius Conway Felton, a group called “The 
Five of Clubs,” that met regularly at Cleveland’s home at Pine Bank in Jamaica Plain. Hillard and 
Perkins also spent considerable time together in Rome, a subject to be taken up in chapter three. 
The copy of Hillard’s memoir used as the source for this dissertation belonged to Charles Sumner 
and is inscribed to him by Cleveland’s widow, Perkins’ older sister, Sarah as follows: “Charles 
Sumner from his faithful friend Sarah P. Cleveland, May 16, 1844.” Unfortunately, I have not been 
able to locate an image of Cleveland. 
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Europe. His travels took him all over England and then to Paris where he 
reconnected with his Harvard classmate Ralph Waldo Emerson and shared 
rooms with him for a year, working as a private secretary for both the American 
Minister and American-Polish Committee, while also studying French language 
and literature. From Paris he traveled on to Switzerland and Italy for a period of 
six months.129 Once back in Paris he continued his studies for several months 
before returning home in 1833 to Boston, where he would dedicate the rest of his 
life to literary pursuits. 
While Cleveland was principally a scholar of classical languages, his 
linguistic command stretched to modern German and French, and he also wrote 
on such topics as American architecture, Elizabethan poetry, Romantic fiction, 
and organ music.130 One of the distinguishing features of Cleveland’s scholarship 
was that he recognized that it was only as good as its relevance to the 
contemporary world. He did not wish to live in an ivory tower, but rather to use 
his knowledge for the greater good. For example, in the years that he was 
teaching in New York State, Cleveland wrote a short book entitled Remarks on 
                                               
129 His travels took him to Geneva, Milan, Venice, Brescia, Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Florence, 
Rome and Naples. As his biographer noted, “his knowledge of the Latin classics was an excellent 
preparation for a tour in Italy, and enabled him to understand as well as enjoy those memorials of 
the past which were revealed at every step of his progress.” See Hillard, Memoir, xvi. 
130 Hillard described his scholarship as follows: “With the literature of antiquity he was well 
acquainted, and his mind was deeply imbued with its spirit. He had also given much attention to 
classical mythology, antiquities, and art.  He had studied the great writers of Rome with critical 
care, and the influence of their style is to be traced in the sustained and elaborate beauty of his 
own periods. He understood the principal languages of modern Europe, and had read the 
classical authors in each of them, with a lively perception of their peculiar beauties.  With English 
literature, in its various departments, he was well acquainted.” Cleveland was also an 
accomplished organist. See ibid., xl.   
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the Classical Education of Boys; by a Teacher, in which his main objective was to 
propose modifications in the method of teaching Greek and Latin so that it might 
impart a lasting knowledge to the student. He saw the route to this end in the 
“collateral light to be thrown upon the authors read, by a knowledge of classical 
antiquities, history, and mythology.”131 In taking this position, Cleveland 
demonstrated that one could be both conservative, placing the highest value on a 
classical education, and liberal, understanding the need to create a less 
deadening pedagogical approach. When in 1833 he reviewed his close friend 
Cornelius Conway Felton’s new school edition of the The Iliad of Homer, 
Cleveland commented that the footnotes resembled “the conversation of a kind 
friend, who is thoroughly imbued with the early Grecian taste and impressed with 
the splendor of Homer, who is interested in our advance and wishes to inspire us 
with the same taste, and open our eyes to the same splendor.” Further, he 
praised the fact that the notes eschewed Latin in favor of English and thus 
avoided “sheer pedantry and affectation” while keeping the usefulness to the 
young reader uppermost in mind. “[Felton] has evidently taken common sense for 
his guide” summarized Cleveland.132 Given his childhood difficulties with learning 
the classical languages, Perkins would no doubt have relished such a student-
centered attitude on the part of his new brother-in-law. 
                                               
131 Ibid., xviii–xix. 
132 Henry Cleveland, “The Iliad of Homer,” American Quarterly Review (as reprinted in “Felton’s 
Homer” in Hillard, Memoir, 4.) 
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Cleveland was a prodigious worker who took full advantage of 
uninterrupted periods of solitude whenever he could. On a five-week voyage 
around the Caribbean, for example, he undertook the following program, as 
described in a letter to Perkins: 
By this regular division of my time I think I accomplished a good deal for 
five weeks – I studied the whole Spanish grammar exercises and all 
carefully through twice…I translated four books of Telemaque from French 
into Spanish…I studied and reviewed two plays of Calderon’s occupying 
two hundred pages, and a volume of Espronceda’s poems …I read 
Mackenzie’s life of Paul Jones and of commodore Perry, Dana’s Two 
Years Before the Mast, all the dramas of Byron, four large volumes of 
Addison’s works, McCauley’s lays of ancient Rome, Alison’s history of the 
French Revolution, quite a voluminous work, besides a whole army of 
novels, reviews, magazines, tales, and poems.133 
 
As Perkins was just completing his last semester at Harvard at the time, his 
brother-in-law’s amazing self-discipline and prodigious accomplishments may 
have seemed daunting, but they proved to be ones that the younger man 
ultimately took to heart.   
In 1842, Cleveland’s health again deteriorated badly, and finally in an 
effort to restore it, he returned to Cuba for a lengthy sojourn. At the conclusion of 
his time in Cuba he travelled to New Orleans to meet Ralph Waldo Emerson and 
return home via St. Louis. In St. Louis it became clear that he was not 
recovering; tragically to the contrary, he was dying. On June 11, at only thirty-four 
years old and one day after his wife and Perkins had arrived to be with him, he 
passed away.   
                                               
133 Henry Russell Cleveland to Perkins, April 6, 1843, Hutchins/Weber Repository. 
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His short life notwithstanding, Cleveland was a great friend and role model 
to his young brother-in-law. Given Cleveland’s empathetic nature and the fact 
that he entered Perkins’ life just as the latter was engaged in considerable soul-
searching regarding his upcoming Harvard education, the more senior brother-in-
law imparted a benevolent influence.134 In a letter to Perkins shortly after having 
become engaged to his sister, Cleveland wrote: “The kind and affectionate 
feelings which you and Edward & Henry have expressed towards me since I was 
engaged to our dear Saadi, have quite touched my heart and I wish to convey to 
you the knowledge of the pleasure it has afforded me on this account.”135 On 
another occasion when Cleveland had apparently taken Perkins to task on some 
issue he followed up with a letter in which he assured his brother-in-law that “if 
clouds have come between you and me the same permanent sunshine of 
affection is glowing behind them and will not be quenched. I feel for you dear 
Charlie the same deep interest and regard that I could for a brother and I never 
shall cease to feel it.”136   
                                               
134 Cleveland knew him to have suffered from the peripatetic life that followed the death of his 
father and so he extended to him a fatherly hand that was respectful, encouraging, and loving.  
Speaking of this side of Cleveland, his biographer opined as follows: “Mr. Cleveland was 
distinguished by the warmth, the depth, and the constancy of his affections. To love and be 
beloved were strong necessities of his nature. Kindness awakened in him a lively sense of 
gratitude, and his sympathy was ever quick and responsive. In the gratification of the affections 
furnished by the society of his family and friends, he found the chief happiness of his life. In the 
various relations of son, brother, husband and father, he was most exemplary; always 
affectionate, self-forgetting, and thoughtful of others.” See Hillard, Memoir, xlviii. 
135 Henry Russell Cleveland to Perkins, August 24, 1837, Hutchins/Weber Repository; “Saadi” 
was a nickname for Perkins’ sister Sarah. 
136 Henry Russell Cleveland to Perkins, July 6, 1839, Hutchins/Weber Repository. 
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Cleveland’s regular letters to his brother-in-law abounded not only with 
such expressions of great affection, but also with lengthy and vivid descriptions 
of cultural experiences that were not only educational but betrayed the degree to 
which Cleveland believed in the transformative power of music, the fine arts, and 
the history thereof.  On August 24, 1837, Cleveland described a musical outing 
that he had particularly enjoyed and then made the following historical note. 
The history of the trombone is curious. It has only been in use during a 
century past. About seventy years ago some workmen were digging in the 
buried city of Pompeii and found an instrument which had been buried 
there ever since the days of the old Romans – the lower half was made of 
bronze, and the upper part, with the mouth piece were pure gold. This 
discovery gave origin to the instrument we call the Trombone but no one 
these days has ever been able to make one so rich and mellow in the 
tones as the old Roman trombone.137 
 
On another occasion, Cleveland extolled not only the beauty of historical 
artworks in Europe, but also the fact that one could just walk outdoors and be 
treated to an art historical lesson. 
[In]Paris, for instance, you are able in a walk through the streets of a 
morning almost to study the history of architecture – you see the remains 
of the old Gothic castles of the feudal ages – and in the church of Notre 
Dame you find a noble specimen of the ecclesiastical structure of those 
times. You see in the pavilion of the Tuileries the half way state between 
the style of the middle ages and the times of Louis 14th. Again in the 
Palais Royal you have a specimen of the gorgeous architecture of the 
golden age of France, so miscalled, and in the east front of the Louvre you 
can study the highest and most perfect specimen of the art which Europe 
possesses.138 
 
                                               
137 Henry Russell Cleveland to Perkins, August 24, 1837, Hutchins/Weber Repository. 
138 Henry Russell Cleveland to Perkins, February 17, 1843, Hutchins/Weber Repository. 
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Thus it was that Cleveland gave to Perkins the precious gift of respecting 
and encouraging his predilections for an artistic life, something that was not 
common at that time. In Samuel Eliot’s memorial to Perkins, he remarked upon 
the general antipathy towards art as a career in the era in which his cousin had 
grown up.   
Art was commonly regarded as a very dim and uncertain light, a mere will-
o’-the-wisp, the pursuit of which was worse than fruitless…An artist was 
really considered by many good people to be a man who had taken to Art 
because he was fit for nothing better.  An amateur was held below the 
average in ability; a dilettante, seldom spoken of, and usually misnamed 
when named at all, was supposed to be wanting in principle. There were 
exceptions, of course, and signal ones; but the temper of the community, 
as a whole, was severe toward any one (sic) who ventured to make a 
profession, or even a study, of music, or painting, or anything whatever 
called Art.139 
 
 In his engagement of the fine arts, Cleveland was not just a casual fan, he 
was highly attuned to their histories and formal characteristics, and treated them 
extensively in his scholarly writing. For example, his article entitled “American 
Architecture” published in 1836 in the North American Review proved him to be 
among the earliest American critics of architecture to distinguish between a 
rather haphazard eclecticism, referred to as “Gothick,” and the true Gothic 
Revival.140 The former, he asserted, was essentially a Puritan meeting house 
adorned with some Gothic-like ornament. In contrast, the latter was closely 
aligned with the Christian religion that it served, as could most clearly be seen in 
                                               
139 Eliot, Memoir, 4-5. 
140 The architectural historian, William H. Pierson, Jr. cites this article as one of the earliest to 
deal with the Gothic Revival in a more sophisticated way. For a more detailed discussion see 
Pierson, American Buildings, Technology and the Picturesque, 169–170. 
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the “style of the English Cathedrals, with nave and transept, and the screen 
parting the choir from the nave.” Such a combination of architectural features 
was nowhere to be found in churches in the United States, although, Cleveland 
claimed, the efforts to incorporate the essence of the Gothic in church 
construction were, of late, “undergoing considerable improvement.”141 Thus, he 
struck a middle ground between condemning the eclectic and therefore false 
style of the American Gothic and promoting the literal and overly-doctrinaire 
nature of the Ecclesiologists. In this way he not only added another voice to that 
of Bishop Doane’s regarding the importance of the Gothic, but he also modeled a 
more neutral, less emotionally charged approach, one that Perkins would 
ultimately employ in his own scholarship. 
Cleveland viewed the pairing of text and image as a tool for greater 
appreciation on the part of a wider public for the classics and the fine arts.  
Cleveland believed that such a pairing facilitated a much deeper and long-lived 
appreciation for the subject matter, thus maximizing its reach. Embedded in this 
view was a conviction that images had the potential to be the equal of words as 
rhetorical devices. Perhaps the best articulation of Cleveland’s view on the 
subject is found in a review of Cornelius Conway Felton’s 1833 Iliad. Cleveland 
devotes much commentary to Felton’s use of illustrations, something that was 
rare, if not unprecedented, in American textbook publishing at this date. The 
                                               
141 Reprinted as “American Architecture,” in Hillard, Memoir, 131–134. Perhaps this lament 
encouraged Bishop Doane’s ambitions.  
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illustrations were engravings of drawings by the British artist John Flaxman 
(1755–1826) originally created for an eighteenth-century publication of the Iliad in 
England.142 
We cannot but notice the harmony which exists between Mr. Felton’s 
criticism upon the Iliad, and Flaxman’s illustrations; each is a comment 
upon the other.  These illustrations add greatly to our interest in reading 
the poem…For we are thus aided in forming our own conceptions, or what 
is of still higher satisfaction, we are enabled to compare the efforts of our 
imaginations with those of other men, and to temper our own fancies by 
the superior glow of genius.143 
 
But Cleveland’s appreciation for the benefits of illustration went even further. He 
viewed them as educational in their own right. “They may be relied on as faithful 
representations of the habits, manners, and general appearance of the people 
whom Homer celebrates. They are minutely accurate, and would serve as a 
guide to the study of antiquities.”144 Perhaps the most prescient of Cleveland’s 
comments was his characterization of Flaxman as one who understood that his 
work should impart “the spirit of the age,” a concept vital to the work of important 
German philosophers and art historians, whose work Perkins would later 
appreciate.145  
It is the high province of the painter or the sculptor to concentrate in the 
moment, past, present and future; what the poet details in many words, 
the artist conveys at a single glance. Tales of joy or sorrow, recollections 
of the past, and anticipations of the future, are to be expressed in the one 
changeless look. Still more, the spirit of the age, the impulses which 
                                               
142 Additional details of the Flaxman illustrations will be addressed in chapter three within the 
context of “outline” illustration. 
143 Reprinted as “Felton’s Homer” in Hillard, Memoir, 5-6. 
144 Ibid., 6. 
145 In this conviction, Cleveland betrayed the influence of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–
1831) and foreshadowed that of Jacob Burckhardt (1818–1897). 
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stamped its features, the passions which swayed it, the superstition, the 
religion, the virtue of men, are to be brought forward in such a way as to 
produce a deep and unerring conviction in the mind of the beholder.146 
 
In all of these observations, Cleveland demonstrated the depth of his 
respect for imagery as the rhetorical tool without which text could only have a 
limited impact and audience, and he foreshadowed Perkins’ insistence on 
illustrating his texts with his own drawings in the 1860s and using lantern slides 
to accompany lectures in the 1870s.147 Most of all, Cleveland paved the way for 
Perkins’ later appreciation of the symbiosis in Europe between the discipline of 
art history and the formation of public museums of art. To wit, the museum 
needed the art historian to create the content of its displays and the art historian 
needed the museum to illustrate that content.148   
 
Section Six: The Harvard Years (1839–1843) 
Writing to his brother Edward in the summer of 1839 Perkins addressed 
the question of entering Harvard in the fall. “As to going to college in the autumn I 
feel strong hopes of succeeding in my undertaking. Algebra is the only study that 
plagues me.” That said however, he went on in this letter to express his 
trepidation: “Awful thought! I wish it was over, I dread it most strenuously.”149  
Awful thought though it may have been, and even though Perkins’ mother Eliza 
                                               
146 Hillard, Memoir, 7. 
147 Harvard’s first professor of art history, Charles Eliot Norton (1827–1908), did not even utilize 
visual aids when he inaugurated his lectures in the late 1870s. 
148 Donald Preziosi, The Art of Art History, 9–11. 
149 Perkins to Edward Newton Perkins, June 2, 1839, Cleveland-Perkins Family Papers, New 
York Public Library, Box 9, Folder 9/10. 
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Greene Doane was adamant that he should not go until the following fall, he 
made the decision to matriculate as planned.150 While Perkins was by no means 
a model student at Harvard, on August 3, 1843 he was certified by the College 
Steward for a degree of Bachelor of Arts.151 The concept of declaring a major 
had not yet been introduced into the American collegiate system, but it becomes 
overwhelmingly evident upon close examination that the four-year Harvard 
curriculum at that time was essentially a linguistic one, that is to say sixty percent 
of the required courses were in the fields of Greek, Latin, Modern Languages, 
                                               
150 Eliza Greene Perkins Doane to Perkins, October 14 and 23, 1839, Hutchins/Weber 
Repository.  
151 Perkins was admitted by the Faculty on September 16, 1839 on condition that he satisfactorily 
underwent an examination in Latin Prosody before the end of the next vacation. While he met this 
requirement and was voted by the Faculty in March 1840 to be matriculated with his class he was 
twice required to study Greek, Latin, and History during his vacation. Furthermore, he was cited 
by the Faculty on a dozen occasions for improper conduct in recitations and prayers, such as 
whispering, levity, and tardiness. Perhaps the most egregious instances were of striking a fellow 
student and of being absent from exams and from College when permission had been refused. 
See Harvard University Archives, Faculty of Arts & Sciences, vols. XI (sequences 387, 406, 409, 
413, 415, 422–423) and XII (sequences 29, 35, 61-62, 70, 84, 131, 134, 135, 138, 147) and 
Harvard University Archives, College Papers, 2nd Series, vol. XI (sequence 330). There is no 
evidence of Perkins’ grades as academic transcripts as we know them today did not exist during 
his time at Harvard. 
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and Rhetoric.152 As such, the progressive pedagogical perspectives on the scope 
of rhetoric’s principles and the close pairing of literature and the arts that 
characterized Professor Channing’s and Professor Felton’s classes would have 
loomed large for any Harvard undergraduate, but especially for Perkins, as will 
be elucidated shortly in the chapter that follows.  
That Perkins led a charmed life must be acknowledged. While his father’s 
early death and mother’s remarriage made for an unsettling and peripatetic 
childhood, his siblings, particularly his older sister and her husband, cared for 
him deeply. Throughout, he was surrounded by a number of the best minds of a 
city that was leading the country in classical education, religious thought, and 
literary accomplishments. Men and women, who understood clearly that they 
were privileged, they gave much of their time, expertise, and money back to the 
community and nation that had nurtured them. Occasionally controversial, they 
                                               
152 “Greek” and “Latin” were required in each semester of all four years during Perkins’ time at 
Harvard. Study in these courses covered the great Greek and Roman playwrights and poets, a 
study of Greek and Roman antiquities, and all facets of grammar. Exercises in writing the 
language were included in every course. Separately, a class entitled alternatively “English” or 
“Rhetoric” was required in five of the six terms from sophomore through senior year. It comprised 
the study of the precepts and speeches of classical rhetoricians such as the Greek Demosthenes 
(382–322 BCE) and the Romans Cicero (106–43 BCE) and Quintilian (35–100 CE) as well as the 
application of their teachings to historical and contemporary written and oratorical practices.  
“Modern Languages” was required in seven of the eight semesters of Perkins’ career at Harvard, 
with French required in his Freshman year and a choice between French, Spanish, German, 
Italian or Portugese thereafter. In total, the curriculum comprised fifty-five courses of which 33 
courses or 60% fell under the titles, Greek, Latin, Rhetoric, and Modern Languages. Add to this 
that in each of his upperclass years Perkins was required to make an oral declamation each week 
and present a written theme once a fortnight; in his junior and senior years, in addition to the 
aforementioned, a Greek and Latin exercise had to be presented every fortnight and a forensics 
requirement had to be completed monthly. Declamations were speaking exercises in English, 
Latin, and Greek. Forensics were written assignments involving the discussion of the pros and 
cons of a given topic. See Catalogue of the Officers and Students, 1839–1843.   
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believed in making every day matter. In a boy of Perkins’ sensitivity, these 
salutary influences would have “entered richly and deeply into the character and 
the career of Charles Perkins,” as his cousin, close friend, and memorialist 
Samuel Eliot so poignantly put it.153 
 From this portrait of Perkins as a child and adolescent, it emerges that he 
was intimately connected with the teeming cultural currents in Boston in the 
second quarter of the nineteenth century. The models provided by the individuals 
profiled here introduced Perkins to the patronage and institutionalization of art for 
the greater public; the parallels between Romantic literature and painting; the 
emotive and didactic qualities of medieval and early Italian Renaissance art; and 
the links between the specialized knowledge of the academy and the general 
knowledge that would elevate the broader public. Underscoring all of these 
themes was an increasing emphasis on the rhetorical properties of the visual 
arts, a progression which had its roots in the city’s long standing reverence for 
classical rhetoric, the art of persuasion, as the route to prominence in the city of 
Boston. That it would take Perkins to fashion from all of this one coherent 
message of visual rhetoric that would transform the cultural landscape of his 
native city in the last third of the nineteenth century is the subject of the 
dissertation chapters to follow. 
  
                                               
153 Eliot, Memoir, 3. 
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Chapter Two — Harvard’s Classics Curriculum and the Fine Arts in Ante-
Bellum Boston 
 
 
Chapter Introduction 
 
This chapter will explore the history of classical rhetoric, languages, and 
literature as the disciplines at Harvard believed integral to the education of the 
future leaders of the city and the nation. These curricular elements, with their 
roots in Elizabethan and Enlightenment pedagogies and their enduring nature 
over the centuries, highlight the biases that would have been in place at the time 
that Perkins studied at Harvard. In particular, Channing’s and Felton’s curricula 
demonstrate the aesthetic and rhetorical sensibilities that set them apart and the 
strategic ways in which each one balanced the traditional with the modern so as 
to maximize their impact. After a brief sketch of the fine arts in Boston, the final 
section of the chapter will link the centrality of classical rhetoric, languages, and 
literature to the lens through which Boston mediated the fine arts in the ante-
bellum period.154 
 
Section One: The Enduring Role of the Classical Curriculum in Boston 
 
Four factors drove the classical curriculum at Harvard College well into the 
nineteenth century, and as such had a considerable bearing on Perkins’ 
philosophies regarding the fine arts. First, politically motivated beliefs about the 
                                               
154 While this linkage has been noted in scholarship, for example in David Dearinger’s work, such 
an in-depth look has not previously been taken, to my knowledge. See Dearinger, “Neoclassic 
Sculptors,” 26. 
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essential skills needed for civic and national leadership shaped the College’s 
decisions regarding the specific elements of the classics curriculum. Second, the 
College faculty leaned heavily on the five-part rhetorical program of inventio, 
dispositio, elocutio, memoria and actio as fashioned by the classical triumvirate 
of Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian, although they varied the particular weighting 
of the five parts over the years.155 Third, as in so many other aspects of life in 
Boston, the College looked to British models of classical learning as they shaped 
their own curricula. Finally, the study of the grammar, syntax, and literature of the 
ancient tongues on the one hand, and the dictates of effective rhetoric on the 
other, remained two highly interrelated sides of the classical coin.   
With regard to the first driver of the classical curriculum, in the case of the 
Puritan theocracy the elders recognized that the key ingredient for their 
continued success was authority in the pulpit. The following statement made by a 
                                               
155 In his seminal fourth century BCE work on rhetoric, Ars Rhetorica, Aristotle (385 BCE–322 
BCE) asserted three classes of rhetoric. The demonstrative (also referred to as “epideictic”) class 
referred to that befitting a public ceremony where formally prepared speeches marked special 
occasions; deliberative oratory described that befitting the political arena where legislation 
governing both domestic and foreign policies were hammered out; and judicial oratory (also 
referred to as “forensic”) that of the courtroom in matters of both defense and prosecution.  
Further codifications of rhetoric devised by the Roman orators Cicero (107 BCE–44 BCE) and 
Quintilian ((35 CE–100 CE) applied to all three Aristotelian classes. They comprised five 
constituent parts: Inventio (invention; process whereby rhetor located sources and developed an 
argument); Dispositio (arrangement; process whereby rhetor organized material to provide 
optimal support for the argument); Elocutio (style; process whereby rhetor determined the most 
effective word choices and figures of speech); Memoria (memory; process whereby speech was 
memorized so that it might be delivered without reference to notes); and Actio (delivery; with 
attention not just to the words but to tone, pronunciation, facial expression, and bodily gesture 
and posture so that emotions conveyed were as forceful as possible.) N. B. In this dissertation I 
will either use these Latin designations or the most commonly substituted words for them, as 
follows: invention, disposition, style, memory, and delivery. James M. Farrell, “‘Above all Greek, 
above all Roman fame’: Classical Rhetoric in America during the Colonial and Early National 
Periods,” International Journal of the Classical Tradition, vol. 18, no. 3 (September 2011): 417–
427. 
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Puritan elder just a few short years after the 1630 founding of Boston regarding 
the prospective establishment of the Boston Latin School (1635) and Harvard 
College (1636) made clear the urgent connection that the Puritans drew between 
proper education and the continued prosperity of their community.   
After God had carried us safe to New England and we had builded our 
houses, provided necessaries for our livelihood, reared convenient places 
for God’s worship and settled the civil government; one of the next things 
we longed for and looked after was to advance learning, and perpetuate it 
to posterity, dreading to leave an illiterate ministry to the Churches when 
our present ministers shall lie in dust.156   
 
Despite the generally anti-intellectual brush with which Puritan doctrine is 
commonly painted, the Puritans of both the Old and the New Worlds actively 
employed, according to intellectual historians Hollinger and Capper, a “highly 
articulated intellectuality” based on “Christian and biblical scholarship…[and] the 
new learning and culture of Renaissance humanism.”157 The Puritans modeled 
Harvard on Cambridge University in England, where the curriculum had sought 
since the Renaissance “to perfect the student’s knowledge of Latin and Greek, to 
acquaint him with the thought and method of scholasticism, and to instill respect 
                                               
156 From the pamphlet entitled “New England’s First Fruits” published in London in1643; as 
quoted in Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker’s The Puritan Oligarchy (New York: Charles Scribner’s 
Sons, 1947), 137. 
157 David A. Hollinger and Charles Capper, eds., The American Intellectual Tradition, vol.1 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 3.  
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for the authority of the ancients.”158 Accordingly, Harvard College established a 
three-year curriculum centered in Latin, Greek, Rhetoric and Hebrew.159 Latin 
was the language of instruction, declamations, disputations, lectures, recitations, 
and textbooks; even the Greek and Hebrew grammars were in Latin.160 The 
Puritan elders set aside an entire day each week for Greek studies — grammar, 
poetry, and composition for the first, second, and third years respectively. A 
decade and a half later, the first year was expanded to two so that even more 
                                               
158 Joe W. Kraus, “The Development of a Curriculum in the Early American Colleges,” History of 
Education Quarterly, vol. 1, no. 2 (June, 1961): 64–66. This curriculum had its origins in the 
Middle-Ages when humanist scholars linked Christian moral improvement directly to the 
instructive emphasis on self-restraint and devotion to the common good found in ancient texts as 
well as to the self-discipline fostered in mastering the languages. See also Caroline Winterer, 
“The Classics and Culture in the Transformation of American Higher Education, 1830–1890,” PhD 
diss., University of Michigan, 1996, 28. My discussion of the precedents, objectives, and content 
of the classical curriculum at Harvard owes a debt to Dr. Winterer’s research. In addition, see 
Robert Middlekauff, “A Persistent Tradition: The Classical Curriculum in Eighteenth-Century New 
England,” The William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, vol. 18, no. 1 (Jan., 1961): 54–67; and 
Samuel Eliot Morison, Three Centuries of Harvard, 1636-1936 (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1936), 3–37. 
   For broader views of the role of the classics in Federal America and beyond, see Meyer 
Reinhold, Classical Americana: The Greek and Roman Heritage in the United States (Detroit: 
Wayne State University Press, 1984); Jurgen Herbst, “The Yale Report of 1828,” International 
Journal of the Classical Tradition, vol. 11, no. 2 (Fall 2004): 213–231; Kenneth Nivison, “ ‘But a 
Step from College to the Judicial Bench’: College and Curriculum in New England’s ‘Age of 
Improvement,’ ” History of Education Quarterly, vol. 50, no. 4 (November 2010): 460–487; Daniel 
Walker Howe, “Classical Education in America,” The Wilson Quarterly,” vol. 35, no. 2 (Spring 
2011): 31–36; and Farrell, “ ‘Above all Greek,” 415–436. 
159 This curriculum was established in 1640 by President Henry Dunster, the second leader of the 
college. The previous master had not lasted more than a year owing to his overly-liberal use of 
the rod – to the point of nearly killing his own assistant – and to the appallingly sub-standard 
meals served the boarders by his wife. See Kraus, “Early American Colleges,” 64 and Morison, 
Three Centuries, 10. 
160 Mastery of Latin grammar was certified in the admissions process. The Harvard Laws of 1655 
established the minimum requirements. A prospective Harvard undergraduate had to 
demonstrate the ability to read Cicero and Virgil in Latin and Isocrates and the New Testament in 
Greek. He also had to be well acquainted with Greek grammar, speak or write Latin texts, and 
compose Latin verse. See Kraus, “Early American Colleges,” 72; Morison, Three Centuries, 30; 
and Middlekauff, “A Persistent Tradition,” 55.    
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emphasis could be placed on ancient languages, as well as logic and 
metaphysics.161  
With regard to the second driver, the importance of the five-part rhetorical 
curriculum, the Puritan pedagogues brought with them to the New World the 
Renaissance notions of decorum and character-fashioning that were central in 
the English Renaissance.162 Thus, the Puritans privileged elocuti, with its 
emphasis on style, and actio with its emphasis on tone, pronunciation, facial 
expression, and bodily gesture.163 These various means by which an orator could 
ornament his speech to reach a desired effect were particularly well suited to 
training clerics for pulpit sermons and homilies. In this regard, the Puritans 
favored writings of the sixteenth-century French humanist Petrus Ramus, who 
                                               
161 Collegiate instruction at schools established in the wake of Harvard was heavily geared toward 
a classical education. These included the Collegiate School (later Yale University, collegiate 
instruction commenced in 1718); the College of William and Mary (collegiate instruction 
commenced in 1726); the College of New Jersey (later Princeton University, began collegiate 
instruction in 1746); the College of Philadelphia (later the University of Pennsylvania, began 
collegiate instruction in 1751); and King’s College (later Columbia University, began collegiate 
instruction in 1755.)  See Kraus, “Early American Colleges,” 66–69. 
162 See Nancy L. Christiansen, “Rhetoric as Character-Fashioning: The Implications of Delivery’s 
‘Places’ in the British Renaissance Paideia,” Rhetorica: A Journal of the History of Rhetoric, vol. 
15, no. 3 (Summer 1997): 297–334 for an insightful discussion of the ultimate pedagogical goal of 
English Renaissance rhetoric.   
163 See Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1936) for a detailed discussion of the bases and emphases of Harvard’s 
seventeenth-century curriculum. Despite its dated nature Morison’s work remains a much quoted 
authority on Harvard still today. Morison acknowledges in his first of several chapters devoted to 
the curriculum that “direct information on this essential aspect of the College is scarce, and 
difficult to come by. For a century after the foundation, we have but three summary statements of 
the curriculum; a score of students’ synopses and notebooks; two or three hundred printed books 
once owned by Harvard undergraduates; and the Commencement theses…” (139)   
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focused on elocutio and actio.164 Taking these elements together, it might seem 
that the early years of the Harvard rhetoric curriculum featured a less rigorous 
and comprehensive approach than that which drew on the full Ciceronian cum 
Quintilian programs where rhetoric was seen as nothing less than an analog to a 
virtuous life.165 The Puritan approach to rhetoric was nonetheless far from trivial 
as captured in the following characterization by Samuel Eliot Morison, esteemed 
historian of Harvard University: 
“Sir, I have the seeds of rhetoric and oratory in my head: I have been at 
Cambridge,” says Jeremy in Congreve’s Love for Love. His remark would 
apply equally well to Cambridge in New England; for who could have 
spent every Friday on Rhetoric and Oratory for three or four years without 
getting some seeds of it in his head? Where else did the New England 
parsons acquire the art of impressing their congregations?166  
 
That said, the Puritan classics curriculum as a whole did not ignore the ancient 
texts, as Morison demonstrated in his study of extant works with evidence of 
student ownership. These included Cicero’s Oration, the complete works of the 
                                               
164 Born Pierre de la Ramée (1515–1572), his name was later Latinized to Petrus Ramus. See 
Warren Guthrie, “The Development of Rhetorical Theory in America,” Speech Monographs, vol. 
13 (1): 16. Guthrie tells us that Cotton Mather (1663–1728), the influential Puritan minister of 
Boston, claimed that Ramus was preferred to Aristotle at Harvard, and works by Ramus on 
grammar and dialect comprised a portion of John Harvard’s (1607–1638) bequest. In fact, Ramus 
was apparently openly antagonistic to the classical triumvirate. Also see Morison, Harvard 
College…Seventeenth Century, 172–185. 
165 Categories slighted in the early years at Harvard comprised inventio and dispositio as well as 
memoria. 
166 Morison, Harvard College…Seventeenth Century, 172. In this regard, Harvard undergraduates 
made regular declamations, defined as speaking exercises in Latin, Greek, and English, as well 
as undertook disputations conducted in Latin on subject matter drawn from the other disciplines, 
what we would call today “debates.” Other forms of learning drills included recitations from texts 
under study in both classical and non-classical subjects and, as part of the third year of catechism 
study, so-called “commonplaces,” that is short sermons. Furthermore, students studied rhetoric 
even in the ostensibly non-academic portions of their day. For example, at morning prayers 
students translated the Old Testament from Hebrew into Greek, except for the freshmen who 
translated it from English into Greek. At evening prayers, the New Testament was translated by 
all years from English into Greek. See Morison, Harvard College…Seventeenth Century, 143. 
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rhetor Isocrates (436–338 BCE) in Latin with Greek on opposite pages, as well 
as works by the Roman historian and playwright respectively, Sallust (86–35 
BCE) and Terence (195/185–159 BCE.)167   
In the first half of the eighteenth century Boston elites saw Harvard as the 
training ground for gentlemen seeking to comport themselves in the style of the 
English. The impact on the curriculum was nominal as issues of elocutio and 
actio were also very well suited to a gentleman’s needs. In the second half of the 
eighteenth century, however, British threats to the colonists’ freedoms put them 
increasingly in touch with the parallels between their struggles and those of the 
ancient republics. This necessitated attention to not only elocutio and actio but 
also inventio and dispositio.168 It was in this environment in 1771 that Nicholas 
Boylston, a wealthy Boston merchant, endowed the Boylston Professorship of 
Rhetoric and Oratory at Harvard.169 One of the earliest to be established at 
Harvard, the Boylston Chair lends weight to the significance of this subject to the 
overall curriculum. At the time of its establishment the endowment was not 
sufficient to support hiring a professor. When the exigencies of the Revolutionary 
War and its aftermath further delayed the hire by several decades, Nicholas’ son 
Ward Nicholas Boylston threatened to sue the College, thus prodding it to 
                                               
167 Morison, Harvard College…Seventeenth Century, 175. 
168 For example, the “Speaking Club” and the “Mercurian” Clubs were formed at Harvard in 1770.  
See Morison, Three Centuries, 138–141. 
169 Such chairs were new phenomena as the College had only recently begun organizing its 
faculty according to academic specialty as opposed to class year. See Ronald Reid, “The 
Boylston Professorship of Rhetoric and Oratory, 1806–1904: A Case Study in Changing 
Concepts of Rhetoric and Pedagogy,” The Quarterly Journal of Speech, vol. 45, no. 3 (October 
1959): 239. 
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appoint John Quincy Adams to the post in 1806. Concomitantly, the College 
prepared statutes that were based on the more complete Ciceronian cum 
Quintilian program, albeit focusing only on four of the five constituent parts, 
inventio, dispositio, elocutio, and actio.170   
At the same time that the need for persuasive oratory was reaching its 
apex, Harvard educators had begun to recognize the importance of literary 
prowess. Boston was coming of age as an intellectual center, manifested in, 
among other developments, two literary organizations impressive for their 
ground-breaking focus on the fostering of a broader interest in literature, the 
Anthology Society and the North American Review.171 In 1803 Boston elites 
founded the former — renamed the Boston Athenaeum in 1807 — out of a 
concern that “there was too little intercourse…among Americans who cared for 
letters. In partial answer to this, the Society formed The Monthly Anthology and 
Boston Review, whose subtitle, Containing Sketches and Reports of Philosophy, 
Religion, History, Arts and Manners, accurately reflected the variety of its 
                                               
170 See Reid, “The Boylston Professorship,” 244 and Donald Goodfellow, “The First Boylston 
Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory,” The New England Quarterly, vol. 19, no. 3 (September 1946): 
373–374. 
171 Van Wyck Brooks, The Flowering of New England, 1815–1865 (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 
1936), 17. Other cultural manifestations included the founding of the Handel and Haydn Society 
in 1815 as a choral society to bring the best European music to Boston. In the mid-1850s Charles 
Callahan Perkins served as its President.   
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contents.172 In 1805, the Society members established a library of periodicals so 
that they might have more timely access to the newest literary and scientific 
developments and soon thereafter they put in place a Reading Room.173 By 1809 
the holdings had grown to 5,750 books largely acquired through donations and 
covering a wide range of topics.174 
Cut short by lack of funds, the Monthly Anthology published its last edition 
in 1811, and in 1814 William Tudor Jr. (1779–1830), who had been among the 
early supporters of the Anthology, wrote a prospectus for a new periodical to take 
its place. It was named The North American Review and Miscellaneous Journal 
and was published bi-monthly until 1818 when it became a quarterly. Looking to 
be distinctly American in its contents, its first edition published brief extracts from 
a number of “Books Relating to America” as well as an article decrying American 
habits that favored those of their mother country over their own. The early 
                                               
172 The Monthly Anthology was begun in November 1803 by Phineas Adams, a schoolteacher in 
Boston. See Julius H. Ward, The North American Review, vol. 201, no. 710 (January 1915): 123.  
Ward states that at the time of the founding of the Monthly Anthology, “American literature was 
still in its infancy. We had an abundance of political and theological writing but hardly any first-
class mind had made ventures into the field of pure literature.” (123) For a broader discussion of 
early American magazines, see also Helene Emylou Roberts, “American Art Periodicals of the 
Nineteenth Century,” Master of Librarianship Thesis, University of Washington, 1961. According 
to Roberts, variety was a common feature before 1839. In fact, the Monthly Anthology was 
considerably more focused and literary in its scope than a number of others, such as The 
American Museum, or Universal Magazine; Containing Essays on Agriculture, Commerce, 
Manufactures, Politics, Morals and Manners. Sketches of National Characters, Natural and Civil 
History, and Biography.  Law Information, Public Papers, Proceedings of Congress, Intelligence, 
Moral Tales, Ancient and Modern Poetry, etc. etc., published in Philadelphia from 1787–1792.  
173 The latter was introduced by William Smith Shaw (1778-1826), a founding and highly active 
member — who went on to become Librarian and Secretary of the Athenaeum. See Stanley Ellis 
Cushing, “ ‘A Rich and Increasing Treasure’: The Growth of the Book Collections of the Boston 
Athenaeum,” in: Acquired Tastes: 200 Years of Collecting for the Boston Athenaeum, eds. 
Stanley Ellis Cushing and David B. Dearinger (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 2006), 13. 
174 Cushing, “Book Collections,” 13–14. 
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editors, contributors, and subscribers to the North American Review, which today 
is the nation’s longest-lived literary magazine, ranked highly among the country’s 
foremost literary and philosophical minds.175 
With regard to the third driver, British pedagogy, it had been a major force 
in Boston since 1636 when the Puritans made haste to establish a university just 
six short years after their arrival in the New World. As the Harvard rhetoricians 
had shaped their curricular requirements first to the needs of the clergy, then to 
the Anglican gentleman, and then to the revolutionary orator, they now shaped 
them to address the impact of the aforementioned literary developments. In this 
regard, they looked to the increasing dominance both in academic and non-
academic publishing realms (such as the journals discussed above) of three 
British rhetorical texts, George Campbell’s Philosophy of Rhetoric (1776), Hugh 
Blair’s Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres (1783), and Richard Whately’s 
Elements of Rhetoric (1828).176 Of these texts, Campbell’s is the most important 
                                               
175 Ward, “The North American Review,” 123–126 and the website of the North American Review 
at http://northamericanreview.org/; accessed 7/2/2015. For example, early names associated with 
the North American Review were classicist, orator, and politician Edward Everett (1794–1865); 
poet and literary editor, William Cullen Bryant (1794–1878); statesman Daniel Webster (1782–
1852); and third President of the United States, Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826.) 
176 Warren Guthrie, “The Development of Rhetorical Theory in America, 1635–1850,” Speech 
Monographs, vol. 15, no. 1, 1948: 61–71.  According to Guthrie, Blair’s work was first published in 
1783 and first imported into America that same year; Campbell’s work was first published in 
Edinburgh in 1776 but not as rapidly or widely circulated in America, the first American edition 
being an 1818 one published in Philadelphia; and Whately’s work was published in Dublin in 1828 
and like Blair’s was immediately widely circulated in America. For additional discussion of the 
eighteenth-century British texts on rhetoric see Raoul N. Smith, “The Interest in Language and 
Languages in Colonial and Federal America,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 
vol. 123, no. 1 (Feb. 20, 1979): 29–56; and Farrell, “Above all Greek,” 429–430. 
   While Blair remained focused on Elocution, he reinserted classical orators largely ignored in the 
early colonial period, Cicero, Quintilian, and another important classical rhetor, Demosthenes 
(382–322 BCE.) He also expanded from a purely oral focus to address various genres of writing 
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to this dissertation because Edward T. Channing, Boylston Professor at Harvard 
from 1819 until 1850, favored the text and required that it be read by his 
students, including Perkins, during their Sophomore and Junior years (1840–41 
and 1841–42). Thus, Campbell will be discussed more fully in the next section of 
this chapter that focuses specifically on Channing’s professorial career. 
Finally, with regard to the fourth driver, the interrelatedness of classical 
rhetoric and classical language and literature, it manifested most clearly in the 
widely-held view that “general knowledge,” also referred to as “liberal learning,” 
had its basis in the classics and was the raison d’être of universities. American 
college faculties believed that general knowledge gave graduates the mental 
discipline and the sense of shared roots to combat “crass materialism” and to 
continue to seek learning and make contributions to culture.177 Together with the 
equally morally-compelling subject of rhetoric, “The pedagogical arsenal of the 
antebellum classics professor was aimed at one major target: the acquisition of 
proficiency with ancient language…as taught to undergraduates, moral 
didacticism remained sealed in the fortress of ancient grammar and syntax.”178 
With such lofty expectations of ancient languages, it was not surprising that in 
                                               
including history, philosophy, poetry, and comedy. Whately, in contrast, sought to bring inventio 
back more strongly as a counterbalance to what he considered a harmful emphasis on actio 
whereby speakers would be rendered unnatural and thus ineffective. 
177 Herbst, “Yale Report,” 214 and Day and Kingsley, “The Yale Report,” as quoted in Winterer, 
“Classics and Culture,” 39. Another useful characterization of “general knowledge” quoted by 
Winterer was that made by Noah Porter, President of Yale University from 1871 to 1886, who 
defined it as “whatever knowledge connects man with his race by a common sympathy…as 
distinguished from that knowledge which exalts or isolates him as an individual.” See Noah 
Porter, “Greek and a Liberal Education,” Princeton Review (July–December 1884): 211–212. 
178 Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 88. 
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April 1814, the Harvard Corporation received $20,000 from Samuel Eliot to 
establish a Chair of Greek Language and Literature at Harvard.179 Cornelius 
Conway Felton was appointed to the Eliot Professorship in 1834 — a post he 
retained until asked to take on the presidency in 1860. A firm supporter of the 
classics curriculum as the centerpiece of “general education,” he shaped the 
study of language and literature to encompass not just the literary artifacts of the 
ancient world, but their physical artifacts as well, as will be covered in more detail 
in the section of this chapter devoted to him.  
It must be noted before turning to Channing and the rhetoric curriculum 
that support for the ancient languages was not universal in the early years of the 
nineteenth century.180 The most potent attack occurred at Yale University. In 
1827 Noyes Darling, an influential alumnus, a member of the Yale College 
Corporation, a judge in the county court, and a state senator, proposed to the 
Corporation that other academic fields should be substituted for classical 
languages.181 Darling’s proposal set in motion a chain of events that culminated 
in the 1828 publication of the “Yale Report.” Yale’s president and classicist, 
                                               
179 The gift was the largest gift that Harvard had received to that point. Given anonymously, it was 
not until the donor’s death in 1820 that the Corporation revealed his identity as that of the wealthy 
Boston merchant and bookseller Samuel Eliot. At that time, the Professorship was renamed in his 
honor. See Morison, Three Centuries, 224–225. 
180 There was a school of thought that found that the ancient languages created divisions that did 
more harm than good to the development of the young nation. Followers included such American 
luminaries as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine, and Benjamin Rush. Not confined to the world 
outside of academe, champions of other collegiate disciplines argued that many subjects could 
shape and sharpen the faculties of future leaders and could do so without excessive veneration of 
the ancients. See Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 31–32. 
181 See Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 33 and Herbst, “The Yale Report,” 218. 
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Jeremiah Day and James Luce Kingsley, respectively, were the authors of the 
document that was so strategically and compellingly constructed that present-day 
scholars of classical education claim that it extended the life expectancy of the 
classical curriculum for another seventy-five years.182 Its precepts and particular 
impact on classical languages will be discussed at greater length in the 
forthcoming section on Felton, as he was a major supporter of the Report. 
 
Section Two: Edward Tyrrel Channing’s Rhetorical Curriculum (1819–1851) 
 
Edward Tyrrel Channing (1790–1856), from the prominent Channing 
family of Newport, Rhode Island, was appointed third Boylston Professor by the 
Harvard Corporation in 1819, a post that he held until 1851.183 Graduating from 
Harvard in 1807, he practiced law and then served as the second editor of the 
North American Review, a central publication — as mentioned — in the 
burgeoning literary developments in Boston, and one to which Channing 
continued to contribute for the rest of his life. That critical opinion of his 
appointment was divided — those against decried his lack of expertise in public 
                                               
182 Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 2–3 and 32–33. For additional discussion of the challenges 
to the classical curriculum in nineteenth-century colleges and the response embodied by the Yale 
Report, see Howe, “Classical Education,” 32; Herbst, “Yale Report,” 215–221; and Nivison, 
“College to the Judicial Bench,” 460–487. 
183 John Quincy Adams had been the first Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory. In Adams’ 
first lecture he articulated the structure of the discipline of rhetoric, one that adhered closely to the 
Harvard Statutes of 1806, and thus to the ancient triumvirate of Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian. 
He organized his lectures around the five constituent parts of the Ciceronian cum Quintilian 
doctrines relying on their actual texts for reading assignments but he was selective with respect to 
the latter, choosing to focus on those he found to be still relevant. Adams resigned his post in 
1809 to undertake a diplomatic assignment and Joseph McKean replaced him in the 
professorship. McKean’s tenure, which ended in 1818, was marked by very little change except 
that he broke ground in favor of the British rhetorical texts, introducing both Blair and Campbell 
into the curriculum. See Reid, “The Boylston Professorship,” 241–244.   
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speaking — underscored the fact that the authority of the spoken word was 
beginning to be overshadowed by that of the written.184 This lukewarm reception 
and his relatively obscure place in history notwithstanding, Channing shaped the 
central discipline of rhetoric throughout the city’s literary coming of age, thus 
making him one of the most influential men of his time.185 To this point, the 
acclaimed authors, Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882), Henry Thoreau (1817–
1862), and Richard Henry Dana (1815–1882), were among the students who 
learned to write in his rhetoric courses.186   
While never mentioned as one of Channing’s illustrious pupils, Charles 
Callahan Perkins’ four years at Harvard (1839–1843) took place during the apex 
of the Boylston Professor’s thirty two-year tenure. Channing’s curricular tools and 
pedagogy represented a significant departure from his predecessors in the 
Boylston Chair. While Adams and McKean had organized their curriculum under 
the headings of the Ciceronian cum Quintilian constituent parts of inventio, 
dispositio, elocutio, and actio, Channing interwove these classical imperatives 
                                               
184 Reid, “Boylston Professorship,” 245. 
185 Dorothy I. Anderson devoted her 1944 PhD dissertation to a study of Channing’s “Philosophy 
and Teaching of Rhetoric.” Following her dissertation, she published two articles, “Edward T. 
Channing’s Definition of Rhetoric,” and “Edward Tyrrel Channing’s Teaching of Rhetoric.” They 
were both published in the journal, Speech Monographs, the first, in Volume 14 (1947) and the 
second in Volume 16 (August, 1949.) In “Teaching of Rhetoric” Anderson did not position his 
pedagogy as that different from his predecessors. Much more recently, Elizabeth Larsen’s 1992 
article, “The Progress of Literacy: Edward Tyrrel Channing and the Separation of the Student 
Writer from the World” (Rhetoric Review, vol. 11, no. 1, Autumn 1992, 159–171) opens by 
referencing several scholars of the 1970s and 1980s who used words such as “radical,” “major 
social shift,” and “rupture” to characterize Channing’s contributions, an opinion that Larsen 
shared. Nevertheless, Channing has continued to be overshadowed by his famous brother 
William Ellery Channing (1780–1842), the leading Unitarian minister. 
186 Anderson, “Definition of Rhetoric,” 81. 
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throughout his assigned texts, lectures, and practice exercises. In terms of texts, 
he also departed from his predecessors by favoring the British eighteenth century 
works over classical ones, especially George Campbell’s The Philosophy of 
Rhetoric (1776).187 In fact, in 1839, after a lengthy period of experimentation, 
Channing determined it to be his rhetorical text of choice for the sophomore and 
junior years, a decision that remained unaltered for the rest of his tenure.188 
Channing’s lectures, many of them memorialized in a posthumous text published 
in his honor, were largely philosophical and literary in orientation as opposed to 
mechanical, and while his exercises focused, as had been traditional, on elocutio 
                                               
187 Campbell was born in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1719 and after dabbling in the law decided to 
pursue a career in the ministry in the city of his birth. In 1758 Campbell helped to found the 
Philosophical Society there. The Society contributed a great deal to the nurturing of “Scottish 
common sense philosophy,” in large part because of the treatise, An Inquiry Into the Human Mind 
on the Principles of Common Sense (1764) written by one of the most active of the Society’s 
members, Thomas Reid (1710–1796). See Lloyd F. Bitzer, ed. Campbell, George. Landmarks in 
Rhetoric and Public Address: Philosophy of Rhetoric. Carbondale, IL, USA: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 1988. ProQuest ebrary. Web. 10 June 2015: viii. 
188 Prior to 1839 Channing used Blair for a number of years and then experimented with other 
texts. When he selected Books II and III (“The Foundations and Essential Properties of Elocution” 
and “The Discriminating Properties of Elocution”) of Campbell’s Rhetoric he felt he had found the 
best primary text and did not waver from this choice for the remainder of his tenure. See 
Anderson, “Teaching of Rhetoric,” 69–70 and Reid, “Boylston Professorship,” 248. 
   Campbell is considered by historians of rhetoric to be the most philosophical of the triumvirate 
of eighteenth-century British rhetoricians who were so influential on both sides of the Atlantic. In 
introducing a 1988 edition of Campbell’s Philosophy of Rhetoric, scholar Lloyd Bitzer spoke to 
Campbell’s stature as a philosopher as follows: “The fact that he wrote the Rhetoric as a 
philosophical rather than a practical rhetorician is significant, because the book’s distinctive 
contributions result from the encounter of a philosophic mind with concepts and problems of 
rhetoric. Campbell permitted fundamental issues of metaphysics and epistemology to enter and 
influence his theory of rhetoric; as a result, questions concerning the existence of external 
objects, the kind of mental contents, the possibility of certain knowledge, the sources of 
knowledge, and the laws of thought and feeling are entwined in his book with questions 
concerning belief and persuasion, method in discourse, logical proof, pathos, language and style, 
tragic pleasure, laughter, qualities of effective discourse, and other elements of rhetoric.” See 
Bitzer, George Campbell, vii–viii. 
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and actio, he expanded them from speaking drills to include writing 
assignments.189   
On the surface, it appears that Channing privileged the modern over 
classical, but it is crucial to note that he was much influenced by George 
Campbell, who in turn owed much to eighteenth-century Scottish common sense 
philosophy, a system of thought with deep roots in the works of the ancient 
philosophers.190 In fact, it was the ways in which Channing effectively straddled 
the fence between curricular change and tradition and between eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century philosophies and those of the ancients that defined his 
approach. The ramifications of this balancing act may be seen not only in the 
approach of his classical partner on the faculty at Harvard, Cornelius Conway 
Felton, himself a graduate of Harvard during Channing’s tenure, but also in that 
of Perkins’. All three employed a strategy that would appear to be 
quintessentially of the mid-nineteenth-century on both sides of the Atlantic, a 
similarity that will become clear when we turn to Perkins’ European experiences 
in the chapter that follows.   
                                               
189 Reid, “Boylston Professorship,” 247 and Anderson, “Teaching of Rhetoric,” 77–81. 
190 The scholar Lois Agnew makes a compelling case for such a genealogy by connecting the 
central belief of the Scottish philosophers in an individual’s common sense as a valid basis for 
knowledge to fundamental Aristotelian and Stoic precepts. From Aristotle, the common sense 
philosophers took that “the senses provide a natural path to knowledge,” and that such 
knowledge can then be applied to the resolution of “specific questions that arise in the life of the 
community.” From the Stoics – a Greek third century BCE philosophical school indebted to 
Aristotle’s views – they took the concept of sensus communis whereby “virtuous individuals help 
to form the community’s moral fiber, which in turn helps to strengthen each person within the 
society.” The importance of effective communication to senus communis led the Stoics to invoke 
the importance of rhetoric. See Lois Agnew, “The ‘Perplexity’ of George Campbell’s Rhetoric: The 
Epistemic Function of Common Sense,” Rhetorica: a Journal of the History of Rhetoric, vol. 18, 
no. 1 (Winter 2000): 79–101.  
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As Perkins matriculated in the year that Channing settled on Campbell’s 
text, it may be assumed that through readings, lectures, and exercises the young 
Harvard student would have been exposed to a healthy dose of both Campbell 
and Channing.191 When assessed from the vantage point of Perkins’ system of 
visual rhetoric, the first and most important of Channing’s core rhetorical precepts 
concerned the scope and nature of rhetoric. Channing announced his definition 
to his prospective pupils as well as to other faculty and friends of Harvard at his 
1819 inaugural address entitled, “The Orator and his Times,” delivered on the 
Harvard campus:   
A body of rules derived from experience and observation, extending to all 
communication by language and designed to make it efficient. It does not 
ask whether a man is to be a speaker or writer – a poet, philosopher, or 
debater; but simply – it is his wish to be put in the right way of 
communicating his mind with power to others, by words spoken or 
written… rhetoric undertakes to show him rules or principles which will 
help to make the expression of his thoughts effective.192 
 
As this quotation suggests, Channing saw “language” that sought to impress a 
given message upon the audience member as the only delimiting factor of 
                                               
191 That Channing’s family, like so many other elite families of New England, was related to 
Perkins by marriage no doubt further strengthened the impact that the Boylston Professor had in 
shaping Perkins’ beliefs and goals. Besides his great uncle Thomas Handasyd Perkins, Charles 
Callahan had three other great uncles and aunts who were alive when he was born. One of them, 
Samuel Gardner Perkins (1767–1847) had six children, including Barbara Higginson Perkins 
(1795–1822) who married Walter Channing (1786–1876). Walter Channing’s brothers were 
William Ellery and Edward Tyrrel. This genealogical data is courtesy of James Perkins, 
descendant of another of Samuel G. Perkins’ children, James Handasyd Perkins (1810–1849.)  
James Handasyd moved to Cincinnati in the early 1830s. See Owl’s Nest, a Tribute to Sarah 
Elliott Perkins, by her Granddaughter Edith Perkins Cunningham (Riverside Press, printed for 
private distribution, 1907), kindly loaned to me by Jim Perkins, and also William H. Channing, The 
Memoir and Writings of James Handasyd Perkins (Cincinnati: Trueman & Spofford, 1851). 
192 Edward T. Channing, Lectures Read to the Seniors in Harvard College (Boston: Ticknor & 
Fields, 1856), 31. 
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rhetoric, thus leaving the door wide open for the inclusion of many other genres 
of communication.193 In this, Channing surely was following Campbell who 
defined rhetoric as “the grand art of communication” where “the use of 
language…operate[s] on the soul of the hearer, in the way of informing, 
convincing, pleasing, moving, or persuading.”194 Even the term “language” seems 
to have been carefully chosen by both rhetoricians because in its common usage 
it implied a breadth that justified inclusion of poetry, philosophy, and history 
under the umbrella of the rhetorical discipline.   
While Campbell does not address the visual arts specifically, the 
Scotsman’s own philosophical debt to his countryman and fellow contributor to 
the Philosophical Society of Aberdeen, common sense philosopher Thomas Reid 
(1710–1796), meant that he was highly sensitized to them. Reid’s manifold 
contributions to philosophy included works linking rhetoric to aesthetics in which 
he established a taxonomy of the fine arts and demonstrated his “commitment to 
the importance of emotion and of expression in understanding art and 
artworks.”195 With this backdrop, it is not surprising that Campbell had a penchant 
for visual references, as illustrated in his principal objective (expressed in the 
                                               
193 The word “impress” is used here in its literal sense of making a deep and permanent 
indentation. 
194 Campbell’s Philosophy of Rhetoric (London: William Tegg, 1850, lxxi), as quoted in Bitzer, 
George Campbell, xix and xxiii. 
195 Reid’s manifold contributions to philosophy included works linking rhetoric to aesthetics in 
which he established a taxonomy of the fine arts and demonstrated his “commitment to the 
importance of emotion and of expression in understanding art and artworks. His taxonomy of the 
fine arts included literature, drama, painting, sculpture, architecture, and wordless music. See 
http://plato.stanford.edu/; accessed 6/8/2015. 
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third person) for writing the Philosophy of Rhetoric. “It is his purpose in this Work, 
on the one hand to exhibit, he does not say a correct map, but a tolerable sketch 
of the human mind: and, aided by the lights which the Poet and the Orator so 
amply furnish.”196 Furthermore, Campbell’s aesthetic sensibility emerges in the 
connection that he made between rhetorical practice and the contemporary 
science of human nature. He believed that ideas of imagination were mainly what 
rhetors sought to communicate and that such ideas were built upon ideas of 
memory — ideas defined again in visual terms as “prints that have been left by 
sensible impressions” — themselves initiated by sensations. Often several 
stages removed from these sensations, however, ideas of imagination were 
necessarily complicated, and thus required “vivacity” on the part of the rhetor in 
order that his audience could fully engage with the idea. Employing his 
customary visual references, Campbell equates vivacity with “liveliness, force, 
energy, brightness, brilliancy, steadiness, and luster.”197 Here, although never 
explicitly using the term, Campbell appears to be invoking the ancient oratorical 
device of ekphrasis, “a speech that brings the subject matter vividly before the 
eyes.”198 While ekphrasis will be covered more extensively later in the chapter 
with respect to the work of Felton, at this juncture it is sufficient to identify it as a 
crucial element in Campbell’s and ultimately Channing’s thinking. 
                                               
196 Campbell’s Philosophy of Rhetoric, lxv, as quoted in Bitzer, George Campbell, xxiii. Emphasis 
mine. 
197 Bitzer, George Campbell, xxxii. Emphasis mine. 
198 Ruth Webb, Ekphrasis, Imagination and Persuasion in Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Practice 
(Farnham, England: Ashgate, 2009), 1. 
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Channing takes the broadening of rhetoric several steps further than 
Campbell, invoking not only other literary genres but also theatre and musical 
performances for their rhetorical properties. For example, in his inaugural lecture 
he states that limiting rhetoric’s realm to oration is “arbitrary and unwise” because 
the facts of other modes of communication do not support such a limitation.  
The emotion of pity or fear or indignation, is precisely the same in its 
nature, whether it be raised by the orator or the poet…persuasion would 
arouse, impel, deter, invite – inspire admiration, abhorrence, terror, 
delight, reverence. How is this to be done?  Plainly, by appeals to a man’s 
imagination and taste – to his sense of beauty and grandeur and moral 
excellence – to his sense of wit and humor and satire. These are among 
the orator’s means of persuasion. And surely the written book, the novel, 
the history, the fable, and the acted play make their approaches to the 
heart in the same direction and by use of the same methods.199 
 
Untraditional as this already was, Channing’s broadening of rhetoric’s 
scope to include the visual arts was his most radical alteration of the curriculum, 
an alteration that holds great import to this dissertation. While he was not 
prepared to dedicate space in his lectures or exercises to these genres, he was 
more willing to entertain the possibility that rhetoric be expanded to include them 
than that the discipline be so tightly circumscribed as to outright exclude them. 
He stated this case as follows:  
I cannot then see how a liberal and philosophical rhetoric can overlook 
any form of composition, any use of language that aims at power over the 
heart. I should much sooner expect to see it transgress the limits which 
the most liberal would think it proper to establish, and carry the student to 
                                               
199 Anticipating the criticism that the ancients had not memorialized these other genres of 
persuasion as they had the speech-making, Channing took the offensive by suggesting that there 
was no need for separate treatises as the genres shared the same fundamentals. He noted in 
addition, that as luxury arts, economies of scale precluded the expense of time and funds on such 
genres. See Channing, Lectures, 29–33. 
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the galleries of painting and sculpture and to the finest performances in 
music, that he might see how much there was held in common by all the 
elegant arts.200 
 
This broadening of the applicability of rhetoric’s precepts to include 
painting, sculpture, and music would have been a welcome perspective for the 
young Perkins, who was drawn to the arts from a very early age and came from 
the family that was most responsible for advancing them in Boston in the first half 
of the nineteenth century. Furthermore, Perkins’ exposure to this perspective at 
the highly impressionable moment of freshman year in college would also have 
contributed to its impact on him. This was particularly true given that for 
Channing, even in its non-expanded state, rhetoric was far more than a set of 
academic principles related to the mechanics of persuasive communication. It 
was, in keeping with Campbell’s philosophy, and the ancient roots thereof, 
intimately related to how one lived life.201 We see this emphasis on a social 
dynamic in the subjects of Channing’s lectures on rhetoric, which concerned 
lessons of history, the norms of present-day society, the impact of religion, and 
the fundamental nature of man physically, mentally, morally and emotionally.202 
Channing’s view that rhetoric in contemporary society was neither better 
nor worse, it was just modernizing to accommodate a shift in information 
dissemination, was certainly one of the most important themes in his lectures. 
Whereas previously information circulated in a more limited and public manner – 
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for example, news belted out by the town crier in the city square – it had shifted 
by the 1830s to printed publications that were then consumed in the privacy of 
one’s own home.203 In this regard, Channing opined that men “feel most deeply 
when alone, and suffer their imaginations to enter into and warm and illuminate 
their most serious thoughts.”204 That said, he was aware that such an emphasis 
on the private realm over the public one could be misconstrued as less vital to 
the sound functioning of a democracy. Thus, he strategically positioned his 
contemplative readers as ones who “will read and think themselves into better 
citizenship” and counseled them that subordinating their personal freedom of 
expression to the “institutions, habits and opinions of society” was the only route 
to happiness.205 He also believed that contemplation was the route to an “original 
mind” that would have the “power to give new forms to things and convert them 
to its special use,” in particular to create original works of writing appropriate to a 
young nation striving to achieve its own voice.206 Finally, just as Keats believed 
that the poet should be like a chameleon, Channing believed that the rhetor must 
understand his audience and vary his delivery accordingly, in other words, “He 
must have a talent for his place.”207 
                                               
203 Larsen, “Progress of Literacy,” 163 ff. In Channing’s inaugural lecture he stated that “oratory of 
modern free countries is, in character, as precisely formed by and suited to our state of society, 
as that of the ancients was accommodated to theirs.” See Channing, Lectures, 12. 
204 Channing, Lectures, 21. 
205 Larsen, “Progress of Literacy,”163; Channing’s Lectures, 20, as quoted in Anderson, 
“Definition of Rhetoric,” 91. 
206 Channing, Lectures, 194 and “On Models in Literature,” North American Review, vol. 3, no. 8 
(July 1816): 207. 
207 Anderson, “Definition of Rhetoric,” 87. 
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Here again, Channing’s philosophies may be seen as impacting Perkins’ 
life choices. The latter included balancing both the long-standing literary 
mediation of art objects with his own system of visual rhetoric and the private and 
public edification embodied in the partnership of art historical scholarship and 
museums. Furthermore, Channing’s emphasis on the transformative effect on 
individuals of private contemplation that engendered the warmth, illumination, 
and originality of the imagination was certainly the basis for the elevating, 
instructional, and inspirational impact that Perkins saw in art objects encountered 
by the visitor in the museum. In all of this, both Channing and Perkins 
demonstrated the fundamentally romantic nature of their belief systems.208 
A desire to inculcate originality and relevancy were also responsible for 
Channing’s negative views against the use of “models” as articulated in an article 
published by the North American Review in 1816. Memorization and imitation of 
the classical orators had long been a staple of rhetorical training, especially as 
                                               
208 See Rex Veeder, “Romantic Rhetoric and the Rhetorical Tradition,” Rhetoric Review, vol. 15, 
no. 2 (Spring 1997): 300–320 and Channing, Lectures, 131–142. N. B. Veeder confuses Edward 
T. Channing and his brother William E. Channing when he ascribes to the former an exposure to 
Coleridge and Lucy Aiken among other Romantics, but Veeder is correct in his characterization of 
Edward T.’s beliefs on the power of the pulpit. 
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part of elocutio and actio.209 In “On Models,” Channing claimed that reliance on 
models “may be well for minds of common cast…[but for] the great men of a 
country…it comes in the way of nature, and reduces all her irregularities, crooks, 
and violence, her endless change, into straightness, smoothness, and harmony.”  
On the basis of Channing’s views as expressed in “On Models” alone, one 
would expect him to be entirely opposed to the pedagogy inherent in such texts 
on elocution as Ebenezer Porter’s The Rhetorical Reader, that is imitation, 
memorization, and practice, practice, practice. However, several aspects of his 
teaching militate against such a conclusion. First, he, in fact, utilized Porter, 
assigning one of his texts, Analysis of the Principles of Rhetorical Delivery as 
Applied to Reading and Speaking to his sophomores from 1838 until his 
retirement.210 Furthermore, despite his contempt for models and his preference 
for philosophical versus mechanical (“how-to”) instruction, Channing did not shy 
away from written and spoken exercises as a significant component of his own 
                                               
209 It was believed to be “active learning, formed by the appropriate emotions, which the student 
will then be able to call forth suitably to any noble endeavor. By imitating great orators, the 
student’s character comes to be shaped by these very emotions; in this way rhetoric forms able 
citizens fit for the young Republic.” Two British texts that foregrounded such training and that had 
considerable traction in America were written by Thomas Sheridan and John Walker, both of 
whom had backgrounds in the theater and thus not surprisingly emphasized actio. Another 
important text was that of the New Englander Ebenezer Porter (1772–1834) whose work, The 
Rhetorical Reader, Consisting of Instructions for Regulating the Voice with a Rhetorical Notation, 
Illustrating Inflection, Emphasis, and Modulation; and a Course of Rhetorical Exercises went into 
its 220th edition in 1835. Porter believed that the student should “enter into the spirit of what he 
utters, and read it so as feeling requires.”209 See Elisabeth Hansot, “Hearing Voices: Rhetoric, 
Imitation, and Civic Competence,” The Journal of Education, vol. 185, no. 2 (2004): 27–45. 
210 Anderson, “Teaching of Rhetoric,” 71. The first edition of this text (Andover, MA:  M. Newman, 
1827) was followed by several other editions but information regarding the specific edition that 
Channing used is not available. Channing may also have been influenced in his selection of this 
text by Porter’s emphasis on the theatrical side of rhetoric mentioned in the preceding footnote. 
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pedagogy.211 Regardless of topic, though, the student was expected to call on his 
powers of inventio and dispositio in furtherance of persuasion and to avoid pure 
narrative or description.212 In the final analysis, though, Channing was not looking 
to develop precious or cautious qualities in his students.213 His attitude in this 
regard was well summed up by one such student, Andrew Preston Peabody 
(1811–1893), who in his Reminiscences of Harvard (1888) said the following: “If 
there was a single word that did not contribute to the meaning of the sentence, it 
was marked for excision. Exaggerations of all kinds were toned down. The 
student was shown how to say precisely what he meant and nothing more.”214  
That Perkins took Channing’s emphases on originality, relevancy, 
creativity balanced by rigorous practice, and unadorned straightforward language 
to heart, cannot be doubted when we examine even the most superficial aspects 
of the younger man’s system of visual rhetoric. He sought to be original when he 
chose early Italian Renaissance sculpture as his specialty, an art historical field 
that was lacking in dedicated scholarship. In his choice of early Italian 
Renaissance as a period he also sought to be relevant in that the reasons for its 
revival in Europe in the mid-nineteenth century were eminently applicable to 
                                               
211 Channing assigned themes to the sophomores, juniors, and seniors once a fortnight on topics 
regarding political and personal life. For example, “What may be considered as strictly honorable 
methods of seeking office?”; “Great intellectual power without good principle?”; and “What do you 
understand by the word ‘liberal’ as applied to politicians, philosophers, theologians?” were among 
the topics assigned. Channing left his successor with a list of 872 such topics; see Anderson, 
“Teaching of Rhetoric,” 78. 
212 Anderson, “Teaching of Rhetoric,” 78 and “Definition of Rhetoric,” 85. 
213 Anderson, “Teaching of Rhetoric,” 79. 
214 Andrew Preston Peabody, Harvard Reminiscences (Boston: Ticknor & Sons, 1888), 87 as 
quoted in ibid., 80. 
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post-bellum Boston. He certainly was creative and rigorous in all of the 
components of his system of visual rhetoric, and was nothing if not succinct and 
straightforward, not only in his writing, but also in his illustrations. But most of all, 
in terms of Channing’s influence, it was clearly Channing’s openness to the 
rhetoric of the fine arts that was most powerful. Channing had also shared this 
openness with Cornelius Conway Felton, his student and later his long-time 
colleague, whose impact on Perkins we will turn to next. 
 
Section Three: Cornelius Conway Felton and the Classical Language and 
Literature Curriculum at Harvard (1839–1860) 
 
Cornelius Conway Felton was born in Newbury, Massachusetts on 
November 6, 1807.215 A precocious student of Latin and Greek, he matriculated 
at Harvard in 1823, where he achieved high honors.216 He studied Rhetoric under 
Channing just as the latter began his duties as Boylston Professor. Channing had 
not yet made Campbell’s text, with its emphasis on engaging the mind through 
                                               
215 Biographical details for Cornelius Conway Felton are based on George S. Hillard, “Memoir of 
Cornelius Conway Felton, LL.D,” Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 1867–
1869 (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1869): 352–368 and Theodore D. Woolsey, 
“Eulogy of Cornelius Conway Felton, LL. D., & C., One of the Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution,” Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1862):109–116; Woolsey was President of Yale University as well as 
a fellow member of the Smithsonian Board of Regents. Also see Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 
48–54. 
216 At preparatory school in North Andover, Felton reportedly, “read Sallust four times, Cicero’s 
Orations four times, Virgil six times, Dalxel’s Graeca Minora five or six times, and the poetry of it 
till he could repeat nearly all of it from memory, the Annals and History of Tacitus, Justin, 
Cornelius Nepos, the Anabasis of Xenophon, four books of Robinson’s Selections from the Iliad, 
the Greek Testament four times…” See Woolsey, “Euology,” 110. Describing Felton’s study 
habits, George S. Hillard opined that whatever subject he tackled he did so “with an omnivorous 
and indiscriminate appetite that it seemed to grow with what he fed on.” Hillard, “Memoir of 
Felton,” 353. 
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vivacity, the centerpiece of his curriculum but the Professor’s biases in this 
regard, as elaborated on above, would certainly have been impressed on Felton. 
Furthermore, Felton’s scholarly appetites were such that he no doubt took 
Campbell on himself as the latter’s Philosophy of Rhetoric was already well 
known in America as a more advanced work.217 Immediately upon graduation in 
1827 Felton went to Geneseo, New York where together with Henry Cleveland 
and another Harvard classmate, Seth Sweetser, as described in the previous 
chapter’s case study on Cleveland, he taught at the Livingston County High 
School. After two years he returned to Cambridge to take the job of Latin tutor at 
Harvard. In 1830 he was appointed tutor in Greek, in 1832 College Professor of 
Greek, and in 1834 Eliot Professor of Greek Literature, which important position 
he happily maintained until 1860 when he was elected President of Harvard. The 
latter was not a position that he particularly relished, but he applied himself as 
vigorously as he had to his scholarship and his professorial duties until his death 
in 1862.218  
Felton took an approach to the classical curriculum at Harvard that was 
shaped by two commitments, both of which had significant implications for the 
underlying philosophies and cultural contributions of his student, Charles 
                                               
217 In fact, Guthrie comments that Campbell’s work as early as 1819 was “evidently enjoying 
some circulation at Harvard…for in August of that year it was reported missing from the Library.” 
See Guthrie, “Rhetorical Theory,” Speech Monographs, vol. 15 (1948), 63. 
218 Felton also served as a Regent of the Smithsonian Institution (1856–1862), member of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and corresponding member of the Archaeological 
Society of Athens.  
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Callahan Perkins. First, Felton’s strategies echoed the balance between a 
conservative retention of classical studies and a forward-looking expansion to 
include modern disciplines at the heart of the Yale Report of 1828, discussed 
earlier in the chapter. Second, he had what his friend and memorialist Theodore 
Woolsey, President of Yale, called an “aesthetical power of…mind.”219   
He had within him a love of art, and his judgment, natively sound, was 
improved by devotion to a language and a literature which cultivate the 
taste more than any other. To him, therefore, the life of Greece consisted 
not solely in its poets, orators, historians, and philosophers but in the 
euphonies of its words, in the rhythm of its periods, in its wondrously 
exquisite and varied poetical metres, in its simple but grand architecture, 
in those works of its sculptors and founders which immortalized over again 
the materials of a literature already immortal.220 
 
Woolsey clearly recognized that his friend’s approach to fully understanding “the 
life of Greece” was a romantic one, one that saw “the materials of a literature” as 
that much more potent if reinforced, “immortalized over again,” with an 
engagement of the aural and visual senses. In other words, in Woolsey’s 
estimation, the pairing of text and image was at the core of Felton’s pedagogy. 
As a visual corollary to Woolsey’s words, in paying tribute to him in the 
University’s Memorial Hall, the preeminent artist in stained glass John LaFarge 
(1835–1910) chose the image of Athena, the goddess of both literature and art, 
as an allegorical stand-in (Fig. 2.1).   
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Felton, the quintessential “man of letters” in the middle decades of the 
century, epitomized the personal characteristics cherished by the Boston elite.221 
Although from a modest family background himself, he inherited a Brahmin one 
when, in 1846, he married his second wife, Mary Cary, daughter of the prominent 
Boston merchant Thomas Cary. He was well positioned to be received warmly by 
the Brahmin community given his distinguished Harvard career as classical 
student, scholar, and professor, as well as his championing of social reforms. He 
made many distinguished and influential friends, particularly as a result of his 
membership in the important literary association, the “Saturday Club,” whose 
early years were chronicled by Edward Waldo Emerson.222 These included the 
Unitarian theologian Andrews Norton and his son, the budding medieval and fine 
arts scholar, Charles Eliot Norton; abolitionist, legislator, and fine arts collector 
Charles Sumner; the beloved poet and modern language scholar, Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow; the influential critic and editor, James Russell Lowell; and 
Felton’s new brother-in-law and highly regarded naturalist from Switzerland, 
Louis Agassiz.223 
Reports on the Course of Instruction in Yale College, commonly referred 
to as “The Yale Report” of 1828, has been heralded by cultural historians as 
recently as the first decade of the twenty-first century not only for its importance 
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to mid-nineteenth century American education but also for the enduring impact of 
its precepts to a liberal education.224 As mentioned, it was prepared in response 
to criticism of the inadequacy of ancient languages to deal with the concerns of 
modern life and the corresponding push for modern languages and science. The 
Report’s central argument revolved around the vital links between classical 
learning, general knowledge, and preparing “young republicans” for “the 
responsibilities of their duties as future professionals and governors in a 
democracy.”225 As Winterer points out, the fact that the Report was first published 
in 1829 in the American Journal of Science and Arts, “nestled between one 
article on American ferns and mosses, another on the history of sea serpents,” 
affirms the centrality of this triad of values.226 The Yale Report carved out an 
educational prescription that its authors believed could only flourish in a liberal 
arts college setting. It acknowledged the importance of the technical skills related 
to the modern world, but saw those as the province of the many other 
educational facilities better prepared to handle them.227 In fact, colleges had 
already begun to respond to the pressure for modernization of the curriculum by 
                                               
224 “The Yale Report” was published by Hezekiah Howe of New Haven in 1828. Herbst, “Yale 
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adding subjects such as modern languages (which at the time included English); 
political economy and philosophy; and selected sciences, including chemistry, 
mineralogy, and geology. With respect to these subjects (with the exception of 
the modern languages), the emphasis however remained on theory as opposed 
to practice.228 The Yale Report wisely and strategically acknowledged the 
importance of incorporating such subjects into its curriculum opining that, “In 
attending to the physical sciences, [the student] becomes familiar with facts, and 
the process of induction, and the varieties of probable evidence…By English 
reading, he learns the power of language in which he is to speak and write…[by] 
mental philosophy, he is taught the art of thinking.”229 All of this said, the major 
province of the college was asserted as general knowledge, in other words, the 
classics. 
Felton was an ardent believer in the absolute necessity and relevance of 
the classics curriculum to the modern college student and he wasted no time in 
taking the offensive against the curriculum’s critics when he first returned to 
Harvard as a faculty member in 1829. In the spirit of the Yale Report, he fought 
the battle from within, seeking to apply lessons learned from the most up-to-date 
German philological studies to bring Harvard’s teaching of the ancient languages 
into the modern world. The essence of the German philological approach was to 
use grammatical analysis as a means to situate a work or a passage in the world 
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from which it came as opposed to drilling grammatical analysis as an end in 
itself. That this sentiment was very much taken to heart by Felton is made clear 
in the following assertion made in a lecture on classical learning delivered to a 
conference of teachers in August, 1830. 
The principles of grammar are to be applied by the reason and the 
judgment; the situation of the author must be vividly presented to the mind 
and memory and the imagination; the connexion of the passage in 
question with the context, it is to be closely scrutinized; the style of ancient 
thought to be taken into consideration, and, after thus exercising the most 
important of our powers, the purport of a difficult passage may be 
settled.230 
 
Thus, the recitation method in place at Harvard whereby students were required 
to memorize, recite, and be examined on the grammar and syntax of a narrow 
passage was clearly antithetical to the spirit of the philological method. Felton 
believed that the Harvard tradition did not lead to an in-depth comprehension of 
the ancient languages.231 His Latinist colleague Charles Beck agreed 
wholeheartedly, and the two brought this major deficit to the attention of the 
Harvard Corporation in 1831.232  
Felton did not just believe that Greek language study as it was currently 
constructed was too narrow because it made it easily forgotten, but he also 
                                               
230 Cornelius Conway Felton, “A lecture on classical learning, delivered before the convention of 
teachers, and other friends of education, assembled to form the American institute of instruction, 
August 20, 1830” (Boston: Hilliard, Gray, Little and Wilkins, 1831),16. I was pointed to this 
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231 Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 97. 
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that presented only fragments of the Latin and Greek authors. See Winterer, “Classics and 
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believed that the beauty of the language and its historical import was completely 
lost as a result. Greek studies were experiencing a major renaissance in the 
early nineteenth century.233 Of the European countries, Germany in particular 
took inspiration from ancient Greece in the flourishing fields of antiquarianism 
and classical and biblical philology.234 That Felton was also influenced by this 
aspect of German scholarship is clear in the following assertion made in the 
same 1830 lecture on classical learning mentioned above. 
It is not enough barely to give [the Greek author’s] works a hasty perusal, 
or even a careful perusal, with a knowledge of the language simply. The 
student who would enter fully into the merits of a classical author must 
take himself out of the influences immediately around him; must transport 
himself back to a remote age; must lay aside the associations most 
familiar to him; must forget his country, his prejudices, his superior light, 
and place himself upon a level with the intellect whose labors he essays to 
comprehend.235 
 
While Felton and Beck did launch an advanced seminar in the 1831–1832 
academic year, they were not successful in achieving the above-mentioned 
broad-based reforms for the undergraduates, perhaps because they did not yet 
possess the gravitas to impress their fellow academicians, Felton just a Tutor 
                                               
233 Scholars attribute this resurgence to the doubts of a post-Enlightenment world regarding the 
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and Beck a professor for less than a year.236 But by the end of the decade, 
coincident with Perkins’ matriculation, Felton was well into his tenure as Eliot 
Professor of Greek Literature and had the latitude to follow his inclinations. He 
began to focus as much on literature as on language and with respect to the 
former he abandoned presenting just excerpts of classical works but assigned 
them in their entirety. Furthermore, Felton believed that “it appears 
necessary…to look beyond the mere words of ancient literature…and to see how 
the same spirit, which breathes from the poet’s page, was embodied in the works 
of the artist.”237 Certainly this was an endorsement of the importance of pairing 
images with text that must have colored his pedagogy during Perkins’ time. 
Felton’s belief in the necessity of engaging the visual in order to be 
impactful comes to the fore in his treatment of Greek tragic drama in which he 
perceived an “ingenious and beautiful intermixture of ancient mythology, religion, 
deep philosophy, and lofty poetry.”238 In 1840, during Perkins’ sophomore year, 
for example, he began to assign Sophocles’ Electra and Aeschylus’ Prometheus 
Bound in their entirety. In addition, he asked his students to consider the 
architectural dimensions of the production of such plays in ancient Greece, and 
thus referred them to the ancient authority on Roman architecture, Vitruvius (c. 
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80–15 BCE). Felton believed that such an exposure was necessary in order to 
fully appreciate the total impact of a given performance on the viewer.239  
As Eliot Professor of Greek Language and Literature, Felton would have 
had to loom large in Perkins’ academic life at Harvard. He was the only professor 
of Greek listed in the annually-issued Catalogue of the Officers and Students, so 
it seems safe to assume that Perkins took most, if not all, of his Greek classes 
with him. In addition, Perkins would have known Felton already as the latter was 
such a close friend of Henry Cleveland’s and was a member of the Five of Clubs 
— introduced in the previous chapter — that met regularly at Pine Bank during 
Perkins’ teen and college years. It seems reasonable to conjecture that this 
kindred spirit of Perkins’ beloved brother-in-law would have been viewed by his 
student with less trepidation than he might have otherwise had for a Greek 
scholar of Felton’s stature.240 Most important, however, with regard to Felton’s 
likely impact on Perkins, was the Professor’s artistic and historicist sensibilities 
vis à vis the teaching of Greek language and literature, which had their most 
fulsome expression in Felton’s 1833 illustrated edition of Homer’s Iliad.241  
In the first term of Perkins’ sophomore year (1840–41) the curriculum 
called for reading the Iliad.242 It is difficult to imagine a situation in which Felton’s 
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1833 edition would not have been the text read by Perkins on this occasion.  
Felton’s edition represented something of a revolution in that it employed 
illustrations, a first for American language textbooks.243 Not only did Felton make 
use of illustrations, he did so profusely and he purposefully chose illustrations 
with ancient and Enlightenment resonances that would excite reaction in the 
reader. They were engravings of drawings for the Iliad by the British sculptor and 
illustrator, John Flaxman (1755–1826) that had been very influential visual tools 
in the late eighteenth-century European antique revival, and since had been 
widely published in England, France, Germany, and Italy.244 In Italy, Canova, the 
highly regarded neo-classical sculptor, praised Flaxman and the Englishman was 
elected to the Academies of Florence and Ferrara. In Germany, Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe and August Wilhelm Schlegel wrote essays promoting his 
works, and in Paris his illustrations were singled out for their excellent 
commentary on Homer. Perhaps most tellingly, in England the much sought after 
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portraitist George Romney described Flaxman’s Iliad and Odyssey illustrations 
as appearing as if they had been created in Homer’s age.245  
In his preface, Felton commented as follows on his choice of Flaxman’s 
illustrations: 
No modern sculptor, according to the opinions of the best judges, has 
imbibed more thoroughly the spirit of grace and beauty which belongs 
preeminently to ancient art. His mind may be said to have been cast in a 
Grecian mould (sic); he had the same intuitive perception of the beautiful, 
the same love of simplicity, the same power, which belonged to that 
intellectual people, of embodying in perfect forms the ideal creations of 
genius. He spent seven years in studying the remains of antiquity at 
Rome; and no man was ever more fitted by nature and education to revive 
and reproduce the elegant simplicity of the works of the ancients.246 
 
The concept that art “imbibed” the spirit of its age was critical to Felton’s choice 
of the Flaxman illustrations, not only in that Flaxman evoked the ancients’ nobility 
and clarity of expression in the spare, clean, linear nature of his work, but also in 
the fact that his illustrations had imbibed his own role as symbol of the classical 
revival. The illustrations thus reminded readers in the 1830s of the ways in which 
the past could be engaged for the benefit of the present. I will argue later in the 
dissertation that this construction of an artwork’s “aura” resonated deeply for 
                                               
245 Ibid.; Andrew Wilton, “John Flaxman, R. A. [Exhibition Catalogue] by David Bindman,” Master 
Drawings, vol. 19, no. 1 (Spring 1981): 48–49; Sarah Symmons, “French Copies after Flaxman’s 
Outlines,” The Burlington Magazine, vol. 115, no. 846 (September 1973): 591–592; and Anon, 
“Homer,” The North American Review, vol. 37, no. 81 (October 1833): 373. 
246 Felton, The Iliad of Homer, iv. 
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Perkins in the objects that he chose for his own art collection and for various 
educational and museum venues.247 
Felton’s choice of Flaxman’s illustrations also bespoke an appreciation for 
how images could reinforce the ancient rhetorical concept of ekphrasis played 
out within the pages of Homer’s text. In the preface to his 1833 edition Felton 
remarked, “[Homer’s] words and sentences are pictures…they bring the thing 
described before the reader’s eye….The various personages of the Iliad come 
bodily before us; we see them act, we hear them speak.”248 While we do not 
know precisely what non-aesthetic factors in the technical, economic, or legal 
realm impinged on Felton’s choice, we do know Flaxman’s reputation was 
                                               
247 In my use of the term “aura” in this dissertation I am conflating the common understanding of 
Walter Benjamin’s iconic definition with the Victorian notion of “sympathy.” One contemporary 
scholar provides a concise definition when she says that “the common understanding of 
Benjamin’s aura [is] as a primarily aesthetic category – as shorthand for the particular qualities of 
traditional art that he saw waning in modernity, associated with the singular status of the artwork, 
its authority, authenticity, and unattainability, epitomized by the idea of beautiful semblance.” 
While judging it to be a “reductive reading” of Benjamin’s 1969 essay, “The Work of Art in the Age 
of Mechanical Reproduction” this definition is nonetheless useful here as it seems to accurately 
encapsulate what “aura” would have meant in the Anglo-American mid-nineteenth century as 
dictated by the notion of “sympathy.” With roots in eighteenth-century moral philosophy where 
sympathy implied the ability to personally empathize with another, when applied in literary and 
visual criticism in the nineteenth century, it described an attitude toward the work of art that 
sought to embrace its moral essence. On “aura” see Miriam Bratu Hansen, “Benjamin’s Aura,” 
Critical Inquiry, vol. 34, no. 2 (Winter 2008): 336. On sympathy, see Robyn Cooper, “The Growth 
of Interest in Early Italian Painting in Britain: George Darley and the Athenaeum, 1834–1846,” 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 43 (1980): 210–211. 
248 Felton, Iliad of Homer, ix. The term “ekphrasis” bears some elaboration as it has formed the 
armature for many different scholarly approaches in recent decades. I have relied, for the most 
part, on Ruth Webb’s assertion that the ancient meaning of the work ekphrasis, “a speech that 
brings the subject matter vividly before the eyes,” was more broadly conceived than it has been in 
modern times. This breadth is particularly useful when thousands of years separate the definition 
of the term from its application, as is the case in this dissertation. Webb’s contention also makes 
clear that the ancient broader understanding is the appropriate one to apply in considering 
pedagogy of Felton’s time. Finally, Webb makes extensive reference to Quintilian’s emphasis on 
enargeia – translated as vividness – as the key to ekphrasis. As has been noted, Quintilian, along 
with Cicero, were favorites of Harvard classicists in the mid-nineteenth century making Webb’s 
interpretation all the more apt for purposes of this dissertation. See Webb, Ekphrasis, esp. 1–11. 
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widespread in Europe at the time “as an artist devoted to reducing form to pure 
line, narrative complexity to syntactical clarity, and bodies to an alphabet of 
signs.”249 Felton would certainly have considered such similarities between 
speaking, writing, and draftsmanship as evidence that Flaxman appreciated 
Homer’s ekphrastic language as well. In fact, he leaves us no doubt when he 
says the following: 
It appears necessary, therefore to look beyond the mere words of ancient 
literature, if we would understand it in a liberal way; and to see how the 
same spirit, which breathes from the poet’s page, was embodied in the 
works of the artist. To promote this kind of study among the young readers 
of Homer, this edition of the Iliad is accompanied by the truly Grecian 
Illustrations of Flaxman.250  
 
That the concept of ekphrasis, while never mentioned by this name, was 
on Felton’s mind in terms of Homer’s verse may be clearly seen in the 
Professor’s quotations from an essay by Robert Wood, Under Secretary of State 
in England in 1764, entitled “Essay on the Original Genius of Homer.” Felton 
drew on the portion of the essay in which Wood lauded Homer’s description of a 
tempest of human emotions as analogous to a stormy sea (Iliad, ix.)  
The poet’s purpose, which was to paint the struggle of wavering indecision 
in the people, distracted between a sense of honor and of danger, and 
alternately resolving to fly or to stay, is no doubt, completely satisfied in 
the general image, which he makes use of [that is, the stormy 
sea]….Suppose a painter to undertake this subject from Homer, he will 
find each object not only clearly expressed, though within the compass of 
                                               
249 Deanna Petheridge, “Constructing the Language of Line,” in: John Flaxman, 1755–1826:  
Master of the Purest Line, edited by David Bindman, 7 (London: University College London, 
2003). For Flaxman’s Pan-European reputation, see also, Felton, Iliad of Homer, iv; Margaret 
Whinney, “Flaxman and the Eighteenth Century. A Commemorative Lecture,” Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 19, no. ¾ (July-December 1956): 269–282; and Symmons, 
“Flaxman’s Outlines,” 591–599. 
250 Felton, Iliad of Homer, v. Emphasis mine.  
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four hexameters; but its particular place on the canvas distinctly marked, 
and the disposition, as well as perspective, of the whole ascertained, with 
a precision of outline, from which it is impossible to depart.251 
 
Surely, there could be no more crystal clear statement of words that bring subject 
matter vividly to the reader’s eyes than this one of Wood’s! While Flaxman’s 
illustrations were not ekphrastic in the strictest sense, they were certainly viewed 
by Felton as a crucial tool in bringing Homer’s verse fully to life for a nineteenth-
century student. This is particularly apt if we bear in mind, as classical scholar 
James Heffernan has reminded us, that the etymology of the term ekphrasis 
means “telling in full.”252  
Of additional interest to Felton’s choice of Flaxman as illustrator is that the 
professor viewed Homer “as the first and greatest of minstrels,” thus emphasizing 
the ancient poet’s skills as a story-teller. In fact, by referencing a story-teller in 
poetry and song, Felton immediately brought to his reader’s mind the links 
between language and other forms of communication.253 He went on to stress 
the unity that Homer brings to his epic, a unity that is achieved without minimizing 
the many vagaries that life brings.   
As I understand the Iliad, there is a unity of plan, a harmony of parts, a 
consistency among the different situations of the same character, which 
mark it as the production of one mind; but of a mind as versatile as the 
forms of nature, the aspects of life, and the combinations of powers, 
propensities, and passions in man are various.254 
 
                                               
251 Wood quoted in Felton, Iliad of Homer, xii. 
252 James Heffernan, “Ekphrasis and Representation,” New Literary History, vol. 22, no. 2, 
(Spring 1991): 302. 
253 Felton, Iliad of Homer, v. 
254 Ibid., v–vi. 
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Felton then cited Homer’s treatment of Achilles as an example of Homer’s ability 
to unite the different aspects of a man’s character. Achilles’ irascible temper may 
be appreciated, Felton suggested, in the scene where Minerva pulls Achilles’ hair 
to restrain him. The second facet, his welcoming nature, was vividly displayed in 
Achilles’ interview with Agamemnon’s ambassadors. The third facet, his fierce 
loyalty came through with consummate clarity when Achilles mourned his great 
friend Patroclus.255 While Felton did not make explicit reference to the 
illustrations in this regard, in light of his previous remarks and the very fact that 
he chose to incorporate an image in all three cases, it does seem that he 
considered the illustrations important to the reader’s understanding of both the 
unified and diversified sides of Achilles’ character, a consideration that is borne 
out in the Flaxman images themselves. This is perhaps best illustrated in the 
image of Minerva restraining Achilles, where the tautness of Achilles’ pectoral 
muscles and his strident stance loaned credence to his rage. Further 
accentuating this emotion, Achilles is shown in the process of leaning back while 
drawing his sword so as to add the greatest force to his assault and the speed of 
his movements is accentuated by his swirling cloak. (Fig. 2.2) At the same time 
that each scene displayed a different side of Achilles’ character in keeping with 
the main emphasis of the episode, the notion that these were but different sides 
                                               
255 Ibid., vi. 
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of the same coin is reinforced by the uniformity of Flaxman’s “pure 
line…syntactical clarity…and alphabet of signs.”256 
 Felton’s Iliad gives us one more clue to the ways in which the professor 
set the stage for Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric. Felton described the “Homeric 
dialect” as follows:  
There is a certain point in the progress of every people, when their 
language is most fitted for poetical composition. It is when they have risen 
above the state of barbarism to a condition of refinement, yet uncorrupted 
by luxury, and before the intellectual powers have given much to 
speculative philosophy. Then the rudeness of language is worn away, but 
the words are still used in their primitive meanings.257 
 
In this, Felton pegs the Grecian language as having become refined but not yet 
decadent, a view that foreshadows Perkins’ with regard to early Italian 
Renaissance art, whereby the quattrocento evinced a naturalism and humanism 
that was well advanced over the medieval period but not yet sullied by the self-
indulgence of the High Renaissance. 
A final element of the model that Felton presented to his young student 
Perkins concerns the connections that the professor drew between his academic 
endeavors and the social good. In Felton’s curricular reforms his motivation was, 
in part, to increase accessibility to knowledge of the Greek culture, what Winterer 
termed “his fully rounded scholarship.” Through it, she claims, he blurred “the 
boundaries between specialized knowledge and the general knowledge that had 
                                               
256 Petheridge, “Language of Line,” 7. 
257 Felton, Iliad of Homer, viii. 
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long formed a social ideal.”258 According to Winterer, Felton’s blurring of the 
boundaries was rooted in his firm embrace of Unitarianism. 
The Unitarian moralism that held sway over elite Boston during the years 
between 1805 and 1860 formed the culmination of Christian humanism, 
reconciling Protestant Christianity to the Enlightenment…Unitarians 
dispensed with Calvinism’s paradoxical agenda, finding in moral 
improvement a potential path toward human and social perfection. They 
looked to institutions, schools, asylums, political parties – as major means 
by which to achieve social goals.259 
 
Perkins had been exposed to this aspect of Unitarianism by Charles 
Follen, who in his fight against the evils of slavery certainly modeled an earnest 
search for moral improvement. However, Perkins left Follen’s home and tutelage 
at the age of thirteen and went to live with his stepfather, the Tractarian, where 
he was no doubt required to attend the “High-Church” Episcopal services of St. 
Mary’s for the three years that preceded his arrival at Harvard. Thus, 
encountering Felton at Harvard may well have reintroduced him to the concept of 
moral improvement through institutional means that was such an integral part of 
Unitarianism. In Felton he would have seen not only a tireless commitment to 
making a Harvard education the most elevating, the most moral, and the most 
effective it could be, but also a tireless commitment to popular education, a 
cause near and dear to the Unitarian heart “as a means to control the dangerous 
                                               
258 Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 49. Felton’s lectures in the 1850s to public audiences at the 
Lowell Institute provide an excellent example of this blurring. The Lowell Institute was founded in 
1836 to offer lectures to the public of Boston, free of charge. The mission had been formulated by 
John Lowell Jr. whose will provided the funds necessary to execute it. Felton’s lecture series 
comprised: Greek Language and Poetry, Life of Greece, Constitutions and Orators of Greece, 
and Modern Greece. See the Lowell Institute’s website at http://www.lowellinstitute.org/; 
accessed 2/9/2015.   
259 Winterer, “Classics and Culture,” 64. 
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excesses of democracy and to form the taste of the people.”260 The direct line 
between this uniquely Unitarian mode of thought and Perkins’ immersion, 
particularly upon his return to Boston in 1869, in the institutionalization of the arts 
as the ideal mode of educating the public, cannot be ignored.   
 
Section Four: The Fine Arts in Ante-Bellum Boston 
 
Up until the end of the War of 1812, cultivation of the visual arts in Boston, 
as in other American cities, remained quite ad-hoc as there was no central force 
— aristocratic, governmental, or clerical — to chart a particular program, such as 
had existed in Europe for hundreds of years.261 Furthermore, given the 
paramount challenges of establishing first a colony and then a nation, tools of 
                                               
260 Ibid., 75. 
261 From 1630, when Boston was founded, to 1827 when annual fine arts exhibitions were 
launched at the Boston Athenaeum, a sequence of influences on the life of the arts prevailed. 
First, Puritanism played a role in the scarcity of paintings and sculpture whether they were 
collected, displayed, or created. In this environment, history painting conjured the very “popery” 
that Puritans had sought to escape in coming to America. Additionally, landscape and still-life 
would, at the very least, have been deemed unnecessary in the lives of these pioneers working to 
build a life in the New World. However, as scholar Jean Gordon has noted, Puritan doctrine did 
encourage the memorializing of virtuous lives. Thus, portraiture was permitted, even encouraged, 
by Puritans of a higher social status. “The portrait took its place with the diary and the personal 
narrative as an edifying record of individual achievement.” See Gordon, “Fine Arts in Boston,” 7. 
   With the establishment of a royal charter at the end of the seventeenth century, the stern hand 
of Puritan clerics gradually lost authority to royal governors and less Calvinistic Anglican priests. 
Portraiture continued to be the principal form of artistic production, although it became less about 
a virtuous life and more about status in society. British portraitists, such as John Smibert (1688–
1751) and Joseph Blackburn (1700–1765), immigrated to the American colonies and made their 
way to Boston in the first half of the eighteenth century bringing with them the latest styles to 
capture royal and aristocratic likenesses. Smibert was generous in opening his studio to aspiring 
Boston artists who learned not only from study of his works, but from his copies of Old Master 
paintings, his collection of Old Master engravings, and by some accounts, his sculptural casts of 
antique sculptures. At roughly mid-century, the New-England born portraitists John Singleton 
Copley (1738–1815) and Gilbert Stuart (1755–1828) took the reins of the city’s arts and applied 
their exceptional talents to the creation of hundreds of portraits, earning accolades on an 
international basis. See Gordon, “Fine Arts in Boston,” 6–23. 
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communication, oratory and the written word, had to be privileged over the fine 
arts. This is not to suggest that Boston was unfriendly to the arts or lagging in 
their cultivation. To the contrary, its elites were extraordinarily generous in their 
support. The city’s eighteenth-century portraitists led the nation in the genre and 
continued to do so into the early part of the nineteenth century. In the first quarter 
of the nineteenth century the city was at the forefront in cultivating American 
sculptors, and in 1827 it was among the first to institute annual art exhibitions 
open to the public. What is suggested here, however, is that the emphasis on 
aural and written communication left its mark on the city’s priorities, so that, for 
example, in 1807 when Boston’s cultural leadership recognized the need for a 
centralized focus for the arts, it chose to expand the purview of the literature-
focused Anthology Society. Further, the founders of the expanded society —
renamed the Boston Athenaeum — stipulated in their prospectus that they were 
committed to the visual arts only insofar as the fruits of such commitment did not 
detract from their literary focus.262  
                                               
262 In 1807, the founding prospectus of the Boston Athenaeum asserted that “a nation that 
increases in wealth, without any corresponding increase in knowledge and refinement, in letters 
and arts, neglects the proper and respectable uses of prosperity.” See John Lowell, John T. 
Kirkland, and William S. Shaw, Memoir of the Boston Athenaeum: With the Act of Incorporation, 
and Organization of the Institution (Boston: Anthology Society, 1807), 9. Emphasis mine. 
Additional sources on the history of the Boston Athenaeum not previously mentioned include: 
Kathleen Wolff, Culture Club: The Curious History of the Boston Athenaeum (Amherst: University 
of Massachusetts Press, 2009); Richard Wendorf, ed. The Boston Athenaeum Bicentennial 
Essays (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 2009); and Mabel Munson Swan, The Athenaeum Gallery, 
1827–1873: The Boston Athenaeum as an Early Patron of Art (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 
1940). 
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In the 1820s and 1830s, after various delays caused by funding and space 
shortages, the Boston Athenaeum became a magnet for fine arts activity in the 
city, and as such its leadership was able to bring greater focus to this realm of 
cultural activity.263 That said, the strong preference, on the part of individual 
collectors and of the Athenaeum, for artworks mediated by their rhetorical and 
literary connections, such as antique sculpture, “Old Master” paintings, and 
contemporary neo-classical portraits continued in force. In fact, even as late as 
1859 when the Europeans had been celebrating the early Italian Renaissance 
works of the trecento and quattrocento for two decades, Boston elites rejected an 
opportunity to acquire a substantial collection of paintings from this period 
partially because the works did not play to a viewer’s knowledge of ancient 
literature.264 What the elites also missed, however, in this judgment, was the 
significance on the European side of the Atlantic of early Italian Renaissance art 
to the newly emergent and highly symbiotic disciplines of art history and public 
art museum formation. Celebrated by early art historians whose roots derived 
from German Romanticism, art of the trecento and quattrocento became 
important tools, in England in particular, for improving public taste and for setting 
                                               
263 Economic uncertainties following President Jefferson’s Embargo Act of 1807 and during the 
War of 1812 contributed to these shortages. However, in the 1820s, owing largely to the 
generosity of Perkins’ forbears, exhibitions and acquisitions of the fine arts were launched at the 
Athenaeum. In 1822, James Perkins’ donation of his home on Pearl Street together with the 
simultaneous purchase of an adjoining property made it possible to begin a more aggressive art 
acquisition policy and to open up space for lectures and exhibitions. Thomas Handasyd Perkins 
financed the purchase of the adjoining property and exerted the driving force behind the first 
exhibition of paintings at the Athenaeum in 1827. See Hirayama, With Éclat, 19–23. 
264 This was the James Jackson Jarves collection, referenced in the Introduction.  
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a higher standard in the manufacture of ornamented ceramics, textiles and metal 
objects for daily use.   
This final section of the chapter probes further the highly literary nature of 
Bostonians’ tastes primarily through four case studies covering the period from 
1820 until 1860. Before presenting these case studies, two fundamental points 
must be made regarding the fine arts landscape in Boston over this period. The 
first is that the Boston Athenaeum was, despite its occasional ambivalence in this 
regard, the singular center for the fine arts in the city, and as such, its 
acquisitions, exhibitions, and loaned artworks reflect the tenor of the fine arts 
proclivities in the city with reasonable accuracy.265 The second is the rather 
incestuous degree to which elites, who served on its Fine Arts Committee and 
either donated or loaned artworks, were also graduates of Harvard College. Such 
was the power structure in Boston throughout its history, as was authoritatively 
demonstrated by several social scientists in the 1980s, most particularly by 
Ronald Story’s work, Harvard and the Boston Upper Class.266 The overlap was a 
virtual close-ended circle in that Harvard sought, as has been described in this 
chapter, to shape its curriculum in support of those leadership skills most valued 
in the broader world of Boston and the nation, and elites sought to prepare 
                                               
265 One of the best sources to consult on the particulars of the Athenaeum’s exhibitions is Robert 
F. Perkins, Jr. & William J. Gavin, III, The Boston Athenaeum Art Exhibition Index, 1827–1874 
(Boston: The Library of the Boston Athenaeum, 1980.)  
266 Focusing on the nineteenth century, Story established the degree to which institutional 
formation and directorship was led by the same group of Boston elites who shared in common 
affiliations with Harvard College, Unitarianism, and the Boston Athenaeum. See Ronald Story, 
Harvard and the Boston Upper Class, The Forging of an Aristocracy, 1800–1879 (Middletown, 
Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 1980); especially 3–23 for an overview of his argument. 
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themselves appropriately for admission to the institution that held out the best 
promise of future success. Given that Harvard privileged the classics as the 
centerpiece of its curriculum, the significant weight given to ancient and classical-
revival art forms by institutional leadership at the Boston Athenaeum should not 
come as any surprise.  
Turning to the first case study, several paintings representative of the 
portraits and Old Masters acquired and/or exhibited at the Boston Athenaeum 
from 1827 to 1840 will be considered from the perspective of their appeal to a 
viewer trained in classical rhetoric at Harvard. The Boston Athenaeum’s 1827 
fine arts holdings of paintings will be considered at the outset. They comprised 
six portraits of American notables — five political leaders and one artist, 
Benjamin West (1738-1820) — and one Old Master work of the Old Testament 
story of The Meeting of Rebecca and Eliezer by Bartolomé Estaban Murillo 
(Spanish, 1617–1682.) Three of the portraits were by Gilbert Stuart (1755–1828), 
one of the aforementioned leading eighteenth-century portraitists, who 
Bostonians celebrated in 1828 with an exhibition of over two hundred of his 
portraits at the Athenaeum.267 Of the three Stuart portraits, that of James Perkins 
(1822) and of William Smith Shaw (1826), were commissioned by the 
                                               
267 The proceeds from this exhibition benefitted Stuart’s family who he had left saddled with his 
many debts. See Jonathan P. Harding, “The Painting Gallery,” in: Hoyle, A Climate for Art, 10–11. 
Stuart was born into modest circumstances in Newport, Rhode Island, had not attended 
university, and had been self-taught as a painter up to the point that he made his way to 
Scotland, England, and Ireland in the 1770s. In London he trained with the American artist, 
Benjamin West (1738–1820), but was also considerably drawn to the most eminent British 
portraitists, Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723–1792) and Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769–1830.) 
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Athenaeum. (See Fig. 1.2 & 2.3) The contributions to the Boston Athenaeum of 
James Perkins, Charles Callahan’s grandfather, have been discussed in chapter 
one. Shaw was the first Librarian and Secretary of the Athenaeum, serving in 
these posts until 1822 and 1823 respectively, and was considered the “driving 
force” behind the Athenaeum’s early years, passionate about books and about 
the institution.268 
This small grouping of seven works bears the imprint of the Harvard 
system of teaching classical rhetoric, as it manifested in the latter years of the 
eighteenth and early years of the nineteenth century. Here elocutio, actio, 
inventio, and dispositio were considered crucial rhetorical skills and the literary 
bent of rhetoric’s scope had begun to take effect under the Boylston Professors 
McKean (introduced earlier in the chapter) and Channing. Looking first at the two 
portraits commissioned by the Athenaeum, elocutio, that is the “language” of the 
work, would have had its corollary in the props that bespoke the sitters’ erudition 
such as the quill pen, papers, and a multitude of books. The latter would have 
been particularly important because of the degree to which they symbolized the 
Athenaeum’s core mission and, at least in the case of Shaw who was a Harvard 
graduate, the closely intertwined relationship between that mission and the 
literary focus of the College’s curriculum. Stuart also engaged dispositio, 
compositional techniques for maximum impact, by placing his sitter at a writing 
                                               
268 Shaw was the son of a clergyman, was educated at Harvard, and trained as a lawyer. His 
aunt, Abigail Adams, assisted him to secure the position of private secretary to President John 
Adams in Philadelphia and Washington. See Wendorf, ed., Bicentennial Essays, 4, 5, 105–106. 
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desk positioned up against the picture plane, thus making for an imposing figure 
sharply outlined against the more muted background in a rather sculptural way. 
Further, Stuart placed the props strategically to tell the story, i.e., the quill pen is 
close at hand, ready to be taken up at a moment’s notice, the papers are already 
in hand, and the books frame the sitters’ space. Similarly, inventio, the 
appropriate use of sources, came into play when Stuart presented his sitters 
within classical pillars and draperies to bespeak their public-spirited leadership 
roles. Inventio also came into play when he drew on British portraiture styles, 
such as those of Reynolds and Lawrence, so that his sitters could enjoy the 
reflected glory not only of the sophistication and panache for which these 
painters were known, but also of the historical importance of their sitters. Finally, 
actio comprising the theatrical elements of rhetoric, would have influenced 
Stuart’s choice to intensely engage the viewer with his sitter’s slightly forward-
leaning pose, and the black coat, lavish white cravat, and tousled hair of a 
Romantic poet.  
The Baroque Old Master painting by Murillo also bore the imprint of 
classical rhetoric and literature. It came into the Athenaeum as an 1824 gift from 
the peripatetic American merchant William Foster (1772–1863) who acquired it in 
Spain in c. 1793.269 (Fig. 2.4) Murillo’s oeuvre – which included religious 
subjects, genre scenes, and portraits – was immensely popular in Boston in the 
                                               
269 See Swan, The Athenaeum Gallery, 10, f.n. 5. Biographical information on Mr. Foster was 
sourced on-line 9/13/16 at the Archive Grid, where Foster’s papers are noted. See 
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/ under “William Foster, 1772-1863,” accessed 11/12/16. 
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middle decades of the nineteenth century.270 Murillo’s mostly religious, mostly 
New Testament, subjects were represented at the majority of annual Athenaeum 
exhibitions from 1827 until 1871. While the subject matter of these Old Master 
artists was often more Roman Catholic in sentiment than may have been optimal 
for the Boston descendants of the Puritans, they were valued for their advanced 
figure modeling, perspectival capabilities, and narrative emphases, all qualities 
associated with the classics.  
In the case of Murillo’s Rebecca and Abraham’s Servant, the subject was 
an Old Testament one – while not necessarily typical of Murillo’s paintings in 
Boston, Old Testament scenes were popular in their own right in the city – which 
spoke to solid Puritan values of modesty, loyalty, generosity, and piety.271 As 
such, the inventio of the painting, or source, would have been praiseworthy. Also, 
the elocutio or classical language of the story was emphasized by Murillo’s props 
                                               
270 “Old Master” landscapes, still-lifes, and genre scenes of the Dutch artists, David Teniers the 
Younger (1610–1690), Aelbert Cuyp (1620–1691), and Jacob von Ruysdael (c. 1628–1682), as 
well as the New Testament paintings of Italian Domenichino (1581–1641), were also very popular 
in Boston at this time. For discussion of Murillo in America see Suzanne Stratton-Pruitt, ed., 
Bartolomé Estaban Murillo (1617–1682): Paintings from the American Collections (Fort Worth, 
Texas: Kimbell Art Museum, 2002.) For a helpful review of the exhibition and catalog, see Marcus 
B. Burke, “Murillo in America. Fort Worth and Los Angeles,” The Burlington Magazine, vol. 144, 
no. 1192 (July 2002): 457–459. 
271 The Biblical story from Genesis 24 is that of a very elderly Isaac who sends his servant to find 
a new wife for his son Isaac. The servant makes his way to the town of Nahor in northwest 
Mesopotamia and rests with his camels at a well. There he remains silent to see if any of the 
women who came to draw water would offer water to him or his camels. When Rebecca not only 
did so but responded generously to his request for a room for the night the servant determined 
that she was the right wife for his master’s son. See https://www.biblegateway.com/; accessed 
9/14/16. The painting was praised by a critic writing on the 1830 exhibition at the Boston 
Athenaeum as “one of the principal ornaments of the Exhibition…the fine picture by Murillo.” See 
Anon, “Catalogue of the Pictures exhibited at the Fourth Exhibition in the Gallery of the Boston 
Athenaeum,” North American Review, vol. 31, no. 69 (October 1830): 316.  
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of a cracked well and background wall reminiscent of ancient ruins, water jars 
shaped as classical urns, a sandy landscape with camels, and an eclectic mix of 
ancient attire of turbans, open-toed sandals, and chitons.272 In addition, Murillo 
has given only Rebecca a red apron thus ensuring that viewers distinguish her 
from the other women at the well. The actio, whereby emotions were 
accentuated, may be seen in Rebecca’s modest gaze averted from the servant 
— reinforced by the more direct gazes of her fellow water-gatherers who look at 
the servant with coy curiosity — as well as the active assistance she provides the 
servant by holding the water jug to his lips. Finally, with dispositio, or 
composition, Murillo engaged the viewer forcefully by placing the principal actors 
in the story right up against the picture plane and having them take up more than 
three-quarters of the canvas.273  
Of particular interest in terms of paintings acquisitions by the Athenaeum 
was the 1834 purchase of a series of four mid-eighteenth century monumental 
paintings entitled, Monuments of Ancient and Modern Rome, created by 
Giovanni Paolo Panini (1691–1765). Following the 1834 annual exhibition, these 
                                               
272 The term chiton describes a particular draped and flowing garment worn by the Ancient 
Greeks. 
273 The collection of seven paintings owned by the Athenaeum in 1827 was clearly not sufficient 
for an exhibition. As testament to Thomas Handasyd Perkins’ energy for the project and the 
support that was forthcoming from Boston elites as well, Perkins and the Fine Arts Committee of 
the Athenaeum were able to amass several hundred art objects, mostly paintings, for display. 
These paintings reflected the rhetorical sensibilities demonstrated above, with the net result that 
the Old Masters and portraiture continued to predominate. Financially and critically, the opening 
exhibition was a major success. Exhibitions continued throughout the 1830s to generate profits 
and critical approval, especially as the organization’s own acquisitions of close to eighty paintings 
and forty-six sculptures added considerably to the Athenaeum’s holdings in the 1827–1839 
period. See Hirayama, With Éclat, 24–25. 
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four paintings had been displayed as a special exhibition and had been highly 
acclaimed in Boston prompting the trustees of the Athenaeum to negotiate what 
was the largest purchase of the middle decades.274 The exchange of two of the 
Panini works several years later for two Old Master paintings (both Old 
Testament) notwithstanding, the systematic display of antique statuary and 
architecture featured in the remaining Interior of St. Peters, Rome and Interior of 
an Imaginary Picture Gallery with Views of Modern Rome was a virtual lexicon of 
the classics. (Fig. 2.5 & 2.6) This was particularly true of the Views of Modern 
Rome, as it depicted a gallery stocked from floor to ceiling with Panini’s own 
easel paintings of classical architecture and Roman views that were so popular 
during the Grand Tour. In addition, the gallery’s own architecture is entirely 
classical-revival with porphyry marble columns, Corinthian capitals, rounded 
arches and classically rendered figures in deep relief in the pendentives. Seated 
in the center of the gallery is the patron, the Duc de Choiseul, surrounded by not 
                                               
274 The four works were: Interior of St. Peters, Rome; View of St. Peter’s Square with the 
Departure of the Duc de Choiseul; Interior of an Imaginary Picture Gallery with Views of Ancient 
Rome; and Interior of an Imaginary Picture Gallery with Views of Modern Rome. These four 
paintings were commissioned of Panini, a highly successful “view painter” who catered to the 
elites of Europe on the Grand Tour, by the Duc de Choiseul, French Ambassador to the Vatican 
for Louis XV. After purchasing them in 1834, the Trustees of the Athenaeum had second thoughts 
about sinking so much money into one category of paintings and so exchanged two of the works, 
Views of Modern Rome and View of St. Peter’s Square for Judith with the Head of Holofernes, a 
copy after Guido Reni (1575–1642) and The Angel Gabriel Warning Joseph to Flee into Egypt, 
then attributed to Ludovico Carracci (1555–1619) but now thought to be a follower of Giovanni 
Lanfranco (1581–1647.) The exchanges were made with the British dealer, John Watkins Brett, 
who sourced the Reni copy at the Colonna Palace in Rome. The original source of the Lanfranco 
is not known. The two Paninis remaining in Boston were deposited at the MFA in 1876; Views of 
Modern Rome is now owned by the MFA and the Interior of St. Peter’s was returned to the 
Athenaeum in 1947. See Hina Hirayama in: Cushing and Dearinger, eds., Acquired Tastes, 194–
197; accessed on-line at https://www.bostonathenaeum.org/ 9/15/16 and 10/8/16. 
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only sculptures by Michelangelo and Bernini but by artists who are copying on 
their drawing boards, clutching their portfolios, or closely inspecting their finished 
work.275 Coming together here, inventio, reflected in all of the classical features; 
dispositio reflected in the central position of the patron and the copyists; elocutio, 
reflected in the choice of Panini’s own paintings to grace the walls and iconic 
High Renaissance and Baroque sculpture so often visited by Grand Tourists; and 
actio, reflected in the patron’s open arms and the copyists’ intense attention to 
their work, reinforce the painting’s self-conscious portrayal of the mid-eighteenth 
century classical revival. Thus, not only would an Athenaeum visitor appreciate 
the classical features privileged in the work but he would understand that 
patronage, public displays of art, and artistic training were all tools available to 
him as a man dedicated to elevating the arts in America.  
In the second case-study, the primacy of sculpture in Boston’s fine arts 
landscape is considered. This primacy may be clearly seen in the Athenaeum’s 
sculpture collection, but it also manifested in several realms outside of the 
Athenaeum, which will be addressed here first. As scholars of neo-classical 
sculpture in America Jan Seidler Ramirez and David Dearinger have claimed, 
Boston stood out among its East Coast neighbors as a champion of the medium. 
Dearinger suggests that there were more sculptors in Boston before the Civil 
War, including a number of non-natives from Europe and from other American 
                                               
275 See discussion of the Panini, Views of Modern Rome (Accession #1975.805), at MFA website 
at http://www.mfa.org/; accessed 9/15/16. 
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cities, because they “were attracted by the assurance that they would find 
patronage there.”276 He attributes Boston’s interest in neo-classical sculpture to 
the prevalence of a classical education amongst the citizenry as well as to the 
well-heeled nature of Boston elites who sought to bring distinction to their city.277 
Dearinger’s recounting of the sculptors who had thriving studios in Boston, for 
example, Henry Dexter (1806–1876), Shobal Clevenger (1812–1843), and 
Robert Ball Hughes (1806–1868), provides ample testimony to support his 
claim.278 
Jan Seidler Ramirez points up another very important way in which Boston 
supported neo-classical sculpture in the middle decades of the nineteenth 
century. The 1831 founding of the Mt. Auburn Cemetery represented not only the 
beginning of the rural cemetery movement in America, but also of “the American 
public’s awareness and appreciation of sculpture as ‘art.’ ”279 She cites the 
Cemetery’s goal of establishing a permanent site where great Bostonians could 
be memorialized as the impetus for the placement of approximately 150 sculpted 
monuments of stone and bronze on its 450 acres as well as in its chapel. In turn, 
these monuments, ranging from simple shapes to complex statuary, encouraged 
                                               
276 Dearinger, “American Neoclassic Sculptors,” 26. 
277 Ibid., 26-27. 
278 Ibid., 30-49. Dearinger also cites a goodly number of sculpture exhibitions in Boston other than 
the Boston Athenaeum, including the New England Museum, the Boston Museum and Gallery of 
Fine Arts, Corinthian Hall, and Harding’s Gallery (60–68) and the prevalence of American 
publications on sculpture that were published in Boston (68–71.) 
279 Ramirez, “Story,” 97. In fact, as Story was raised, for the most part, in Boston, even Ramirez’s 
title reinforces the vital connection in the city between fine art and literature, as asserted in this 
dissertation.   
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a “versatile stone-cutting trade developed locally to assist in the translation of 
these design schemes into the imperishable medium of granite and marble.”280 
Furthermore, by 1838, Mount Auburn had become a magnet for tourists resulting 
in a thriving business for local entrepreneurs in guidebooks and transportation in 
and out of the Cemetery.281 By the 1840s, the monuments were being sculpted 
by artists such as Horatio Greenough (1805–1852), native-born son of Boston 
and one of the most important and earliest American neo-classical sculptors, 
Robert Ball Hughes, and Henry Dexter, the latter two mentioned above in 
connection with the thriving community of sculptors in Boston. Dexter, in fact, 
was the author of the memorial to the dead child, Emily Binney, which “caused a 
sensation when it was installed at Mount Auburn in 1842.”282 (Fig. 2.7) “Little 
Emily,” daughter of Charles J. F. Binney, a well-to-do merchant in Boston, died at 
the age of four in 1839. The memorial sculpture created by Dexter was the first 
successful life-size marble figure carved in America by an American. Depicting 
Emily as if she were asleep, Dexter encouraged the viewer to contemplate the 
meaning of death, especially the death of someone so young with so much 
promise. As such, it was very much a locus of imagination as well as spirituality, 
                                               
280 Ibid., 98. 
281 Ibid., 99 
282 Ibid. 
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and in this exemplified the kind of story-telling through funerary sculpture that 
had its first American flowering in Boston.283  
The Athenaeum’s commitment to sculpture dated to its earliest years, well 
before the establishment of the annual exhibitions in 1827. In fact, the first 
acquisitions of art made by the Athenaeum were sculptural in nature, including 
coins and medals, a marble relief of a horse thought to have come from the 
ancient finds at Herculaneum, and several neo-classical busts of Anglo-American 
notables.284 (Fig. 2.8) In 1822 an Athenaeum trustee, Augustus Thorndike, 
donated eleven antique casts including the Apollo Belvedere, the Laocoön, the 
Capitoline Antinous, and the Venus de Medici.285 These casts were primarily 
intended as training tools for artists, and were therefore not on public view. Over 
the 1820s and 1830s quite a few marble and plaster busts of contemporary 
American political and literary leaders, such as John Frazee’s bust of Daniel 
Webster and Robert Ball Hughes’ bust of Washington Irving, made their way into 
the Athenaeum’s collection, and by 1838 it had grown to approximately fifty 
pieces. (Fig. 2.9 & 2.10) The critical mass of sculpture, combined with declining 
                                               
283 See “Little Emily” by Henry Dexter as discussed on the Mount Auburn Cemetery website at 
http:///mountauburn.org/; accessed 9/15/16. The verse that is printed in Fig. 2.7 was inscribed in 
a marble slab placed next to the sculpture. Despite the enclosing classical pillars and roof, the 
marble figure deteriorated so much that in 1934 it was replaced by a granite marker. 
284 Dearinger, “Collecting Paintings and Sculpture,” 35–36. 
285 Ibid., 36-37 and Swan, The Athenaeum Gallery, 134. As kings, popes, and emperors of the 
fifteenth through eighteenth centuries vied for ownership of recently excavated antique statuary, 
the most valued of these discoveries achieved iconic status that was carried forward into the 
nineteenth century. These included the Apollo Belvedere (2nd century CE), the Laocoön (1st 
century CE), and the Capitoline Antinous (2nd century CE). See especially Chapters I–VII in 
Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny, Taste and the Antique: The Lure of Classical Sculpture 
1500–1900 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981.) 
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revenues from painting exhibitions, not to mention the ongoing reverence for the 
classical evocation of a civilized and democratic system connected with these 
sculptures, prompted the opening of the Athenaeum’s first sculpture exhibition in 
1839.286 As reported in Boston’s Daily Advertiser and Patriot on September 26, 
1839, in an article that reviewed the Athenaeum’s first exhibition dedicated to 
sculpture, “a taste for sculpture is evidently growing up among our people… 
[which shows that] although Ancient Models must be sought for in classic lands – 
hands to emulate their excellence are not wanting among us.”287 Over one third 
of the eighty works of sculpture exhibited in 1839 were classical, that is literal 
copies of ancient statues or works with a mythological theme, and the remainder 
were portrait busts of contemporary statesmen, philosophers, literary figures and 
scientists, all executed in the Roman manner.288  
With the launching of sculpture exhibitions, the Athenaeum began to show 
a definite predilection for sculpture acquisitions making the “1840s and 
1850s…particularly fertile decades” in this regard.289 In these decades the taste 
for literary sculpture was much amplified. Defined by scholar of literature 
Margaret Farrand Thorp as works that “took their being not from plastic ideas but 
from the printed page,” they were the epitome of Boston’s rhetorical and literary 
                                               
286 See Rosemary Booth, “A Taste for Sculpture,” in: Hoyle, Climate for Art, 23–35. 
287 As quoted by Booth, “Sculpture,” 23. 
288 Booth, “Sculpture,” 25. 
289 Dearinger, “Collecting Paintings and Sculpture,” 54. 
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lens on classical art.290 Thus, Thomas Crawford’s 1844 marble sculpture of the 
mythological tale of Orpheus and Cerberus, commissioned by Charles Sumner, 
was exhibited in the same year at the Boston Athenaeum and was met with a 
tremendously positive reception. (Fig. 2.11)Thousands of tickets, at twenty-five 
cents apiece, were sold to the exhibition.291 Crawford’s patron Sumner was 
quoted in the May 8, 1844 Boston Daily Advertiser as saying, “It will take its place 
in the Athenaeum among the casts of the great works of antiquity, near the 
Apollo, the Venus de Medici, the Diana of the Louvre; and it shall claim kindred 
there, not find that claim denied.”292 
In the third case study, the implications of Boston’s deep-seated 
engagement with the romantic work of Washington Allston (1779–1843) are 
considered in light of the city’s literary emphases. Born in South Carolina, Allston 
came to Cambridge, Massachusetts as a Harvard undergraduate, and upon 
graduation studied painting in Rome, Paris, and London for a number of years. 
Allston’s clear preference for the Romantic over the neo-classical 
notwithstanding, he was the darling of elites because of the erudite stamp of his 
work. Not only did his paintings focus on biblical, historical, and literary narratives 
executed with a romantic sensibility, but he was also a Romantic poet and 
novelist who had been part of a circle of Romantic literati in England, including 
                                               
290 Margaret Farrand Thorp, “Literary Sculptors in the Caffè Greco,” American Quarterly, vol. 12, 
no. 2, Part 1 (Summer 1960): 160. 
291 Hoyle, Climate for Art, 29. 
292 As quoted by Hoyle in ibid.  
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge and William Wordsworth.293 In fact, it was Allston’s 
romantic persona that resulted in his sobriquet, the “artist saint of Boston.”294 
This quality may be clearly seen in his self-portrait of 1806. (Fig. 2.12) Allston’s 
tousled hair, stand-up white collar, and artfully tied cravat called to mind portraits 
of Romantic artists and poets whose works he had come to know, such as those 
of the influential painter of French Revolutionary fame, Jacques Louis David 
(1748–1826). In the self-portrait, Allston makes sure to include his Phi Beta 
Kappa key at his waist and does not include his hands or any other tools of his 
trade, such as an easel or palette. The message was unmistakably that his art 
was one of intellect and imagination, a message underscored by the decaying 
classical ruins behind him.295 The self-portrait was no doubt on view in his 
                                               
293While Allston was in Rome the first time he had become close friends with Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge (1772–1834), the preeminent Romantic poet, who had introduced him to among other 
like-minded literati in the city, Ludwig Tieck (1773–1853), considered one of the founders, 
together with Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenrode (1773–1798), of the German Romantic movement. 
The latter was the author of Herzensergiessungen eines Kunstliebenden Klosterbruders (“The 
Outpourings of an Art-loving Monk”) in which he asserted that the most evocative art was 
religious art. In this he was a major influence, along with the philosopher Friedrich Schlegel 
(1772–1829), on Alexis-François Rio, who was, in turn, an inspiration, not only for such widely 
acknowledged and influential authors as the British art critic and theorist, John Ruskin, but for 
Perkins himself. In terms of the visual arts, Allston was also privy to the emerging romanticism of 
such British and French artists as Joseph Mallord William Turner, Baron Antoine Jean Gros, and 
Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres. In Boston, Allston authored Platonic writings on art and the 
hosted long ekphrastic evenings for the city’s literati, all of which played to the literary 
predilections of his patrons. See Gordon, Fine Arts in Boston, 26–28; Richardson, Washington 
Allston, 4; and John Hale, England and the Italian Renaissance: The Growth of Interest in its 
History and Art, 3rd ed. (London: Fontana Press, 1996),153–154. 
294 Gordon, Fine Arts in Boston, 25. As Gordon explains, “Whenever [Allston’s] name came up 
people invariably spoke of the purity of his character and the elevation of his thought…Allston 
was gratifyingly ethereal looking. He had a pale, spiritual face which [James Russell] Lowell 
likened to a flame surrounded by a nimbus of floating white hair. Few would have quarreled with 
Lowell’s judgement that Allston’s daily life was his greatest masterpiece. Julia Ward Howe went 
further and called him ‘the artist saint of Boston.’” James Russell Lowell (1819–1891), poet, critic, 
and diplomat, joined Charles Eliot Norton as the co-editor of the North American Review in 1864. 
295 See the discussion of the Allston self-portrait (Accession #84.301) at the MFA website at 
http://www.mfa.org/; accessed 1/19/2015. 
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studios, first in Boston and then in Cambridge, as it remained in Allston’s 
possession until 1839, when he gave it as a gift to a friend and patron.296  
As a product of Harvard’s classical education, a published poet and 
novelist, the owner of an extensive library of scholarly volumes, and a creator of 
Old-Master inspired paintings, Allston’s literary capital played a significant role in 
his appeal to Bostonians.297 As one scholar has described it, his “Platonic 
idealism, Christian morality, and romantic subjectivism” was sufficiently tied to 
traditional belief systems to ward off concerns about paganism, but still afforded 
opportunities for idealism and sentiment.298 Bostonians were fascinated, in 
particular, by the painting, Belshazzar’s Feast, which Allston began in England, 
brought back to America with him in 1818, and never finished.299 (Fig. 2.13) The 
painting tells the story of the biblical Daniel who translated writing on the wall of 
King Belshazzar’s palace to prophesy the King’s doom. The writing had 
                                               
296 The friend to whom Allston gave his portrait was Mary Preble Amory (1786–1865), Mrs. 
Nathaniel Amory. Nathaniel Amory (1777–1842) was a businessman and naval officer. The 
reasons for Allston’s gift are not known. See ibid. 
297 Among numerous other works of poetry, Allston published The Sylphs of the Seasons with 
other poems (1813). He also published the novel, Monaldi, A Tale (1841) and posthumously, 
Lectures on Art (1850) which comprised a series of essays on art which demonstrated his 
familiarity with important aesthetic theories of the eighteenth century. His library contained works 
of aesthetics, literature, poetry, history, and art and architectural history. Allston also held literary 
evenings at his home in Cambridgeport, where he entertained and enthralled the important literati 
of Boston, including many of the Transcendentalists as well as H. W. Longfellow, C. C. Felton, 
Charles Sumner, and William Wetmore Story, to name just a few. See Gordon, “Fine Arts in 
Boston,” 24–41 and Elizabeth Johns, “Washington Allston’s Library,” American Art Journal, vol 7, 
no. 2 (November 1975): 32–41. 
   Allston’s literary and Biblical paintings included The Angel Releasing St. Peter from Prison 
(1814–1816), Jacob’s Dream (1817), Elijah in the Desert (1818), and last, but by no means least, 
Belshazzar’s Feast (1817/1843).  
298 Gordon, “Fine Arts in Boston,” 29. 
299 Belshazzar’s Feast was previously referred to in chapter one in connection with Thomas 
Handasyd Perkins. 
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appeared there when the King and his guests drank wine from the vessels stolen 
from the temple in Jerusalem. As a visual representation of a text from the Old 
Testament Book of Daniel, the work fit precisely the literary taste of Bostonians. 
In addition, the painting’s particular moralizing messages regarding the triumph 
of wisdom, literacy, and courage over sins, in this case of blasphemy, were 
highly appropriate to elites, largely of the Unitarian faith, who believed in 
salvation through one’s efforts.300 Of perhaps the most interest, in terms of the 
appeal of Belshazzar’s Feast, was the explicit connection it drew between text — 
the writing on the wall — and fine art. The degree to which Allston and his 
Belshazzar’s Feast emblematized values closely aligned with the Boston elite 
was demonstrated by the establishment of the so-called Allston Trust, as 
described in chapter one. 
In this final case study, the rejection of a major collection of early Italian 
Renaissance paintings offered for sale by James Jackson Jarves (1818–1890), is 
considered by way of illuminating the kinds of artworks that Boston elites did not 
appreciate. Jarves, like Perkins was a native of Boston. He was born to an 
inventor and important glass manufacturer, Deming Jarves, and Anna Smith 
Stutson.301 Jarves was educated at the Chauncy Hall School in Boston, where he 
                                               
300 O’Connor, Athens of America, 11 and 108. 
301 Deming Jarves (1790–1869) co-founded the New England Glass Company and was the sole 
founder of the Boston & Sandwich Glass Company and the Mount Washington Glass Company. 
All three companies were successful during Deming’s lifetime, but it is unclear how much he 
profited financially. For biographical information on Deming Jarves see Dumas Malone, ed., 
Dictionary of American Biography, vol. 5, 617–618.  
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prepared to enter Harvard but was prevented from doing so by an eye disease 
that he contracted at the age of fifteen.302 Searching for a warmer climate more 
sympathetic to his malady, he went first to South America and then to Hawaii, 
eventually making Hawaii his home for the better part of a decade. In Hawaii, he 
successfully pursued several varied ventures, from journalism to silkworm 
husbandry to diplomacy, but in 1852 he determined to make Florence, Italy his 
permanent home.303 There he reinvented himself as an art collector and critic, 
coming under the influence of the expatriate community of Romantic artists, 
poets, and art writers. His biographer described Jarves’ transformation as 
somewhat chameleon-like. “The Jarves who had gone to Europe…is not to be 
found… in Florence [where] a different individual with the same name takes his 
place.”304 That said, Jarves was prolific and, in many instances, well regarded in 
his new capacity, contributing regularly in the 1850s to Harpers New Monthly 
Magazine and in subsequent decades to the Atlantic Monthly. 
Once in Florence, Jarves also published four art books, the first in 1855 
and the last in 1869. Generally speaking, his books were driven by personal 
observations and a conversational approach and tended to cover numerous 
                                               
302 For biographical details on Jarves see Francis Steegmuller, The Two Lives of James Jackson 
Jarves (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1951); Karen L. Georgi, Rereading Jarves, Cook, 
Stillman, and the Narratives of Nineteenth-Century American Art (University Park: Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 2013; and Dumas Malone, ed., Dictionary of American Biography, vol. 5, 
618–620.  
303 During this period, he published a History of the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands (1843), he 
published the Polynesian, a newspaper which was purchased by the Hawaiian government to 
serve as its official news publication, and in 1848 he returned to the United States as Hawaii’s 
official representative in the negotiation of several treaties. 
304 Steegmuller, Two Lives, 112.  
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cultures, periods, and mediums, making them quite superficial in their treatment 
of any one type of art. Both his first and his last books, Art Hints (1855) and Art 
Thoughts: The Experiences and Observations of an American Amateur in Europe 
(1869) were illustrative of this kind of style and coverage. Art Hints, was intended 
as a primer for American audiences, and Art Thoughts covered virtually the 
universe of art.305 The Art Idea: Part Second of Confessions of an Inquirer (1864) 
demonstrated yet another facet of Jarves’ writing in that it repeated a major 
section (ergo, the inclusion of “Part Second” in the title) of a previous publication 
Why and What Am I, which included rather bizarre reflections on his childhood. 
For example, his opening scene described memories from his mother’s womb, 
an inclusion that earned him considerable opprobrium from reviewers.306 
The only one of Jarves’ works to break from this more philosophical and 
conversational mode was his second book Art Studies: The Old Masters of Italy, 
Painting (1861). This text covered the art of the trecento and quattrocento, 
beginning with Berlinghiero Berlinghieri (early thirteenth century) and ending with 
Raphael (1483–1520.) While the first fifty pages were devoted to observations 
                                               
305 In his Preface to Art Hints Jarves stated that he sought to “treat of art as a whole embracing its 
general relations to man, not minutely but in a suggestive form.” See James Jackson Jarves, Art 
Hints: Architecture, Sculpture, and Painting (New York: Harper Brothers Publishers, 1855), viii. 
An anonymous Atlantic Monthly reviewer of Art Thoughts described the book’s scope as covering 
“a very wide space historically, treating of the Pagan and Christian idea in art, the art and religion 
of Etruria, comparing classical and Christian art, and discussing architecture, modern Italian art, 
life, and religion, the art of Holland, Belgium, Spain, Germany, England, Japan, China, France.” 
See “Reviews and Literary Notices: Jarves’ Art Thoughts,” The Atlantic Monthly, vol. 25, no. 148 
(February, 1870): 254. 
306 “Although a surprising number of the reviews approved of Why and What am I, there were 
naturally many who found it horrifying and disgusting…the Honolulu magazine, The Friend, was 
particularly revolted…[opining that] ‘to publish such a book is unpardonable in an author. Of his 
infamy we are ashamed.’” See Steegmuller, Two Lives, 161. 
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about art’s role in society, the proper functions of art criticism, and the 
importance of authenticity in art, once he moved into the substance of the work 
he couched his analysis in more formal and historical terms. For example, he 
promulgated the prevalent view that Nicola Pisano and Giotto, of the late 
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries respectively, began a classical revival 
characterized by humanism and naturalism in form and religiosity in content and 
spirit. He further professed, again in concert with the prevalent view, that 
beginning in the early sixteenth century a self-aggrandizing posturing by artists 
caused a major decline in the arts.307  
As a collector, Jarves focused on the Italian Renaissance, in particular the 
early period of quattrocento and cinquecento painting. A major contributing factor 
to his collecting zeal, one often cited by him in correspondence as well as in 
published works, was an interest in documenting visually the chronological 
development of Christian art for the educational benefit of his fellow Americans. 
As such he also acquired late thirteenth-century works as illustrative of the 
advances that led to the early Renaissance, as well as sixteenth-century works 
as examples of the degeneration of art that occurred after c. 1520. Reflecting on 
his passion, Jarves observed, “I was a born collector.  As soon as promoted to 
the dignity of pockets, I collected shells, then minerals, coins, Indian relics, rare 
books, and whatever America in my boyhood had to offer that was strange and 
                                               
307 James Jackson Jarves, Art Studies: The “Old Masters” of Italy; Painting (New York: Derby and 
Jackson, 1861); see especially Chapters Five and Twelve. 
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interesting.”308 He described his educational philanthropy as also having had its 
origins in his youth. “My chief hobby was to walk about my native city, with my 
head brimfull (sic) of improvements, and architectural designs for its 
ornamentation…I aspired to be an Augustus.”309 His attitudes toward collecting 
also reflected his emotive personality and romantic turn of mind, illustrated by his 
childhood sighting of a ghost of an unknown woman at the foot of his bed, and 
not long after another ghost, this time of a boyhood friend. These might well be 
the imaginings of any child, soon forgotten, but in Jarves’ case the experiences 
remained with him contributing to his susceptibility to the Spiritualism movement 
that became very popular in the late 1840s.310 As art historian Charles Colbert 
has argued persuasively, this aspect of Jarves’ mindset had a great deal to do 
with his approach to the collecting of art, something that did not escape the 
attention of Jarves himself. In Art Thoughts he opined that perhaps the highest 
satisfaction that accrued from his collecting activities revolved around making 
“the personal acquaintance of so many distinguished artists of the past…if I had 
not had the spiritual communion with generations gone, through the medium of 
                                               
308 As quoted from an unnamed source in Steegmuller, Two Lives,130. 
309 As quoted from Why and What am I (page number not given) in Steegmuller, Two Lives,165. 
310 While various versions of the movement existed, the one belief common to all variations was 
that communication with the dead was possible. Jarves’ parents in Boston were staunch 
followers, sponsoring one of the best known mediums, Daniel Dunglas Home (1833-86), in their 
own home. When Home came to Florence in 1855, Jarves not only participated in his séances 
but he became a medium himself. Spiritualism also helped to cement a bond between Jarves and 
two famous British devotees residing in Florence, the poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning and the 
novelist and travel writer Mrs. Frances Trollope. See Charles Colbert, “A Critical Medium: James 
Jackson Jarves’ Vision of Art History,” American Art, vol. 16, no. 1 (Spring 2002): 19–22. 
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what they have left behind visible to our senses, it would have been impossible to 
have written this book.”311   
By 1858, however, Jarves’ self-admitted obsession with early Italian 
Renaissance paintings was putting tremendous strain on his finances and his 
marriage.312 As he was apparently funding his purchases on the strength of his 
anticipated share in his father’s estate and his collection had mushroomed to 
close to 200 paintings, his mounting indebtedness eventually eroded any 
goodwill that was left between him and his family, forcing him to consider the sale 
of his collection.313 His first approach was to the artistic center of the city of his 
birth, the Boston Athenaeum. “It has long been a pet scheme of mine,” he wrote 
on August 26, 1859 to the aforementioned Charles Eliot Norton, who by now was 
a noted scholar of the medieval period and trustee of the Athenaeum,  
to initiate in Boston a permanent Gallery of paintings, with particular 
reference to the chronology, motives, and technical progress of art, from 
the earliest development in Italy of the Christian idea, until its climax in the 
matured genius of several illustrated schools…covering the ground from 
the 10th to the 16th century.314  
                                               
311 As quoted in ibid., 23. 
312 As early as his arrival in Florence in 1852, there were already signs that he felt his wife and 
children a burden. See Steegmuller, Two Lives, 136–138. 
313 Ibid. Steegmuller further asserts that there was no evidence that Jarves was gainfully 
employed. 
314 Letter from Jarves to Norton, August 26, 1859, in Charles Eliot Norton, Letters Relating to a 
Collection of Pictures Made by Mr. J. J. Jarves (Cambridge, Massachusetts: private printing, 
1859); Jarves had met Norton several years earlier on a transatlantic voyage. In this missive to 
Norton, Jarves went over a great deal of ground covering not only the aforementioned 
motivations for collecting, but also the particulars of his methods and the collection itself. The 
former he described as involving his own personal “inquisition” of villas, convents, churches, and 
householders in Tuscany and Umbria, as well as those of agents he employed for the purpose. 
He further described these forays as ones where he often encountered “dark retreats, dirt, 
disappointment, fraud, lies, and money often fruitlessly spent.” Acquisition, he went on in his letter 
to Norton to say, was then followed by authentication, which included assessment of each 
painting’s “internal proof…fortified by the best European judges.”   
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In his letter Jarves never provided an actual number of paintings, but based on 
other reports, it would appear that there were approximately 120 to 130.315 
Jarves did, however, specify that the pictures followed “the current of the 
Florentine, Sienese, and Umbrian Schools to the time of Raphael,” that they were 
in good condition, and while not masterpieces as those were “hopeless” to 
secure, they were representative of the masters and their pupils. He also gave “a 
few details of the principal pictures,” mentioning by name approximately sixty 
paintings, roughly half of the collection.316   
In response to Jarves’ letter, Norton, who believed strongly in the 
collection, was able to secure a resolution in October, 1859 from his fellow 
Athenaeum Trustees to guarantee $5,000 toward its purchase provided that an 
additional $15,000 be raised within a month.317 In furtherance of achieving this 
financial goal, Norton privately printed a pamphlet entitled, Letters Relating to a 
                                               
315 The 123 paintings ascribed to the “James Jackson Jarves’ University Purchase at the Yale 
University Art Gallery” where the collection ultimately found a home, lends credence to this 
estimate. See http://artgallery.yale.edu/; accessed 1/5/2014. 
316 Highlights, according to Jarves, included: “a Byzantine Triptych, 12th century…uniting the 
strength of Organa (sic) to the miniature delicacy of Fra Angelico”; “a beautiful specimen of 
Cimabue”; “Annunciation by Pietro Cavallini”’ “Entombment by Giotto”; “a small altar-piece by Fra 
Angelico”; “a noble Duccio of Siena”; “of Sano di Pietro, the Coronation”; “a unique and 
magnificent Assumption of the Virgin by Ambrogio Lorenzetti”; “a signed picture by Gentile da 
Fabriano”; “a Botticelli not excelled in beauty and perfection by any in Florence”; “a fresco of 
Domenico Ghirlandajo’s (sic)”; “a Giorgione, wonderful in color”; a Perugino, “the Baptism of 
Christ”; “a noble picture by Paul Veronese”; “a Crucifixion by Rubens” and last but not least, “a 
Leonardo, a Holy Family.” See Jarves to Norton, Letters Relating to a Collection, 7–10. Jarves’ 
attributions were often quite accurate in terms of century and style. However, of the 
aforementioned named paintings, only the Sano di Pietro Coronation, the Ghirlandaio fresco, and 
the Botticelli were correctly identified by Jarves at the time of his proposed sale. See Steegmuller, 
Two Lives, 291–305.   
317 Steegmuller, Two Lives, 176. 
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Collection of Pictures made by J. J. Jarves, which comprised a brief letter of 
encouragement for the sale by Norton, Jarves’ original August letter to Norton 
reprinted in full, and various letters and articles of support written by international 
experts in the arts.318  
Norton’s valiant support notwithstanding, the bid to raise $15,000 for the 
purchase of Jarves’ collection failed. It was not until after this rejection that 
Jarves, ever hopeful that he could bring the nay-sayers around, decided to bring 
his collection to Boston anyway. He arrived in July, 1860, passed customs with 
his picture crates, but could not find a venue that would display them.319 Thus, it 
was that Bostonians twice rebuffed the collection without ever seeing one single 
painting that it comprised.320  
Jarves’ failure to convince Bostonians of the merits of his collection raises 
many puzzling questions. Chief among them is why would a native son whose 
cachet included numerous publications on the arts, an extensive collection of art, 
and an expatriate life amongst the Anglo-American literati of Florence not have 
been welcomed warmly by Boston’s elite? Why also would an offer of a collection 
that afforded a huge educational opportunity in the history of Italian art for the 
                                               
318 The letters were from Charles Christopher Black, a British art historian associated with the 
South Kensington Museum; Alexis-François Rio; and Sir Charles Eastlake, first Director of the 
National Gallery in London. Reprinted articles were written by Thomas Adolphus Trollope, brother 
of Anthony Trollope, and printed by the London Athenaeum on February 12, 1859 and an 
anonymous article in the Boston Courier of February 9, 1859.  In his introductory remarks Norton 
stated, “It is greatly to be hoped that such an opportunity of obtaining for Boston a gallery of 
specimens of the best Italian Art may not be lost, and that Mr. Jarves’s very generous proposition 
may be at once accepted.” 
319 Steegmuller, Two Lives, 180–181. 
320 Ibid.,180–189. 
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citizens of Boston be unattractive in a city that prided itself on its intellectual and 
educational endeavors? No definitive resolution of the puzzle has been reached 
in this research, nor apparently in others. Certainly, personal factors may well 
have had an impact. Jarves’ family was not of quite the same high standing as 
those of the Boston Athenaeum trustees, he had not earned a Harvard degree, 
and he was known to be a Spiritualist, a far cry from a solid Unitarian or 
Episcopalian. Likely more damning however, his reputation as a dealer in 
pictures was suspect at the Athenaeum. In 1855 he had tried to sell them a 
Danäe, purportedly by Titian, and it had been publicly denounced as a forgery 
during its exhibition at the Athenaeum gallery.321 Last but not least he had been 
pitching his collection up and down the East Coast with little success for several 
years and his efforts had begun to smack of desperation.322  
Leaving personal — and speculative — factors aside, and focusing on the 
collection itself, it also seems clear that its rejection cannot be blamed on its 
                                               
321 Jarves exhibited the Danäe at the Athenaeum in 1855 where it was purchased by John Neal, 
a lawyer from Portland Maine. Neal published a letter in the Crayon that summer boasting of the 
Titian. The Crayon replied in the very next issue to Neal totally invalidating the Titian attribution. 
In the interim, however, Jarves had written himself to the Crayon to claim credit for having found 
the Titian – which Neal had not done – and in the process associated himself forever with the 
false attribution. See Steegmuller, Two Lives, 147–153. 
322 A rather curious, and certainly ironic, postscript to the tale of Jarves’ collection in Boston is the 
following. In 1859, when Jarves first offered his collection to the Athenaeum, Edward Perkins 
consulted his brother Charles who in a letter from Florence advised against the purchase. As a 
fellow Bostonian and partisan of early Italian Renaissance art, it would seem that Perkins would 
have been thrilled to see the collection come to Boston. Perhaps professional jealousy was at 
fault, as Perkins of course had dreamed of establishing a gallery of the arts in Boston for some 
time. However, all other indications of Perkins’ professional persona are contra-indicative of such 
an attitude on his part. More likely, as a member of the tightly knit expatriate community in 
Florence he would have known, at the least, of Jarves’ financial and familial troubles. See 
Hirayama, With Éclat, 71–72. 
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religious content — that is scenes from the Old Testament, the New Testament, 
or from the lives of the saints. After all, exactly such religious content had been 
welcomed at the Athenaeum on many occasions in the form of High 
Renaissance and Baroque paintings. Similarly, Bostonians had cherished the 
religious content of the works of their “artist saint,” Washington Allston. It had to 
have been then the “primitive” nature of the works, which when combined with 
their particularly Roman-Catholic form and contents made them seem very much 
outside of the mainstream of art to which elite Bostonians were accustomed.323 
Ironically, as Bostonians never even saw the collection, Norton’s pamphlet — in 
particular, Jarves’ letter to Norton reproduced therein — must have influenced 
the outcome as it was the only source of detailed information on the collection 
itself. In Jarves’ August letter, close to one-third of the objects that he described 
dated to the quattrocento and earlier and would have been assumed by 
Bostonians to be “primitive” in manner.324 For example, Jarves mentions a 
“Byzantine Triptych, 12th century.”325 (Fig. 2.14) The word “Byzantine” would 
                                               
323 Following the rejection in Boston, Jarves exhibited the collection at the Düsseldorf Gallery in 
New York City in 1860 but was equally unsuccessful in arranging a sale there. Jarves returned to 
Europe in May of 1861, storing 30 of his pictures in his family home in Boston and the remaining 
100 or so at the New York Historical Society, allowing him to exhibit in each city in 1862 and 1863 
respectively. In 1867, yet a second shipboard acquaintance of Jarves’, Lewis R. Packard, 
Hillhouse Professor of Greek at Yale University, was so intrigued by what he learned of the 
collection that when he returned to Yale he brought the matter to the attention of his colleagues. 
After a thorough vetting process, the University offered to loan him $20,000 with his entire 
collection as collateral. Jarves was in such financial difficulties that he had no choice but to 
accept the loan. In 1871, when Jarves defaulted on the loan his collection, which had been 
exhibited at Yale in the intervening years, became the property of Yale University. See 
Steegmuller, Two Lives, 177–184 and Jarves to Norton, August, 1859 in Norton, Collection of 
Pictures, 7–10. 
324 Jarves to Norton, August, 1859 in Norton, Collection of Pictures, 7–10. 
325 Ibid., 7. 
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certainly have conjured figures rendered as flat, frontal, and reflecting a type, not 
an individual; backgrounds gilded to represent a heavenly, non-perspectival 
space; and meaning derived from Roman Catholic symbols as opposed to a 
classical, literary, or historical narrative of some kind. The word “triptych,” with its 
unavoidable reference to the devotional practices of Roman Catholicism that had 
so offended their Puritan ancestors, would have also triggered an adverse 
reaction.326 Even the quattrocento and cinquecento works mentioned by Jarves 
did not impress Bostonians as many of the artists’ names, such as Sano di Pietro 
(1406–1481), Giovanni di Paolo (1403–1482), and Matteo da Siena (1533–
1588), were unknown.327 The final irony would appear to be that in 1871 the 
collection found a permanent home at Yale University and today is considered 
one of the most significant of its kind outside of Europe. 
Thus, while a few years prior to the Jarves offer Bostonians had 
responded positively to Norton’s hortatory writings on medieval art, in 1859 they 
were as yet unprepared to welcome paintings of that ilk.328 Boston’s reception of 
the 1858 exhibition of British paintings at the Athenaeum which featured quite a 
few Pre-Raphaelite works also betrayed this bias. The city’s cultural elites had 
admired the 1847 treatise of the influential British critic, John Ruskin (1819–
                                               
326 Ibid. 
327 Ibid., 8. As Steegmuller put it, “To them the names of most of the old painters were still 
unknown, and their works had the approval neither of fashion nor of the Academy.” (Two Lives, 
177) 
328 Norton published close to 400 pieces on numerous topical themes in the fine arts, literature, 
politics, economics, international relations, and education. See James Turner, The Liberal 
Education of Charles Eliot Norton (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 481–494.  
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1900), The Modern Painters, which celebrated the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 
for its foundation in the religious subject matter and style of the Late Medieval 
and Early Renaissance period. However, when it came to the actual Pre-
Raphaelite paintings in the exhibition, most Boston critics found that the 
obsession with Ruskinian truth to the exclusion of beauty detracted from the 
enduring import of the art.329  
This chapter has linked the centrality of classical rhetoric, languages, and 
literature to the lens through which Boston mediated the fine arts in the ante-
bellum period. As has been established here, for the College’s first two hundred 
years when the persuasiveness of the spoken word governed the city’s (and 
nation’s) success, classical instructors taught rhetoric with this in mind. However, 
in the early nineteenth century as the written word became equally, if not more, 
powerful, as the preeminent key to leadership, the emphasis shifted to the literary 
mode of persuasion, one that only grew in importance as Boston established 
itself as the literary center of the new nation. In the 1820s, when the visual arts 
began to play a role in the city’s cultural landscape, texts chosen by Professors 
Channing and Felton, such as Campbell’s Philosophy of Rhetoric, with its 
definition of rhetoric that allowed for the visual, and Homer’s Iliad with its 
Flaxman illustrations, introduced visual rhetoric into their courses. In light of the 
enduring role of classical rhetoric as the key to future leadership in the city, it was 
                                               
329 Troyen, Boston Tradition, 5; Susan P. Casteras, English Pre-Raphaelitism and its Reception in 
America in the Nineteenth Century (Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Presses, 1990), 51–68. 
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not then surprising that in selecting artworks for acquisition and exhibition at the 
Athenaeum most weight was given to ancient and classical-revival art forms 
where elocutio, actio, inventio, and dispositio shaped the message.  
The chapters that follow look closely at the ways that Perkins’ own 
scholarship, illustrations, collecting, and museum work developed in Europe as 
he came face-to-face with original works of the Greco-Roman period and the 
Italian Renaissance and with the most up-to-date art historical scholarship and 
museum practices. They will paint a portrait of Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric, 
which was ultimately what persuaded the Boston elite of the merits of the early 
Italian Renaissance. Another way of looking at it is that Perkins built on 
Channing, Felton, and Flaxman to substitute early Italian Renaissance art for 
speech in the ancient tradition of bringing subject matter vividly before the eyes, 
thus forging a wholly new rhetorical tradition in Boston. 
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Chapter Three — The Making of a Visual Rhetorician  
 
 
Chapter Introduction 
 
As Samuel Eliot pointed out in his 1886 homage to his cousin, Charles 
Callahan Perkins’ choice to pursue a career in the arts was considered at the 
time a path only taken by those elites who could not succeed at more traditional 
careers, such as the ministry, law, medicine, or business.330 Eliot was quick to 
add, however, that for Perkins, a career in the fine arts was not such a default 
position. Rather, he said, it was his cousin’s passion, ongoing since childhood, 
which fueled his adult determination to harness the fine arts to the greater good 
of not only Boston but also the nation.   
By the time that Perkins left for Europe in 1843 he had been sensitized to 
not only the ways in which classical literature mediated the fine arts in Boston but 
also to the potential of classical rhetoric dictates to be applied to visual 
communication. At the same time, Perkins was a long way from the system of 
visual rhetoric that he brought home to Boston with him in 1869. To form his 
system, it took exposure to ancient artifacts, to the various artistic and literary 
manifestations of the early Italian Renaissance revival, to the early works of art 
history and art historical illustration, and to the way in which all of these cultural 
currents came together in support of the formation of public fine arts museums. 
After providing some context for Perkins’ years in Europe with a brief sketch of 
                                               
330 Eliot, Memoir, 3–5. 
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the long-standing tradition of the Grand Tour, particularly as related to Greco-
Roman sculpture, the remainder of the chapter will be dedicated to identifying the 
specific ways in which he engaged these cultural currents. 
Perkins wasted no time upon his 1843 graduation in beginning his journey 
toward a career in the fine arts, departing with his siblings on a Grand Tour to 
Europe that fall.331 Their tour followed the traditional route for American Grand 
Tourists and by early 1844 they were in Rome.332 The young idealistic art 
enthusiast immediately launched an intensive study of both the visual and the 
musical arts, a two-pronged program that was his all-consuming passion for the 
next decade, sometimes favoring the visual, sometimes the musical, sometimes 
both. In 1845, his siblings ended their tour but Perkins remained in Europe 
                                               
331 The dates and locales of Perkins’ Grand Tour and the time-line for his European sojourns and 
intermittent returns to Boston are largely owing to Hirayama, With Éclat, 54–61. 
332 For the most part, Americans did not follow the British tradition of the Grand Tour until the 
second third of the nineteenth century when steamships regularly began to cross the Atlantic and 
when guidebooks intended for a broad audience, such as the John Murray guides, began to be 
published. Typically, American Grand Tourists would land in Liverpool and then visit London and 
its environs. Then they would cross the English Channel destined for either France or the Low 
Countries, most often the latter from which they would travel down the Rhine and into Switzerland 
and then Italy. In Italy they would make their way southward to Milan, Florence, Central Italy, and 
Rome. For some, Venice and Naples were also included. Their return would likely include France 
if they had not visited it earlier in the tour, or possibly a return visit to London. See William H. 
Gerdts, “Celebrities of the Grand Tour: The American Sculptors in Florence and Rome,” in 
Theodore Stebbins, The Lure of Italy: American Artists and the Italian Experience, 1760–1914 
(Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1992), 66; Meyer Reinhold, “American Visitors to Pompeii, 
Herculaneum, and Paestum in the Nineteenth Century,” The Journal of Aesthetic Education, vol. 
19, no. 1, Special Issue: Paestum and Classical Culture: Past and Present (Spring, 1985): 115; 
Theodore E. Stebbins Jr.,“Introduction,” in: The Lure of Italy, 22; John Pemble, “Introduction,” The 
Mediterranean Passion, Victorians and Edwardians in the South (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1987); and Richard Pearson, ed., “Preface,” The Victorians and the Ancient World, 
Archaeology and Classicism in Nineteenth-Century Culture (Newcastle, UK: Cambridge Scholars, 
2006.)  
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continuing to apply himself to his artistic studies.333 In the fall of 1846, he began a 
year’s apprenticeship in Paris with the Dutch Romantic painter Ary Scheffer 
(1795–1858). At its conclusion, Perkins returned to Rome where, until 1849, the 
whole city became his visual arts and musical studio, and where sculpture and 
drawing played a significant part in his day-to-day activities.334 From 1851 until 
1854, Perkins was back in Europe, focusing primarily on his music in Leipzig and 
Paris.335 With the start of his third and longest sojourn in Europe — from 1857 
until 1869, most of which time was spent in Florence, but also in cities throughout 
                                               
333 Perkins’ exact whereabouts from the time that his siblings left him in 1845 (month unknown) to 
his departure in the fall of 1846 for Paris are not known. 
334 During the quarter-century that Perkins was in Europe he returned to Boston twice from 1849 
to 1851 and 1854 to 1857. His time in Boston was dedicated to advancing both the musical and 
visual arts in his home-town with various institutional endeavors connected to the Handel and 
Haydn Society, the Boston Athenaeum, the Boston Music Hall and Trinity College in Hartford, 
Connecticut. Furthermore, it was also during these home leaves that he married Frances 
Davenport Bruen in June 1855. 
   Perkins met his future wife in Rome shortly after his return there in October 1847. Frances 
Davenport Bruen (1825–1909; nicknamed “Fanny”) was the daughter of the Reverend Matthias 
Bruen (1793–1823) and Mary Anne Davenport (1793–1892). Reverend Bruen loved books and 
was an intrepid traveler. See Meyer, “American Visitors to Pompeii,” 118–119 and “Matthias 
Bruen,” Appleton’s Cyclopaedia of American Biography, eds. James Grant Wilson and John 
Fiske, vol. 1 (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1888), 419. Once widowed, Mary Anne 
Davenport Bruen lived with her unmarried daughter, Mary Lundie Bruen, in Newport, Rhode 
Island or in Europe with Fanny and Charles Perkins. In 1882 Mrs. Bruen commissioned William 
Ralph Emerson, cousin of Ralph Waldo Emerson, to build her family a Shingle style house in 
Newport dubbed Knight Cottage, a structure that is still intact. See Donald Fitch, “The Ward-
Perkins Papers,” Soundings (a UCSB Library publication), vol. 16, 71 and “Chateau-sur-Mer & Its 
Neighbors: A Victorian District Preserved Marker,” an online article on the Historical Marker 
Project website at http://www.hmdb.org/marker; accessed 4/13/2012. Such travel, literary, and 
artistic predilections on the part of her parents no doubt influenced Fanny and allowed her to 
share readily in her husband’s peripatetic art historical career, a married life that was by all 
accounts a very happy one. 
335 In Leipzig, Perkins studied with Igasz Moscheles (1794–1870). In this, as in so many other 
things, Perkins made his sympathies for romantic artistic expression (but also his balanced 
approach, thus his great respect for the classical) clear by selecting Moscheles as his teacher 
who both revered the classical and welcomed the romantic. One of Moscheles’ pupils was the 
famed Romantic composer Felix Mendelssohn (1809–1847) with whom Moscheles 
corresponded, performed, and extemporized together for many years after Mendelssohn left his 
tutelage. See Robert W. Chambers Jr.’s 2004 online article “Ignaz Moscheles (1794–1870),” at: 
http://moscheles.org/ , accessed 12/13/15. 
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Italy as well as Paris and London — Perkins finally settled on the visual over the 
musical arts, not as a practitioner but as an historian. During this third sojourn he 
also made a commitment to learning the art of engraving in Paris with Félix 
Bracquemond (1833–1914) and Maxime Lalanne (1827–1886). His second 
decade in Europe, then, was dedicated to researching, writing, and illustrating 
the history of art, in particular that of early Italian Renaissance sculpture.  
Although Perkins’ travels, studies, and scholarship in Europe far exceeded 
the norm for American Grand Tourists — even other American literati and elites 
— he was participating in a long-standing tradition of seeking creative inspiration 
in the ancient lands, especially those of Italy, and especially that of Rome.336 
Visual artists in particular, who along with their literary counterparts  saw their 
mission as that of creating a unique American art, evinced a strong desire to 
                                               
336 Scholars of American art history and literature have found that Americans went to Italy for the 
relaxed atmosphere that contrasted favorably with the “modern, utilitarian, materialistic” 
preoccupations of their native land. See Stebbins, “Introduction,” Lure of Italy, 21–22.  
   Americans also knew that from the time of the early Renaissance, educated citizens of 
England, France, Germany, the Low Countries, and Russia had perceived Italy as the epicenter 
of western civilization, especially Rome, which offered the most historically rich experience of the 
Italian cities. Conscious of “the uniqueness of their political identity and the deprivations of their 
cultural circumstances,” Americans felt that they would reap even more benefit from mining this 
heritage than would their European contemporaries. See William L. Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 
1 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), xix–xx.  
   However, Florence was a close second for American Grand Tourists, and had its appeals for 
sculptors as it was considered more intimate, more intellectual, and more homogenous in its 
international community of Anglo-Americans and because of its access to marble quarries, such 
as those at Carrara and Seravezza. See Gerdts, “Celebrities of the Grand Tour,” Lure of Italy, 
66–69. 
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understand and build upon their Greco-Roman roots.337 In this, they entered a 
“time-honored international arena, unique unto itself; the artist’s trip there was 
more than an adventure, but…a cognitive act.”338 In fact, it was an act of heroism 
and sacrifice in aid of their country according to the testimonials of some 
American tourists who visited their studios.339 Artists’ motives in traveling to Italy 
were also quite practical, however.  Given the paucity of artistic training 
opportunities in their young nation, they needed to seek out European models, 
tutors, workshops and materials in order to hone their technical skills and acquire 
clients on both sides of the Atlantic.340  
The appeal of Rome to would-be American artists was evocatively 
summed up by George Stillman Hillard (1808–1879), whose two-volume work of 
1853, Six Months in Italy, was characterized by William Vance as “the most 
popular American guidebook” for the thirty years that followed its publication.341   
Every young artist dreams of Rome as the spot where all his visions may 
be realized…he finds himself transported into a new world where 
everything is touched with finer lights and softer shadows…During the 
day, his only difficulty is how to employ his boundless wealth of 
opportunity. There are the Vatican and the Capitol…There are the palaces 
of the nobility…Of the three hundred and sixty churches in Rome there is 
                                               
337Among the American artists and cultural pundits who preceded or were commensurate with 
Perkins in their quest for the inspiration, training and imprimatur of the ancient city, were 
Benjamin West, John Singleton Copley, Washington Allston, John Vanderlyn, Thomas Cole, 
Hiram Powers, Thomas Crawford, Horatio Greenough, Margaret Fuller, Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, George Stillman Hillard, James E. Freeman, Henry T. Tuckerman, Elihu 
Vedder, James Jackson Jarves, William Rimmer, and Charles Eliot Norton.   
338 Stebbins, “Introduction,” Lure of Italy, 20. 
339 Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, xxi. 
340 Thorp, “Caffè Greco,”161.  
341 Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, 5. 
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not one which does not contain some picture, statue, mosaic, or 
monumental structure, either of positive excellence or historical interest.342 
 
As it happens, Hillard was good friend and memorialist of Perkins’ brother-in-law, 
Henry Cleveland, and of his Harvard professor of Greek Literature, Cornelius 
Conway Felton, both of whom were important figures in Perkins’ youth, as has 
been detailed. Hillard and Perkins spent five months together in Rome from 
December 1847 through April 1848 during which time Perkins documented in his 
journal the many explorations and social occasions that he enjoyed with 
Hillard.343 Perkins is nowhere specifically mentioned in Hillard’s Six Months in 
Italy; nevertheless, it seems clear that the companionable rambles of the two 
friends formed the basis for a number of Hillard’s accounts of Rome.344   
                                               
342 George Stillman Hillard, Six Months in Italy, vol. II, 3rd ed. (Boston: Ticknor, Reed, and Fields, 
1854), 253–256. 
343 See Charles C. Perkins, unbound diary, Ward-Perkins Family Papers, University of California 
Santa Barbara, box 8, folder 12. The UCSB archive is one of only two substantive collections of 
Perkins’ papers, the other being the Cleveland-Perkins Family Papers at the New York Public 
Library. UCSB has focused its collection efforts on topics such as Thoreau, Emerson, and 
American transcendentalism and as such proved a particularly apt repository for the Ward-
Perkins Family Papers. Samuel Grey Ward (1817-1807) was an “intellectually precocious 
Transcendentalist, friend of most of the important eastern minds of his day and a businessman of 
intelligence, achievement and international reputation,” who with his equally forward-thinking wife, 
Anna, participated in the “back-to-the-land” transcendentalist focus in Lenox, Massachusetts from 
1845-1850. His granddaughter, Elizabeth Howard Ward Perkins (1873–1954), married Charles 
Callahan Perkins’ youngest child, Charles Bruen Perkins (1860–1929) bringing the two prominent 
families together. See Fitch, “Ward-Perkins,” 18–19 and 52. 
344 Hillard describes several features of his walks in the Campagna that would appear to be 
corroborated in Perkins’ journal. For example, Hillard ascribes his most enjoyable walks to day-
long excursions at the end of winter and the beginning of spring.  For the week of January 30 to 
February 6, 1848 Perkins notes that “Hillard came…off to walk at eleven – the day being fine – 
we went to the Claudian Aqueduct over the Camapagna to the Assyrian Way – then sheared off 
right for San Paolo…then to Rome – paying a visit to the lovely villa of the Knights of Malta with 
the Aventino and home by half past five – a glorious walk.” Certainly, Hillard’s description of the 
evening repose and conversation that followed such rambles as being that much more evocative 
of the day’s discoveries when music was present is corroborated by mentions (January 6, 1848 
and March 4, 1848 for example) in Perkins’ journal of the evening music that they enjoyed 
together. That Hillard is mentioned at least twenty-five times in Perkins’ journal is highly 
suggestive of a mutual process of discovery and respect. See Perkins, unbound diary. 
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Hillard also referenced the harder to quantify but equally compelling 
advantage that accrued from socializing with the diverse and sophisticated group 
of international artists who congregated in Rome.345 Perkins’ Roman journal is 
replete with references to his evening social engagements, making the most of 
friendships with American artists, such as Thomas Crawford (1814–1857), 
William Wetmore Story (1819–1895), and James E. Freeman (1808–1884), but 
also spreading his net internationally to include the British, French, Germans, 
and Italians.346 If he was not taking tea or dining with one of his circle, he was 
entertaining them in his own home for musical soirées, the latter having been 
documented by William Wetmore Story: 
In the evening I heard some truly noble music at Charles Perkins; the 
grand septuor by Beethoven, which is enough to move the heart of a rock, 
so deep and exquisite and yearning.  And a very beautiful trio by [Johann 
Nepomuk] Hummel, solid and various and noble.347 
 
                                               
345 One of the chief loci for such camaraderie was the Caffè Greco on the Via Condotti, a location 
convenient to the artists’ quarter and often mentioned in nineteenth-century novels and travel 
accounts. The artists’ quarter was located “in the region behind Trinità de’ Monti where the Via 
Sistina, the Via Gregoriana and the Via Capo le Case form an elongated triangle.” See Margaret 
Farrand Thorp, The Literary Sculptors (Durham, NH: Duke University Press, 1965), 162–166. 
Perkins made his home in the Via Sistina, as will be discussed at greater length later in the 
chapter. 
346 William Wetmore Story was one of the second generation of American neo-classical sculptors 
to make his home in Rome. He made Rome his permanent home in 1856 and remained in the 
Eternal City until his death in 1895. See Ramirez, “Story.” James Edward Freeman was a painter 
and an author who expatriated to Rome in 1841. See Peter Hastings Falk, Who was Who in 
American Art, 1564-1975, vol. 1, 1191. European notables in Rome whose names appear quite 
frequently in Perkins’ Roman journal include the Count Domenico Silveri, the Italian operatic 
composer, and the English author and socialite, Lady Belcher.   
347 Henry James quoting Story in William Wetmore Story and his Friends: From Letters, Diaries, 
and Recollections, vol. 1 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1903), 144–145. Directed to this quotation by 
Hirayama, With Éclat, 57. 
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Even the literary giant and trenchant commentator on Americans abroad, Henry 
James, made reference to Perkins’ sociability, as “a master of all the 
amenities….one of the most appealing of our ghosts.”348 
Greco-Roman sculpture loomed very large for American Grand Tourists 
and artists in Rome in the 1830s and 1840s. As the preponderance of ancient art 
remains were sculptural, they comprised the principal way one gained a window 
into the ancient world, a world which had fired the imaginations of Americans 
since the democratic fervor that resulted in the American Revolution.349 For the 
Grand Tourist in Rome, the statues were, as Ralph Waldo Emerson described 
them in 1833, “the wealth of the civilized world.  It is a contribution from all ages 
& nations of what is most rich and rare…It is vain to refuse to admire…You must 
in spite of yourself.”350 Their salutary effect, as consistently characterized by 
Victorians and their American counterparts, derived from their almost magical 
and certainly spiritual ability to inspire reverence, even transcendence.351  
                                               
348 James, William Wetmore Story, 144–145.  
349 Sculptural and architectural remains far exceeded any remains of ancient painting, which with 
the exception of Roman wall painting at Herculaneum and Pompeii, were few and far between. 
350 Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks, vol. 4, 150 as quoted in 
Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, 183. Literary figures, who Vance places in the same category as 
Grand Tourists, figured prominently in expressing the salutary effects of antique figural sculpture.  
In addition to Emerson, Vance cites Herman Melville, Sara Loring Dana Greenough, Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, and William James as representative of the literary testimonials. As paraphrased by 
Vance, Herman Melville, for example, was of the opinion that “a gallery of antique sculpture is first 
of all a refuge from life, a place of tranquility…great sculptures both elicit the best in us and give 
us a standard of perfection by which to judge our mundane reality.” (363–364) Both Hawthorne 
and James speak to the experience of viewing sculptures as, in Vance’s words, “morally 
improving, and as a means to a greater knowledge of several kinds, as a stimulus to thought, a 
regulator of emotions, an extension of experience and a consolation for it.” (363)  
351 Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, 183. 
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Contemporary production of sculpture also loomed large for the American 
Grand Tourist. While they paid very little attention to contemporary Italian 
architecture and painting they came prepared to admire the work of notable living 
sculptors in Rome, most particularly that of the Venetian Antonio Canova (1757–
1822); the Dane Bertel Thorvaldsen (1768–1844); and the Roman Lorenzo 
Bartolini (1777–1850). With respect to Anglo-American artists working in Rome, 
Grand Tourists focused most on the sculptors, even though they were well 
outnumbered by the painters, as they represented America’s first wave to excel 
in the neo-classical tradition and had in many instances achieved considerable 
international reputations.352 In this regard, sculptors “had a certain prestige. 
Theirs was thought to be the more difficult and probably the higher art.”353 In 
addition, it was during these decades that American elites, increasingly clear that 
ancient sculpture enhanced their image as the inheritors of Greco-Roman 
democratic ideals, sought to make sculpted public monuments a top priority for 
American artistic production.354   
For painters and sculptors, ancient figural sculpture had provided the 
undisputed model for human form since the Italian Renaissance.355 This was all 
the more compelling for American artists who, seeking to prove themselves on 
                                               
352 Americans visited their countrymen who were painters as well, such as George Loring Brown 
(1814–1889) and John Gadsby Chapman (1808–1889). See Gerdts, “Celebrities of the Grand 
Tour,” Lure of Italy, 67–68. 
353 Thorp, “Caffè Greco,” 161. 
354 See Ramirez, “Story,” 116–122; Thorp, The Literary Sculptors, 1–2; Lauretta Dimmick, “Mythic 
Proportion: Bertel Thorwaldsen’s Influence in America,” in: Thorwaldsen, L’Ambiente, l’influsso, il 
mito, eds. Kragelund Patrick and Nykjaer Mogens (Rome: L’Erma di Bretschneider, 1991), 169. 
355 See Theodore Stebbins, “American Painters and the Lure of Italy,” in The Lure of Italy, 31. 
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the world stage, were keen to appropriate that distinguished lineage for their own 
art. The Capitoline and Vatican Galleries in Rome, home to the Apollo Belvedere, 
the Laocoön, and the Capitoline Venus, among other statues considered part of 
the canon of ancient sculpture, formed “the schools as well as the temples of 
their crafts.”356 For example, Benjamin West (1738–1820) a pioneer among 
American artists making the pilgrimage to the Eternal City of Rome, admonished 
one of his many American students in 1809, “that correctness of outline, and the 
justness of character in the human figure are eternal; all other points are 
variable… It was to those points that the philosophical taste of the Greek artists 
was directed.”357 In particular West opined, the Apollo Belvedere and the Venus 
de Medici should stand as the models of perfect form for man and woman 
respectively.358 The sculptor Harriet Hosmer (1830–1908), a leading member of 
the group of American women sculptors in Rome dubbed the “white marmorean 
flock” by Henry James, made it very clear what Rome meant to her as an 
artist.359 “I wouldn’t live anywhere else but in Rome…I can learn more and do 
more here, in one year, than I could in America in ten. America is a grand and 
glorious country in some respects, but this is a better place for an artist.”360 
  
                                               
356 Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, 183.   
357 Benjamin West to Charles Willson Peale in a letter quoted in William Dunlap, History of the 
Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in the United States, vol. 1 (New York: Benjamin Blom, 
1965) 91–93, as quoted in Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, 201. Emphasis mine. 
358 Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 1, 203; the Venus de Medeci is in the Uffizi Gallery in Florence. 
359 James, William Wetmore Story, 255. 
360 Hosmer quoted in Thorp, “Caffè Greco,” 174 (Thorp does not provide a citation but does 
indicate that Hosmer made this statement on April 22, 1853.) 
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Section One: Aura and “Literary Sculpture”361 
 
In a letter to his sister Sarah soon after arriving in Europe in the fall of 
1843, Charles Callahan Perkins stated “I hope that my pilgrimage to Rome may 
be perfected in a sufficiently humble spirit. I do feel that I know nothing, that I 
have everything to learn, that the foundations are not yet laid.”362 That Perkins 
shared the belief — as described in the previous section — in the centrality of 
classical sculpture and its elevating qualities to an American future in the arts 
may be deduced from his use of the word “pilgrimage” in this assertion. However, 
his was not a journey to Italy to find respite from the materialism of the world as it 
was for many American tourists. Rather, it was a journey to define the serious 
contributions that he planned to make through the arts for the good of his city and 
the nation.   
Perkins was very open to the spiritual aura, as defined in chapter two, of 
all of Rome’s sights. In this he was in opposition to many of his countrymen, 
especially his fellow Bostonians, who elevated the classical and neo-classical in 
Rome, but found Baroque architecture and urban planning as well as Roman 
                                               
361 Thorp coins the term “literary sculptors” in the title of a 1960 article that preceded her 1965 
text including the same term. No doubt, the formalistic art historical bent of the 1960s influenced 
her introduction of the term as factual but pejorative, a view that she was dedicated to overturning 
by demonstrating the important contributions of sculptors who took their cues “not from plastic 
ideas but from myths, legends, and historical events as they have been recorded in prose and 
poetry” and by stressing that it was precisely their literary bent that made them so popular in their 
day. See Thorp, " Caffè Greco," 160–74 and Literary Sculptors, 1.  
362 Charles Callahan Perkins as quoted in Eliot, Memoir, 5. 
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Catholic pomp and ceremony decadent, hypocritical, and corrupt.363 In William 
Vance’s authoritative study, America’s Rome, he suggests that the disdain with 
which this aspect of Roman experience was held was often characterized by the 
total avoidance of commentary on Baroque Rome. In other words, the excesses 
in architecture, art, and painting were so offensive as to not even bear 
mention.364 Among others, Vance cites the seemingly ironic evidence of Charles 
Eliot Norton (1826–1909), the much vaunted Boston elite, medieval scholar, and 
art historian, who Vance opined “could [only] define the true genius of Rome by 
eliminating the Romans and all their works of the preceding three hundred 
years.”365 However, what is definitively not absent from the pages of American 
nineteenth-century travelogues is reference to the excesses of contemporary 
Rome. In his 1860 Notes of Travel and Study in Italy, for example, Norton 
decried the blessing of the animals, a ritual that comprised part of the Festa di 
                                               
363 In this sense of revulsion, the Americans were not alone or the first. They had been preceded 
in these sentiments by such notable English commentators as Anna Jameson who claimed that 
“Bernini’s is the ‘grossest’ and ‘most offensive’ of all the representations of St. Theresa,” (see 
Jameson, as quoted in Vance, America’s Rome, vol. 2, 85, from her 1850 work Legends of the 
Monastic Orders, 426). Jameson said of her work, Legends of the Madonna, that it had required 
her to “ascend most perilous heights, to dive into terribly obscure depths” and that while she 
would never wish to be guilty of a “scoffing allusion to any belief or any object held sacred by 
sincere and earnest hearts” she also had considerable difficulty using “a tone of acquiescence 
where I altogether differ in feeling and opinion.” Anna Jameson, Legends of the Madonna 
(London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1852), 227–244; accessed on-line at: 
http://books.googleusercontent.com/, 7/30/16. 
364 St. Peter’s was the one exception to the cold shoulder given to Baroque Rome by most 
Americans, at least in terms of actually paying the Basilica a visit. Henry James was generally 
quite positive, ultimately finding beauty in the whole, while William Dean Howells saw a “general 
ugliness” in it. Mark Twain referred to it as “the monster Church of St. Peter.” The large majority, 
however, were just bewildered by it but also frequently experienced some of their most moving 
experiences there “when shafts of diffused light fell obliquely across the nave.” See Vance, 
America’s Rome, vol. 2, 96–100. 
365 Ibid., 78. 
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Sant’Antonio in Rome: “This odd custom is a very old one, and strikingly 
illustrative of the character of many of the observances cherished by the Church 
in Italy, as means by which the superstitions of the poor may be turned to the 
benefit of the priests.”366  
Perkins, on the other hand, seemed to not judge Baroque Rome in this 
way, but rather to embrace it as a voice (or more accurately, a vision) from the 
past with the positive potential to shape his future and that of his countrymen. 
This pronounced tendency on his part may be partially attributed to his intimate 
experiences of the arts and their salutary effect as a boy under the tutelage of his 
great uncle Thomas Handasyd Perkins as well as his close connections to such 
promoters of visual rhetoric as Cleveland, Channing, and Felton. A number of 
entries in Perkins’ 1847–1849 Roman journal attested to his ability to appreciate 
the historical Roman landscape, unclouded by value judgments.367 For example, 
within a few days of his return from Paris, he visited “that glorious villa” of the 
Pamphili Doria and reported,  
We laid in the grass this 31st of October in the warm sun — I gazed at the 
great pines and felt the glory of this land of natural art…walked back over 
the fields by the light of a glowing sky — met some peasants dancing...to 
the music of their tambourines — everything picturesque and beautiful in 
this city of cities.368  
 
                                               
366 Charles Eliot Norton, Notes of Travel and Study in Italy (Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1860), 37. 
367 At least, this seemed to be the case for Perkins at that moment in time. When he began his 
career as an art historian a decade later he had embraced a somewhat more judgmental tone, 
although in his case the claim of self-indulgence and corruption was not so much a generic 
distaste for popery as it was the result of his extensive exposure to the German, French, and 
English revival of the early Italian Renaissance and its inherent bias against the arts after 
Raphael. 
368 Perkins, unbound diary, October 31, 1847. Emphasis mine. 
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On the following day Perkins recorded his visit to the Coliseum as one “where we 
were again transported to the 15th century by …monks cowled with crucifixes and 
solemn chants who went around singing and kneeling before each station.” In 
another comment about the Coliseum, he suggested that it was “too holy a place 
to be visited in company – one person and that an intimate friend is alone 
admissible.”369 He also noted the stunning visual — and rather sculptural — 
impact of a torchlight benediction at the Quirinal Palace, an historic structure that 
had housed kings and popes since the sixteenth century, where “the statues 
[were] lit up and relieved against the black sky.”370 Similarly, he described 
witnessing the Vatican by torchlight as “one of the finest sights in the world,” a 
visit to the Ste. Maria degli Angeli as “imagination without end,” and a sighting of 
the Pope as he emerged from celebrating High Mass at the San Carlo alle 
Quattro Fontane as a “most moving” scene.371 That all of these sites of 
inspiration, with the exception of the Coliseum, were Baroque in their sensibility 
— the San Carlo by Borromini representing virtually a synonym for the style in its 
sinuous façade, extravagant architectural decoration, and grand view of interior 
                                               
369 Ibid., November 1 and 23, 1847. Emphasis mine. In these observations Perkins seems to be 
acting on Professor Felton’s prescription for engaging fully with a given culture.  
370 Ibid., December 28, 1847. 
371 Ibid., November 14 and November 4, 1847. 
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spatial relations — certainly did not deter Perkins.372 In short, Perkins believed 
that even just “a week in Rome is more full (sic) of excitement to a poetical spirit 
then a life anywhere else.”373  
In addition to actively absorbing the lessons of the past offered by the very 
experience of living in Rome, Perkins set himself strict daily educational goals 
during both sojourns in the Eternal City (1844–1845 and 1847–1849.) Testifying 
to this was not only Samuel Eliot, who described his cousin’s diligence in his 
Memoir, but also the American artist Thomas Crawford, who had been in Rome 
since the mid-1830s and had just completed his Orpheus and Cerberus which 
was to launch his reputation as a “literary sculptor.”374 (See Fig. 2.11) Writing in 
1844 to his friend and patron of the Orpheus, Bostonian Charles Sumner, who 
was also the impetus behind the Boston Athenaeum’s subscription to purchase 
the work, Crawford commented on the industry of his new young acquaintance.  
I may say that I have never met with so young a person in whom I could 
find united the many qualifications Mr. Perkins possesses…Mr. P has 
really been a hard worker this winter, not merely in sightseeing, which 
forms a part and portion of life in Rome, but also in music, drawing, 
                                               
372 Francesco Borromini (1599–1667) was arguably the most Baroque of all Italian Baroque 
architects in his embrace of undulating space, controlled vistas, and sensuous extravagant 
decoration. See Martha Banta, “Reacting to Rome et al,” chapter in: One True Theory and the 
Quest for an American Aesthetic (New Haven, Yale University Press, 2007). She asserts “Rome 
was far too ‘Romish’ for a nation that continued to view itself as Protestant.”  Particularly 
offensive, according to Banta, was “worship [of] the image of the woman who usurped the divine 
roles intended for the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost…American tourists recoiled over 
tawdry rituals surrounding the resurgence of Mariolatry, compounded by the decision of the First 
Vatican Council to declare papal infallibility.” 
373 Perkins, unbound diary, November 1, 1847. Emphasis mine. 
374 Gale, Thomas Crawford, 15. Gale refers to a letter of Crawford’s to his sister of May 1839 in 
which the sculptor tells her that the subject for his first sculpture comes from the tenth book of 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses and also the fourth Georgic of Virgil. “Thus we can see at the outset of his 
mature career Crawford sought to be a literary sculptor.” (15) Emphasis mine. 
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painting, and – oh, patience inimitable! – the German language. What 
think you? Masters in each, and half a dozen lessons a day.375 
 
Not surprisingly, the world-renowned antique sculpture of Rome featured 
prominently in Perkins’ training regimen, as it did for other aspiring artists. 
Furthermore, classical art remained his comfort zone at this stage in his 
European training as he had not yet shaken off the mantle of literary Boston. 
Within several days of returning to Rome in 1847, Perkins visited the French 
Academy to secure permission to copy the antique casts there.376 A few days 
later Perkins began drawing the Barberini Faun at the Academy, and several 
days after that he went to the Vatican to see the “glorious statues again — the 
Apollo, the Minerva, and the Pudicitia” — about which he said “[the Pudicitia] 
ought to have another name by the by — Dignity or just Pride would [suit] it better 
— the drapery is certainly sans pareil.”377 Shortly thereafter, he moved on from 
the Barberini Faun to the Borghese Gladiator, and was at the Academy drawing 
virtually every day during the last two weeks of November. He also hosted a 
                                               
375 Thomas Crawford to Charles Sumner, March 13, 1844 as quoted in Gale, Thomas Crawford, 
37–38 (letter in Gale’s possession at the time of the book’s publication.) 
376 Perkins, unbound diary, November 6, 1847. The French Academy was founded in Rome in 
1666 as a branch of the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture in Paris and in 1803 it was 
moved to the Villa Medici where it remains today. Its nineteenth century curriculum was centered 
in direct contact with antique art. See online article, “The French Academy in Rome,” Heilbrunn 
Time Line at www.metmuseum.org, accessed 11/11/16. This notion of establishing a foundation 
as an artist through contact with the antique is vividly captured in Giovanni Panini’s Interior of an 
Imaginary Picture Gallery with Views of Ancient Rome and Interior of an Imaginary Picture 
Gallery with Views of Modern Rome, two monumental canvases purchased by the Boston 
Athenaeum in the mid 1830’s, as discussed in chapter two.   
377 Perkins, unbound diary, November 13, 1847. In consulting the authoritative guide to the canon 
of antique statues from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries by Haskell and Penny, 
Taste and the Antique, the Apollo in the Vatican to which Perkins refers must be the Apollo 
Belvedere (148–151). Similarly, the Minerva in the Vatican would be the Minerva Giustiniani 
(269–271) and the Pudicitia the Pudicity (300–301). 
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miniature Academy in his home on a number of occasions where fellow 
American artists could draw from a nude model, as was testified to by his friend 
Christopher Pearse Cranch (1813–1892), minister, artist, and Transcendental 
poet. “This excellent and accomplished young man [Perkins] turns his wealth to 
good account – goes to his studio every day, composes, has an academy at his 
house, where 5 of us Americans draw from the nude…”378 
Just as Perkins approached the landscapes and antique sculpture of 
Rome with an eye to their aura, so too did he approach neo-classical sculpture. 
In particular, he was guided by the notion, shared by many of Boston’s cultural 
elite, that important art should instruct through stories told, emotions engendered, 
and art historical information imparted. Literary sculpture, as has been 
suggested, certainly met that description; the number of such sculptures created 
or patronized in Boston stood as testament to this.379 Thus, during his first 
sojourn in Rome, Perkins, still feeling the impulses of his native city, made the 
decision to patronize Thomas Crawford, perhaps “the most literary of all the 
literary sculptors,” with a commission in 1844 of Hebe and Ganymede in marble, 
a work that Perkins saw modelled in Crawford’s studio.380 (Fig. 3.1) With his 
conception in 1839 of the Orpheus, Crawford made his first foray into such 
                                               
378 Christopher Pearse Cranch to John Sullivan Dwight, March 14, 1848, Letters to John S. 
Dwight, Department of Rare Books and Manuscripts, Boston Public Library as quoted by 
Hirayama, With Éclat, 57. Dwight (1813–1893) was one of America’s first influential classical 
music critics, and also a close friend of Perkins.   
379 Dearinger, “Neo-Classic Sculptors,” 25–68. 
380 Thorp, Literary Sculptors, 34. 
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literary sculpture, choosing to freeze a moment in “classical time” when Orpheus 
rushes through the gates of hell.381 (See Fig. 2.11) This same motive, the 
sculptor explained in a letter to his sister, guided him in his conception of the 
Hebe and Ganymede, which overlapped with his final work on the Orpheus.382 
Indeed, Crawford chose an account of the Hebe and Ganymede myth that 
differed from most other accounts, particularly in its drama. In the standard 
account, Hebe, the goddess of youth relinquished to Ganymede her office as 
cupbearer to the gods when she married Hercules. The account that Crawford 
relied upon was not only more dramatic, it was also more risqué in that Hebe falls 
down while serving nectar at an Olympian feast and exposes her breasts to the 
gods assembled.383 That Crawford chose this version, and that Perkins chose 
this statue of all of the other models that were available in Crawford’s studio, 
could seem perplexing given the American, especially the Bostonian, aversion to 
nudity. However, if we consider that Crawford sought to tell stories with his 
sculpture, then the drama of the moment when Hebe, ashamed, downcast, and 
bare-breasted, is being consoled by Ganymede makes for a highly legible work. 
Such legibility would have been equally compelling to Perkins in whom, as has 
been emphasized, a healthy appreciation for the rhetorical value of the literary 
                                               
381 Gale, Thomas Crawford, 15. 
382 Ibid. 
383 Jan Seidler Ramirez, “Hebe and Ganymede,” American Figurative Sculpture in the Museum of 
Fine Arts Boston (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1986), cat. #26, 64–66. 
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arts had been instilled.384 Another factor working in Crawford’s favor was the fact 
— certainly well-known to Perkins with his intimate Athenaeum connections — 
that the sculptor’s work had already received the imprimatur of that august 
institution when they raised a subscription for the Orpheus in 1841.385 Finally, 
Perkins would have been emboldened by pride in the genius of his countryman, 
who demonstrated in this work the technical prowess required to model two 
interconnected figures and the aesthetic sensibility and skill to achieve such a 
highly classical tone. As art historian Jan Seidler Ramirez has pointed out about 
the Hebe and Ganymede, its unadorned classicism contributed to its reception as 
“the universalized perfection of the human figure embodied in Hellenistic 
sculpture, attributes of ancient statuary that had been consciously emulated by 
Crawford’s foreign contemporaries, including Thorvaldsen, John Flaxman, and 
John Gibson.”386 In fact, Crawford’s models for the work were likely 
Thorvaldsen’s own Hebe and Ganymede.387 
These sculptural quotations would have resonated for Perkins. 
Undoubtedly, he came to know the Dane Thorvaldsen from his revered and oft-
                                               
384 Also, just as art historians have come to understand the American love-affair with the even 
more scantily-clad 1844 Greek Slave by Hiram Powers, the remorse that Hebe shows for an 
event outside of her control helps greatly to compensate for her nudity. See, for example, Lilian 
M. C. Randall, “An American Abroad: Visits to Sculptors’ Studios in the 1860s,” The Journal of the 
Walters Art Gallery, vol. 33/34 (1970/1971): 49–50. 
385 Ramirez, “Orpheus and Cerberus,” American Figurative Sculpture, cat. #25, 59–64. 
386 Ramirez, “Hebe and Ganymede,” 66. 
387 Bertel Thorvaldsen (1770-1844) was well known to Bostonians not only for the nobility and 
simplicity of his neo-classical works that had been exhibited at the Boston Athenaeum in 1835, 
1839, and 1840, including his Ganymede and the Eagle, but also as teacher and mentor to 
Thomas Crawford and to the pioneer of American sculptors studying in Rome, the Boston-born 
and bred Horatio Greenough (1805–1852).  Dimmick, “Mythic Proportion,” 170 and 181; Perkins 
& Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 141. 
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visited great uncle Thomas Handasyd Perkins, who displayed two copies of the 
sculptor’s bas-reliefs in his four-story brick residence on Temple Place in 
Boston.388 The younger Perkins clearly admired Thorvaldsen himself as he 
owned three of his pencil drawings of “Winter,” “Summer,” and “Autumn” — date 
of acquisition unknown, however — that were exhibited at the Athenaeum in 
1851 and 1856.389 These were likely drawings made by Thorvaldsen as studies 
for his marble reliefs of the Four Seasons, a linkage between line drawings and 
sculpture that would have been noted by Perkins.390 (Fig. 3.2) As for the British 
sculptors Flaxman and Gibson, Perkins knew the former as illustrator of the Iliad 
— Flaxman also emphasized the close connection between sculpture and 
drawing in his own combined oeuvre — and he would have known the latter 
because two of Gibson’s sculptures, Flora in Marble and the Marble Bust of a 
Nymph were exhibited at the Boston Athenaeum in 1840 while Perkins was at 
Harvard.391 
 While Perkins’ appreciation of the classical merits of the Hebe and 
Ganymede as well as other neo-classical sculptures did not set him apart from 
his fellow Boston elites at this juncture — he had not yet been exposed to the 
                                               
388 Dearinger, “Neo-Classic Sculptors,” 118–119. Thomas Handasyd Perkins lived at Temple 
Place beginning in 1832 and ending with his death in 1854. At least from 1832 until his graduation 
from Harvard in 1843, Charles Callahan Perkins would have visited his grand-uncle at Temple 
Place. To date, I have not been able to identify the subjects or present whereabouts of these two 
bas-reliefs. For example, there is no mention of them in the listing of artworks owned by Thomas 
Handasyd Perkins in Perkins and Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 216.    
389 Perkins and Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 141. Dates of these works were not listed in the Index 
or otherwise known. 
390 The drawings have not been located. 
391 Perkins and Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 64. 
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early Italian Renaissance which was to be the experience that would move him 
more definitively from literary to visual rhetoric — what did differentiate him was 
his growing appreciation for Boston’s need for institutions exclusively aimed at 
the fine arts. In this regard, in the fall of 1846 as Perkins began his tutelage with 
Ary Scheffer in Paris, he wrote home to say, “I think my views and purposes grow 
clearer every month about my own duty, and the chances I have for doing good 
at home. God willing, we will accomplish something.” Shortly thereafter he wrote, 
“…you will see by and by, if my hopes and desires are not deceived, how I shall 
help to organize musical meetings and an Academy of Design in our modern 
Athens.” In 1847, he expressed himself on the subject in the most emphatic 
tones to date.  
Do not be afraid of my losing the hope and belief of by and by settling 
myself at home with the purpose of doing artistic good in my day and 
generation. I build castles in the air of a future Academy of Fine Arts to be 
set going, and am more and more convinced that there is a glorious 
chance of worthily immortalizing one’s self in our country by being the first 
to set such a work systematically in operation.392 
 
That he was so clear at the still tender age of twenty-one to do his utmost to 
further the cause of American art and culture was not only impressive, but also 
set a tone that would reverberate throughout the remainder of his career in the 
arts. The proof of this may be found in Perkins’ decision almost thirty years later 
to donate the Hebe and Ganymede to the Museum of Fine Arts in 1870, as one 
                                               
392 Perkins as quoted in Eliot, Memoir, 6–7. 
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of only two works gifted to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston in the year of its 
incorporation.393   
 
Section Two: The Early Italian Renaissance Revival 
 
Perkins spent 1846–1847, the year that separated two lengthy sojourns in 
Rome, studying painting in the studio of Ary Scheffer, Dutch-born French 
Romantic.394 While we cannot be certain of why Perkins chose Scheffer we can 
reasonably surmise that the following factors came into play. First, Scheffer had 
been well known in America since the 1820s, as he had donated his 1823 portrait 
of the much lionized Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette, to the House of 
Representatives as a gift in honor of the Marquis’ 1824–1825 tour of America. 
                                               
393 Hirayama, With Éclat, 185, f.n. 16. Perkins ran afoul of Crawford in the summer of 1844 in 
Paris however. Crawford complained bitterly in a letter to his cousin George Washington Greene 
of June 20, 1844 that “Perkins has lamed me completely.” Apparently, Perkins only paid him $200 
of the $500 owed and asked that the remainder be on account for a few weeks until July 1 when 
Crawford was to present himself to Perkins’ banker in London. See Gale, Thomas Crawford, 42–
43. However, the rift was not long-lived as Perkins was back in his very good graces when the 
latter returned to Rome in 1847 and the two Americans became constant companions, as is 
documented in the many mentions of their jaunts in Perkins’ journal. See Perkins, unbound 
journal. 
394 Scheffer was born in Dordrecht, Holland at the time of Napoleon’s annexation of the region to 
John Bernard Scheffer, a portraitist and history painter, and Cornelia Lamme, a miniaturist. In 
1806, John Bernard was appointed court painter to Louis Bonaparte, Napoleon Bonaparte’s 
brother, who the Emperor had placed on the throne of Holland that year. At that time, Ary’s 
parents, recognizing their son’s emerging talent, enrolled him in the Drawing Academy of 
Amsterdam. Biographical details on Ary Scheffer as well as discussion of his circle, works, and 
reputation are found in: Karen Serres, “Ary Scheffer’s ‘The Retreat of Napoleon’s Army from 
Russia in 1812’ ”, Yale University Art Gallery Bulletin, Elihu Yale (2012): 107–111; Patrick Noon, 
“New Discoveries: A Reduced Version of Ary Scheffer’s Christ Consolator,” Nineteenth-Century 
Art Worldwide (August 2009), accessed 12/15/15 at http://www.19thc-artworldwide.org/; Imre 
Kovács, “The Portrait of Liszt as an Allegory of the Artist in Ary Scheffer’s ‘Three Magi,’ ” Studia 
Musicologica, vol. 49, no. ½ (March 2008): 91–104; Edward Morris, “Ary Scheffer and his English 
Circle,” Oud Holland, Jaarg. 99, no. 4 (1985): 294–323; Elaine Brody, “All in the Family: Liszt, 
Daniel and Ary Scheffer,” Nineteenth-Century French Studies, vol. 13, no. 4 (Summer 1985): 
238–243; Anon, “Facts and Thoughts about Ary Scheffer,” The Crayon, vol. 6, no. 11 (November 
1859): 340–345.   
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(Fig. 3.3) The portrait was extremely popular, not only because of its subject, but 
also because it received such wide-ranging treatment in engravings, on 
souvenirs, even on American money.395 Secondly, and more personally, the 
timing of the Scheffer donation was coincident with Perkins’ tutelage in the home 
of Charles Follen, who not only shared the Romantic painter’s radical political 
sympathies but who, himself, also became friendly with Lafayette when he was 
sitting for Scheffer in Paris.396 In fact, Scheffer was especially highly regarded in 
Boston, where his works were “loved for their sentiment and their story-telling,” 
qualities that reminded Bostonians of Washington Allston.397 In fact, Scheffer’s 
1834 painting of a scene from Schiller’s 1782 ballad, “Count Eberhard, the 
Weeper of Württemberg,” was purchased by Thomas Handasyd Perkins (exact 
date unknown) and donated to the Boston Athenaeum in 1836.398 As it was 
exhibited at the Athenaeum at least once a year from 1837 until the last 
Athenaeum fine arts exhibition in 1874, Perkins had ample opportunity to see 
it.399 Further, he would have been actively encouraged to do so not only by his 
great uncle, but also by Follen who, in addition to his connections with Scheffer, 
                                               
395 See “As Large as Life: Lafayette’s Portrait,” February 13, 2013, on website of United States 
House of Representatives, History, Art & Archives, at http://history.house.gov/, accessed 
1/12/2016. 
396 I have not uncovered evidence that explicitly connects the three men, but during the autumn of 
1818 Lafayette sat for his portrait by Scheffer at the General’s country house La Grange just 
outside Paris and it was around this time that Follen fled Germany for Paris where he made the 
acquaintance of Lafayette. See “English Circle,” 294 and Appleton’s Cyclopaedia entry for Follen, 
491. Lafayette later offered very warm assistance to Follen in making connections in America. 
See Follen, Charles Follen, 94. 
397 Gordon, “Fine Arts in Boston,” 78, f.n. 76. 
398 Hirayama, With Éclat, 185, f.n. 22 
399 Perkins and Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 126 
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was the pioneering promoter of Schiller in America (see chapter two). Under the 
circumstances, Perkins’ great uncle could readily have given him a letter of 
introduction to Scheffer — as would have Follen, except that he had tragically 
perished in a boat fire in 1840. But perhaps most importantly — and 
pragmatically — time spent in Scheffer’s studio offered Perkins an ideal 
opportunity to test to the fullest his dual attraction to the visual and the musical 
arts because the painter was known as one of the most celebrated hosts of 
musical soirées in Paris.   
While we lack archival material documenting the aspiring art student’s 
day-to-day experience in Paris, we can reasonably surmise that the year was 
packed with inspiration not only from Scheffer, but also from the painter’s 
antecedents in the Nazarene school and from his own circle. The members of 
Scheffer’s circle were at the nexus of religious and artistic currents that found 
renewed inspiration from the long neglected, even denigrated — owing to their 
still undeveloped humanistic and naturalistic style — early Italian Renaissance 
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artists.400 Thus, an examination of the painter’s life, work, and circle is instructive 
in terms of Perkins’ development as a visual rhetorician.401   
In 1809, when he was only fourteen, Scheffer moved to Paris and several 
years later enrolled in the studio of Pierre-Narcisse Guérin, an important painter 
and teacher in the French academic art world of the early nineteenth century.402 
In the decade that followed, Scheffer gravitated toward the romanticism of his 
friends, Théodore Géricault (1791–1824) and Eugène Delacroix (1798–1863), 
who were also Guérin’s pupils, and became one of the founders of the Romantic 
school of painting.403 Part of Scheffer’s Romanticism was evinced in his liberal 
political sympathies. He joined the French charbonnerie, a radical society 
organized to bring down the Restoration Bourbon Monarchy (1814–1830).404 In a 
                                               
400See Morris, “English Circle,” 294-304 and Cooper, “George Darley,” 209–214.  
401 In the 1980s, art historical scholars felt compelled to at least mention the criticism of Scheffer’s 
draftsmanship and the “mawkish” nature of his works, the first being recognized even during his 
lifetime. In analyses of 2000 and thereafter, articles rise above this criticism to see the cultural 
and historical value of Scheffer’s works. Contributing to this renascence of the artist’s reputation 
is likely the amazing discovery in 2007 of a reduced version of Scheffer’s Christus Consolator 
(1851) in a storage closet in the Gethsemane Lutheran Church in Dassel, Minnesota. The 
painting was discovered by the Church’s pastor who was then in touch with Patrick Noon, Senior 
Curator at the Minneapolis Institute of Art. According to Noon, it had been collecting dust in the 
storage closet for more than seven decades and has now been donated by the Lutheran Church 
to the Minneapolis Institute of Art. Also to this point of Scheffer’s renascence, the article by Karen 
Serres of 2012 cited earlier was written on the occasion of the acquisition by the Yale University 
Art Gallery of Scheffer’s work, The Retreat of Napoleon’s Army from Russia in 1812. 
402 Pierre-Narcisse Guérin (1774–1833) won the Prix de Rome in 1797, became director of the 
French Academy in Rome in 1822, and was made a baron in 1829. His style followed David, but 
as an important figure in the transition from Neoclassicism to Romanticism, he was generally less 
severe and more theatrical. He was particularly invested in the importance of the painted sketch, 
so much so that as professor at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts he advocated for establishing a sketch 
competition as a prerequisite to earning the Prix de Rome. See Guérin entry in the Oxford 
Dictionary of Art, eds. Ian Chilvers, Harold Osborne, and Dennis Farr (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1988), 224. 
403 Serres, “The Retreat of Napoleon’s Army,” 107. 
404 See Noon, “Reduced Version.” 
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rather ironic turn for someone of his anti-monarchist ilk, in 1826 Scheffer joined 
the court of the heir to the throne, Louis-Phillippe, duc d’Orléans, as drawing 
master to the Duke’s children. When in 1830, Charles V of the Bourbon 
Monarchy was overthrown in the so-called July Revolution, Louis Phillippe 
ascended to the throne of France, and Scheffer became his unofficial first 
painter, serving until the monarch’s abdication in 1848.   
Scheffer’s oeuvre included genre scenes, history paintings, religious 
subjects, and portraits. He exhibited annually at the Salon and sold paintings with 
regularity and acclaim to the French State and to private patrons. Inspired by 
Raphael and the early Italian Renaissance artists more generally, his painting 
style was classically simple and unadorned. He used large areas of pale and flat 
color and sharply outlined figures who occupied a large portion of the canvas and 
stood out against stark backgrounds in a sculpturesque way with minimal 
landscape or other background features. In this style he was also indebted to 
neo-classical influences, particularly John Flaxman’s neo-classical sculpture and 
outline drawing — a specific kind of drawing that was introduced in chapter two 
and will be revisited again later in this chapter.405 That Flaxman himself was an 
ardent admirer of the early Italian Renaissance only reinforced Scheffer’s regard 
                                               
405 Symmons, “Flaxman’s Outlines,” 595. 
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for Flaxman.406 This may be seen in the closeness of the Frenchman’s painting 
of Francesca da Rimini to that of Flaxman’s Divine Comedy illustrations.407 (Fig. 
3.4 & 3.5)  
Scheffer’s greatest inspirations in terms of subject matter in the 1820s and 
1830s were his liberal politics and Romantic literature and music.408 For example, 
in 1837 he executed an important religious painting entitled Le Christ 
Consolateur, in which he interpreted Luke, 4:18 “to preach deliverance to the 
captives,” to make reference to both past and contemporary world freedom 
movements.409 (Fig. 3.6). He also executed a number of paintings based on the 
literature of Goethe, Dante, and Friedrich Schiller. Among these was “Count 
Eberhard, the Weeper of Württemberg,” the work purchased by Thomas 
Handasyd Perkins. It is in portraiture that the huge impact that Romantic music 
had on Scheffer’s life and oeuvre may be seen most clearly. His friends included 
Frédéric Chopin (1810–1849), Franz Liszt (1811–1887), Charles-François 
                                               
406 In 1787, Flaxman travelled to Italy and remained there for seven years, taking up residence in 
a succession of cities throughout the ancient country. Flaxman made it clear in his journal from 
that time period that he held Raphael in the highest possible regard. In Florence, he began his 
journal entries with a drawing after a Luca della Robbia work, but was quite critical of Donatello’s 
Judith and Holofernes as well as his David. However, he waxed enthusiastic about trecento 
painters, crediting them with considerable improvements in the medium and later in his career he 
was considerably more generous to Donatello. See David Irwin, “Flaxman: Italian Journals and 
Correspondence,” The Burlington Magazine, vol. 101, no. 675 (June 1959): 212, 215–217; Carol 
Blackett-Ord, “Shaping the master: the emergence of Donatello in nineteenth-century Britain,” 
Sculpture Journal, vol. 22 (2013): 67; and Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 205. 
407 Apparently, though, Scheffer was not too forthcoming in acknowledging his debt to Flaxman. 
See Symmons, Flaxman’s Outlines, 595. 
408 See in particular Morris, “English Circle,” 294-323 and Imre Kovács, “The Portrait of Liszt,” 91–
104. 
409 Michael Paul Driskel, “Painting, Piety, and Politics in 1848: Hippolyte Flandrin’s Emblem of 
Equality at Nîmes,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 66, no. 2 (June 1984): 280. 
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Gounod (1818–1893) and Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868), all stars in the 
pantheon of Romantic music, and all subjects who sat for him.410 In particular, 
Scheffer was a very close friend of Liszt’s.411 (Fig. 3.7) The burning intensity of 
Liszt’s eyes, the total lack of background imagery or props, the unadorned 
costume of the composer, and the use of a dark line to outline the subject for the 
viewer all betray not only the painter’s affinity with Flaxman but the sculptural 
qualities of Scheffer’s work.  
Whether, at this stage in his training Perkins consciously appreciated all of 
these connections in Scheffer’s work, at a minimum he would have known of the 
influences of antique sculpture on the neo-classical tradition, and he would 
certainly have appreciated Scheffer’s well known sensibilities for both the visual 
and the musical arts. In a memorial tribute to Scheffer in The Crayon, an 
anonymous author opined, “The best musical genius of Paris was found in his 
studio. There was an almost perpetual concert there.”412 With this dual sensibility, 
Scheffer embodied what scholars have seen as a key feature of Romanticism, 
that a visual artwork must be taken in “at once as music, as poetry and as a 
                                               
410 See Brody, “All in the Family,” 240. 
411 They met at a concert in the salon of Louis Phillipe in 1825. Despite their age difference, 
Scheffer being thirty, Liszt fourteen, they became very close, sharing among other views a 
sympathy for the freedom movements of the age (which would, no doubt, have included the 
German movement for national unity early in the nineteenth century for which Charles Follen 
fought and was exiled – see chapter two) many of which fueled artistic romantic expression. See 
Brody, “All in the Family,” 240 and Kovács, “Three Magi,” 93.   
412 Anon, “Facts and Thoughts about Ary Scheffer,” 342.  Of note is that The Crayon was an arts 
journal dedicated to Ruskinian aesthetics (owned and edited by William Stillman and John Duran) 
that promoted the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood in America whose work has been connected to 
Scheffer. See Casteras, English Pre-Raphaelitism, 20 and 24. 
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plastic form, although it might not be more in itself than a symphony, a poem or a 
picture. The point is that one should listen to a Romantic painting in order to 
reach the music it contains.”413 An attendee at one of Scheffer’s musical soirees 
in 1854 commented, “It was indeed a rare pleasure, and to be long remembered, 
the listening to such music [Beethoven], in sight of such pictures, and in the 
sphere of such souls.”414 Perkins certainly seemed to be open to this 
collaboration of the senses when he wrote not long after leaving Scheffer’s 
studio: 
It is certain that words assist the conception of musical ideas – It is an 
easier thing to compare a song upon any given words than to sit down at 
the piano and compose entirely from vague imaginations. This being the 
case, as even my limited experience gives me to believe – why would it 
not be very excellent to post a poem of Shelley’s on the piano, or of any 
other grand poet, and to compare not upon the words but upon the ideas – 
Compose a symphony with Prometheus Unbound or Manfred before one’s 
eyes would certainly not be a bad way to assist the imagination.415  
 
When Perkins joined Scheffer’s studio in 1846, the latter had just moved 
more fully into religious subject-matter with the completion of The Holy Women at 
the Sepulchre (1845.)416 (Fig. 3.8) These were not Scheffer’s first religious 
paintings, as has been mentioned, but they do represent a more sustained 
attention to the topic as well as a heightened sense of religiosity for its own sake, 
rather than as medium for political and other statements. Perkins likely saw the 
                                               
413 Marcel Brion, Art of the Romantic Era (London: Thames and Hudson, 1966), 14. Emphasis 
that of Brion. 
414 Anon, “An Afternoon at Scheffer’s Studio,” The Crayon, vol. 1, no. 3 (January 17, 1855): 38. 
415 Perkins, unbound diary, October 25, 1848. 
416 Subsequent religious works included Saint Augustin et Sainte Monique (1846), Le Christ 
Rémunérateur (1847), Le Christ Pleurant sur Jérusalem (1849), and Le Christ sur la Montagne 
(1854). 
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Holy Women, as well as Saint Augustin et Saint Monique, and Le Christ 
Rémunérateur during his year with Scheffer. That he saw and also admired the 
latter is clear from his ownership of an engraving of the work by French engraver 
Auguste Thomas Marie Blanchard donated to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
in 1889 by his children.417  
What is notable about these three Scheffer paintings is the degree to 
which they, like Liszt’s portrait, evoke sculptural works. First, the figural 
compositions take up the entire canvas and are set against a plain backdrop as if 
displayed against the wall in a museum. Secondly, the figures are painted with a 
careful brush, a subdued color palette, and are crisply outlined giving them the 
feel of being frozen in time, like Crawford’s Orpheus and Hebe and Ganymede. 
In particular, the Holy Women lends itself to such a characterization. The scene 
is comprised only of the dead Christ and the four women who attend him, and 
these figures dominate the canvas with only a tiny suggestion of the sepulcher 
and Christ’s cross in the fore and backgrounds respectively. Christ’s white 
shroud is the principal object in the foreground, the whiteness echoed by the 
headdresses of the Virgin and the young mourner, and is executed as if in 
grisaille, showing its folds and shadows in a linear and studied manner. There is 
also the monochromatic figure in a shade of ochre that could certainly be 
construed as a sculpture in bronze. 
                                               
417 Recorded in the MFA Boston’s web-site under the accession #M6554. Regrettably, no image 
is available. 
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It would have been impossible for Perkins to miss the fervency of feeling 
and unmistakable goodness that emerges from such close-up, clearly delineated, 
and uncluttered views. It is these qualities which also struck a number of 
important literary figures, who, in addition to being part of Scheffer’s circle, were 
significant players in the movement to rehabilitate the Early Italian Renaissance 
artists, also referred to as the “primitives.” This should not be surprising as 
Scheffer himself, as has been mentioned, was taken with the primitives and 
sought to return to their simplicity, purity and religiosity in his own work.418 
Principal among these literary figures were Mrs. Anna Jameson (1794–1860) and 
George Darley (1795–1846), both of whom Perkins may have met while in Paris. 
In letters to friends and family, Jameson, author of a series of art historical works 
on the quattrocento artists, wrote glowingly about Scheffer’s paintings.419 For 
example, about the Saint Augustin et Sainte Monique, she stressed the impact 
on the viewer of the work’s visual rhetoric:  
The two figures not quite full length, are seated; she holds his hand in both 
of hers, looking up to heaven with an expression of enthusiastic 
undoubting faith – ‘the son of so many tears cannot be cast away!’ He also 
is looking up with an ardent eager but anxious, doubtful expression which 
seems to say, ‘Help thou my unbelief.’ For profound and truthful feeling 
                                               
418 Kovács, “Scheffer’s Three Magi,” 97. Kovács points to the painted and graphic replicas of the 
paintings of various German and early Italian Renaissance paintings that Scheffer had in his 
possession. 
419 Between 1834 and 1845, Jameson contributed a number of pieces on quattrocento painters to 
the Penny Magazine. The series was then published as Memoirs of the Early Italian Painters in 
1845.  Poetry of Sacred and Legendary Art, a two-volume work, was published in 1848 and in 
1852 Legends of the Madonna came out.  Of particular interest to this dissertation because of its 
likely influence on Perkins is her “dispassionate prose” showing the “detachment of the historian 
rather than the polemicist or critic.” See “Jameson” entry online, accessed 1/14/16 at 
https://dictionaryofarthistorians.org. 
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and significance I know few things in the compass of modern Art that can 
be compared to this picture.420 
 
In 1851 an American visitor wrote of visiting Scheffer’s studio and encountering 
Mrs. Jameson there.421 As Perkins was in Paris during this time, he might well 
have met Jameson then if not during his earlier tenure (1846–1847) under 
Scheffer’s tutelage. Barring meeting in Paris, he would have been acquainted 
with at least her name and reputation as Mrs. Jameson’s work was much 
appreciated by the Transcendentalists in Boston, particularly Margaret Fuller.422 
George Darley, poet, author of mathematical texts, specialist in Elizabethan 
literature, and literary critic for the Athenaeum, touted the ability of the primitives 
to so inflame his imagination as to transport him from earth to the heavens.423 
Darley first admired Scheffer’s work in the 1830s when the critic was living in 
Paris. He returned in 1846 at which time he wrote glowingly in the Athenaeum 
about Scheffer’s Faust au Sabbat, questioning why British artists could not 
produce “poetic work, dramatic, or epic, employed upon human forms, actions 
                                               
420 Jameson as quoted Geraldine MacPherson’s Memoirs of the Life of Anna Jameson (London, 
1878), 314 in Morris, “English Circle,” 301. 
421 Anon, “Scheffer’s Studio,” 38.   
422 Kathleen Lawrence, “Aesthetic Transcendentalism and its Legacy: Margaret Fuller, William 
Wetmore Story, and Henry James,” PhD diss., Boston University, 2003, 93 and 100. 
423 Darley was inspired by Alexis-François Rio’s veneration of these early painters in De la poésie 
chrétienne (1835.) For Darley’s pioneering role in promoting the primitives see Cooper, “George 
Darley,” 201. Cooper points out that the critics employed by the Athenaeum to write on art 
matters were part of a “new breed” of art critic “who, in newspapers and periodicals, guided the 
tastes of the expanded middle class audience for art. They lacked the specialized technical 
knowledge of earlier artist-critics. On the other hand, they could write on the subject without using 
cliquish and mystifying jargon and they were interested in its wider import.” (202). The 
Athenaeum was considered one of the most important journals of the belles-lettres for its entire 
run from 1828 until 1921 (see Walter James Graham, English Literary Periodicals, New York: T. 
Nelson & Sons, 1930, 317–322.) 
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and passions, (the loftiest province within Art’s domain,) like this attempt by 
Scheffer.”424 As with Jameson then, it is entirely possible that Perkins met Darley 
in his painting master’s studio.   
Not surprisingly, supporters of Scheffer and his circle also supported the 
Nazarenes, a school of German painters who were pioneering activists in the 
movement to rehabilitate the early Italian Renaissance.425 A prominent example 
of this was Anna Jameson who, having witnessed a Nazarene painting of scenes 
from the Nibelungenlied in one of Ludwig I of Bavaria’s palaces in 1834, 
lamented the fact that no British artist had seen fit to create work inspired by the 
literature of Shakespeare, Milton, Chaucer, and Spenser.426 In keeping with one 
of their chief inspirations, the Renaissance master Raphael (1483–1520), the 
                                               
424 Morris, “English Circle,” 299. Morris notes that Darley was actually more enthusiastic about 
Scheffer’s literary works than he was his religious ones, preferring, for example, Scheffer’s 
Francesca to his Holy Women. This seems contradictory given the strong linkage for most 
English art writers of mid-century, such as Jameson, between an admiration for the primitives and 
Scheffer’s religious works. However, Robyn Cooper helps to explain the seeming disconnect with 
her close analysis of Darley’s particular attraction to the quattrocento artists. “Darley seems not to 
have been drawn to the Primitives by any particular affection for the Middle Ages or specifically 
Christian feeling. He was prepared to include the Elgin marbles and Michelangelo in the ranks of 
mysticism in art. The spiritual appeal of the Primitives was thus of a general kind.” (Cooper, 
“George Darley”, 206) Darley’s stance as one open to a variety of spiritual forces is also of 
interest in this dissertation as one could describe Perkins as evincing a similar generosity of spirit. 
425 Founded in 1808 as the Lukasbund by a group of disaffected students at the Viennese 
Academy, the original “brotherhood,” now more commonly referred to as the Nazarenes, 
comprised six members led by Johann Friedrich Overbeck (1789–1869) and Franz Pforr (1788–
1812). The other four members were Joseph Sutter, Konrad Hottinger, Ludwig Vogel, and Joseph 
Wintergerst.  See Mitchell B. Frank, “The Nazarene Gemeinschaft: Overbeck and Cornelius,” in: 
Artistic Brotherhoods in the Nineteenth Century, eds. Laura Morowitz and William Vaughan 
(Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing, 2000): 48–66; Roderick Cavaliero, Genius, Power and 
Magic: A Cultural History of Germany from Goethe to Wagner (London: I. B. Tauris, 2013), 284; 
and  Lionel Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns: The Nazarene Painters of the Nineteenth Century,” 
Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Autumn 2003), 4–5; accessed on 12/27/15 at 
http://www.19thc-artworldwide.org. 
426 The Nibelungenlied is an epic poem of the Middle Ages that recounts the story of dragon-
slayer Siegfried at the court of the Burgundians.   
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Nazarenes’ style was fairly flat and linear, their choice of color palette pale, their 
compositional approach highly ordered, and their subjects either religious themes 
or intimate portraits, a description that could just as well have been aimed at 
Scheffer.427   
In addition to his paintings, Raphael’s drawings were prized by the early 
and mid-nineteenth century revivalists of early Italian art. Fueled by a broad-
based appreciation in artistic and literary circles, Raphael’s status in courts and 
museums all over Germany was at an all-time high. When the Nazarene painter 
turned director of the Dresden Gemäldegalerie, Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld 
oversaw the transfer of Raphael’s Sistine Madonna to the Gallery’s new building 
designed by Friedrich Semper (1803–1879) in 1855 he heralded its entrance with 
the words, “His Excellence, Raphael of Urbino.”428 Thus, as one scholar has 
described it, “It is not the painting titled Sistine Madonna that is being welcomed 
into the newly constructed museum, but Raphael himself.”429 This vivification of 
Raphael extended to the Madonna herself, who was believed to have appeared 
before Raphael, a concept captured by Johannes Christian Riepenhausen 
                                               
427 The other major inspiration of the Nazarenes was Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528). In fact, each of 
the two founders of the Lukasbund were aligned with one of the movement’s two major 
inspirations: Overbeck with Raphael and Pforr with Dürer. See Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns,” 
37. 
428 Andreas Henning, “From Sacred to Profane Cult Image: On the Display of Raphael’s Sistine 
Madonna in Dresden,”in: Gail Feigenbaum and Sybille Ebert-Schifferer, Sacred Possessions, 
Collecting Italian Religious Art (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute), 171. 
429 Ibid., 178–179. 
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(1788–1860) in his 1821 oil painting and watercolor as well as in the 1833 print 
version.430 (Fig. 3.9) 
According to the Raphael scholars, J. A. Gere and Nicholas Turner, even 
Raphael’s earliest drawings from his Umbrian stage (1497–1504) evinced “his 
ability to simplify and harmonise forms and express himself in terms of vigorous 
outline rather than by painstaking attention to tone.”431 That the Nazarenes 
appreciated Raphael’s drawings may particularly be observed in their various 
portraits of each other which were exchanged as gifts, an inadvertent (or perhaps 
not) reference to the exchange of drawings between Raphael and Dürer.432 While 
generally discredited today by Renaissance scholars as a self-portrait by 
Raphael, the Renaissance portrait of c. 1505 illustrated in Fig. 3.10 would, 
nonetheless, seem to epitomize the kind of Renaissance drawing that inspired 
the Nazarene artist Carl Phillip Fohr’s self-portrait of 1816. (Fig. 3.11) Similarities 
include the bust format, the sharp outline of the profile view with eyes engaging 
                                               
430 Ibid. Raphael was also celebrated in Pottsdam where King Frederick William IV (1795–1861) 
inaugurated the Raphael Room in 1858. Virtually every work of Raphael’s — in copies — was 
exhibited there. Berlin, Mainz, and Munich were also homes to Raphael celebrations at the time. 
See Angela Windholz, “ ‘Savior, Prince of Color,’ The Collection of Raphael Copies in the 
Orangery, Potsdam, 1848” in: Sacred Possessions, 207–209. 
431 J. A. Gere and Nicholas Turner, Drawings by Raphael from the Royal Library, the Ashmolean, 
the British Museum, Chatsworth, and other English Collections (London: Trustees of the British 
Museum, 1983), 6. Emphasis mine. 
432 This kind of drawing exchange was a common practice in the Renaissance. See Christopher 
S. Wood, “A Message from Raphael,” https://webspace.yale.edu/; accessed online 5/4/16. That 
they knew of Raphael’s drawings may be assumed given the frequency with which Raphael’s 
works were copied, beginning in his own time with his collaboration with the engraver, 
Marcantonio Raimondi (1480–1534). See J. R. Hale, ed., “Raimondi, Marcantonio,” A Concise 
Encyclopaedia of the Italian Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press, 1981), 273. 
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the viewer, the limited cross-hatching, and the sketchy treatment of the neck and 
collar become evident.433  
Perkins had to have known from his year of study with Ary Scheffer that 
the Nazarenes were prolific and accomplished draftsmen and that they were 
inspired by Raphael. This may be confirmed in the MFA Annual Report of 1877 
showing Perkins’ loan of four drawings by Johann Friedrich Overbeck. The 
specific titles of the drawings were not specified at the time of the loan and 
Museum records today only reveal one work that was likely part of that grouping. 
It was an etching by Samuel Amsler (Swiss, 1791–1849) after Overbeck’s The 
Triumph of Religion in the Arts that was donated to the Museum by Perkins’ 
children in 1889.434 The original oil for the Triumph has been closely associated 
with Raphael in a number of ways. (Fig. 3.12) The composition is very much 
patterned on Raphael’s Disputa in the Stanza della Segnatura and the 
foreground groupings of figures echo the foreground of the School of Athens. 
(Fig. 3.13 & 3.14) The sharp delineation of the figural and architectural elements 
and the areas of largely unmodulated color – which have been mentioned as 
Raphaelesque features to which the Nazarenes were drawn – are also elements 
                                               
433 Compelling as these Raphael portrait drawings were to the Nazarene drawn portraits, the 
Renaissance master’s portraits in oil also inspired them. Seeking the Christian message in Rome, 
the Nazarenes had found it in Raphael’s frescoes in the Vatican. See Vincenzo Golzio, “Raphael 
and his Critics,” in The Complete Work of Raphael (New York: Reynal and Company, 1969), 623. 
In particular, the self-portrait of Raphael and his fellow artist Giovanni Antonio Bazzi, known as Il 
Sodoma, in the far right corner of the School of Athens could have been a model for Cornelius 
and Overbeck’s Mutual Double Portrait.  
434 “Contributions to the Loan Exhibition for the Year 1877,” Annual Report (Boston: Museum of 
Fine Arts, 1877): 17 and http://www.mfa.org/, accessed 5/14/16 (Accession #M6637.) 
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present in this work. Finally, Raphael is pictured in the center left of The Triumph 
garbed in a white robe symbolizing, according to a scholar of Nazarene painting, 
“the universality of his genius.”435 Perkins would also have noted the “tendency to 
simplicity and abstraction” that characterized the broader sweep of Nazarene 
draftsmanship.436 For example, Franz Pforr’s 1808 Allegory of Friendship, a pen 
and ink drawing, is nothing if not reliant on just a few outlines to convey the 
message of piety implied by the image of Christ’s Last Supper hanging on the 
wall.437 (Fig. 3.15) The power of just a few lines may also be seen in Johann 
Friedrich Overbeck’s Portrait of the Artist’s Wife as well as in Julius Schnorr von 
Carolsfeld’s (1794–1872) Half-Nude Female.438 (Fig. 3.16 & 3.17)  
While the Nazarenes were very popular in Germany in the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century, by the early 1830s German critics were finding fault with 
their early Renaissance sources, their stillness, their paleness, and their ghostly 
qualities.439 However, these qualities were precisely those that began to be 
appreciated and emulated in other parts of northern Europe, particularly France 
and England. Thus, Scheffer’s mature work of the late 1830s and beyond 
                                               
435 Keith Andrews, The Nazarenes: A Brotherhood of German Painters in Rome (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1964), 127. See also, Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns,” 36 and Cordelia Grewe, 
“Historicism and the Symbolic Imagination in Nazarene Art,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 89, no. 1 
(March 2007): 98–99. 
436 Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns,” 41. 
437 The inclusion, however, of the Last Supper could suggest a darker message of the betrayal 
one can suffer at the hands of supposed friends. Whichever the case, Pforr deftly speaks to his 
audience with a minimal number of strokes. 
438 I was alerted to these images by Peter Spring, “Rome. The Nazarenes at the Galleria 
Nazionale d’Arte Moderna,” The Burlington Magazine, vol. 123, no. 938 (May, 1981): 328. 
439 Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns,” 4–5. 
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betrayed the strong influence of the Nazarenes, perhaps nowhere more markedly 
than in his Dante and Beatrice (1846). (Fig. 3.18) Here, the basis for the charge 
of paleness and stillness, not to mention “bloodlessness,” that was made by 
German critics against the Nazarene painters may be appreciated given the 
muted background, figures who are so still as to appear frozen, and porcelain 
doll-like facial features. However, these were not problems for Perkins, as was 
made clear by his commission of Scheffer in 1851 of a second copy of the Dante 
and Beatrice.440 He was joined in this approbation of these particular Nazarene 
qualities by Sir Charles Eastlake (1793–1865), first director of the National 
                                               
440 Perkins’ Dante and Beatrice is now in the MFA, Boston (accession #21.1283). In a letter to 
The Crayon of March 18, 1854 Perkins wrote to correct a misstatement regarding his ownership 
of the Dante and Beatrice. Apparently, The Crayon had previously asserted that Perkins owned 
the first Dante and Beatrice. In correcting the error, Perkins elaborated on the circumstances 
under which he acquired his copy. “In 1847 I saw in Scheffer’s studio the first picture which he 
painted of this subject – the one now in Rotterdam, and for which the engraving has been made. 
The picture having been already sold, I endeavored to persuade Mr. Scheffer to copy it for me. 
This he refused to do, saying that he considered it an injury to the original picture. Being again in 
Paris in 1851 he told me one day that if I should like him to paint me the same subject of a 
different size – and with certain variations in the arrangement of the accessories, he was very 
willing to do so…The figures in the Rotterdam picture are larger than life – mine are somewhat 
under life size. The head of Beatrice is quite different in feeling and expression – and the 
arrangement of head, drapery, and crown of leaves also varies. It is quite another and a new 
picture, although the general effect of composition and attitude is the same.” See “Sketchings,” 
The Crayon, vol. 1, no. 13 (March 28, 1855): 204. 
   The 1846 Dante and Beatrice is now housed at the Wolverhampton Art Gallery in the United 
Kingdom. How it came to be there from Rotterdam is not known. However, as described by 
Edward Morris in “Ary Scheffer and his English Circle,” there were quite a few Scheffer 
enthusiasts among the prosperous, politically liberal, and often Unitarian merchants of 
Manchester, England which is relatively close to Wolverhampton in the central part of England. 
See the Wolverhampton Art Gallery website discussion of Dante and Beatrice at 
http://www.wolverhamptonart.org.uk, accessed 2/1/16. 
   Perkins had also acquired Ary Scheffer’s Macbeth and the Witches, which is now in an 
unknown private collection; see ibid. Perkins mentioned the Macbeth in the same letter to The 
Crayon, contrasting its drama and strong color sharply to the Dante and Beatrice. “The Beatrice, 
calm, pure, and thoughtful – a picture in which color is only used as a medium to express the 
most spiritual thought in a visible way.” 
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Gallery, London and one of the earliest authors, along with Jameson and Darley, 
to champion the Early Renaissance painters.441 
For simplicity, holiness and purity, qualities which are the characteristics of 
scriptural scenes, no style was better adapted than that of the Germans… 
It diffuses a sort of calm and sacred dream. To censure it for being 
destitute of colour and light and shade would be ridiculous; such merits 
would, in fact, destroy its character.442 
 
It is undeniable then that Scheffer was at the vortex of a number of visual 
and literary movements at mid-century, all of which sought to elicit sympathy and 
be morally instructive by recalling the style and subject matter of Raphael and of 
the early Italian Renaissance. That this emphasis on an artwork’s visual rhetoric 
seeped into the consciousness of Scheffer’s impressionable pupil Charles 
Callahan Perkins would also seem undeniably so. If nothing else, Perkins had to 
have been reminded on a daily basis of such visually rhetorical works in the 
rooms that he took at the Palazzo Zuccari on 64 Sistina when he returned to 
                                               
441 Other members of Scheffer’s circle who admired the Nazarenes included George Eliot, one of 
the most famous novelists of the period, then and now. She is thought to have modeled one of 
her characters in Middlemarch (1874) on a combination of Friedrich Overbeck and a second-
generation Nazarene named Joseph Führich (1800-1876). The character Adolf Naumann is a 
“long-haired German artist at Rome,” who paints two works, one that features Thomas Aquinas 
among the doctors of the Church, thought to be a reference to Overbeck’s much celebrated The 
Triumph of Christianity in the Arts. The second depicts “the Saints drawing the Car of the 
Church,” thought to be a reference to Führich’s Triumphzug. See Hugh Witemeyer, “George Eliot, 
Naumann, and the Nazarenes,” Victorian Studies, vol. 18, no. 2, 146–149. 
442 Eastlake quoted in William Vaughan, German Romantic Painting (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1980) 183; pointed to this reference by Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns,” 10 and f.n. 60. As 
Eastlake had met the Nazarene painters as well as other early scholars of art history in Italy in the 
early part of his career. See Susanna Avery-Quash and Julie Sheldon, Art for the Nation: The 
Eastlakes and the Victorian Art World (London: The National Gallery Company, 2011), 14–15. 
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Rome.443 As it happened (or perhaps it was not coincidental) 64 Sistina was the 
site of the Nazarene fresco cycle on the life of Joseph from the Old Testament.444 
(Fig. 3.19) Not only did Perkins’ rooms offer these highly instructive Nazarene 
panels, but also scholars conjecture that the ground floor was originally frescoed 
by Zuccari in a series of scenes that focused on the hardships of artistic training 
experienced by his short-lived artist brother Taddeo Zuccari (1529–1566.)445 It is 
certainly possible that the Old Testament tale of trial and triumph that the 
                                               
443 Perkins’ rooms were located in the Artist’s Quarter and were a part of what was known as the 
Palazzo Zuccari. He had secured them with the help of Thomas Crawford. Federico Zuccari, 
Italian Mannerist painter (1540–1609), built the palace for himself and his family in 1590. It had a 
storied history as home to the French landscape artist, Claude Lorrain (1600–1682), the Queen of 
Poland Maria Casimira from 1703 to 1714; and, in the nineteenth century, the American Neo-
classical sculptor, Horatio Greenough. It was also the site where Johann Joachim Winckelmann 
wrote his iconic description of the Apollo Belvedere. Today it is the site of the Bibliotheca 
Hertziana of the world-renowned Max Planck Institute for Art History. See the Bibliotheca’s 
website at http://www.biblhertz.it/; accessed 12/31/15 and Perkins, unbound diary, October 30, 
1847.   
444 In 1816 these rooms were occupied by Jacob Salomon Bartholdy (1779–1825) Prussian 
Consul-General to Rome. He commissioned Friedrich Overbeck (1789–1869) together with fellow 
members of the brotherhood, Peter Cornelius (1783–1867), Wilhelm Schadow (1788–1862), 
Franz Catel (1778–1856) and Philipp Veit (1793–1877) to decorate the sitting room. Apparently, 
Bartholdy had intended a purely decorative scheme, but the painters’ zeal for the Old 
Testament’s typological lessons as well as their commitment to revive the fresco technique and 
cinquecento painting style led them to choose as their subject a fresco cycle detailing Joseph’s 
trials and triumphs in Egypt. See Robert McVaugh, “A Revised Reconstruction of the Casa 
Bartholdy Fresco Cycle,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 66, no. 3 (September 1984): 442–452 and 
Gossman, “Unwilling Moderns,” 32. 
445 This conjecture is based on twenty drawings by Federico housed in the Getty Museum that 
depict the life of Taddeo; see the Getty Museum’s website under “Twenty Drawings Depicting the 
Early Life of Taddeo Zuccaro” at http://www.getty.edu/art/; accessed 12/29/15. While it has not 
been confirmed that these drawings were preparatory to the frescoes on the ground floor, it was 
certainly the case that there were Zuccari frescoes there at the time that the Palazzo housed 
Bartholdy’s apartment as well as when Perkins lived there, as a reference in an 1875 guidebook 
to Rome makes mention of them; see Shakespeare Wood, The Curiosum Urbis: A Guide to 
Ancient and Modern Rome (London: Thomas Cook & Son, 1875), 255. Furthermore, Federico’s 
will of 1603 bequeathed the palazzo to the Accademia di San Luca to serve as housing for 
impoverished young artists coming to Rome to study, so to the extent that Federico had this 
purpose in mind when he was frescoing his palace it would make sense that the subject matter 
would be one of encouragement to struggling artists. See http://www.biblhertz.it/ accessed 
12/31/15. 
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Nazarene painters chose for the upstairs cycle was intended as a typological 
response to the sixteenth-century cautionary tale on the ground floor below. 
Thus, it seems highly likely that Perkins was exposed each and every day from 
October 1847 until the summer of 1849 to artworks from both the Renaissance 
and the nineteenth century that spoke to one another and were intended to teach 
and to inspire, that is to say art that modelled the essence of visual rhetoric. That 
he interpreted the art in this way may be construed from one of his more pithy 
remarks in his journal: “…went to Overbeck’s studio…drawing with line upon line 
are precept upon precept.”446  
 
Section Three: The Trans-Atlantic Tradition of Outline Drawing  
 
When Perkins chose to illustrate his art historical texts with his own 
drawings in outline style he was continuing a manner of drawing that had roots in 
the draftsmanship of some of the most iconic artists in the history of western 
civilization, particularly Raphael, as described in the previous section. Prior to the 
eighteenth century, however, draftsmanship in outline was, more often than not, 
associated with painters’ and sculptors’ preparatory work rather than being a 
stand-alone form of artistic production. In the mid-eighteenth century, as art 
historian Robert Rosenblum has compellingly argued, a new moralizing bent in 
the arts developed in reaction to the shallowness and ephemerality of Rococo 
                                               
446 Perkins, unbound diary, February 18, 1848. 
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subjects and style.447 Seeking to find a “tabula rasa,” artists sought a greater 
solemnity of subject and rigor of style with an ultimate expression in reductive 
and primitive abstractions across the visual arts, including in textual illustrations 
employing the outline style.448 Also fueling this reductive expression was the 
push for authenticity of classical imagery precipitated by the publication of such 
illustrated works as Stuart and Revett’s Antiquities of Athens and other 
Monuments of Greece (1762) and Sir William Hamilton’s 1766 Collection of 
Etruscan, Greek and Roman Antiquities and his 1791 Collection of Engravings 
from Ancient Vases.449 Given that the focus of Hamilton’s work was on the 
etched outlines of ancient vase decoration, the illustrations, particularly of his 
1791 work, privileged the outline style. (Fig. 3.20)  
 Such associations between ancient works and the outline style, 
established by Stuart and Revett, set the stage for the application of the outline 
style to illustrations for classical literature. Most famous were those of the British 
neoclassical sculptor and draftsman, John Flaxman, whose 1793 illustrations for 
Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey as well as for Dante’s Divine Comedy were heralded 
on both sides of the Atlantic.450 Flaxman’s illustrations were aptly characterized 
by Rosenblum as “willfully eliminating the irregularities of luminary and textural 
                                               
447 Robert Rosenblum, Transformations in Late Eighteenth Century Art (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1967), 146–191. 
448 Ibid. 
449 See Dora Wiebenson, “Subjects from Homer’s Iliad in Neoclassical Art,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 
46, no. 1 (March 1964):33–34. The engravings were those of J. H. W. Tischbein. See also 
Margaret Whinney, “Flaxman and the Eighteenth Century. A Commemorative Lecture,” Journal of 
the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 19, no. ¾ (July-December 1956): 273–275. 
450 Symmons, “Flaxman’s Outlines,” 591–599. 
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effects, paring his vocabulary down to the rudimentary language of pure outline 
on monochrome paper.”451 (See Fig. 2.2.) That Rosenblum used literary 
terminology (denoted by my italics) to drive home the expressiveness of 
Flaxman’s outline style is highly suggestive of its visual rhetoric, something that 
had not been lost on Harvard Professor Cornelius Felton and his student one 
hundred years earlier, as was discussed in the previous chapter. The flat, frieze-
like composition, totally blank background, minimal props, absence of shading 
except in the most stylized way, and reliance on contour, line, and gesture to tell 
the story are typical of Flaxman’s oeuvre. His chief inspiration came from the 
archaeological publications and illustrations of Stuart and Revett and Sir William 
Hamilton. Flaxman traced plates in the former early in his career and his 
masterful imitations of Greek sculpture for Wedgwood beginning in 1775 
demonstrated the depth of his acquaintance with the originals.452 
While scholars agree that Flaxman’s eschewal of shading and other 
illusionism epitomizes the outline style, it is also clear from art historical 
scholarship on his predecessors, contemporaries, and successors that less 
minimalistic approaches were also considered the “outline style.” Examples 
generally gave a nod to greater three dimensional modeling or more fully fleshed 
out background details (or both), but always retained the element of outline, 
                                               
451 Rosenblum, Transformations, 59. According to Rosenblum, the Dante illustrations were 
completed in 1793 but not publicized until 1802 because the patron, Thomas Hope, wished to 
“enjoy them privately.” (169, f.n. 76) Emphasis mine. 
452 Wiebenson, “Homer’s Iliad,” 33. 
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achieved through one or more techniques including dark contours, reference to 
bas-reliefs, or dematerialized forms. Thus, drawings for Richard Gough’s 
Sepulchral Monuments, in Great Britain of 1786 by the Englishman William Blake 
(1757–1827) were executed with considerable cross-hatching but no background 
details and a highly stylized outline treatment of hair, face, and clothing.453 (Fig. 
3.21) The Death of Cordelia of 1789 by another Englishman George Romney 
(1734–1802) included greater three-dimensionality of the figures, but pure outline 
treatment of furnishings and architectural background. (Fig. 3.22) In 1795 the  
Danish-German artist, Asmus-Jacob Carstens (1754–1798) executed a drawing 
of Priam and Achilles combining figures drawn in dark outline with only schematic 
lines demarcating folds of drapery and anatomical features but with somewhat 
greater attention to background detail.454 (Fig. 3.23) Nineteenth-century 
successor works to those of Flaxman included the outlines of the German 
Romantic Moritz Retzsch (1779–1857) who illustrated Schiller, Goethe, and 
Shakespeare in minimalist outlines of figures, backgrounds, and props, although 
not quite as sparingly as his famed predecessor. (Fig. 3.24) 
Across the Atlantic, the major nineteenth-century successor to Flaxman 
was Felix Octavius Carr Darley (1822–1888), one of the most popular, if not the 
                                               
453 Whinney, “Flaxman,” 274. 
454 Wiebenson, “Homer’s Iliad,” 30. 
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most popular, of American illustrators working at that time.455 His prodigious 
oeuvre included illustrations to the great literary works of the American 
Renaissance novelists and poets, as well as to travel narratives of historians and 
naturalists and many works of humor and morality.456 While no documentary 
proof that Perkins knew Darley personally has been uncovered, it would seem 
highly likely as Darley illustrated the work of both the poet Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow and the naturalist Francis Parkman, the former a long-time friend of 
Perkins and the latter his fellow Boston Athenaeum supporter and Harvard 
classmate. There can be no question, however, that Perkins knew of Darley’s 
work, given the illustrator’s popularity and productivity on the one hand and the 
scholar’s insatiable appetite for the latest developments in the arts in his native 
land on the other.457 In addition, Darley’s reputation extended to England and 
                                               
455 The middle decades of nineteenth-century America saw an explosion of growth in printmaking 
and book publishing. This growth was a result of the introduction of lithography and other 
planographic printing processes on the supply side and an increasingly literate citizenry hungry 
for “newspapers, periodicals and bound volumes that were cogent, attractive, and illustrated” on 
the demand side. See E. McSherry Fowble and Ian M. G. Quimby, “Foreword,” in: The American 
Illustrated Book in the Nineteenth Century, ed. Gerald W. R. Ward (Winterthur: Winterthur 
Museum, 1987), vii.  
456 Sue W. Reed, “F. O. C. Darley’s Outline Illustrations,” in: American Illustrated Book, 113. 
Darley has not received much scholarly attention in the last few decades. The most recent 
treatment has been by Reed. Earlier treatments have included Christine Anne Hahler, 
“…illustrated by Darley” (Wilmington: Delaware Art Museum, 1978); Ethel King, Darley: The Most 
Popular Illustrator of his Time (Brooklyn, NY: Theo. Gaus’ Sons, 1964);  and Theodore Bolton, 
“The Book Illustrations of Felix Octavius Carr Darley,” Proceedings of the American Antiquarian 
Society, 61, no. 1 (April 1951): 136–182; accessed at the Society’s website at 
http://www.americanantiquarian.org/  on 1/23/16. 
457 At least one Bostonian owned copies of his drawings and exhibited them at the Athenaeum in 
1856 suggesting a level of familiarity with his work in the elite Boston circle. See Perkins and 
Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 45. No owner is listed by Perkins and Gavin but the MFA Annual 
Report for 1890 shows that Nathan Appleton donated two drawings by F. O. C. Darley. As 
Appleton was a very close friend and neighbor of Longfellow’s on Brattle Street in Cambridge it 
would be reasonable to assume that he would have known of Darley and been inclined to 
purchase his work.  
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France in the middle of the century, countries which Perkins frequented at that 
time.458  
Several aspects of Darley’s work would have drawn Perkins to him. First, 
Darley often etched his own work as Perkins would do as well. Secondly, 
Darley’s work, as described by art and book historian Sue Reed, sought to “make 
literary and historical characters and events graphically visible to his 
contemporaries and helped to codify our image of America’s past.”459 This goal 
coincided exactly with Perkins’ aims for his scholarship, his illustrations, and his 
museum work, as he envisioned and acted upon them in the late 1850s and early 
1860s. Thus, Darley’s drawings in support of such nationalistic agendas would 
certainly have resonated with Perkins. Most important to Perkins, however, was 
that when Darley illustrated texts with nationalistic agendas, he more often than 
not did so in the outline style. In 1843, Darley made a series of fourteen outline 
drawings entitled Scenes in Indian Life that sought to chronicle the life of a great 
Native American chief. (Fig. 3.25) Showing their stylistic debt to Flaxman, they 
featured scenes of buffalo and bear hunting, war parties, and family life. As Reed 
points out, in 1843 Darley also produced In Town and About, a series of pen 
lithographs of urban Philadelphia scenes, that are much more heavily shaded, 
                                               
458 Darley’s illustrations to Washington Irving’s The Legend of Sleepy Hollow were so popular in 
London that publishers worked hard to persuade Darley to relocate to the British capital. In 
France, Darley’s larger wash drawings were lithographed and distributed widely. See Richard 
Henry Stoddard, “Felix O. C. Darley,” National Magazine, vol. 9, no. 15 (September 1856): 193–
197. I was directed to Stoddard’s discussion of Darley and Retzsch by Reed, “Darley’s Outline 
Illustrations,” 116. 
459 Reed, “Darley’s Outline Illustrations,” 113. 
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suggesting that the outline style was associated in Darley’s mind with loftier 
topics than ones of everyday life.460 (Fig. 3.26)  
In keeping with this pairing of lofty topics and outline illustrations, when the 
American Art-Union, the short-lived but ground-breaking organization for artists in 
New York City, commissioned Darley in 1848 to produce six illustrations to 
Washington Irving’s Rip Van Winkle it specified that they should be in outline 
format.461 Darley both drew the scenes and etched them in stone, a printing 
method that was ideally suited to preserving the draftsman’s hand, and in this 
case the primacy of the outline.462 Darley went on to illustrate other iconic 
American works of the period by James Fenimore Cooper and Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, but it was in his cover image for the Reverend Sylvester Judd’s 1845 
moralistic tale Margaret that he came closest to Flaxman.463 The abundant 
descriptive detail in the tale would have given Darley, an artist lauded for his 
clarity, the ideal opportunity to both illustrate and reinforce the novel’s moralistic 
messages.464 Appropriately, he used a white line against a black background and 
                                               
460 Ibid., 117. 
461 Ibid., 118–119. That the American Art-Union saw the outline style as ennobling is also evident 
in its choice of Darley’s illustrations of the Last of the Mohicans to grace the pages of the April 
edition of the 1851 Bulletin. As this was the edition in which the Union made it impassioned plea 
for its own value in the face of growing criticism, the implication was that it saw such illustrations 
as emblematic of its own cultural contributions. See “The History, Plan, and Position of the 
American Art-Union,” Bulletin of the American Art Union, no. 1 (April 1851): 17–20. 
462 Reed corroborates this judgment stating that lithographic etching was “eminently suited to 
Darley’s outline designs.” (“Darley’s Outline Illustrations,” 120) 
463 Margaret is a child who worships nature and is educated in the classics. In adulthood she 
finally formally becomes a Christian when her brother is executed for murder.  See ibid., 124. 
464 The detail includes careful descriptions of late eighteenth century rural life in Massachusetts, 
including the natural landscape, the traditions such as camp meetings and husking bees, and the 
nuances of speech and behavior of Margaret and her fellow characters. See Stoddard, “Darley,” 
197. 
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a palmette border in a manner that was very reminiscent of Greek black figure 
vases and Wedgwood designs inspired by the Greek vase painters, bringing to 
mind the simplicity and nobility of Flaxman’s outlines. (Fig. 3.27) 
On the basis of these predecessors and successors to Flaxman’s style, it 
is fair to say that one could vary the British draftsman’s extreme distillation of 
imagery and still be considered a practitioner of the outline style. Furthermore, 
these variations may also be attributed to changes in the prevailing artistic style 
of the day and, if intended as textual illustration, by the purpose to which the text 
was being put.465  
 
Section Four: Illustrated Art History — “Making the Legible Visible”466 
 
Perkins left Europe in 1854 to return to Boston to marry Frances 
Davenport Bruen, whom he had met and courted during his sojourn in Rome of 
the late 1840s. He married Frances in 1855 and their first child, Mary Eleanor, 
                                               
465 For example, Flaxman was creating his illustrations to Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey in the last 
decade of the eighteenth century, the height of the neo-classical era, when artists like Jacques-
Louis David were equating a flat, stark, reductive style to a classical purity and authenticity, such 
as may be found in David’s 1793 oil painting Death of Marat. Similarly, the successors to 
Flaxman in the first half of the nineteenth century were creating their illustrations when Flaxman’s 
unrelenting minimalism had been softened by the new romantic inclinations of more volumetric 
and atmospheric touches, such as may be found in Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres’ Giancotto 
Discovers Paolo and Francesca (1820). 
466 The art historian Donald Preziosi used the phrase “Making the Visible Legible,” in The Art of 
Art History: A Critical Anthology, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 7–11. He had 
first introduced the concept of symbiosis between art history and art museums underlying this 
evocative phrase in “The Question of Art History,” Critical Inquiry, vol. 18, no. 2 (Winter 1992): 
363–386. I invert the phrase here to make the point that the advent of illustrated art histories in 
the late eighteenth-century was the first step toward such a symbiosis. See Ingrid Vermeulen, 
Picturing Art History: The Rise of the Illustrated History of Art in the Eighteenth Century 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2010): 91. My construction of the art historical 
developments that impinged on Perkins’ scholarship and illustrations is indebted in part to both 
Preziosi and Vermeulen. 
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was born in 1856. In the summer of 1857, Samuel Eliot, then President of Trinity 
College in Hartford, Connecticut, invited his cousin Perkins, whom he appointed 
a Lecturer on Art (without pay), to give a “short course of lectures” on the “Rise 
and Progress of Painting to the Beginning of the Sixteenth Century.”467 According 
to Eliot’s memorial to Perkins, these lectures were “a turning point” in the latter’s 
career in that “from the time of their delivery through all the years that lay before 
him, he was neither painter nor musician by profession, but a writer and a 
speaker upon Art.”468  
Certainly Eliot correctly identified the moment when Perkins began to think 
of himself as an art historian, because shortly after fulfilling his obligation at 
Trinity, having moved with his new wife and baby to Florence for what was to be 
their final sojourn in Europe, Perkins met and befriended the Frenchman Alexis-
François Rio (1797–1874.) It was Rio, whose romantic writings about Christian 
art will be explored shortly, who reinforced Perkins’ choice of art history as his 
profession.469 However, Eliot’s description of Perkins as “a writer and a speaker 
upon Art” overlooked the fact that Perkins also drew and etched his own 
illustrations as accompaniment to his scholarly writing, an aspect of his 
professional persona that lay at the core of his ground-breaking impact as a 
                                               
467 Research into the Trinity College Archives has yielded no records of Perkins’ course materials, 
a disappointment as this early instance of teaching art history on Perkins’ part was pioneering, 
preceding not only Charles Eliot Norton’s first art history courses at Harvard (1876) but also the 
famed British art critic, John Ruskin, who became the first Slade Professor of Fine Art at Oxford 
University in 1869. 
468 Eliot, “Memoir,” 8–9. 
469 Ibid. 
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visual rhetorician in post-Civil War Boston. This placed him in an elite northern 
European group of art historians of classical and Renaissance art who in the late 
eighteenth through mid-nineteenth centuries were the earliest to combine text 
and image of the artwork within the confines of the book itself.470  
Before turning to the roots of Perkins’ scholarly and illustrative practices, it 
will be useful to first account for his training in engraving from Félix Bracquemond 
(1833–1914) and Maxime Lalanne (1827–1886), the foremost leaders of the 
etching revival in mid-century Paris.471 While, again, we know very little from 
archival sources of why (and when) Perkins chose to follow such a path, we can 
— again — reasonably infer from the engravers’ artistic careers what appealed to 
Perkins and what aesthetic choices he may have emulated.472 First, as etchers, 
Bracquemond and Lalanne had chosen the form of engraving considered the 
                                               
470 Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, 91. 
471 The mid-nineteenth century in France had seen a rebirth of interest in etching, a centuries-old 
art, but one that had lost traction to lithography, wood engraving, and a range of photomechanical 
reproductive processes. Early adapters of etching included Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres 
(1780–1867), Eugène Delacroix (1798–1863), Camille Corot (1796–1875), and Paul Huet (1803–
1869) but it was not until mid-century that graphic artists really made etching their primary 
medium and developed it to its full potential. They thought of themselves as “painter-printmakers,” 
their goals were to mine the medium for its formal and expressive properties, and they sought to 
establish a lineage for themselves with the great masters of the medium in the past, particularly 
Rembrandt. See Cosmo Monkhouse, Exhibition Illustrative of the French Revival of Etching 
(London: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1891), 5–10 and Eric Denker, “Félix Bracquemond: 
Impressionist Innovator – Selections from the Frank Raysor Collection,” Nineteenth-Century Art 
Worldwide, vol. 14, no. 3 (Autumn, 2015): 1–10, accessed on-line at http://www.19thc-
artworldwide.org/ , 1/11/16. 
472 In terms of the timing of Perkins’ study of engraving with these two masters, we only know that 
it was at some point during his third and final sojourn in Europe which began in 1857 (Hirayama, 
With Éclat, 60). However, as he published his first scholarly text, Tuscan Sculptors, in 1864 and 
employed his own engravings, clearly his training must have occurred sometime during the period 
of 1857 and 1864. 
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closest to drawing and thus the most authentically artistic.473 Secondly, they were 
unequivocally dedicated to line as the ultimate tool for optimizing their art’s 
communicative powers. Bracquemond made this crystal clear in his 1885 work 
promoting engraving, Du dessin et de la couleur.  
Contour notes the limit where, from one point of view, a body, a space 
seems to terminate. The terms “line, contour, stroke, plan, elevation, 
section, template, size, profile, silhouette, schema” serve to signify “form” 
when the form is effectively limited by some kind of outline….Ingres told 
his students: “Sirs, everything has form, even smoke.”474 
  
While this statement was published well after Perkins studied with Bracquemond, 
it clearly expressed a fundamental principle that had emerged out of many years 
of single-minded toil. Beyond the communicative powers that Bracquemond saw 
in line alone was his addition of text to his works. For example, in his Margot la 
Critique ou la Pie — he was most famous for his animal and bird prints — he 
included four verses of banal text surrounding a magpie, who stood on top of an 
annotated map of Paris, which itself was attached to a globe. (Fig. 3.28) The 
annotations mark various cultural institutions of Paris such as the Opéra and the 
Académie. The magpie is in full throat with wings and legs akimbo for maximum 
                                               
473 Etching involved drawing with a sharp needle into the waxed coating on a metal plate so that 
the metal was exposed but not penetrated. Once submerged in acid, the exposed metal is eaten 
into and a groove is formed. Then sticky ink is rubbed into the grooves and a sheet of damp 
paper is placed on top of the plate and covered with a blanket and rolled through the printing 
press. See MFA Boston, Introduction to Printmaking Processes; the Metropolitan Museum 
Heilbrunn Timeline, “The Printed Image in the West: Etching,” http://www.metmuseum.org/, 
accessed 1/18/16; and MOMA, “What is a Print?” http://www.moma, accessed 1/18/16.   
474 Bracquemond in Du dessin et de la couleur (18) as quoted by Robert H. Getscher, Felix 
Bracquemond and the Etching Process (Wooster, Ohio: College of Wooster Art Center Museum, 
1974): 10. While working in his teens for a commercial lithographer in Paris, Bracquemond was 
introduced to etching by the painter Joseph Guichard (1806–1880) who had studied with Ingres in 
Lyons and would later teach Berthe Morisot. See Getscher, Félix Bracquemond, 7.   
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intensity and holds a quill pen in one of her claws, the implication being that she 
is screeching her criticisms of these venerable sites to the world at large.475 
Bracquemond was also quite Ruskinian in his commitment to “truth to nature.” He 
believed “that a work of graphic art must bear on its face, undisguised, the 
characteristics of the technique by which it was produced.”476 As such, he 
appeared to suggest that the medium had a rhetorical value all of its own.   
In Lalanne’s case a posthumous biographical entry described his 
reverence for line as follows: “Although trained in the use of the fusain, Lalanne 
never was seduced by love of depth and richness of tone into abandoning, or 
even modifying, the pure linear technique which is the basic principle of the art of 
the needle.”477 While less polemical than Bracquemond in his work, he was still 
concerned to have it “speak” to viewers, choosing to make clarity of line the 
instrument of his message.  
Clarity is a distinguishing trait of Lalanne’s style…He apparently never 
experienced the slightest difficulty in saying precisely what he wished and 
in the precise way in which he wished to say it. Seldom, in his best plates, 
is there a stroke that is not essential; and in many of his sketches, where 
he employs a free line remarkable alike for the brevity of its indications, 
the clearness of its evocative power, and the negligent nonchaloir of its 
flowing loops and lacets, he reveals a faculty for generalization that is 
                                               
475 deYoung/Legion of Honor, Margot la Critique; accessed 1/18/16 at http://art.famsf.org. 
476 Frank Weitenkampf, “Félix Bracquemond,” Print Collectors’ Quarterly (April 1912): 222; 
accessed 1/11/16 at http://babel.hathitrust.org. 
477 Fusain translates as a fine charcoal used in drawing. Lalanne’s early career was in law, but he 
drew in his spare time and was eventually persuaded to abandon the law in favor of his art. In 
1850 his six drawings exhibited at the eighth Exposition of the Philomathique Society in the Palais 
de Justice were met with enthusiastic encouragement from the press in his hometown of 
Bordeaux.  He did not exhibit as an etcher at the Salon until 1862, but from that point on was 
prodigious in his production. See William Aspenwall Bradley, “Maxime Lalanne,” The Print 
Collectors’ Booklets (Boston: Houghton Mifflin for the MFA, Boston, 1914): 3–16; accessed 
1/23/16 at http://babel.hathitrust.org/ .   
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amazing…[No one has used line] so cursively, with such literary grace and 
facility, or developed a style so accomplished and idiomatic.478 
 
In his Bordeaux, Quai des Chartrons of circa 1860, for example, the minimal 
number of lines and the virtual absence of cross hatching or other techniques to 
indicate mass are evident, and yet the viewer is totally clear that the building 
casts a shadow, that the road paving is differentiated from the earthy material of 
the quai, and that the boat riggings are extensive (Fig. 3.29). That Lalanne was 
also the pre-eminent teacher of etching, publishing Traité de la gravure à l’eau-
forte in 1866, would also have appealed not only to the eager student in Perkins, 
but also to the aspiring arts educator.   
Thus, Bracquemond and Lalanne, each in their particular ways, were 
equally tuned in to art’s visual rhetoric as their Romantic counterparts in 
sculpture, painting, and criticism who have been discussed earlier in the chapter. 
Certainly, the methodological shift in the discipline of art history from one that 
focused on biographies of artists, most famously established by Giorgio Vasari’s 
1550 Lives of the Artists, to one that looked more intensely to the artworks 
themselves, both heralded and punctuated this conception of art’s mission.479 
The impetus for the shift came from the work of Johann Joachim Winckelmann 
(1717–1768), the Prussian classicist who charted the formative stages of ancient 
Greek and Roman art in his iconic text entitled Geschichte der Kunst des 
                                               
478 Bradley, “Lalanne,” 7. Emphasis mine. 
479 Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, 8. 
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Alterthums (translated as History of the Art of Antiquity.)480 The opening words of 
his preface proclaimed his intentions, leaving no doubt that he chose to 
distinguish his text by focusing on artworks and the contextual factors that 
shaped them. 
The history of the art of antiquity that I have endeavored to write is no 
mere narrative of chronology and alterations of art, for I take the word 
history in the wider sense that it has in the Greek language and my 
intention is to provide a system…the focus…is on the essence of art, on 
which the history of individual artists has little bearing.481 
 
As art historian Ingrid Vermeulen points out persuasively, the 
methodological shift in favor of the artwork had the additional ramification of 
highlighting the importance of a physically proximate image to both illustrate the 
artwork’s formal qualities and allow for comparison across periods. Vermeulen 
positions Winckelmann’s construction of the “artistic past” as one based on the 
organizational methods of the drawings collections that he consulted.482 
Furthermore, Vermeulen asserts that Winckelmann’s choice of drawings over 
reproductive prints was purposeful, a choice that aligned him with other art 
theorists and connoisseurs of his time who believed that because drawing 
                                               
480 The legacy of his work may also be found in the subsequent revival of Greek and Roman 
sculpture in the neo-classical period as well as in the literary and philosophical works of the 
German Romantics, aspects that will be taken up further when considering their impact on 
Perkins’ scholarship and museum work later in the dissertation. See Alex Potts, “Introduction,” in: 
Johann Joachim Winckelmann, History of the Art of Antiquity, Potts, ed., Harry F. Mallgrave, 
trans. (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2006). This 2006 publication of the History of the Art of 
Antiquity – the source that I reference throughout the chapter – represents the first time that the 
work has been published both in English and in the exact form of the first edition (Dresden, 1764.)  
481 Potts, Winckelmann, 71. 
482 Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, 15. 
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showcased the artist’s style and revealed the artist’s initial conception, it was the 
medium best suited to a connoisseur/art historian’s purpose.483  
While Winckelmann’s illustrations of his seminal work of 1764, Geschichte 
der Kunst des Alterthums, were not copious, his inclusion of a detailed “Legend” 
for the engravings and his strategic placement of images made it clear that he 
saw them as integral to his text. For example, he described an engraving that is a 
pastiche of several different images. Winckelmann explained that he had used 
the pastiche “because no representation was to be found whose import suited 
this chapter.”484 Appropriately he placed it at the beginning of the first chapter 
which is entitled, “Origin of Art and Reasons for its Diversity among Peoples.” 
Other images reinforced the key visual factors in the progress of the arts, for 
example from the Egyptian to the Etrurian to the Greek and to the Roman. (Fig. 
3.30) A final example of Winckelmann’s careful attention to his images may be 
found in another of the engraving legends. 
[The gem]…that was once in the Farnese museo in Naples…depicts 
Bacchus next to Ariadne and I have selected these heads as exemplars of 
beauty. In the engraving, however, the high conception of beauty in the 
heads has not been fully achieved, even though this is the third engraving 
that I have commissioned.485  
 
In this statement we see his meticulous attention to the mimetic accuracy of the 
images as well as the high esteem in which Winckelmann held draftsmanship. 
                                               
483 Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, 93–97.  
484 Potts, Winckelmann, 82. 
485 Ibid., 83.   
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Perkins was indebted to the Prussian classicist in several ways. The 
American privileged, not only in focus but in celebratory language, a discrete 
period of art, late medieval and early Renaissance, just as Winckelmann 
privileged the art of the Greeks. Perkins focused on sculpture as did 
Winckelmann, although for the latter there was no other choice, as Greek 
paintings have not survived. Perkins relied on drawings (his own, as it happened) 
as the bases for his illustrations; Winckelmann, as identified above, also relied on 
drawings, although more as an historical guide. Perkins was strategic in his use 
of illustrations as was Winckelmann, both selecting images to reinforce their key 
points and both using creative mechanisms, such as pastiches, to enhance the 
impact of their imagery. Last, but not least, both sought to recreate a “vision of a 
finer order of things lodged in certain aspects of the art of the past.”486 All of this 
said, to suggest that Winckelmann had a direct, unmediated influence on Perkins 
would be to forget that they were separated by one hundred years of 
methodological developments in the fields of art history and of textual illustration. 
The balance of this section addresses several art historical works, some 
illustrated, some not, which built on the innovative aspects of Winckelmann’s 
work and appear to have impinged on Perkins’ choices as both art historian and 
art historical illustrator. 
Winckelmann’s careful introduction of illustrations as part of his new-found 
emphasis on the artworks themselves presaged two art historical works in the 
                                               
486 Ibid., 35. 
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early nineteenth century that not only included illustrations, but illustrations in 
outline form. The earliest of these was the Histoire de l’art par les monuments 
(1810–1823), the work of the French author Jean-Baptiste Séroux d’Agincourt 
(1730–1814) covering classical to eighteenth century art, including medieval art 
which had been largely ignored by other eighteenth-century accounts.487 
According to Vermeulen, d’Agincourt’s illustrations resembled the walls of an art 
gallery, as he arranged a series of artworks in columns and rows within the 
confines of a given plate. (Fig. 3.31) In this way, she asserts, his book functioned 
very much like a museum, although he had the advantage of being able to 
custom-design the proportions of the artworks to meet his requirements, which 
included privileging verticality over horizontality for ease of access.488 Thus, 
d’Agincourt “guided the visitors around. He explained the art historical 
arrangements, halted before the most remarkable pieces, showed the mutual 
relations between certain works, and established their value.”489 His principal 
organizational method for analyzing art was chronology, his secondary method 
that of school, and his tertiary method that of artist. This ordering, combined with 
his placement of text and image in close correspondence with one another, and 
his inclusion of the previously uncharted art of the medieval period, made his 
work innovative.490 He was also a champion of the early Italian Renaissance as 
                                               
487 Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, 178. 
488 Ibid., 179–183. 
489 Ibid. 
490 Ibid., 178. 
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he devoted the largest percentage of his plates to the artists Masaccio and 
Raphael, “the true innovators of art in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
respectively. He believed Masaccio had the capacity to make paintings ‘speak’ 
and Raphael was the master of idealized classical beauty.”491 Last, but certainly 
not least, d’Agincourt’s illustrations, based on his own tracings, were entirely 
executed in outline form.492  
Count Leopoldo Cicognara’s (1767–1834) history of sculpture in Italy from 
classical antiquity through the 18th centuries followed the d’Agincourt. Entitled 
Storia della scultura dal suo risorgimento in Italia fino al secolo di Canova the text 
was first published in Venice from 1813 to 1818 and in a second edition in Prato 
from 1823–1824. Cicognara made explicit his debt to Winckelmann and 
d’Agincourt by indicating in his subtitle that his work continued theirs.493 Of note, 
Cicognara’s history of sculpture approached the development of the medium as a 
continuous arc that comprised five phases from “Pisano, via Donatello to 
Michelangelo and via Bernini to Canova.”494 Of particular note, in terms of 
resonance for Perkins, Cicognara’s illustrations were, like d’Agincourt’s, executed 
in outline style, and a number of them bear considerable similarity to those of the 
American scholar, a similarity that will be demonstrated in the next chapter. (Fig. 
3.32) 
                                               
491 Ibid., 202. 
492 Ibid., 178–203. 
493 His subtitle was “per servire di continuazione all opere di Winckelmann et di d’Agincourt.” 
494 Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, 255. 
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Beginning in the 1820s, a strain of nineteenth-century art history that 
celebrated medieval and early Renaissance art emerged. The roots of this strain 
were in the same German Romantic movements of the late eighteenth and early-
nineteenth centuries that were briefly mentioned in connection with the revival of 
early Italian Renaissance art. Wilhelm Wackenrode (1773–1798), Friedrich 
Schlegel (1772–1829), and Ludwig Tieck (1773–1853) were key literary and 
philosophical players in launching these movements.495 However, the roots were 
also found in Winckelmann’s Romanticism. While thought of as a staunch Neo-
classicist, there was clear evidence of romantic inclinations in his writings, 
particularly as applied to “the subjectivity of his descriptions.”496 For example, as 
art historian David Irwin pointed out, the fervency of Winckelmann’s 
interpretations of the Apollo Belvedere and the Laocoön, could never be 
construed as dispassionate. 
The French historian Alexis-François Rio (1797–1874) was a leader in 
developing this romantic strain of art history which privileged early Italian 
Renaissance art.497 He was also, of course, Perkins’ friend who encouraged him 
to choose the profession of art history and to whom Perkins, in gratitude, 
                                               
495 In 1797, Wackenroder published the highly influential Herzensergiessungen eines 
kunstliebenden Klosterbruders (translated at “The Heartfelt Outpourings of an Art-Loving Monk”), 
in which he asserted that the most evocative art was religious art. Schlegel shared this belief in 
the power of religious art, claiming that the deeply-felt Christian faith of the early Renaissance 
masters shone forth with a purity as yet untainted by the revival of antique paganism. See Hale, 
England and the Italian Renaissance,153–154 and David J. DeLaura, “The Context of Browning’s 
Painter Poems: Aesthetics, Polemics, Historics,” PMLA, vol. 95, no. 3 (May 1980): 367–388. 
496 David Irwin, Winckelmann, Writings on Art (London: Phaidon Press, 1972), 48. 
497 Hale, England and the Italian Renaissance, 153. 
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dedicated his first major work of scholarship, The Tuscan Sculptors.498 In the 
early 1830s Rio read Italienische Forschungen (1827) by Carl Friedrich von 
Rumohr (1785–1843) and was much taken with its focus on Raphael and the 
artists of the late medieval and early Renaissance periods. A seminal work of art 
history, Rumohr’s text will be discussed momentarily within the context of the 
German, more historically driven, art historians.499  
Several years later Rio published De la poésie chrétienne (1836), the 
underlying thrust of which was to glorify religious art of the late medieval and 
early Renaissance periods as not yet having become “alloyed with the debasing 
element of scientific or pagan interest.”500 Like Rumohr, Rio considered Raphael 
the summa, but, differing from Rumohr, he was not so much impressed with 
naturalism and originality, or for that matter with the artist’s technique, but with 
whether the work of art’s clarity and purity reflected the poetry of Christian art.501 
Thus, for Rio, Raphael was perfection only up to the point of completing the 
Disputà and the School of Athens in the Stanza della Segnatura, as he believed 
that Raphael’s art began to be degraded by paganism thereafter.502 Rio gave 
                                               
498 Rio was born in Port-Louis, in Brittany, to very religious Royalist peasants. Raised there, he 
fought for the Royalists in the Hundred Days War against Napoleon Bonaparte, and then moved 
to Paris, where he considered, but ultimately rejected, the priesthood. Nonetheless, he remained 
highly religious and in 1828 joined France’s Foreign Minister Comte Auguste de la Feronnays 
(1777–1842) as a major promoter of the Catholic Revival in France. For biographical details, see 
entry for “Rio” at http://www.dictionaryofarthistorians.org/, accessed 7/22/14. 
499 Camillo von Klenze, “The Growth of Interest in the Early Italian Masters: From Tischbein to 
Ruskin,” Modern Philology, vol. 4, no. 2 (October 1906): 50–51. 
500 Hale, England and the Italian Renaissance, 153. 
501 von Klenze, “Tischbein to Ruskin,” 59. 
502 Ibid., 55. 
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high praise to a number of artists before Raphael as well, including the Sienese 
artists Duccio (c.1255–c.1319) and Simone Martini (1283–1344), Giotto (1266–
1337), Orcagna (1308–1368), Fra Angelico (1395–1455), and Perugino (1446–
1523). For the most part, though, the Frenchman believed that during the 
fifteenth century, as elements of classical civilization were increasingly 
uncovered and revered, naturalism and paganism in art led to impurities. For 
example, in his view, donor portraits infringed on otherwise sacred themes, and 
realistic depiction of divine figures, such as the Madonnas of Fra Filippo Lippi 
(1406–1469), stripped them of any celestial connection.503 While Fra Angelico 
painted during the same time period of these corrupting influences, by virtue of 
his isolation in a monastery, he retained the mysticism that Rio considered 
essential to great art. In this regard, Rio devoted an entire chapter to Savonarola 
(1452–1498), the Dominican friar who led the late fifteenth-century protest 
against the increasing secularism under the Medici.504 Rio also chose as his 
frontispiece an engraving of Fra Angelico’s Coronation of the Virgin. As his sole 
illustration and as the herald of the textual analysis to come, it reinforced not only 
Rio’s high regard for Fra Angelico’s work, but also his recognition that images 
mattered. Notably, it was executed in outline style. (Fig. 3.33) 
Rio’s poésie chrétienne had limited popularity in France, but was very well 
received in England. Rio married a Welsh woman in 1834, spoke English fluently, 
                                               
503 Ibid., 52. 
504 Ibid., 56. 
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and from 1836 forward made many trips across the Channel, where he was well 
known and respected by such prominent figures as Prime Minister William 
Gladstone, the Romantic poet William Wordsworth, the Victorian poet Robert 
Browning, and the essayist Thomas Carlyle.505 Most importantly, for purposes of 
this dissertation, Rio had several ardent followers among art writers in England, 
including Anna Jameson, whose promotion of the early Italian artists has been 
discussed earlier in the chapter, and Lord Lindsay (1812–1880).506 Jameson 
considered her 1841 meetings with Rio in Paris — when she toured the Louvre 
with him twice — to be among the most fateful and important events of her life.507 
Rio’s thesis had a major influence on her first important work on the subject, 
Memoirs of the Early Italian Painters (1845), particularly as related to her 
positioning of the great divide between artists whose religiosity shone through, 
but were not necessarily technically perfect, and those whose virtues were 
                                               
505 Ibid., 60. According to von Klenze, only twelve copies of Rio’s book were sold in France in the 
first five months of its appearance. See also DeLaura, “Painter Poems,” 367–369; J. B. Bullen, 
Continental Crosscurrents: British Criticism and European Art, 1810-1910 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 93; and Wallace K. Ferguson, The Renaissance in Historical Thought: 
Five Centuries of Interpretation (Cambridge, MA:  The Riverside Press, 1948), 141–143. 
506 The much-studied and highly influential British critic, John Ruskin (1819–1900) was also a 
follower of Alexis-François Rio in several ways. Certainly, the central tenet of Rio’s work on 
Christian art, as has been described here, heavily influenced Ruskin’s belief that unless art 
expressed a sincere religious sentiment it could not be ennobling. Additionally, Rio’s 
characterization of early Italian Renaissance art before Raphael as employing the perfect 
religious sentiment, and art after Raphael as crushing that religious sentiment, also played a 
significant role in Ruskin’s veneration of the first and abhorrence of the second. However, in the 
latter, Ruskin took an even more pedantic tone, finding Raphael to be the cause of the downfall of 
art, something that Jameson and Lindsay, could not find it in themselves to do, as was described 
above. Thus, Perkins’ own high regard for Raphael, not to mention his far more historical and 
neutral tones, separate him from Ruskin, as will be further analyzed in the following chapter. For 
discussion on Ruskin as a follower of Rio, see von Klenze, “Tischbein to Ruskin,” 63–68. 
507 See DeLaura, “Painter Poems,” 374 and Bullen, Crosscurrents, 117. 
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reversed. As a Protestant (even a “skeptical” one, according to one scholar), 
however, she felt the need to carefully position these early sacred works by 
describing them in situ and stressing their historical context as well as 
encouraging her readers to consider them “as they might fine and improving 
literature.” She was also not prepared to go to the lengths that Rio did in entirely 
rejecting the High Renaissance, as exemplified by her unqualified endorsement 
of all of Raphael’s oeuvre.508 Of particular interest with respect to Anna 
Jameson’s work was that it was quite abundantly illustrated in the outline style. 
(Fig. 3.34) While the illustrations are not credited, and have not been discussed 
in scholarship, they together with her balanced views, her privileging of the early 
Italians, and her view of art as equivalent to “fine and improving literature,” 
suggest that Jameson may well have been a close second to Rio in terms of 
influencing Perkins.  
Alexander William Crawford, then Lord Lindsay and later the 25th Earl of 
Crawford and 8th Earl of Balcarres published Sketches of the History of Christian 
Art in 1847, which was recognized in the contemporary British critical press as 
“one of the most laborious and erudite pieces of research on the subject of the 
Fine Arts that has appeared in the English language.”509 Like Jameson, he was 
                                               
508 See Blackett-Ord, “Shaping the Master,” 70 and 73 and DeLaura, “Painter Poems,” 374. Sir 
Francis Palgrave, historian and professional archivist, was another important admirer of Rio in 
England, but my research has not uncovered evidence to suggest Perkins was particularly drawn 
to him. Nonetheless, Palgrave’s work relied on primary sources and is considered today to be a 
highly valuable tool in documenting the history of taste.  
509 Tanya Ledger Harrod, “A Study of the Arundel Society, 1848-1897,” PhD diss., Oxford 
University, 1979, 11–13.   
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much guided by Rio, referring to the poésie chrétienne as “a work graceful, 
eloquent and appreciative, and calculated to make enthusiasts in the cause of 
the Ecole mystique, exclusively of all other excellence.”510 Lindsay’s work 
covered German and Italian sculpture and painting through the fifteenth century. 
Also like Jameson, he could not bring himself to jettison the High Renaissance, 
the net result being that he “re-Christianized the major painters of the early 
sixteenth century and pushed off the undoubted decline of Christian art until later 
in the century.”511 Lord Lindsay was also a voracious collector of early Italian 
Renaissance works, and while he did not illustrate his text, he did most certainly 
model the symbiotic relationship between works about art and the art itself.512 
Research has not uncovered any suggestions that Perkins knew Lindsay 
personally, but there is no question that he knew of his contributions to the field 
of early Italian art.513 
German art historians of this period were also very much taken with the 
history of Christian art — albeit (like Jameson and Lindsay) with less derision of 
the classical revival and with more of an emphasis on historical context than Rio 
— and they too played a clear role in Perkins’ development as a visual 
                                               
510 Lindsay, as quoted from his Sketches (page number not given) in Von Klenze, “Tischbein to 
Ruskin,” 63. 
511 DeLaura, “Painter Poems,” 375. 
512 Hugh Brigstocke, “Lord Lindsay as a Collector,” Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, vol. 64, 
no. 2 (1982): 287–333. 
513 For example, Lindsay’s work would have been known to Perkins because of the London 
circles in which the latter travelled, in particular, the Arundel Society to which he both belonged 
and contributed scholarship. While Lindsay was only a member of the Arundel Society in its first 
few years, his sphere of interest and that of the Society’s was very closely aligned for fifty years. 
See Harrod, “Arundel Society,” 13. 
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rhetorician. Among the earliest treatises dedicated to this subject was Gustav 
Waagen’s On Hubert and Johann van Eyck (1822) which sought to appreciate 
medieval art as a product of its environment rather than just evidence of a dark 
period in art.514 Well acquainted, Perkins and Waagen (1794–1868) shared a 
great deal of mutual affection and respect, as may be seen in several exchanges 
in the late 1860s between Perkins and his close friend, George Bancroft (1800–
1891), historian, diplomat and statesman, who at the time headed up the United 
States Legation in Berlin.515 Waagen was also noted for his emphasis on 
establishing connections between artworks and their historical contexts and for 
his adoption of Friedrich Schlegel’s notion that artworks were “carriers of 
historical meaning much like texts.” To this end, he organized his work on the 
van Eyck brothers into three sections: the history of the Netherlands, the history 
of painting from the ninth to the fifteenth-century, and the brothers and their 
artistic oeuvres.516 Carl Friedrich von Rumohr’s Italienische Forschungen (1827), 
mentioned above, followed Waagen’s book within a few years and betrayed a 
similar commitment to historical context, stylistic precedents, and the language of 
art.517 Their pioneering texts were further expanded by the art historian Franz 
Theodor Kugler (1808–1858) who provided a comprehensive coverage of the 
                                               
514 Schwarzer, “Art History Survey Text,” 24-25 and f.n. 11. 
515 George Bancroft to Charles Callahan Perkins, November 28, 1867, Ward-Perkins Family 
Papers, Box 2, Folder 2; Charles Callahan Perkins to George Bancroft, December 1, 1867, Ward-
Perkins Family Papers, Box 2, Folder 2.  
516 Schwarzer, “Art History Survey Text,” 25 and 29, f.n. 11. 
517 von Klenze, “Tischbein to Ruskin,” 42–43. 
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world’s art in his 1842 Handbook of Art History.518 Notably, recent scholarship 
has highlighted the illustrations that Kugler employed in his Handbook of Art 
History as an important strategic element of his work.519 Unfortunately, 
illustrations to the Handbook of Art History have not been located, but ones to his 
contemporaneous Handbook of Painting (1841–1842), are available and illustrate 
his outline style.520 (Fig. 3.35)  
While neither Waagen nor von Rumohr chose to illustrate his text, both 
were highly sensitized to the relationship between the historical chains that they 
set out in their works and the way in which the public art museum mirrored these 
chains with exhibits of actual art objects. In this regard, they were both involved 
in advisory capacities with the new Altes Museum in Berlin (1824–1830), 
                                               
518 Schwarzer, “Art History Survey Text,” 25. 
519 The illustrations were published separately as an “atlas,” as art historian Eric Garberson terms 
it, in 1851–1856. See Eric Garberson, “Review of: Michel Espagne, Bénédicte Savoy, Céline 
Trautmann-Waller, Franz Theodor Kugler. Deutscher Kunsthistoriker under Berliner Dichter, 
Akademie Verlag, Berlin, 2010,” Journal of Art Historiography, no. 5 (December 2011):3. 
520 The illustration included as Fig. 3.35 is from the third edition of the Handbook of Painting, the 
Italian Schools published in 1855 by John Murray. Of note, the illustrator was Sir George Scharf 
(1820–1895), first Director of the National Portrait Gallery and a prodigious illustrator in the 
outline style, with whom Perkins was acquainted. I am grateful to Elizabeth Heath, Assistant 
Curator of the National Portrait Gallery, for having drawn my attention to Scharf and for 
generously sharing evidence of his relationship with Perkins from her own doctoral research on 
Scharf. On August 20, 1883, Scharf sent Perkins a copy of his essay published by the Arundel 
Society in 1882 entitled, “A description of the Wilton House Diptych, containing a contemporary 
portrait of King Richard the Second.” Tucked in the back of Scharf’s bound volume was a letter of 
thanks from Perkins dated September 6th, 1883 in which Perkins wrote of his own essay on Italian 
sepulchral monuments about to be published by the Arundel Society and his fond memories of 
time spent with Scharf in London. Heath also shared dated notes from Scharf’s diaries re: 
meetings in London with Perkins in 1862 and 1881.  
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designed by architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel (1781–1841).521 The Altes Museum 
typified the new encyclopedic art museum emerging in Europe that sought to 
represent the entire arc of art history within its walls for teaching purposes, 
serving in this way as a visual analog of the increasingly comprehensive 
treatment of the history of art in scholarship. This symbiosis between the 
museum and the discipline of art history was recognized and reinforced by 
German cultural leaders with the appointment of art historians as museum 
directors and university professors. For example, in 1830, its inaugural year, the 
Berlin Gemäldegalerie appointed Gustav Waagen its Director, and in 1844 the 
University of Berlin, the first university in Europe to establish an Art History 
department, named Waagen Professor of Modern Art.522 The following section 
will address this symbiotic relationship in greater detail as it manifested in the 
South Kensington Museum in London. 
  
                                               
521 Ibid. Schwarzer is not specific about the contributions made by Waagen and von Rumohr to 
Schinkel’s design, but another journal article on the design of the Altes Museum, Douglas 
Crimp’s, “The End of Art and the Origin of the Museum,” (1987) provides some clues. While 
Crimp seems to contest Schwarzer’s point about the two art historians’ contributions by arguing 
that Schinkel took a more philosophical than historical approach, the article nonetheless sheds 
some light on how Waagen and von Rumohr’s roles have traditionally been viewed. Crimp 
indicates that Waagen’s monograph on Jan and Hubert van Eyck established his reputation such 
that he was invited to Berlin to assist in planning the painting gallery, and eventually to become 
the Museum’s first Director. Crimp suggests that von Rumohr’s contribution was more 
inspirational than concrete in that “as teacher, adviser, and confidant of many of the artists, 
scholars, and bureaucrats responsible for the museum, von Rumohr is said to have acted as 
éminence grise.” See Douglas Crimp, “The End of Art and the Origin of the Museum,” Art Journal, 
vol. 46, no. 4 (Winter, 1987): 261–266. 
522 See “Waagen” entry at https://dictionaryofarthistorians.org/, accessed 1/14/2015. While there 
is no concrete evidence, it would seem clear that as part of Perkins’ relationship with Waagen, he 
had come to know well the collection specialties and operating practices of the Berlin museums, 
as was reflected in his 1870 article, “American Art Museums,” published in The North American 
Review. The article will be discussed in depth in chapter five of the dissertation. 
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Section Five: Art History and Museums — “Making the Visible Legible” 
 
The art historian Donald Preziosi captured the essence of nineteenth-
century art history and its relationship to the concomitant emergence of the public 
fine arts museum in the following two statements. 
Routinely guided by the hypothesis that an artwork is reflective, 
emblematic, or generally representative of its original time, place and 
circumstances of production…the most pervasive theory of the art 
object…was its conception as a medium of communication or expression. 
   
From its beginnings, and in concert with its allied professions, art history 
worked to make the past synoptically visible so that it might function in and 
upon the present; so that the present might be seen as the demonstrable 
product of a particular past; and so that the past so staged might be 
framed as an object of historical desire: figured as that from which a 
modern citizen might desire descent.523 
 
In essence, what Preziosi is saying is that by virtue of the fact that artworks are 
markers of their historical time and place, a concept that was mentioned earlier in 
the chapter with regard to Schlegel’s influence on the German art historians, the 
art historian (and consequently, the museum director) could employ artworks to 
unleash the past’s uplifting potential. Preziosi’s characterization accurately 
describes the symbiotic relationship between the intellectual discipline of art 
history and the strategic and operational mandates of the public art museum as 
they functioned in northern Europe and in England at mid-century. In other 
words, the art historian needed the museum to illustrate art’s history, and the 
museum founder/director needed the art historian’s findings to guide his 
                                               
523 Preziosi, Art of Art History, 7–11. 
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collection, display, and conservation strategies.524 Thus, Preziosi’s theory of art 
history is another way of defining the emphasis on visual rhetoric in the 
nineteenth-century. The fact that many of the art histories in the first half of the 
century privileged the Italian Renaissance would seem to suggest that from the 
perspective of both scholars and museum directors (often one and the same), 
the artworks of the trecento, quattrocento, and cinquecento lent themselves 
particularly well to their visually rhetorical missions, as encapsulated by Preziosi.  
While the more historically-driven scholarship of Waagen and von Rumohr 
found its museum-based expression in the comprehensive display aims of such 
institutions as the Altes Museum, the thematically-focused and more populist art 
theories spawned by Wackenroder, Schlegel and Rio also had their corollaries in 
new art museums, albeit ones more narrowly focused on the decorative arts. Of 
particular relevance to this dissertation is the fact that these museums looked 
heavily toward quattrocento sculpture (versus painting) as central to their 
collecting mission, in particular that which had relevance both as a fine and a 
decorative art, such as the works in terracotta of hitherto neglected Renaissance 
sculptors from Florence, Donatello (1386–1466) and Luca della Robbia (1399–
1482).525 This kind of museum had its first major manifestation in the South 
Kensington Museum of London founded by the British Government in 1857 to 
improve industrial design and elevate public taste. However, the two art historical 
                                               
524 Ibid., 7. 
525 Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 203–222. 
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traditions, one more intellectually and historically driven, the other more thematic, 
and their corresponding types of art museums remained by no means mutually 
exclusive.526 In this regard, Sir John Charles Robinson (1824–1913), first curator 
of the South Kensington Museum, acquired extensive holdings of original early 
Italian Renaissance sculptures and wrote about them in a series of increasingly 
scholarly catalogs. 
In fact, Robinson’s strategic approach as a curator, in particular with 
respect to introducing the early Italian Renaissance art of Luca della Robbia, was 
instructive to Perkins who ultimately had to walk several similarly fine lines in 
achieving success at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. In her recent dissertation, 
“Displaying Italian Sculpture: Exploring Hierarchies at the South Kensington 
Museum, 1852-1862,” (2014) the art historian Charlotte Drew has provided a 
compelling portrait of Robinson’s challenges and the strategies he employed in 
response. First of these was, that della Robbia’s heavy use of terracotta did not 
comport with the Victorian public’s bias for white marble sculpture, a bias 
fostered by the highly influential British critic, John Ruskin.527 Ruskin believed 
that the use of color in a sculpture compromised the contrast of light and dark 
                                               
526 Among other links connecting the two art historical cum museological traditions, Waagen was 
the nephew of Wackenroder’s colleague in the founding of German Romantic literature, Ludwig 
Tieck, and Waagen studied in Rome with the Nazarene painters early in the century. Waagen 
was also highly respected in England where his work, The Treasures of Art in Great Britain 
(1854–1857) was translated into English by Lady Elizabeth Eastlake, who along with her husband 
Sir Charles Lock Eastlake, was herself a fan of the Nazarene painters, Ary Scheffer, and the early 
Italian Renaissance artists.  
527 Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 203–214. Drew cites the second volume of Ruskin’s Modern 
Painters (1846) as his first public declaration regarding the adverse impact of color. She notes 
that Ruskin used Luca della Robbia’s works as examples of such an adverse impact. (206) 
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needed for the all-important creation of form, in accordance with the dictates of 
nature.528 In his 1862 catalog, Italian Sculpture of the Middle Ages and Period of 
the Revival of Art, Robinson countered this barrier to the appreciation of an artist 
he considered critical to the progress of sculpture by heavily incorporating 
Ruskin’s ideas into his analytical language.529 For example, Robinson’s first 
catalog entry for Luca della Robbia regards a sketch for the Cantoria in the 
Duomo in Florence, a white marble sculpture. Robinson claimed for the sculpture 
that it was superior to Donatello’s similar frieze because of its “truthful rendering 
of Nature, and general elevation of conception,” Ruskinian language if there ever 
was any.530  
Robinson’s second challenge — an ironic one, in light of the first challenge 
above — arose because his acquisitions policies privileged original historic 
sculpture, “fine” art, over well-designed and decorated utilitarian objects, 
“applied” or “decorative” art. In this he was perceived by management, 
specifically Henry Cole, Secretary of the Museum and a dominant personality in 
his own right, as working at cross-purposes with the museum’s mission to 
                                               
528 Ibid., 207–208. 
529 John C. Robinson, Italian Sculpture of the Middle Ages and Period of the Revival of Art 
(London: Chapman and Hall, 1862.) See ibid., 217. 
530 Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 220. 
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enhance British manufacturing through the study of applied art.531 By the time of 
Robinson’s 1862 catalogue, early Italian sculpture overshadowed all other 
decorative arts — and the ever persistent curator had to employ careful 
strategies to not incur Cole’s opposition. Thus, Robinson focused his acquisitions 
on terracottas as their creators, materials, and production methods “fitted more 
clearly than other types of sculpture into the Museum’s original context as an aid 
to design and manufacture.”532 
Robinson also met these challenges by blurring the line between fine and 
applied art. For example, in describing Luca della Robbia in his 1856 catalog of 
the newly acquired Jules Soulages collection of 200 works of majolica pottery, 
Robinson linked the majolica with the Museum’s holdings of — then only two — 
della Robbia reliefs interchanging the use of the words “sculpture” and “ware.”533 
He then reinforced this blurring with display strategies, such as situating a life-
                                               
531 Cole (1808–1882) was a formidable public servant. Prior to his leadership post at the South 
Kensington, he had served for 20 years as head of the Department of Science and Art, and had 
been appointed by Prince Albert to mastermind the Great Exhibition of 1851. The friction between 
Cole and Robinson over the interpretation of the Museum’s mission has been addressed 
frequently in scholarship. See for example, Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 77–129; Elizabeth Bonython 
and Anthony Burton, The Great Exhibitor: The Life and Work of Henry Cole (London: V&A 
Publications, 2003), 190, 211–214; Helen Davies, “John Charles Robinson’s Work at the South 
Kensington Museum, Part I,” Journal of the History of Collections, vol. 10, no. 2 (1998): 172, 181, 
and “John Charles Robinson’s Work at the South Kensington Museum,” Part II, Journal of the 
History of Collections, vol. 11, no. 1 (1999): 111–114. 
532 Davies, “Robinson’s Work, Part I” 175. This principle was articulated by Gustav Waagen — 
the German art historian, museum director, and close friend of Perkins — in response to 
questions directed at him by the Select Committee of the British Government formed to look into 
enhancing manufacturing through art. Waagen stipulated that “‘in former times the artists were 
more workmen and the workmen were more artists, as in the time of Raphael, and it is very 
desirable to restore this happy connexion (sic).’” See Waagen in Report of the Select Committee 
on Arts and their Connexion (sic) with Manufactures together with the Minutes of Evidence and 
Appendix (HC 1836, 568, IX. 1), 11, as quoted by Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 92. 
533 Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 107–108. 
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sized cast of Michelangelo’s David in the Museum’s central court and placing 
copies of Raphael’s Loggie frescoes and decorative arabesque panels from the 
Vatican on its walls.534 Then he surrounded the David with other Renaissance 
sculptural originals and casts as well as with Italian majolica and decorative arts 
from other regions creating a link in the viewer’s mind between the fine and 
decorative arts. However, he was careful to separate the majolica and decorative 
arts into their own display cases to ensure their status as “applied” arts.535 
Robinson would have impressed Perkins in another important way. His 
aforementioned 1862 catalog not only described the early Italian Renaissance 
sculpture in words, but it did so also in outline drawings. The artist is not known, 
but could have been Robinson as he was himself a painter and a teacher of 
design.536 (Fig. 3.36) The British polymath was also an authority on Raphael’s 
drawings and was himself a personal collector of Old Master drawings, including 
at least one Raphael.537 Robinson was particularly familiar with Sir Thomas 
Lawrence’s collection of Raphael’s drawings housed in the Ashmolean Museum 
at Oxford University, which he catalogued as part of a study of Raphael and 
Michelangelo’s drawings in 1870.  
Reflecting his respect for his Victorian predecessor, Perkins spent many 
hours at the South Kensington Museum — exactly when he did so is not known, 
                                               
534 Ibid., 137–138. 
535 Ibid., 107. 
536 Davies, “Robinson’s Work at the South Kensington Museum, Part I,” 170. 
537 Gere, Drawings by Raphael, 11–12. 
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although the timeframe may be narrowed to between the late 1850s and the late 
1860s — drawing the early Italian Renaissance works there. Further, he 
acknowledged his debt to Robinson’s curatorial prowess and scholarly catalog in 
his own work, Tuscan Sculptors: “The admirable collection of Italian sculpture at 
the South Kensington Museum, for which the public is chiefly indebted to J. C. 
Robinson Esq…makes it possible for a student to learn more about it in England 
than anywhere else out of Italy.”538 As someone who masterfully managed the 
combined scholar/museum curator role, particularly as related to early Italian 
Renaissance sculpture, and who illustrated his text with outline drawings and 
was an expert and collector of Raphael drawings, Robinson’s life and works 
stand out as a model of a system of visual rhetoric to which Perkins would 
frequently look once back in Boston. 
  
                                               
538 Charles Callahan Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors: Their Lives, Works, and Times with Illustrations 
from Original Drawings and Photographs, 2 vols. (London: Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts 
& Green, 1864), vol. 1, vii, accessed online at https://books.google.com. 
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Chapter Four — Perkins’ System of Visual Rhetoric  
 
 
Chapter Introduction 
When Perkins returned permanently to Boston in the fall of 1869 and 
settled with his family in their new home at 2 Walnut Street on Beacon Hill he 
was at the height of his European career.539 Earlier that year he had been 
elected Corresponding Member of the Académie des Beaux-Arts becoming the 
first American to have received the honor.540 He had published Tuscan Sculptors: 
Their Lives, Works, and Times with Illustrations from Original Drawings and 
Photographs (1864) and Italian Sculptors: Being a History of Sculpture in 
Northern, Southern, and Eastern Italy (1868) in London, both to great acclaim in 
Europe and America. His cousin and memorialist, Samuel Eliot, said of these 
texts, 
No previous works of similar character had ever come from an American; 
and none of precisely the same character – that is, relating as fully to 
Italian sculpture – had appeared from any hand…Most later art-writers – 
Italian, German, French, and English and many authors of books of travel 
have referred to Perkins as an authority.541 
 
These achievements notwithstanding, he and his wife had determined that their 
three children, between nine and thirteen years of age, should be educated in the 
United States.542 Perkins had even rebuffed the urgings of his friend George 
                                               
539 Hirayama, With Éclat, 73. 2 Walnut Street is an extant residence, still well maintained. 
540 Brimmer, “Charles Callahan Perkins,” 536–537. 
541 Eliot, Memoir, 10. 
542 Perkins’ sister Eliza Perkins Cleveland to an unknown recipient (summer 1869), Cleveland-
Perkins Papers, Box 6, Folder 12 as quoted by Hirayama, With Éclat, 73, Chapter Two f.n. 93. 
Perkins’ three children were Mary Eleanor (1856–1907), Edward Clifford (1858–1902), and 
Charles Bruen (1860–1929.) 
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Bancroft to join him in Berlin as the Secretary to the American Delegation, a 
highly prestigious diplomatic post.543 
 Perkins found Boston greatly changed since he had last made it his 
permanent home, even since he had last seen it in 1857. In 1846, the population 
was 120,000; by 1870, it was over 250,000. In 1840, there were just a few 
millionaires, but mid-century industrial booms created several hundred more by 
the last quarter of the century. Physically, the city had changed dramatically, 
largely due to the filling of the Back Bay, which began in 1857.544 Last, but not 
least, the demographic landscape had altered substantially with the arrival of 
Irish and German immigrants in the 1840s, a development that, as was 
mentioned at the beginning of the dissertation, further accentuated anti-Catholic 
sentiment.545 
                                               
543 For letters between Bancroft and Perkins in 1868, see Ward-Perkins Family Papers, Box 2, 
Folder 2. 
544 See Paul Dimaggio, “Cultural Entrepreneurship in Nineteenth-Century Boston: The Creation of 
an Organizational Base for High Culture in America,” Media Culture and Society, vol. 4 (1982): 
39–40. 
545 On the one hand the immigrants were welcomed as hands to meet the growing demands for 
industrial labor, but on the other members of the industrial and elite classes were concerned that 
they brought disease, poor moral fiber, and the increasing influence of the Roman Catholic 
Church. Anti-Catholicism in Boston went back to the Puritans, as previously described, and 
continued to be a potent force through the mid-1850s when the so-called “Know-Nothing Party,” 
organized on a strong anti-immigration, anti-Catholic platform. However, the Civil War was a 
potent force for change, and after Fort Sumter was captured, the fact that the Boston Irish 
strongly backed the Union began to shift elitist sentiment towards a more tolerant stance. In 1861, 
in fact, the Bishop of Boston, John Fitzpatrick, was given an honorary degree by Harvard 
precisely because of his backing of such support. Nonetheless, the record of elite acceptance of 
Roman Catholics in Boston remained mixed through the 1880s and 1890s. See O’Connor, 
Athens of America,126–148; Mark S. Massa, “Anti-Catholicism in the United States,” (June, 2016) 
in: American History: Oxford Research Encyclopedias, accessed online on 10/6/16 at 
http://americanhistory.oxfordre.com/; and Douglass Shand-Tucci, Harvard University: An 
Architectural Tour (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2001), accessed online at: 
https://books.google.com/books, 10/6/2016. 
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In mentioning Perkins’ return in the fall of 1869, most memorialists and 
scholars have remarked upon the fact that, owing to cultural developments in 
Boston at the time, Perkins was able to immediately put his impressive 
experience of the arts to work. I would add that, as has been pointed up in the 
dissertation thus far, Perkins was nothing if not purposeful, making the timing of 
his arrival in Boston far from coincidental. Given his close ties to the Boston 
Athenaeum — in particular to his brother, Edward Newton Perkins, who was 
Chair of its Fine Arts Committee — meant that he would have been aware of the 
challenges to the fine arts there.546 (Fig. 4.1) Specifically, Perkins would have 
known of the pressure being placed on the Committee by the Athenaeum 
Trustees since the mid-1850s to divest the institution of its fine arts functions, 
and that Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology were 
                                               
546 While the successful launching in 1827 of the first annual art exhibit under the direction of 
Thomas Handasyd Perkins had unleased great enthusiasm, not to mention exhibition fees, and 
acquisitions and exhibitions continued apace throughout the 1830s the arts were in something of 
a slump. The limitations imposed at the institution’s founding in 1807, that the fine arts were to be 
encouraged as long as they did not impinge on the literary functions of the institution, was at the 
heart of the situation. Acquisitions had dwindled, exhibitions incorporated the same works —
American portraits, copies of Old Masters, neo-classical sculptures, and casts of ancient statues 
— year in and year out, artworks were regularly banished to musty storage areas, and ever-
increasing holdings of books pushed the limits of the facilities on Pearl Street. Even when the 
organization received a new lease on life in 1849, with the construction of the elegant and 
spacious new building at 10 ½ Beacon Street, and more than half of the space was dedicated to 
fine arts functions, annual exhibitions continued, for the large part, to feature the same mix and 
new acquisitions were rare. Perhaps the severely strained financial condition of the Athenaeum 
after the Beacon Street construction exceeded estimates by approximately 200% was to blame, 
but the fact that renewed financial health in 1855 did not impact the fine arts but did bring 
considerable growth in the library holdings would suggest otherwise. See especially Hirayama, 
With Éclat, 17–49.  
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seeking new homes for their art collections.547 As the brothers were close, the art 
historian would not have missed the fact that the time was particularly ripe for 
realizing his long-held dream to build an academy of the fine arts in his 
hometown. That Perkins was primed by every aspect of his European experience 
to see exactly how well his system of visual rhetoric would address the need in 
Boston must have factored into his timely decision to return. This distinction 
between coincidence and strategy is an important one as it not only bespoke 
Perkins’ professional choices to that point but it prefigured his game-changing 
accomplishments in Boston from the moment of his return until his sudden death 
in a carriage accident in Windsor, Vermont on August 25, 1886.  
This chapter will commence with a brief sketch of the many activities that 
Perkins undertook to further the cause of the visual arts at that time. The focus 
will then turn to a close examination of Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric, that is, 
his own production as scholar, illustrator, and collector.548 Each of these three 
areas will be considered in terms of how Perkins absorbed the European 
celebration of the early Italian Renaissance for the efficacy of its sculptural and 
linear qualities, and consequently its message.  
  
                                               
547 The pressures on the Fine Arts Committee to cede space to the literary side of the 
Athenaeum’s functions reached a head in the 1860s when the Civil War brought the Fine Art’s 
Committee’s efforts virtually to a standstill. In March, 1866, the Athenaeum’s Standing Committee 
ruled that the art collection should be removed. Hirayama, With Éclat, 42–49.  
548 Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric also included his production as museum founder and 
director, as has been introduced. His production in this regard will be taken up in the concluding 
chapter as it represents the summa of his game-changing accomplishments in Boston. 
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Section One: Perkins’ Assault on Boston  
When, in the spring 1869, Colonel Timothy Bigelow Lawrence’s bequest of 
a large global collection of arms and armor as well as carved furniture and 
majolica came to the Athenaeum with the stipulation that it be displayed to the 
public in a suitable exhibition space, the Fine Arts Committee’s space dilemma 
reached a breaking point.549 It is hard to imagine that Perkins did not know, even 
have advance knowledge of, the Lawrence bequest. Besides his family 
connections to the Athenaeum, as described, he would have been well 
acquainted with the Lawrence family in Florence — he might even have 
counseled Colonel Lawrence regarding his planned bequest. Furthermore, the 
Lawrence collection itself mirrored similar collections in Europe, in particular, at 
the South Kensington Museum, in terms of its encyclopedic nature, and thus it 
represented a virtual microcosm of the kind of fine arts museum that Perkins 
envisioned for Boston. For all of these reasons the Lawrence bequest could well 
have been the factor that clinched Perkins’ decision to set sail for Boston in the 
summer of 1869. 
Once settled into his new home on Beacon Hill, just a few minutes by foot 
from the Boston Athenaeum and other cultural venues of the Back Bay, Perkins 
lost no time in making over the nature and underlying purpose for the display of 
                                               
549 This was the case despite Mrs. Lawrence’s donation of $25,000 — conditioned on the raising 
of matched funds by the Athenaeum — to build a gallery for her husband’s collection as well as 
other artworks. Colonel Lawrence, long-time proprietor of the Athenaeum, was living in Florence 
at the time of his death. Hirayama, With Éclat, 47–49. 
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fine arts in his native city along the lines established by his European circle.550 
His campaign in this regard had all the trappings of a military one in terms of its 
comprehensiveness, purposefulness, and strategic maneuvers, albeit waged in 
the generally low-key, collegial manner for which he was known.551  
Perkins’ first move was to join forces with the American Social Science 
Association, headed by none other than his cousin Samuel Eliot.552 Perkins’ 
accomplishments with the Association formed the staging ground for engineering 
the incorporation of the Museum of Fine Arts in February, 1870 within five 
                                               
550 As the scion of the Perkins family who had played such a critical role philanthropically (both in 
terms of financial and administrative leadership) in Boston’s arts development earlier in the 
century, Charles Callahan was a well-known quantity in Boston which certainly gave his speedy 
involvement and active leadership in cultural activities a boost. One individual in particular, his 
cousin and close friend, Samuel Eliot, shared many of Perkins’ predilections and was thus active 
in a number of ventures compatible to Perkins’ mission. As President of Trinity College in 
Hartford, Connecticut, Eliot had already hired Perkins to teach a course on the history of art there, 
as discussed in chapter three. Eliot’s subsequent roles as President of the American Social 
Science Association (1868–1872), Headmaster at the Girls’ High and Normal School (1872–
1876), and Superintendent of Boston Schools (1878–1880) meant that he knew much about 
these organizations that was helpful to Perkins. See “Samuel Eliot” in Allen Johnson and Dumas 
Malone, Dictionary of American Biography, vol. III, 80–81. 
    Never one, however, to expect that his name alone should ensure his entrée, Perkins had 
faithfully – and strategically – kept his hand in his city’s cultural affairs during his two lengthy 
home-leaves from Europe (1849–1851; 1854–1857). In particular, he established himself as a 
leader in promoting classical music, giving frequent chamber concerts at his home, serving as 
President of the Handel and Haydn Society, conducting a number of the Society’s performances, 
and supporting the building of a Music Hall which opened in 1852. Among its embellishments on 
opening day, the Hall housed a monumental bronze statue of Beethoven that had been 
commissioned by Perkins of Thomas Crawford (1854.) Furthermore, his own extensive collection 
of Old Master copies was a staple of the Boston Athenaeum’s annual exhibitions throughout the 
1850s and 1860s, thus keeping his cultural profile intact. 
551 His cousin Eliot said of him, “Wherever he went, he was welcome. Courtesy, cordiality, a 
gentle and winning manner, a fine presence, an expressive face, gave him great attractiveness to 
strangers as to friends.” Eliot, Memoir, 23. 
552 The Association, typical of the immodest aims of mid-century social reform efforts on both 
sides of the Atlantic, had been formed in Boston in 1865 “to collect all facts, diffuse all knowledge, 
and stimulate all inquiry, which have a bearing on social welfare.” See “Officers and members of 
the Association,” Journal of Social Science: Containing the Transactions of the American 
Association, no. 1 (June 1869): 195 and William B. Rogers, “Address of the Executive Committee 
of the American Social Science Association,” November 22, 1865, as quoted in Hirayama, With 
Éclat, 73, f.n. 96. Emphasis mine. 
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months of his return, and for his leadership of virtually every aspect of the 
Museum’s first decade of operations. As I will return to Perkins’ role at the 
Museum in greater detail in the final chapter, suffice it to say for the moment that 
he saw in the Association’s mission one that aligned well with his own “modus 
operandi.” Under the auspices of the Association, Perkins also brought to fruition 
a plan proposed the year before his return to place casts of classical Greek 
sculpture in public high schools in order to produce “a favorable effect upon the 
mental and moral training of the young.”553 Given such a clear commitment on 
the part of Boston’s elites to broadening the impact of ancient art’s visual rhetoric 
it must have seemed to Perkins a natural bridge to what he intended to do at the 
Museum, albeit on a smaller scale. Thus, he selected, sourced, purchased, and 
transported twenty-two casts for this purpose.554 
Continuing his efforts in the public schools, Perkins responded positively 
to the invitation of the Committee on Drawing established by the School 
Superintendent, John Dudley Philbrick (1818–1886) to implement the 
Massachusetts Drawing Act of 1870.555 The project was very near and dear to 
                                               
553 “Collection of Casts,” Journal of Social Science: Containing the Transactions of the American 
Association, vol. 3, 1871, 202. 
554 Ibid. 
555 The Act, the first of its kind in the nation, mandated that instruction in drawing be made part of 
the required curriculum. It was the result of a petition organized by fourteen prominent members 
of Boston’s cultural elite in 1869, who saw improved draftsmanship as crucial to necessary 
improvements in the quality of manufactured goods in America. The petition organizers were: 
Jacob Bigelow; J. Thomas Stevenson; William A. Burke; James Lawrence; Edward E. Hale; 
Theodore Lyman; Jordan, Marsh & Co.; John Amory Lowell; John H. Clifford; William Gray; F. H. 
Peabody; and A. A. Lawrence & Co. See Katrina L. Billings, “Sophisticated Proselytizing: Charles 
Callahan Perkins and the Boston School Committee,” Master’s thesis, Massachusetts College of 
Art, 1987, 44, 45, and f.n. 55. Discussion here of Perkins’ involvement with the Boston School 
Committee is largely owed to Billings’ invaluable account.  
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Perkins’ heart. Draftsmanship, as has been discussed, was one of the main 
tenets in his system of visual rhetoric and he would have welcomed the 
opportunity to further its importance in his native city, not to mention, as with the 
casts in schools, to advance a project that had already been envisioned by his 
fellow elites. Furthermore, he was intimately familiar with the important role 
drawing instruction had played in the British South Kensington System, a system 
established to address exactly such a manufacturing challenge.556 Thus, he 
happily provided entrée to his friend, Henry Cole, Chairman of South Kensington 
Museum, to arrange to hire Walter Smith (1836–1886), Headmaster at the Leeds 
School of Art, to lead Boston’s new drawing initiatives.557 Concomitant with 
Smith’s arrival in 1871, Perkins was elected to the School Committee and by 
1873 and 1876 he was Chairman of the Drawing and Music Committees 
respectively. His work on the School Committee was prodigious, albeit highly 
fraught with controversy over curricular and personnel matters, the latter 
                                               
556 This system was described by Perkins in full in his 1870 article in the North American Review 
(“American Art Museums,” vol. 111, no. 228, July 1870, 1–29.) He stated that in response to a 
poor showing of British industrial strength at the 1851 Crystal Palace Exhibition the government 
had stepped in to fund instruction in mechanical, architectural, and figure drawing within the 
South Kensington Museum itself. Further, support in the form of ambulatory collections of 
drawings, prints, photographs, and books was offered to cities, towns, and villages throughout the 
United Kingdom so that they might set up their own schools of art. Finally, instruction in 
elementary drawing was subsidized for poor children and working artisans (15–17).  
557 Billings, “Boston School Committee,” 47–49. 
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ultimately playing a part in Perkins’ failure to gain re-election in 1884.558 Clearly 
worthy of much more attention than this dissertation allows, the sum of his 
contributions to the cause of art in the public schools constituted nothing less 
than “the first stages of comprehensive public school art education in 
America.”559 
During the early years of directing the Museum and the Drawing 
Committee, Perkins turned his authorial attention to a number of exhortatory 
writings on the critical value of historical art to the elevation of taste and industrial 
production. In particular, as will be addressed shortly, he made the case for the 
importance of instruction in drawing and of establishing museums, demonstrating 
the breadth and depth of the system of visual rhetoric that he brought home from 
Europe.560 Somehow, Perkins also found time to edit the American editions of 
two important works in applied art history, Charles Locke Eastlake’s Hints on 
                                               
558 Ibid., 46–73. This bitterly disappointing end result for Perkins was mentioned by Samuel Eliot 
in both his tribute to his cousin at the October 1886 meeting of the Massachusetts Historical 
Society (Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, Second Series, vol. 3, 1886–1887, 
59–61) and in his Memoir, 18–21. Eliot knew intimately of Perkins’ trials in this regard because he 
himself succeeded Philbrick as Superintendent of Schools, serving from 1878 to 1880. Ironically, 
Billings points to Eliot’s decisions while Superintendent as contributing to Perkins’ troubles. That 
said, Eliot’s lengthy and praiseworthy testimonials to Perkins’ contributions as School Committee 
member and his characterization of the election results as the inexcusable outcome of “partisan 
exigency” make clear that he never intended for his leadership to have this effect (and may have 
even terminated his tenure as Superintendent as quickly as he did because of it.) That Eliot 
closed his October 1886 tribute with the following sentiment demonstrates the depth of his 
affection for Perkins. “It has not been easy for me to speak of him at all with calmness; for he was 
more, much more to me than a friend – he was my brother for forty years.” 
559 Billings, “Boston School Committee,” 46. 
560 Additionally, in his leadership capacity at the Museum and on the School Committee, he 
composed numerous reports that detailed not only specific accomplishments but also reflected 
his commitment to visual rhetoric as well as his ability to strategically position his remarks to 
address competing concerns. See Charles Callahan Perkins, Report of the Committee on 
Drawing, Annual Report of the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1874, as quoted by 
Billings, “Boston School Committee,” 52–53.  
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Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery, and other Details (1874) and Jacob 
von Falke’s Art in the House: Historical, Critical, and Aesthetical Studies on the 
Decoration and Furnishing of the Dwelling (1879.)561 Eastlake (1836–1906), 
nephew of Sir Charles Lock Eastlake, was among the first to publish on 
household art, and the tenets of his interior design theories betrayed a strong 
Ruskinian bias for “truth” and the Gothic style.562 Thus, he emphasized that 
“structural integrity, simplicity, and honest use of materials were the components 
of successful design…elements…expressed best in the Gothic style.”563 As such, 
Perkins’ editorial work on these particular texts, which comprised in both cases 
lengthy prefatory remarks, formed a natural adjunct to his efforts at the public 
school and museum levels. Once again, we see Perkins strategically applying 
lessons from his own immersion in the theories of taste and industrial design that 
were in circulation, especially in Britain. 
In the latter part of the decade through the end of his life (1878–1886) 
Perkins turned from the applied fine arts to once again ply his skills in scholarly 
writing on Italian Renaissance sculpture, including several major monographs on 
Ghiberti, Raphael, and Michelangelo as well as on Italian sepulchral monuments 
                                               
561 Leading texts in the “household art” movement of the second half of the nineteenth century, a 
movement motivated by the same concern for industrial design and belief in the moral influences 
of art that prompted the South Kensington Museum system, these volumes were intended to 
improve middle class taste. See Martha Crabill McClaugherty, “Household Art: Creating the 
Artistic Home, 1868–1893,” Winterthur Portfolio, vol. 18, no. 1 (Spring 1983): 1–2. 
562 Charles Locke Eastlake is often confused, understandably so, with his uncle, Charles Lock 
Eastlake. The younger Eastlake spelled his middle name with an “e” at the end, which to the 
extent that his full middle name is spelled out by authors, helps to ameliorate the confusion. 
563 McClaugherty, “Household Art,” 3. 
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of the Medieval and Renaissance periods. He also reissued the contents of his 
Tuscan and Italian Sculptors in one comprehensive text, An Historical Handbook 
of Italian Sculpture.564 During this time period, he expanded his range of art 
historical scholarship to publish on ancient Greek sculpture, making numerous 
contributions on this subject to the short-lived (1879–1881) but most scholarly of 
American art journals of its time, The American Art Review.565 His last art 
historical publication, the highly ambitious Cyclopedia of Painters and Paintings, 
of which he was critical editor, came out in January, 1886, just a few months 
before his death.566  
A common feature in all of Perkins’ applied and theoretical writings on the 
history of art was a commitment to illustrations — even when they were not his 
own — and thus a demonstration of his profound belief in the efficacy of visual 
rhetoric as the tool for maximizing art’s benefit. This predilection fit well with his 
work on Eastlake and von Falke as, according to decorative arts historian Martha 
McClaugherty, illustrations in household art literature were intended to reinforce 
the chief organizational dictates of the genre.567 Similarly, the American Art 
                                               
564 For publication details on the aforementioned works, see the Bibliography under “Perkins, 
Charles Callahan.” 
565 Roberts, “American Art Periodicals,” 95. Roberts described the journal as “devoted to the 
practice, theory, history, and archaeology of art.” It was published monthly from November 1879 
until October 1881 in Boston and was edited by Sylvester Rosa Koehler (1837–1900) who 
became the first curator for works on paper at the Museum of Fine Arts Boston in 1885. 
566 It covered “painters of all times and schools,” and also provided a “dictionary of works,” as 
described in the Cyclopedia introduction.  
567 Those dictates included that the text be organized by room in the house, that the writing 
foreground the atmospheric impact on the home’s inhabitants, and that the furnishings 
recommended represent the highest quality of design and workmanship. See McClaugherty, 
“Household Art,” 2. 
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Review contained “many finely drawn” illustrations, with each issue incorporating 
“three original etchings of exceptional quality.”568 While the illustrations and 
engravings were not credited, the style employed was not dissimilar to that of 
Perkins’ although the images are missing his standard signature. (Fig. 4.2) The 
Cyclopedia comprised more than 2,000 illustrations explicitly intended “as aids to 
the verbal descriptions.”569 The latter comprised portraits of painters by Jacques 
Reich, about whom no information has been uncovered, reproductions of artists’ 
monograms and signatures, and copies of paintings executed in outline, the latter 
also possibly Perkins’ handiwork. (Fig. 4.3)  
Rounding out Perkins’ art historical contributions once back in Boston was 
the continuation of his teaching career, which he had begun in 1857 at Trinity 
College in Hartford, as was discussed in the last chapter. In 1871 he lectured on 
Greek art at the Girls’ High and Normal School in Boston, the school that was 
ultimately chosen to be the first to receive the antique casts secured by Perkins 
under the auspices of the American Association of Social Science.570 Notably, 
between 1871 and 1878 he delivered three courses, twelve lectures each, at the 
Lowell Institute, on Greek art, Italian art and the History of the Art of 
Engraving.571 In all of these lectures, consistent with his unflagging commitment 
                                               
568 Roberts, “American Art Periodicals,” 95. 
569 John Denison Champlin, Jr., Editor and Charles Callahan Perkins, Critical Editor, Cyclopedia 
of Painters and Paintings (New York: Charles Scribner, 1886), v–vii. 
570 “Collection of Casts,” 202. 
571 The Lowell Institute was founded by John Lowell, Jr. in 1837 to support free lectures to the 
public. See the Lowell Institute website at www.lowellinstitute.org, accessed 6/25/16. 
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to the role of illustration, he employed a stereopticon.572 Finally, in 1869, several 
years before Harvard University appointed Charles Eliot Norton to the newly 
created faculty chair in the History of Art (1875), Perkins was made University 
Lecturer in the History of Ancient Art. This assignment was followed up in the 
next few years by appointments to University Lecturer on the History of Art, 
University Lecturer on Raphael and Michelangelo, and University Lecturer on the 
History of Engraving.573 No archival documentation has been found that would 
elucidate Harvard’s decision to appoint Norton — in lieu of Perkins who was 
already teaching the subject — although there is also no evidence that Perkins 
would have been interested given the heavy load of commitments, especially to 
the Boston Museum, that he was already carrying. Apparently, though, Harvard’s 
President (and Norton’s cousin), Charles William Eliot (1834-1926), responded to  
grumblings about nepotism by stressing that Norton’s expertise was in precisely 
the combination of fine art and literature that he sought for the position, a stance 
that spoke volumes about the continued hold of literature on the elite Boston 
mind.574  
Finally, while unquestionably the great preponderance of Perkins’ 
contributions focused on marshalling the history of art for the good of the 
American present, he did not by any means overlook the circumstances of the 
                                               
572 Eliot, Memoir, 13. Even in 1876 when Charles Eliot Norton was appointed the first Professor of 
Art History at Harvard he did not use any imagery in the classroom to illustrate his lectures. 
573 UA II.10.6.6 President and Fellows OV Reports; UA II. 10.7.2 President and Fellows II OV 
Reports. More details on the curricula for these courses are not available. 
574 Turner, Charles Eliot Norton, 256. 
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contemporary American artist. In fact, to the contrary he took up the challenge of 
reviving the Boston Art Club which had been formed in 1854 by a group of artists 
and friends of art who sought to encourage fine art in Boston.575 Hoping to 
“[unite] benefactors and art lovers in order to encourage general artistic 
endeavor,” Perkins sought out his friend the painter and music publisher, George 
D. Russell, the Club’s Treasurer, and, following what was clearly a pattern for 
him in these early days of his return, was soon leading efforts to bring the club 
back. In 1871, he was elected president and served as such for the next ten 
years. Reshaping the club in the image of the Fine Arts Club in London, founded 
in 1856 by his fellow curator and scholar of Italian Renaissance sculpture, John 
Charles Robinson, Perkins “created a refined gentleman’s club with dining and 
reading rooms, an extensive library, paintings collection, and a picture gallery.”576 
The new direction of the Boston Art Club was consistent with Perkins’ philosophy 
that, to use modern terminology, in order for the arts to flourish they required not 
just the “push” of the art itself but the “pull” of wealthy collectors, connoisseurs, 
and art lovers.  
That Perkins’ leadership of the Boston Art Club was part of his many-
pronged campaign to highlight art’s visual rhetoric may be seen in his 
                                               
575 Joining forces with the Boston Athenaeum in order to hold exhibitions, the Boston Art Club put 
on its first one in 1855, and continued this collaborative effort until 1863. Financial challenges and 
the competition brought on by the newly-formed Allston Club brought the Boston Art Club to the 
dormant position it held when Perkins stepped in in 1869. See Nancy Allyn Jarzombek, Boston 
Art Club, 1855–1950 (Boston: Vose Galleries of Boston, 2000), 1–6. 
576 See Drew, “Italian Sculptors,” 164–165 and Jarzombek, Boston Art Club, 8. 
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involvement in the building of new quarters for the highly cramped club. The 
three-member Building Committee, of which he was one, selected William Ralph 
Emerson’s design for the new club.577 Standing at the corner of Dartmouth and 
Newbury Streets, the structure reflected the contemporary predilection for 
medieval revival styles in Boston’s Back Bay, comprising an eclectic mix of 
turrets, domes, and round-headed arches as well as carved brick and decorative 
panels. From the vantage point of the Museum of Fine Arts in Copley Square, 
one could see the Boston Art Club, thus creating a visual connection between the 
two buildings and their complementary artistic missions that owed so much to 
Perkins, one celebrating history, the other modernity.578  
 
Section Two: Perkins’ Early Italian Renaissance Scholarship  
  
Perkins’ scholarship is surely the most neglected aspect of his 
contributions to the fine arts field, having received, in the main, no more than a 
few sentences of mention in modern studies.579 This dissertation takes a more 
studied approach to the breadth and depth of Perkins’ art historical oeuvre which 
                                               
577 The other members of the Building Committee were Edward Clarke Cabot, architect of the 
Boston Athenaeum’s 10 ½ Beacon Street building, and George P. Denny, architect, and 
successor to Perkins in the Presidency of the Boston Art Club, beginning in 1881. See Michelle L. 
Hoeffler, “The Architectural Identity of the Boston Art Club, 1822–1950,” in: Jarzombek, Boston 
Art Club, 22. 
578 This assertion is based on my own experience while staying at the Copley Plaza Hotel, the 
Beaux-Arts structure that has stood since 1912 in the spot where the Copley MFA did until the 
latter was torn down in 1909.    
579 The major exception to this is in the case of Charlotte Drew’s PhD dissertation, “Italian 
Sculpture,” in which she gives Perkins’ scholarship a prominent place in her argument regarding 
scholarly interest in the quattrocento sculptors. She asserts, and rightly so, that taking his cue 
from John Charles Robinson’s scholarship, Perkins’ expanded the necessarily limited view of an 
institutional catalog – such as Robinson’s – to survey the entire history of quattrocento sculpture 
placing the early sculptors more firmly within the art historical canon. 
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was pioneering on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as being a treasure trove of 
fascinating art historical insights still eminently valid today. Given the important 
role attributed to the early Italian Renaissance in Perkins’ system of visual 
rhetoric, the study of his writing will be directed primarily at Tuscan Sculptors 
(1864) as well as the later monograph Raphael and Michelangelo (1878).580 
These are his most in-depth works on the topic. The former offers a view of the 
scholarly profile that Perkins presented to his fellow elites upon his 1869 return 
and the latter sheds greater light on Perkins’ theories of the sculpturesque and 
linear in the works of artistic masters well-known and widely admired on both 
sides of the Atlantic. 
Perkins’ choice to be a scholar of the history of art — together with his 
decision to illustrate his work with outline drawings and engravings — was at the 
heart of his system of visual rhetoric. As was pointed out in the last chapter, 
belief in the persuasive power of artworks — their rhetorical properties in 
essence — harnessed for national ends was the central tenet in the approach to 
art history that Perkins encountered during his European career. A key question 
that arises then, is what was it about Perkins’ scholarship that betrayed this core 
                                               
580 I have not included Perkins’ second survey text of the 1860s, Italian Sculptors (1868) in this 
close reading because it provides little value-added to the aesthetic judgments that he makes 
clear in Tuscan Sculptors and that I elaborate on in the discussion that follows. Furthermore, it is 
Tuscan sculpture that Perkins prized most highly from a visually rhetorical perspective and that 
he privileged as much as possible in his collections and his museum strategies; his discussion of 
developments in Italian Sculptors were made primarily to fill in scholarly gaps and often stressed 
their inferiority to those of Tuscany. 
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belief in an artwork’s rhetorical properties, in other words its ability to “speak” to 
its viewers? 
In partial answer to the question, the organizational structure of his first 
major work, Tuscan Sculptors, reinforced his message that art was in effect a 
language, and should be judged in terms of its didactic clarity. Perkins’ text 
covered the beginning of the thirteenth through the end of the sixteenth 
centuries, but chronology was only a secondary organizational principle, and 
even this was not the case throughout. Rather, he divided his two volumes into 
six “books,” each dealing with a different category of sculpture defined by its 
leading factor, be it a function of the sculpture, as was the case in the four books 
that comprised Volume I, or be it a function of the sculptor or his patron, as was 
the case in the two remaining books of Volume II. Thus, the books in Volume I 
are entitled, “Architectural Sculptors,” “Allegorical Sculptors,” “Pictorial Sculptors,” 
and “Tares Among the Wheat” and in Volume II, “Michelangelo,” and “Tuscan 
Sculpture under Cosimo I.”581 Perkins nowhere set down the meaning of these 
titles, but upon digesting his discussion of the sculptors and their works his 
readers could gain a clear understanding of his titular choices. What is important 
for our purposes is that these titles, for the most part, addressed not only what 
distinguished the categories of sculpture in formal terms but also went to the core 
of how the viewer took meaning from the work. 
                                               
581 I am grateful to Charlotte Drew who drew my attention to the significance of Perkins’ book 
titles. She interpreted them as influenced by Hegel’s three developmental stages of art, 
“symbolic”, “classical,” and “romantic.” See “Italian Sculpture” 233–239. 
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The “Architectural Sculptors” category begins with an accounting of the 
accomplishments of Nicola Pisano (1220–1284), upon whom Perkins could not 
bestow enough praise as an innovator, revivalist, and precedent-setter. Keeping 
his literary Boston audience in mind, he summarized his stature as one that 
“looms up in gigantic proportion through the mist of five centuries, holding the 
same relation to Italian art which Dante holds to Italian literature.”582 Perkins 
characterized the thirteenth century in which Pisano worked as an “architectural” 
one because of the dominant role of battles waged by “tyrants” and “popes”, and 
the resulting need for fortresses, palaces, monasteries, and churches.583 
Furthermore, Perkins noted that just as thirteenth-century architecture was 
striving to establish its principal tenets, so too did Pisano and his scholars strive 
to achieve a harmonious style in sculpture from the numerous precedents upon 
which it built.584  
Perkins introduced Book II, “Allegorical Sculptors,” with a discussion of 
Andrea Pisano da Pontedera (1270–1345), pointing to his simple and clear style 
and his frequent use of allegory, all of which associated him closely with his 
                                               
582 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 35. 
583 Before Pisano, sculpture was merely an adjunct to architecture and largely decorative, 
according to Perkins. Ibid., lvi and 4–5. 
584 Pisano’s scholars, according to Perkins, were Giovanni Pisano (1230-1315), Fra Guglielmo 
Agnelli (1238-1313), Arnolfo del Cambio (1240–1300/1310), and three other little-known 
Florentines, Lapo, Donato di Ricevato, and Goro di Ciuccio Ciuti. Ibid., 11 and 37. Pisano’s pulpit 
in the Pisan Baptistery (1245–1250) as well as his pulpit in the Cathedral of Siena (1265–1268) 
are still considered today by Renaissance scholars to be highly significant in the revival of 
classical styles in the late medieval period. In the Pisan pulpit, Pisano drew on a combination of 
Roman, Romanesque and Gothic styles, including ancient sarcophagi panels, small marble 
columns separating the panels and mimicking the façade of the Pisan Cathedral, and trefoil 
arches. See John T. Paoletti and Gary M. Radke, Art in Renaissance Italy (Upper Saddle River, 
NJ: Prentice Hall, 1997), 51–52. 
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Florentine beginnings.585 As was typical of Perkins’ authorial restraint, he did not 
burden his readers with a lengthy treatise on the art historical import of allegory 
in this and in the works that he covers in Book II. He simply made clear in the 
substance of his discussion that his use of the term implied just what one would 
imagine it to — that the sculptors created meaning through reference to the 
various personifications of virtue and vice well known to their viewers. One of the 
few, if not the only, explicit value judgments that Perkins made about allegorical 
sculptors is found in his conclusion to Volume I, in which he stated, “[they] made 
rapid progress in every artistic quality of mind and hand, and while they 
expressed a greater depth of thought, by an allegorical and mystical treatment, 
lost none of their precious freshness of expression.”586 That the allegorical 
sculptors represented for Perkins a more elevated aesthetic stage may be 
inferred from his use of the words “rapid progress” and “greater depth of 
thought.” Further, that a vital component of this advancement lay in the visual 
rhetoric of the works is implied by his use of the word “expressed” in connection 
with their positive qualities of thoughtfulness and freshness. For Perkins, 
freshness derived precisely from, not in spite of, the artists’ technical 
inadequacies.587 
                                               
585 In ascribing a tendency toward “allegorical treatment” to Florence, Perkins was likely referring 
the reader back to his discussion of Nicola Pisano’s son Giovanni and his allegorical statue of 
Pisa, which he described in Book I as a woman bearing many references to her Roman origins, 
her sovereign reach, and her governing values of Prudence, Temperance, Fortitude, and Justice. 
Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 40–41.  
586 Ibid., 266. 
587 Ibid., 90–92. 
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Perkins’ use of the term “Pictorial Sculptors” to encapsulate his discussion 
of the fifteenth century sculptors including Lorenzo Ghiberti (1381–1455), 
Donatello (1386–1466), and Luca della Robbia (1399/1400–1481) is at first blush 
the most puzzling of his titles in that he does not use it in an entirely positive way. 
As such, he seems to undo the hierarchical progression of steady improvements 
that he had set up for the reader. For example, Perkins began with a positive 
characterization of the “clearness of narration, grace of line, and repose” of 
Ghiberti’s bas-relief The Sacrifice of Abraham, which the sculptor submitted in 
competition for the new bronze doors of the Florentine Baptistery.588 However, he 
then pointed out that Ghiberti’s Baptistery gates were “too pictorial in treatment,” 
although he does allow that the sculptor’s first gate was less egregious in this 
regard than his second.589 Given that Perkins also praised the “exquisite” nature 
of the second gate and the technical feat of relief that allowed at least four 
successive actions to be clearly designated within a single panel of one hundred 
figures, there was certainly something else about the pictorial nature of the work 
that bothered him. The answer lay in part in Perkins’ belief in the superiority of 
sculpture over painting for purposes of visual rhetoric.590 Perkins’ final judgment 
                                               
588 Ibid., 123. 
589 Ibid., 127; Ghiberti was commissioned in 1401 by the Cloth Importers Guild of Florence to 
execute bronze doors for the east end of the Baptistery. These doors contained twenty panels 
depicting the Life of Christ, the Evangelists, and the Fathers of the Church. His second 
commission for bronze Baptistery doors was awarded in 1425 for what came to be called “The 
Gates of Paradise,” comprising ten panels of Old Testament scenes. This second set of doors 
were installed on the east end of the Baptistery and Ghiberti’s first doors were moved to the north 
end. 
590 Perkins supports this judgment by citing Michelangelo’s maxim that sculptural painting is good, 
but painterly sculpture is bad. See ibid. 
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on Ghiberti’s pictorial tendencies was quite damning as he called him a 
“dangerous innovator, who opened the doors to license” by “his illegitimate use of 
plastic materials.” Perkins further asserted that posterity has only judged Ghiberti 
favorably because Donatello’s realism served as a counter-balance and the 
latter’s “juster perception of the true aims of sculpture” saved it from being tainted 
by painterly treatment.591 That “juster perception” constituted an approach that 
aimed “at no cheating of the senses; and though less rich, less beautiful, and 
less elaborately composed, they are more sculptural, because the figures are 
flatter in surface, and grouped with less pointed attempt to make them appear 
nearer to, or farther from, the eye.”592 As Perkins ranked Donatello at the top of 
all Renaissance sculptors, the above definition made it clear, at least as far as 
bas-reliefs were concerned, that less attention to perspective and clutter formed 
the basis of sculptural excellence.  
Perkins’ judgment of Donatello as superior to Ghiberti elevates our 
understanding of the qualities that drew the art historian to early Italian 
Renaissance sculpture and where exactly pictorialism fit into them.593 Those 
qualities included a clear, unmannered flow of lines, an uncluttered composition, 
and a natural rendering of form, all of which added up to an idealism, a purity, a 
                                               
591 Ibid., 137. 
592 Ibid., 155. 
593 Perkins had already defined the delicate balance maintained in sculptural production of the 
first half of the fifteenth century between Christianity and paganism as a “noble and profitable” 
period of the Renaissance that was then diminished by the encroachment of “rank imitation of 
antique forms.” Ibid., vol. 1, 122–123. 
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truthfulness, an integrity, and a humanity unmarred by elaborate perspectival or 
anatomical maneuvering or by excessive emotion. In other words, pictorialism 
was acceptable as long as it did not detract from idealism and in the process 
undermine the elevation of mind and spirit that came from viewing these 
powerfully rhetorical works.  
Thus, the initial confusion caused by Perkins’ use of the term “pictorialism” 
is diminished, a confusion that is further mitigated when we proceed to his final 
book in Volume I. The title “Tares Among the Wheat” for Book IV borrows from 
the Biblical parable of Matthew 13:24–30 which begins, “The kingdom of heaven 
is likened unto a man which sowed good seed in his field; but while men slept, 
his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way.”594 Just 
as tares, being weeds, caused a failed crop in the parable, so did the deficits in 
taste, execution, and message cause the “decadence” of sculpture in this 
period.595 Substituting “smooth elegance” and “extravagance” in pose, facial 
expression, and anatomy for “truth and character,” artists in the sixteenth century 
broke down barriers between painting and sculpture, and thus abandoned “the 
pure traditions of Donatello’s school.”596  
                                               
594 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_Tares; accessed 7/2/16.  
595 This notion of the destructive sowing of seeds by artists in the Renaissance was first 
introduced by Friedrich Schlegel in his “Description of Paintings in Paris and the Netherlands in 
the Years 1802–1804,” and was then picked up on by Alexis-François Rio. See DeLaura, “Painter 
Poems,” 368 and 379. 
596 Examples of these artists for Perkins were Antonio Pollajuolo (1432–1496), Andrea Contucci 
(1460–1529), Jacopo Tatti, known as “Sansovino,” and Francesco di Sangallo (1498–1570). See 
Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 224–225 and 241. 
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In Volume II of Tuscan Sculptors, Perkins addressed the giant 
Michelangelo, who did not escape his consideration as a “tare among the wheat.” 
That said, Michelangelo was the only artist to whom Perkins devoted an entire 
chapter, and the art historian was unstinting in his admiration for a great deal of 
the master’s oeuvre, as well as for his character which, like the mid-nineteenth 
century moralist that he was, played a role in his aesthetic judgments. With 
regard to the latter, Perkins described Michelangelo as “honest, sober, virtuous, 
industrious, and self-denying…generous to a fault, and kind in word and deed to 
his inferiors…careless of his own interests…ready to serve his country in her 
hour of need.”597 In the final analysis, however, in keeping with his ultimate 
assessment of Ghiberti, Perkins found that the “tares” among the “wheat” of 
Michelangelo’s works, particularly his exaggerated forms, were tragically what 
lesser followers chose to imitate.598 
In his monograph of 1878, Raphael and Michelangelo, Perkins elaborated 
considerably upon the elements that made for masterpieces in art, whether of 
painting, sculpture, or architecture, and revealed more of what constituted his 
system of visual rhetoric in the process. This might also be attributed to the 
additional decade of study and reflection that had occurred between the texts as 
well as the insights gained from applying his aesthetic maxims in museums and 
                                               
597 Ibid., 67. 
598 Even the greatest works of the much celebrated Cellini (1500–1571) and Gian Bologna (1529–
1608) were, in Perkins’ estimation, sculptures of little distinction and less taste. Ibid., 68, 109–142 
and 164–172.  
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schools. Whatever the precise contributing factors, the work represented a 
triumph of art historical inquiry in that Perkins blended historical, biographical, 
and formal details to provide a highly informative (and eminently readable) 
account of these two giants of art, and gives us clear and balanced guidelines by 
which to judge not only their oeuvres, but also all works of art. Most importantly 
for purposes of this dissertation, Perkins was unequivocal in his regard for 
Raphael as the greater artist for reasons of his superior visual rhetoric.  
Perkins introduced his objective for the monograph by situating it in the 
scholarly literature extant on the two Renaissance masters. He noted that while 
there had been much written on each artist individually, to his knowledge they 
had not previously been “treated of conjointly.” This afforded, he opined, an 
opportunity to compare and contrast the two artists, bring out attributes of each 
previously hidden, and spark renewed interest in one or both of them.599 That 
such a comparative approach had few precedents in art history, at least in 
Boston, was affirmed by a contemporary reviewer in The Atlantic Monthly.600 Also 
original to Perkins’ monograph were Henry Wadsworth Longfellow‘s previously 
unpublished translations of several of Michelangelo’s sonnets. In fact, Perkins 
dedicated the work to this eminent friend of long-standing with the appellation, 
                                               
599 Charles Callahan Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo (Boston: James R. Osgood, 1878), 
unnumbered. 
600 The reviewer lauded Perkins’ originality, albeit in a rather back-handed manner. “The 
immediate points of contact between Raphael and Michel Angelo are not so important that their 
biographies needed to be written together; else it would have been done before.” Nonetheless, 
the reviewer did praise “the attractiveness of manner,” and the lucidity of the “information and 
critical estimates” contained therein. See Anon, “New Books on Art,” The Atlantic Monthly, vol. 
0041, no. 248 (June 1878): 720. 
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“Poet, Novelist, and Scholar,” and addressed a letter to him in which he 
described the poems as “so beautiful and at the same time so literal that even 
those who cannot read the originals may appreciate their somber richness of 
thought and imagery.”601 That Perkins should have posited the link between the 
readability of Longfellow’s translation and the evocation of imagery in a letter to 
the great poet himself (and one of the pillars of Boston’s literary culture) made a 
compelling statement about the enduring relevancy of classical rhetoric and 
validated Perkins’ emphasis on it in prosecuting his aesthetic campaign. 
Perkins concluded the first chapter on Michelangelo with a testimonial to 
the importance of his Pietà at St. Peter’s Basilica.  
Harmoniously composed, its lines combine admirably from every point of 
view....Unlike his later works, there is here no turgid swelling of the 
muscles, no exaggeration of form, but all is simple, true to nature, and 
nobly pathetic. Sculptured in the very last years of the fifteenth century, 
the Pietà stands like a boundary stone on the extreme limits of the 
quattrocento. Its devotional spirit marks its connection with the art of the 
past, as its anatomical precision and masterly treatment connect it with 
that of the future.602  
 
The elegiac tone that Perkins used to describe the quattrocento in this discussion 
of the Pietà revealed his admiration for visual rhetoric accomplished through line, 
qualities that he brought out in his subsequent analysis of Raphael’s works in 
Florence, and most particularly in Rome.603 In Rome, Raphael became steeped 
in the atmosphere that linked the past and the present, the pagan and the 
                                               
601 Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, unnumbered.  
602 Ibid., 54. Emphasis mine. 
603 Ibid., 56. 
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Christian, influences that Perkins traced in the master’s frescoes for the Stanze 
della Segnatura (1508–1511).604 Perkins classed the Disputà as “medieval” in 
that it “illustrated her [the Church’s] power, displayed the splendors of the 
celestial hierarchy, and portrayed the wise, the learned, the gifted — popes and 
scholars, poets and artists — acknowledging the light from heaven transmitted 
through her to be the only guide to truth.”605 (See Fig. 3.13) For Perkins the 
Parnassus, on the other hand, was where Raphael made his transfer squarely 
into the Renaissance and “possessed by a new spirit, he uttered words not to be 
found in the dictionary of Holy Mother Church, and talked in a language whose 
idioms are not in her grammar. The ideas which he expressed were in the air, 
and he gave them utterance in form and color.”606 (Fig. 4.4) 
The literary terminology in the above encomium (highlighted with my 
italics) of the Parnassus makes crystal clear Perkins’ bias for the visual rhetoric 
of Raphael’s work, a bias that Perkins expands upon in his detailed discussion of 
the frescoes.607 In comparing Raphael’s portraits and Madonnas with those of his 
Venetian contemporaries, Perkins solidifies Raphael’s potential for visual rhetoric 
for his readers. He compared Raphael’s use of juxtaposed color in Madonna del 
                                               
604 The Stanze Segnatura referred to one of the rooms in the private apartments of Pope Julius II 
(r. 1503–1513) in the Vatican Palace. Commissioned by the Pope to decorate all of his private 
apartments, Raphael began in 1508 with the so-called Stanze Segnatura whose four walls he 
frescoed with allegories of the four main bodies of human knowledge, philosophy, religion, poetry, 
and law. See Paoletti and Radke, Renaissance Italy, 347. 
605 Ibid., 110. 
606 Ibid. Emphasis mine. 
607 For example, Perkins noted that in the Judgment of Solomon in one of the stanze’s ceiling 
pendentives, the protagonists are each portrayed with an economy of expression, “the utmost 
conciseness of pictorial language.” Ibid., 131. Emphasis mine. 
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Foligno (1511–1512) to that of the blending by contemporary Venetian painters, 
such as Titian (1488–1576.)  
…the line triumphs over the tone, and the figures, though united by their 
concurrence in a simultaneous action, are separate to the eye. Titian 
would have fused them together by rich harmonies of tone, and thus 
would have appealed to the sensuous rather than to the intellectual parts 
of our nature. Sitting before a Venetian picture, we can deliberately set 
aside its subject, and enjoy its color as we enjoy the perfume of a flower or 
the flavor of a cordial; but this cannot be done with the works of painters 
like Raphael, in which form and thought predominate. Drop the subject 
and its treatment through lines, and little remains to charm us, for these 
are all important, and the appeal is first to the mind.608 
 
By drawing this tight connection between line and an intellectual (as versus 
sensual) reading of the subject matter, Perkins established why he placed a 
premium on Raphaelesque paintings over Titianesque ones for rhetorical 
purposes.  
For Perkins, Michelangelo also suffered in comparison to Raphael in the 
latter’s differentiation between the ages of man as well as in the restraint that 
kept his personal life and circumstances out of the viewer’s consciousness. Thus, 
Michelangelo depicted young and old with the same hyper-attenuated muscular 
forms, while Raphael established a different and more life-like standard for each 
age. Similarly, Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel frescoes “are like Dante’s great 
poem, which cannot be appreciated without an intimate knowledge of the poet.” 
In contrast, referring to the works that comprised Raphael’s Stanza di Eliodoro in 
the Vatican, Perkins said, “We see them and admire them as scriptural 
                                               
608 Ibid. Emphasis mine. 
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illustrations of a thoroughly biblical character, and forget the artist in his work.”609 
Perkins found Raphael’s work in general to be “impersonal, objective, antique, in 
short,” giving it the desirable quality of having “an independent existence, like 
bubbles bright with prismatic hues which float into the air when detached from 
their source.”610 Such judgments concerning the superior nature of Raphael’s 
work for the purpose of visual rhetoric shed considerable light on the aesthetic 
parameters within which Perkins worked. 
 The importance of line to these aesthetic parameters was driven home 
even more forcefully in this monograph when Perkins discussed the relationship 
between Raphael and the engraver Marc Antonio Raimondi (1480–1534) who 
worked alongside the painter for at least ten years.611 Perkins claimed that until 
Marc Antonio knew Raphael, the etcher’s style was eclectic, but that once he 
became so closely associated with the painter, it became unequalled “in purity of 
line, in firmness and delicacy of contour, and in subtlety of modelling.”612 In a 
footnote, Perkins quoted Charles Blanc as saying of Marc Antonio, “engraving is 
a concise translation of the essential, a process which knows how to indicate 
everything, to say everything, and which, deprived of the language of color, 
                                               
609 Ibid., 157. The works of the Stanza di Eliodoro in the Vatican were taken up by Raphael 
following those of the Stanze della Segnetura. Emphasis mine. 
610 Ibid., 158. 
611 E. Benezit, “Marcantonio Raimondi,” Dictionnaire critique et documentaire des Peintres, 
Sculpteurs, Dessinateurs et Graveurs, 2nd ed., vol. 7 (Paris: Librairie Gründ, 1966), 102. 
612 Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo,162–165. 
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insists upon the supreme beauty of outlines…”613 Here the concept of lines as 
the language of art, in particular that of outlines, serves to bolster the argument 
made in the previous chapter for Perkins’ choice to study engraving and 
anticipates the arguments to be made in the following section on illustration. 
 Nowhere did Perkins make the connection between classical rhetoric and 
the qualities of purity, clarity, simplicity, integrity, and humanity of Donatello’s and 
Raphael’s works more explicitly than in the inventive fictional conversation he set 
up between a fifth-century B.C. Athenian and a contemporary Italian as they 
stand in front of Michelangelo’s Moses. Judging the Moses by Athenian 
standards it fell far off the mark of idealism achieved through naturalism; judging 
it by nineteenth-century standards, it was unrivalled for its grandeur. 
Demonstrating his bias for the ancient Athenian, Perkins had him accuse 
Michelangelo of the kind of self-promotion and falseness of the Sophists who 
“used to address the multitude with loudly pitched voices, covering up the 
shallowness of their reasoning with sounding phrases.” In contrast, the Greek 
continued: 
The true orator, like the true artist, speaks calmly and to the purpose, with 
no crowing or flapping of wings, but with just so much warmth as is 
necessary to keep the attention of his listeners alive, until the moment 
comes to launch forth a telling phrase or a withering sarcasm. As in a 
speech, so in a work of art nothing is so important as to give the 
                                               
613 Ibid., 164, f.n. 22. Emphasis mine. Charles Blanc (1813–1882) was a French art critic who had 
originally trained as an engraver. He wrote several art historical works on painting, turning in his 
last decade to the painters of the Italian Renaissance. In 1867 he published Grammar of the Arts 
of Design from which Perkins’ quote comes. See entry for “Charles Blanc”, accessed 7/6/16 at 
https://dictionaryofarthistorians.org/. 
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impression of reserved power. If the speaker or the sculptor tells us all he 
knows, our imaginations have no room to play.614 
 
Out of this constellation of aesthetic theories reflected in Perkins’ Tuscan 
Sculptors and his Raphael and Michelangelo comes a more complete picture of 
the art historian’s concept of visual rhetoric and how artists of the early Italian 
Renaissance best embodied that concept. 
In continued answer to the key question as to how Perkins’ scholarship 
belied his core belief in an artwork’s ability to “speak” to its viewers posed at the 
beginning of this section, the remaining discussion herein evaluates more closely 
how Perkins’ Tuscan Sculptors reflected his European models in this regard. 
First, Perkins’ espousal of the purity, clarity, and humanity of early Italian 
Renaissance artists in general will be considered. Secondly, his privileging of 
Raphael’s perfect balance of religiosity and the antique in specific will be taken 
up. Thirdly, his more dispassionate and analytical art historical practices, that 
were increasingly associated with art history as a professional discipline rather 
than an adjunct to philosophical or moral treatises, will be examined.  
That Alexis-François Rio’s work was a major impetus for Perkins has been 
noted throughout the dissertation. The American was entirely sympathetic to 
Rio’s attraction to artworks that dealt with Christian themes in a pious and 
evocative manner. For example, they both felt that the fifteenth-century “Mystic 
School” of Umbria, in particular the work of Fra Angelico da Fiesole (1395–1455) 
                                               
614 Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, 211. Emphasis mine. 
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and his scholar Benozzo Gozzoli (1420–1497), were of the utmost merit 
principally owing to their subject matter — the lives of the Virgin and the Saints, 
the principal festivals and objects of devotion, the Sacraments, etc. — subject 
matter that by its very nature left no room for paganism.615 They also shared a 
considerable respect for the Dominican priest Savonarola (1452–1498), to whom 
Rio devoted an entire chapter.616 While Perkins was less loquacious on the 
subject, he was consistently positive in describing Savonarola’s beneficial impact 
on the genuineness of religious art, in particular, on Michelangelo, whose “noble” 
Pietà at St. Peter’s Basilica Perkins believed derived its power from “the religious 
feelings which had been awakened in him by Savonarola.”617  
 However, as long as they demonstrated a genuine religiosity 
unencumbered by a show of virtuoso skill for its own sake, Perkins was not 
prepared to join Rio in rejecting works purely for the reason that they evinced 
increasingly naturalistic and antique influences. This fundamental difference was 
clear in the judgment each historian made of Raphael. They both judged Raphael 
to be the most Christian of all artists of the late quattrocento and early 
cinquecento, but Rio confined this appellation to the master’s early Umbrian and 
Florentine works, as well as his very earliest works in Rome. Thus, the latter 
celebrated the first work of Raphael’s in Rome, the Disputà of the Stanze della 
Segnatura of the Vatican, as having “fixed the limits, beyond which Christian 
                                               
615 See Rio, Poetry of Christian Art, 133–134 and Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, 15–16. 
616 Rio, Poetry of Christian Art, 232. 
617 Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, 51. 
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art…has never since been able to advance,” and goes on to assert that the 
works of the next ten years represented only “the decline of this transcendent 
genius.”618 Before he leaves the subject he makes clear the “deplorable” 
elements of Raphael’s work that qualify it as in decline, that is Raphael’s 
abandonment of “graceful contours and ideal forms,” for a newfound embrace of 
pagan techniques. The latter he describes as “the fusion and harmony of colours, 
of tone, aërial perspective, chiaroscuro, large masses of light and shade, finely 
managed gradations, and all the other technical resources of the art.”619 Perkins, 
on the other hand, while certainly acknowledging the increased influence of the 
antique in Raphael’s Roman works, as has been mentioned in connection with 
the Parnassus, nonetheless finds them to be beyond reproach.620 For example, 
he describes the “serene beauty” of the Parnassus as comprising “Few 
figures…more stately than its Homer, more inspired than its Pindar, more lovely 
than its Urania, more graceful than its Sappho.” Speaking more generally about 
the works that Raphael executed in this time period, Perkins exclaimed that, 
“Such fertility of invention and rapidity of execution, coupled with transcendent 
artistic excellence, can hardly be paralleled in the recorded work of any other 
artist during a similar space of time.”621 
                                               
618 Rio, Poetry of Christian Art, 85–94. This decline, Rio claims, will be supported later in his 
treatise with an analysis of Raphael’s subsequent works, but in fact, it never is, as the additional 
volumes that Rio planned did not get written. See DeLaura, “Painter Poems,” 367. 
619 Rio, Poetry of Christian Art, 225–228. 
620 Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, 110. 
621 Ibid., 122 and 131. 
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On the other side of the English Channel, Anna Jameson and Lord 
Lindsay, among others, shared Rio’s delight in the Early Italian Renaissance 
painters ascribing to them the same purity, simplicity, and religiosity that the 
Frenchman had done. In this, they certainly confirmed for Perkins that the 
trecento and the quattrocento comprised a period of art that merited study in its 
own right and comprised works of luminous qualities that shone forth when they 
were closely examined. This confirmation was, no doubt, all the more persuasive 
for him, as it came from the British who themselves had clung to classical art 
through the mid-nineteenth century as the epitome of aesthetic taste.622 In this, 
as in so many things, the British had influenced the fine arts in Boston since the 
end of the Revolutionary War, a circumstance with which Perkins was only too 
familiar. Thus, for the British to now embrace the early Italian Renaissance 
despite its Catholic subject matter and “primitive” styles must have been highly 
suggestive for Perkins, as were the particular ways in which these Protestant 
authors justified these features of the art.  
                                               
622 See J. B. Bullen, Continental Crosscurrents: British Criticism and European Art 1810–1910 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) and Francis Haskell, Rediscoveries in Art, Some Aspects 
of Taste, Fashion and Collecting in England and France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1976) 
for a discussion of how disruptions of the Napoleonic period brought many Old Masters onto the 
market (Bullen, 10; Haskell, 71), overtaking what had been a nascent aesthetic interest in early 
Italian art in England as early as the 1780s. Interest continued in early Italian art but it was largely 
from collectors with an historical as versus an aesthetic bent, such as William Roscoe, and did 
not flourish as a more general interest until the late 1840s (Bullen, 11 and 15.) Notably, Roscoe 
(1753–1801) was a highly successful merchant, a Unitarian, an early abolitionist, and a man of 
letters who was a founder-member of the Athenaeum (1796) in his native city, Liverpool. 
Bostonians travelling to Europe often disembarked in Liverpool and came to know his 
Athenaeum, eventually modeling their own institution after Liverpool’s. For biographical details, 
see Arline Wilson, William Roscoe: Commerce and Culture (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 
2008). 
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The German art historians, Carl Friedrich von Rumohr, Gustav Waagen, 
and Franz Kugler were also partisans of the early Italian artists whose virtues 
culminated in Raphael’s oeuvre. In addition to adding their names to the 
distinguished list of northern Europeans who moved the primary artistic discourse 
from a neo-classical to a medieval and early Renaissance revival one, their 
practices of contextualizing the artworks under discussion in historical conditions, 
insisting on close personal observation of the artworks, and thorough consulting 
of archival sources were also powerful models for Perkins. Perkins’ embrace of 
this professionalization of the discipline of art history is worthy of further 
examination as it served him well in his campaign to alter the Boston arts 
landscape from one of literary rhetoric to one of visual rhetoric. 
As has been mentioned, the Prussian scholar of ancient Greece, Johann 
Winckelmann, is considered the first scholar to emphasize the contextual factors 
that shaped the art under study. His methodology had universal applications, a 
fact that was recognized by Carl Friedrich von Rumohr (1785–1843), who, 
according to historiographer Camillo von Klenze, rejected Vasari for his lack of 
method, but was inspired to “do for Christian art what Winckelmann’s Geschichte 
der Kunst des Altertums had done for the art of antiquity.”623 Von Klenze 
described Rumohr’s work as careful and accurate with footnotes that “reveal a 
large range of reading and the desire to reach the truth by an objective sifting of 
                                               
623 von Klenze, “From Tischbein to Ruskin,” 42. 
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arguments.”624 Gustav Waagen (1794–1868) was also a proponent of 
Winckelmann’s contextualization of art history, insisting that to represent an artist 
one must “discuss political history, the constitution, the character of a people, 
conditions of the church, customs, literature, and the nature of the land,” a 
directive that he followed himself in his history of the van Eyck brothers, On 
Hubert and Johann van Eyck (1822) as was noted in chapter three. Franz Kugler 
(1808–1858) earned a doctorate in 1831, writing his dissertation on medieval 
illuminated manuscripts, and distinguished himself with his 1842 Handbook of Art 
History, arguably the first comprehensive survey of the entire arc of the history of 
western art.625 Kugler’s art historical practice, as evidenced in this work and other 
works, is strongly marked by his commitment to readability. In his Handbook of 
the History of Painting (1842), for example, he sought to define the leading 
characteristics of styles so that his reader might employ the work almost as a 
“traveller’s hand-book”.626 In this, he sought to always provide examples that 
supported the style’s leading characteristics, being sure to point out the most 
important. He also specified the present location of the work wherever possible, 
and appended an “Index of Places,” at the conclusion of each of the two 
                                               
624 Ibid. 
625 Ibid., 26.  
626 Franz Kugler, A Handbook of the History of Painting, from the Age of Constantine the Great to 
the Present Time, 2 vols., transl. “by a lady,” ed. C. L. Eastlake (London: John Murray, Albermarle 
Street, 1842), iii–vii (vol. 1); accessed 7/10/16 on-line at https://books.google.com/. Of note, 
Murray (1788–1843) was largely known as a publisher of travel guidebooks, whose broad-based 
style and approach was a significant factor in the growth of the British overseas travel in the 
nineteenth century. 
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volumes.627 In addition to these features, which the author highlights in his 
preface, were two additional ones which he did not mention. These were not only 
his significant illustrations, as mentioned in chapter three, but graphic 
representations of certain sites in which the layout of the artworks was indicated. 
In his scholarship Perkins, who read German effortlessly, shared many of 
the qualities evinced by these German models, which he had certainly carefully 
digested.628 First, like these authors, Perkins’ motivation was more professional 
than polemical. He sought to further the discipline of art history in its own right, as 
he made clear in his Preface to the Tuscan Sculptors. He began by asserting the 
greater unfamiliarity of “lovers and students of art,” with Italian sculpture 
“because it can only be studied in Italy, where its masterpieces are not to be 
found in splendid and commodious galleries, but in scattered churches and 
palaces.” He then assessed the scholarship that did exist on the subject of Italian 
sculpture, mentioning the “voluminous” works by Cicognara and Agincourt, which 
he suggested were too academic for the general reader and not academic 
enough for the student.629 He praised as “delightful” the works by Rio and 
Lindsay but noted that they were only partially devoted to sculpture and that to 
the degree that they did address the medium it was from “an exclusive point of 
view,” probably referring to the lens employed by both of “Christian poetry.” 
Perkins concluded his survey of existing sources with a mention of Jacob 
                                               
627 Kugler, History of Painting, vi–vii. 
628 In Tuscan Sculptors, Perkins cites von Rumohr on a number of occasions.  
629 Cicognara and d’Agincourt were introduced in chapter three. 
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Burckhardt’s Cicerone and Sir John Charles Robinson’s catalogue of the South 
Kensington Museum, professing that both contained valuable information but 
were not seeking to “give anything like a fully developed account of Sculpture in 
Italy.” Thus, having laid bare the lacunae in the scholarship, Perkins stated his 
own strategy. “The number of works upon this subject being thus limited, it has 
seemed to me that a space remained to be filled in the literature of art, in which 
the names and works of many illustrious artists might be pointed out…which may 
give an idea of the progress of the Art.”630  
Perkins’ methodology was equally professional. Again in his Preface, he 
stated that he had “endeavoured to make [his study] as correct as possible by 
the examination of all MSS., books, and pamphlets, connected with the 
subject.”631 The exhaustive nature of his research is evident in his extensive use 
of footnotes, in which he cites both primary and secondary sources. With regard 
to the former, his sources went beyond the objects themselves to the literary and 
historical accounts produced in the period or thereafter. For example, in support 
of his discussion of Niccola Pisano’s design of the Basilica to honor the 
thirteenth-century priest, St. Anthony, Perkins cited passages in Latin from 
Anthony’s sermons as compiled in the 1641 Sancti Francisci Assisiatis, nen non 
                                               
630 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, vii–ix. 
631 Ibid., viii–ix. 
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S. Antonii Paduani, Opera omnia published in Paris.632 With respect to secondary 
sources, his range of citations was equally broad, from the major art historians 
who had preceded him; to religious histories, to biographies, and to municipal 
histories.633 
Contextualization of the sculpture under discussion in his texts grew out of 
Perkins’ own personal experience. He himself had learned about history when he 
studied the art and artifacts displayed in the home of his great uncle Thomas 
Handasyd Perkins, the gallery of portraits and sculptural casts in the Reading 
Room of the Athenaeum and in the galleries of their annual exhibitions, the 
ancient ruins and landscapes of Rome, and the art museums of Paris, London, 
Berlin, and Munich. He was a product of the eminently historicist European 
nineteenth-century where the “historian’s role was to ‘resurrect’ the deceased 
inhabitants of the past to enable them to speak for themselves.”634 For him, 
historical knowledge was chief among the positive outcomes of seeing art, either 
in print, on a wall, or in situ. Opening up his first chapter of Tuscan Sculptors 
dedicated to Niccola Pisano, Perkins evocatively set the historical tone. 
It is somewhat difficult to realise, while treading the dull and silent streets 
of Pisa, or traversing the broad plain which separates the city from the 
                                               
632 Ibid., 11. He also frequently cited Giovanni Villani and his nephew Filippo, who chronicled the 
history of Florence in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; Pliny the Elder, the first-century 
B.C.E. Roman poet; Dante, the thirteenth-century poet, both in footnotes and in discussion; and, 
of course, the sixteenth-century progenitor of all art historical accounts, Vasari.   
633 Examples include (respectively) M. Cherrier’s second edition of the 1858–1859 Histoire de la 
Lutte des Papes (translated as: History of the Struggles of the Popes); biographies of Frederic II, 
Lorenzo de Medeci, and others; and Theodor Momsen’s 1854–1856 History of Rome. Translation 
my own. 
634 Hilary Fraser, The Victorians and Renaissance Italy (Oxford, England: Blackwell, 1992): see 
especially Chapter One, “The Resurrection of the Dead.” 
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sea, that in the eleventh century when those lonely buildings, which now 
form her chief attraction, were erected, Pisa was chief among the 
Ghibelline cities of Italy…and that her now depopulated streets were daily 
filled with a motley crowd, quaintly described by an old chronicler as 
‘Pagans, Turks, Libyans, Parthians, and other monsters of the sea.’635 
 
Considering the art of the thirteenth century to be “so strikingly influenced by the 
great struggle unceasingly carried on between the Imperial and Papal powers,” 
he then dedicated the next several pages to that history.636 Even before he 
addressed Pisano’s role as author of the “revival,” Perkins had provided a 
lengthy accounting of the history of Etruscan, Greek, and Roman sculpture in 
Italy, and he would have included the history of Egypt, Assyria and Greece but 
space restrictions precluded that possibility.637 
These and other historical accounts scattered throughout Tuscan 
Sculptors were generally treated by Perkins as intact background sections; thus, 
he rarely linked specific historical details to elements of his formal analysis. He 
did so more often in Raphael and Michelangelo where, for example, he analyzed 
Michelangelo’s works in terms of the influences of religion.638 Perkins’ historical 
contextualization, whatever its limitations, was quite significant to his 
memorialists, suggesting that for Americans this was a novel practice. Samuel 
Eliot described the “broad scale” of his cousin’s first two texts as “historical, 
                                               
635 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 3. 
636 Ibid., 4–8. 
637 Ibid. ix. 
638 Describing two works completed by Michelangelo in Rome during the period 1496–1500, 
Perkins differentiated one from the other in terms of the influence Savonarola had had on the 
master. See Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, 51.  
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connecting the lives of the sculptors with their times.”639 The first President of the 
MFA, Martin Brimmer (1829–1896), echoed the sentiment.640 
While Perkins’ analyses of the objects themselves did not implicate 
specific historical conditions, they certainly engaged the growing reverence for 
the antique as well as other elements of stylistic history, whether positive or 
negative. Andrea Pisano (1270–1345,) for example, demonstrated in his 
execution of the first set of bronze Baptistery gates (c. 1330–1339) “a 
composition whose antique simplicity of means shows how far Andrea had 
advanced beyond Niccola and Giovanni, who could not tell a story without 
bringing in a crowd of figures.” In the case of Donatello’s genius, on the other 
hand, Perkins does not attribute it to any one artist, but to the degree to which 
the sculptor was inspired by the antique more generally. “Donatello meanwhile 
was occupied in examining and making drawings of every piece of antique 
sculpture within the range of his observation.”641 With respect to Perkins’ 
analysis, it must also be noted that he generally wrote in a neutral tone, 
methodically setting out the historical, biographical, and formal details of the 
sculptors and their works and eschewing hyperbolic descriptors. Where Rio, for 
example, regularly used such highly-charged adjectives as “vulgar,” “hideous,” 
and “venal,” to describe artworks he found to be tasteless, the most derisive term 
                                               
639 Eliot, Memoir, 10. 
640 Brimmer, “Charles Callahan Perkins,” 536. 
641 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 139. 
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that Perkins used in similar circumstances was “mannered.”642 In other words, 
Perkins’ language had far more of the documentary than the polemical, as 
befitted an art historian as versus an art missionary.  
Perkins’ commitment to a thorough understanding of the objects 
themselves also meant that he was not satisfied with second-hand accounts, but 
travelled extensively in Italy, making drawings and taking photographs wherever 
he went.643 In addition to his strategic use of illustrations, which will be discussed 
in detail in the following section, Perkins employed a number of typographic and 
organizational features that were aimed at making his texts as readable as 
possible. In this regard, he employed sub-headings which were placed alongside 
the outer edge of the text to denote the particular theme he was pursuing or to 
emphasize dates, artists, subjects, or patrons. At the end of every chapter he 
also inserted a “Chronology,” in which he listed the important details and works, 
with associated dates, for each of the sculptors discussed within. His concern for 
object-based research and text readability shared a basis in maximizing the 
benefits of art history, something that also undergirded his commitment to 
illustrating his own work. This will be the focus of the next section. 
  
                                               
642 Perkins did, on one occasion, use the word “monstrous.” (Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 68.) 
643 Ibid., viii. The subject of Perkins’ early use of photography suggests another intriguing 
direction for future research. 
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Section Three: Perkins’ Outline Illustrations 
Perkins’ illustrations of his first two major texts, Tuscan Sculptors and 
Italian Sculptors of 1864 and 1868, were in the rich, highly symbolic, and 
multivalent transatlantic tradition of outline drawing, as introduced in chapter 
three. It would appear clear, familiar as he was with this tradition, that he 
believed such a practice would convey the appropriate message of gravitas 
about the sculptures themselves as well as his scholarly attention to them. He 
must have banked on the fact that its resonances with the mind of a master as 
laid bare in Raphael’s pen and ink and graphite studies, as with Flaxman’s 
allusions to the purity of classical sculpture in his minimalist drawings, and as 
with the rich and more romantically charged literary illustrations of Retzsch and 
Darley, would create a comfort zone for his readers, especially his Bostonian 
ones. Such resonances could help cushion the impact of the more Catholic 
nature of early Italian Renaissance sculpture.  
Perkins’ insistence on illustrations in all of his art historical ventures was 
certainly influenced by Winckelmann’s strategic deployment of images as well as 
by those art historians and illustrators who followed him, and have now been 
probed at length. However, the importance of drawing had been part of his 
consciousness since learning the skill as a boy.644 He sketched with his family on 
the Grand Tour and then, of course, did a great deal of sketching while living in 
                                               
644 Eliot, Memoir, 3. 
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Rome and visiting antique sculpture all over the city.645 Perkins’ belief in the 
value of drawing went well beyond its usefulness to an artist, as was 
demonstrated in his championing of the Massachusetts Drawing Act outlined 
earlier in the chapter. In a lecture entitled “On Drawing as a Branch of General 
Education,” delivered in Fitchburg, Massachusetts on July 27, 1871, Perkins 
expressed not only the intensity of his commitment, but also his view that art is a 
language that is best expressed through the outline form. The following brief 
excerpts demonstrate these sentiments. Drawing he said, was “the language of 
form,” and like words, “the slightest outline traced by a master hand speaks the 
thought which dictated it, with unmistakable clearness, to people of every nation 
and of every clime.” Drawing was also the “basis of architecture and sculpture,” 
the latter because of what it has to teach of proportion to the sculptor. In 
particular, he said, the student must be taught the importance of outline drawing 
that employs shading but only of “a sketchy character,” designated by varying the 
thickness of line. This kind of representation, he opined, was far more conducive 
to learning than “models…overcharged with complicated lines or puzzling 
shadows.”646 This statement lends tremendous weight to the assertion made in 
this dissertation that Perkins privileged line, especially outline, as the vehicle for 
artistic expression with the greatest rhetorical impact of the visual type. However, 
                                               
645 Some of Perkins’ sketchbooks from the Grand Tour are preserved at the Boston Athenaeum. 
646 This lecture was printed as part of a publication entitled, The Papers Read before the 
American Institute of Instruction at Fitchburg, Mass., July 26, 1871 with the Journal of 
Proceedings (Boston: American Institute of Instruction, 1872), 81, 85, 86. 
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we are fortunate not to only have his words to this effect, but also his illustrations, 
which reveal even more powerfully his bias for outline.  
As has been stressed, Perkins insisted that illustrations accompany his art 
historical writing. While this testified to his commitment to provide visual aids, 
some are known to be the handiwork of other artists, while others cannot be 
definitively attributed to Perkins. We know with certainty that the illustrations for 
Tuscan Sculptors and Italian Sculptors are based on his drawings because the 
title pages proclaim it so. We also know his work from his distinctive signature, 
which in the Northern Renaissance tradition of Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528), 
utilized interposed initials. (Fig. 4.5) Luckily for the purpose of this dissertation, 
the complete set of illustrations of his two major texts from the 1860s as well as 
one illustration from his 1878 Raphael and Michelangelo are known to be original 
to Perkins, which allows for an analysis not only of their formal qualities, but also 
of their connection to his texts analyzed here.  
In the case of the Tuscan and the Italian Sculptors, the method of 
reproduction was a combination of etching and woodcut. The etchings were 
tipped in as full-page plates and the woodcuts were placed at the beginning or 
end of chapters or inset into the text. In utilizing this mix of illustration types, 
Perkins has matched the quality of the engraving to the level of the illustration; 
thus, etching was used for the plates as it was the form of engraving that brought 
out the outlines and also was considered the most authentic in its closeness to 
the draftsman’s hand, constitutive elements that were ingrained in Perkins by 
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Bracquemond and LaLanne. Perkins might well have chosen etching given its 
superior qualities, for all of the illustrations, but the expense would no doubt have 
been prohibitive as he had a substantial number. The text included sixty-one 
illustrations which, accounting for blank pages and front and back matter, meant 
that he employed roughly one image for every three pages of text, an impressive 
ratio.647 In the case of the Raphael and Michelangelo, the frontispiece, which is 
Perkins’ only contribution to the illustrations of this text, is described therein as a 
heliotype from a pen and ink drawing by Perkins.  
The frontispiece to the Tuscan Sculptors declares Perkins’ allegiance to 
the outline style in his pastiche of sculptures by Michelozzo, Ghiberti, Donatello, 
and Nanni di Banco. (Fig. 4.6) He put the spotlight instantaneously on visual 
rhetoric as his pastiche mimics a museum-type display of the great sculptors of 
the Florentine quattrocento where one can see, at a glance, the variety of Old 
and New Testament themes that are employed as well as the increasing mastery 
of classical statuary poses.648 While certainly not as totally minimalistic a 
rendering as a Flaxman drawing, it is well within the mix of greater illusionism 
and outline that characterized the predecessors and successors to the British 
illustrator’s style, as discussed in chapter three. Furthermore, as a pastiche of 
individuals, it brings to mind not only Winckelmann’s use of a pastiche, but also 
                                               
647 Perkins was the etcher and thus would not likely have had out-of-pocket costs associated with 
etching. However, given his prodigious commitments, his time had to have been equally precious 
to him. 
648 Cambareri also notes the resonance between Perkins’ frontispiece and the “spirit of the plaster 
cast galleries.” See Cambareri, “Italian Renaissance Sculpture,” 101. 
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one of Raphael’s most intriguing drawings, a pen and brown ink work entitled “A 
Group of Four Standing Warriors” that had been part of the Sir Thomas 
Lawrence collection that entered the Ashmolean in 1846.649 (Fig. 4.7) In light of 
the European mid-nineteenth-century appreciation, also discussed in chapter 
three, for the emphasis on line and outline in Raphael’s oeuvre, it is significant 
that Perkins’ frontispiece drawing harks back to the master. Perkins’ own drawing 
of Donatello’s 1418–1419 St. George created for the Armorer's and Sword 
Makers Guild niche on the exterior of the Orsanmichele bears so much similarity 
to the middle figure in Raphael’s “Four Warriors,” that there would appear to be 
no doubt that he knew of it.650 (Fig. 4.8 & 4.9) Perkins’ frontispiece also 
implicates Nanni di Banco’s Four Crowned Martyrs — whose four figures have 
been suggested as the model for Raphael’s drawing — in that the image of the 
bas- relief on the base of Perkins’ illustration represents the right-hand side of di 
Banco’s Martyrs bas-relief. (Fig. 4.10) That Perkins chose this di Banco work, 
particularly the half that he privileges, is suggestive in and of itself, as the scene 
depicts two sculptors in their workshop wielding their tools to bring to completion 
the sculpted figure of a small boy – perhaps the Christ Child. The emphasis on 
bringing to life an inert slab of marble, which was the special province of the 
                                               
649 See the website for the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, under the title, “Western Art Drawings 
Collection,” at http://www.ashmolean.org/; accessed 7/19/16.  
650 That Perkins knew of the drawing is certain for several other reasons. First, he himself owned 
a Michelangelo drawing that, like the “Warriors,” had been previously owned by Lawrence. (See 
Perkins, Raphael and Michelangelo, xi. A copy of the particular Michelangelo drawing to which 
Perkins referred has not been located.) In addition, as has been mentioned, Perkins knew of Sir 
John Charles Robinson’s 1870 catalogue, A Critical Account of the Drawings by Michel Angelo 
and Raffaello in the University Galleries, Oxford, in which the drawing was included. 
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sculptor, certainly speaks to Perkins’ own choice to focus on sculpture, as does 
the emphasis on the sculptor’s work space. Moreover, Perkins’ reference to the 
Orsanmichele niche funded by the guild of stonemasons and woodcarvers 
highlights the fine line between high and decorative art as well as the educational 
role of guilds in Renaissance Florence, thus suggesting a parallel that existed to 
his own mission of educating the public and improving industrial design through 
scholarship and museum display. 
Returning to Perkins’ drawing of Donatello’s St. George, it should be noted 
that in keeping with his laudatory textual description he has created one of his 
most successful images. As discussed earlier in the chapter, for Perkins no one 
ranked more highly as an early Renaissance sculptor than Donatello. “Donatello 
was undoubtedly the greatest Tuscan sculptor before Michelangelo, and though 
by no means his equal in vigour and grandeur of conception, by far his superior 
in delicacy of handling, in truth of detail, rendering of character, and technical 
ability as a worker in marble or bronze.”651 Within the oeuvre of this giant among 
sculptors, Perkins most admired his St. George.  
A statue which deservedly ranks as the highest personification of a 
Christian hero ever wrought in marble…he stands with erect head and 
piercing glance, as if about to turn upon a deadly enemy. Every line is 
indicative of the cool reserve which ensures triumph; every portion of his 
body, even to the slightly compressed fingers of the right hand, full of a 
dominant thought.652 
 
                                               
651 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1,137. 
652 Ibid., 140. Emphasis mine. 
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Having previously established that the essence of the quattrocento genius was 
its perfect balance of Christian sentiment and classical form, in the descriptive 
text and image of St. George Perkins demonstrates how Donatello has achieved 
just that. Describing St. George as a “Christian hero,” he then emphasizes the 
classical rendering of the hero: his erect stance, his determined expression, his 
embodiment of a virtuous ideal with an emphasis on clear line and minimal detail. 
Echoing these attributes in his drawing, Perkins has eliminated all background 
detail, including both the Gothic tabernacle that borders the niche and the bas-
relief that graces the base. We thus see the statue as a totally free-standing one, 
just as we see St. George in Raphael’s Four Warriors, and just as we would see 
a classical statue presented to us in a museum setting. The classically elegant 
stance is highlighted by its outline style, uncluttered presentation, and 
unmistakable references in cloak, armor, and hairstyle to the ancient statue of 
Augustus as warrior. (Fig. 4.11)   
In his drawing of a panel of singing boys from Luca della Robbia’s marble 
Cantoria (1430–1438) at the Duomo in Florence, Perkins puts the outline style to 
use in conveying the naturalism and infectious enjoyment that for him 
characterized this pièce de résistance of della Robbia’s work. (Fig. 4.12) The 
Cantoria, meaning singing gallery, was one of several decorative projects 
initiated in the 1430s for the interior of the Duomo to match the major exterior 
enhancements of the soon-to-be-completed new dome (1420–1436) by the 
leading architect Filippo Brunelleschi (1337–1446). As Luca’s brief was to 
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illustrate Psalm 150, “Praise ye the Lord,” his design featured two tiers of four 
frontal panels per tier and one panel on each side, with the individual panels 
depicting different scenes of musical praise.653 Perkins illustrates Luca’s Cantoria 
with just this one panel, which sits on the left-hand side of the gallery, and he 
omits the panel’s framing, allowing the reader to focus on the very elements that 
distinguish Luca’s work and that he has highlighted in his text.  
Opposite to the latter is that beautiful series of alto-reliefs which Luca 
began for the balustrade of one of the organs in the Duomo…and which 
entitle him to rank as one of the most charming of Italian sculptors. They 
represent a band of youths dancing, playing upon musical instruments, 
and singing; the expression in each chorister’s face is so true to the nature 
of his voice, that we can hear the sonorous bass of their quartette, and as 
we listen to their ‘ditties of no tone’ feel with the poet, which looking upon 
such another ‘marble braid of men and maidens,’ that ‘heard melodies are 
sweet, but those unheard are sweeter.’ The skillful grouping of these 
figures, and the variety of graceful attitudes into which they are thrown, 
prevents a subject in itself without variety, from being monotonous.654  
 
Here Perkins was referring to the Romantic poet Keats’ Ode on a Grecian 
Urn (1820), which still stands today as a model example of a nineteenth-century 
ekphrastic text. Certainly Perkins’ reference was not a casual one as the 
implications of the ekphrastic tradition were considerable for his system of visual 
rhetoric, a linkage of which the rhetoric curriculum at Harvard College would have 
made him well aware. As discussed in chapter two, both Professors Channing 
                                               
653 Paoletti, Art in Renaissance Italy, 189. One of the other decorative projects was of course 
Donatello’s Cantoria (1433–1440). Not surprisingly, Perkins compares the two in terms of their 
impression on the modern viewer who sees them “in the narrow corridor of the Uffizi,” where he 
claims “Luca’s highly finished works gain as much by their present position, which permits close 
examination…as Donatello’s, sculptured in a bold sketchy style adapted to the distance at which 
they were intended to be seen, lose by their present undue proximity to the eye.” (Tuscan 
Sculptors, 193–194.)  
654 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1,193. 
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and Felton were partial to the pre-eminent Roman rhetorician, Quintilian, whose 
writings on rhetoric had greatly influenced the ancient definition of ekphrasis. 
Perkins not only incorporated the notion of ekphrasis, as discussed in chapter 
three, when he stated that “the expression in each chorister’s face is so true to 
the nature of his voice, that we can hear the sonorous bass of their quartette,” 
but his own clear and uncluttered language, “the skillful grouping of these figures, 
and the variety of graceful attitudes into which they are thrown” brought “the 
subject matter vividly before the eyes.” Placing the crowning touch on this rich 
section of text is Perkins’ illustration, whose dark sharp outlines, minimal 
modeling and perspectival techniques, and spare facial features allow the reader 
to focus on the boys’ open mouths and feel keenly their intense involvement in 
the music.   
Perkins’ illustration of Luca della Robbia’s Adoring Madonna (after 1479) 
is particularly characteristic of the art historian’s system of visual rhetoric, as in 
addition to its own visual appeal, it serves as a referent to a particular feature of 
the Early Italian Renaissance to which Perkins would have wanted his readers 
exposed.655 (Fig. 4.13) Interestingly, Perkins illustrated this work but did not 
describe it in his text. However, he listed it among other works ascribed to Luca 
in a paragraph that followed a discussion of one of Luca’s “most beautiful” works, 
                                               
655 Perkins refers to the work as originally in Pisa (Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 198.) Today, the work 
is in the Art Institute of Chicago (Accession # 1937.914), where it has been since 1937, and is 
attributed to the workshop of Andrea della Robbia (1435–1525.)  
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his altar-piece of the Coronation of the Virgin in the church of the Osservanza 
near Sienna.656  
The figures are white upon a blue ground, and gilding is sparingly, and 
most tastefully used in the drapery of the angels, and in the pattern of the 
Virgin’s robe. The Madonna is loveliness itself, and the heads are 
generally pleasing and in some instances beautiful, and the bas-relief of 
the Nativity is as simple in composition and as full of sentiment as a Frà 
Angelico.657  
 
As Perkins introduced his list of other Luca works as “equally genuine,” it may be 
reasonably assumed that he considered the Adoring Madonna as a fine work of 
Luca’s that exemplified similar virtues of simplicity and sentiment. Perkins’ 
drawing of the latter serves to support that assumption, as he presents to us a 
Virgin in a similarly reverent pose and solemn expression to that of the 
Osservanza Coronation, as may be seen in the detail. (Fig. 4.14) In the Adoring 
Madonna illustration he has emphasized the outline nature by contrasting the 
Virgin, Child, and chorus of angels to the fully shaded outline. He is thus 
illustrating the quality of a glazed terracotta piece that features white figures 
against a blue background. This method of creating a sharply defined outline is, 
in his estimation, superior to the later works of Luca’s family members and other 
scholars who employed multiple colors and thus obscured the true sculptural 
                                               
656 Still in situ at the Church of the Osservanza, it is now attributed to Andrea della Robbia (1485); 
these details accessed online at the Web Gallery of Art on 11/11/16 at http://www.wga/. 
657 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 198. 
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nature of the reliefs.658 The heavier shading of the background in Perkins own 
illustration notwithstanding, he has depicted the figures relatively free of shading, 
and he has eliminated the egg and dart decoration in the arch that surrounds the 
original work, thus making his illustration as clearly read as possible.  
As mentioned, Perkins’ inclusion of the Adoring Madonna also allowed 
him to evoke a particular feature of the Early Italian Renaissance that had strong 
synergies with the moralizing and elevating aims of Boston’s elite. In fifteenth-
century Florence, three trends came together to make for a healthy demand for 
devotional images of the Madonna and Child to be used in private homes, a 
demand that the workshops of such terracotta masters as Luca della Robbia, and 
also Ghiberti and Donatello, stood ready to fill. The first trend was a revival of the 
use of terracotta in sculpture, a medium that had been in decline since the 
medieval period, but had been particularly popular in antiquity.659 The second 
was a growing demand from the upper echelons of Florentine society for small 
devotional sculptural pieces to be used in their palazzi and private chapels.660 
The third was the particular appeal of such Madonna and Child images as the 
Adoring Madonna that stressed “the maternal embrace” — as versus the 
                                               
658 Ibid., 197–202. Luca is considered the inventor of a glazing technique for sculpture that 
allowed for a brilliant array of colors to be used while at the same time making the ceramics more 
durable and thus well-suited to outdoor public as well as indoor private use. Luca shared his 
technology with his nephew, Andrea della Robbia (1435–1525), who then passed it on to his sons 
Giovanni, Luca the Younger, Marco, Francesco, and Girolamo thus making for a century of 
production from the della Robbia workshop. See “Della Robbia, Sculpting with Color in 
Renaissance Florence,” at MFA website, http://www.mfa.org; accessed 10/14/16. 
659 Anna Jolly, “A Terracotta Bust of St. John the Baptist Attributed to Agnolo di Polo,” Bulletin of 
the Detroit Institute of Arts, vol. 73, no. 1/2, European Sculpture and Decorative Arts (1999): 73. 
660 Ibid. 
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Madonna in Majesty or the Madonna and other saints, just to name a few of the 
possible categories of Marian imagery. In fact, as documented by art historian 
Allison Lee Palmer, there was also a booming business in mass-produced 
miniature-sized private devotional plaques — generally the size of bronze medals 
or medallions — of the Madonna and Child, mostly in bronze, intended for the 
middle-class home.661 Such devotional images presented the Madonna and Child 
in ways that focused on how human mothers and babies manifested their love for 
one another. The Adoring Madonna, for example, looks down upon her baby with 
a look of great tenderness, and she kneels and places her hands together in 
prayer for him, sentiments that are reinforced visually by the bevy of angels and 
divines that hover above her looking down at the baby as well. At the same time, 
the Christ Child lies on his bed, his chubby arms, legs, and feet positioned just as 
any sleeping baby’s would be, and his round face has the peaceful demeanor to 
match. Furthermore, Luca subtly accentuates the earth-bound depiction of the 
baby by having his head and halo extend just very slightly over the edge of the 
bas-relief into its frame. In addition, the devotional images of Madonna and Child 
were imbued with almost magical powers — ones that actually increased with the 
multiples created for this market niche — to cause members of the household to 
act in particularly virtuous ways that would prevent family dissonance, believed 
                                               
661 Allison Lee Palmer, “The Walters’ ‘Madonna and Child’ Plaquette and Private Devotional Art in 
Early Renaissance Italy,” The Journal of the Walters Art Museum, vol. 59, Focus on the 
Collections (2001): 77–78. 
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by some to be the main cause of societal problems.662 It was even thought that 
the religious nature of the subject matter sacralized the space surrounding the 
image and allowed for the worshipper to experience visions of God through 
prayer.663  
While Perkins did not dwell on these aspects of private devotional works in 
Tuscan Sculptors, he certainly knew of them as they were discussed in some 
detail in Anna Jameson’s 1852 work, Legends of the Madonna, which she had 
authored as a continuation of her Sacred and Legendary Art of 1848. Jameson 
referred to them as “the Mater Amabilis,” in which the Virgin is “brought nearer to 
our sympathies.” She described their qualities as follows: “There is yet another 
treatment of the Madonna and Child, in which the Virgin no longer retains the 
lofty goddess-like exaltation…but she is still the ALMA MATER REDEMPTORIS, 
the young, and lovely, and most pure mother of a divine Christ.”664 Jameson 
made it clear that such devotional works created “chiefly for oratories, private or 
way-side chapels, and for the studies, libraries, and retired chambers of the 
devout, as an excitement to religious feeling,” carried with them, more than any 
other category of imagery, the imprint of “the character of the time and the 
painter.”665 Rio, too, made distinct reference to the power of such private 
                                               
662 Palmer, “Private Devotional Art,” 78 and Hannah Higham and Aleth Lorne, “A Terracotta 
“Madonna and Child with a Book’: Ascribed to the Master of the Unruly Children: New Physical 
Evidence and Interpretation,” The Rijksmuseum Bulletin, vol. 59, no. 4 (2011): 358. I was 
introduced to the Higham and Lorne resource by an extract of the article found in the MFA, 
Boston’s object file for 76.700 maintained in the Art of Europe. Accessed July, 2014. 
663 Palmer, “Private Devotional Art,” 79. 
664 See Jameson, Legends of the Madonna, xviii. 
665 Ibid., 125. 
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devotional pieces, although he did not dedicate a separate section to them as 
Jameson did. In his chapter on the “Mystic School,” in which he celebrated Fra 
Angelico above virtually all other artists of the quattrocento other than Raphael, 
Rio spoke of his admiration for these lesser-known images.666 Having read Rio 
closely, and also having done the same with Jameson’s works, Perkins would at 
the very least have known of the impact of these devotional images.667 But he 
was more than just aware of them, he was very much drawn to them, as will 
become evident when we turn shortly to his collections.  
Perkins’ close friend George Bancroft (1800–1891), a highly respected 
historian, statesman, and diplomat, captured the essence of Perkins’ art historical 
illustrations.668 Writing to Perkins from Berlin, where he headed up the American 
Legation, Bancroft made the following remarks within the context of his praise of 
Tuscan Sculptors.  
If all else but your drawings was lost vis à vis the transition from medieval 
to renaissance times the careful historian could reconstruct the state of 
civilization. From your sketches he could by intuitive sagacity describe the 
manners of society, the character of religion, the wages of war, the 
customs of the living, and the homages to the dead.669 
 
As a Harvard graduate (Class of 1817), Bancroft had been inculcated in the 
same rhetorical tradition as Perkins, albeit of an earlier vintage, the echoes of 
                                               
666 Rio, Poetry of Christian Art, 126. 
667 Perkins quoted Jameson often in Tuscan Sculptors.  
668 Bancroft was one of the first Americans to receive a PhD from Göttingen University in 
Germany. For biographical details see A. McFarland Davis, "George Bancroft." Proceedings of 
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 26 (1890): 355–70. 
669 Bancroft to Perkins, November 28, 1867, Ward-Perkins, Box 2, Folder 2. 
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which may be seen here as applied to the visual. This transference from the 
literary to the visual was at the very heart of Perkins’ efforts to connect the 
reading public to a simpler, nobler past through the reinforcing messages of art 
historical illustration. 
 
Section Four: Perkins’ Collections for Boston 
 
 Maximizing his system of visual rhetoric for the cultural advancement of 
his hometown of Boston was never far from Perkins’ mind. In particular, his long-
cherished dream of establishing a fine arts academy was high on his list of 
priorities. Nowhere is this institutional objective more clear than in the artworks of 
the past that he chose to collect over his quarter-century in Europe. His collection 
numbered approximately two hundred items.670 The collection broke down evenly 
into two segments, one comprising largely Old Master copies, which Perkins 
loaned to the Athenaeum to be exhibited many times over in the 1850’s and 
1860’s, and which would appear to have been collected in the first decade of his 
                                               
670 See http://www.mfa.org/ under “Collections,” search terms “perkins, charles c.” accessed on 
8/1/16. This search produced 99 results, but at least twelve of them were donations by a William 
Perkins Babcock, who, to my knowledge, was not of the same Perkins family. At the same time, 
the search did not pick up the nine medals that were bequeathed to Perkins’ son, Charles Bruen 
Perkins, from whom the MFA acquired the objects in 1923. In fact, the various sources for 
Perkins’ collection at the MFA provide some fairly wide-ranging numbers, including one reference 
in the 1889 Annual Report that stipulates that Perkins’ children donated just over three-hundred 
works on paper. See "DONATIONS IN 1889." Annual Report for the Year ... (Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston) 14 (1889): 37–40. Hence, the use of the term “approximately.” 
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European life.671 The second segment focused more squarely on ancient, 
medieval, and Renaissance items, which were likely acquired by Perkins from 
1857 until 1869 during his residence in Florence. This latter segment was not 
seen by the Boston public until the Museum of Fine Arts opened its doors in 
1876.  
In terms of medium, the second segment of the collection focused on 
ancient architectural and sculptural fragments and other remains; medieval 
manuscripts; early Italian Renaissance sculptures and medals; and eighteenth 
and nineteenth-century paintings and prints. For the large part, we lack details on 
the dates of acquisitions and provenances, but we can reconstruct, from the 
record of Perkins’ and his heirs’ donations to the Museum of Fine Arts over the 
period of 1870 to 1876, the mix, quality, quantity and intent of his collection. 
Dates of acquisition also provide meaningful information, as at least half of the 
objects were donated by Perkins by the time that the Museum opened its doors 
to the public in July 1876. The remaining half of the collection came to the 
Museum from Perkins’ wife and children between 1889 and 1923, all through 
                                               
671 Perkins and Gavin, Art Exhibition Index, 214–215. This segment also included contemporary 
paintings by Ary Scheffer and Nicola Consoni (Italian, 1818–1884), drawings by Friedrich 
Overbeck and Moritz Retzsch, and a few American works, most particularly sculptures by 
Thomas Crawford and genre and landscape paintings by James Edward Freeman and John 
Frederic Kensett, all of whom had been part of the expatriate community in Rome when Perkins 
was there. A selective sampling of this segment suggests that for the most part it did not enter 
either the MFA, Boston, or the Athenaeum’s permanent collection. Exceptions include Ary 
Scheffer’s Dante and Beatrice and Thomas Crawford’s Hebe and Ganymede. 
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donation, with the exception of Perkins’ youngest son’s collection of Renaissance 
medals, which he sold to the Museum for $1,000.672  
 Notably, these works reflected a microcosm of those collections at the 
emerging comprehensive public fine arts museums in Britain and on the 
Continent at mid-century, whose goals, strategies, and operating practices the 
American art historian had studied so carefully.673 Thus, it comprised a few 
examples of most of the major civilizations, periods, and mediums that made up 
the western world’s history of art, some of them originals, others reproductions. 
In addition, in the main, the art objects contained therein exhibited clear and 
unmannered lines, uncluttered compositions, and natural rendering of form, thus 
serving to reinforce qualities of early Italian Renaissance sculpture and painting 
stressed by Perkins in Tuscan Sculptors and in Raphael and Michelangelo. For 
example, in addition to his early Italian Renaissance sculpture collection, which I 
will examine in greater detail momentarily, his ancient fragments spoke to the 
clean and noble lines of Greek and Roman sculpture; his original and 
reproduction fifteenth-century medals of notable persons of that century executed 
in the ancient style did the same; and his prints, comprising contemporary 
engravings after Renaissance, Baroque, and Neo-classical artists, emphasized a 
                                               
672 See MFA Accessions #s 23.202-23.209 acquired by the MFA from Charles Bruen Perkins for 
$1,000 as documented in Note 1 on MFA website at http://www.mfa.org/ ; accessed 8/8/16. 
673 Perkins documented the results of his studies of European museums in his 1870 article, 
American Art Museums,” published in The North American Review. This article was first 
referenced in chapter three (f.n.197) and will be discussed in greater detail in the concluding 
chapter of the dissertation. 
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more linear style than a coloristic one.674 Although by no means examples of 
outline illustration, the engravings had been created in the intaglio method as 
versus the lithographic, and thus stressed sharp outline over gradations of 
hues.675 Furthermore, these prints were no doubt viewed by Perkins as ways of 
filling in gaps in the collection, hence furthering his goal of creating a microcosm 
of encyclopedic European museums. Third, that he donated over more than half 
of this second segment of his collection to the Museum before it had even 
opened its doors is testament in and of itself that he had the establishment of 
such an institution in his mind as he travelled Europe in pursuit of his various art 
historical aims.  
 Perkins’ collection of early Italian Renaissance sculpture comprised ten 
small-scale statuettes, plaques and bas-reliefs sculpted from terracotta or 
marble, the preponderance of which were devotional pieces, as well as eight 
bronze Renaissance medals crafted in the style of Roman medallions. Of these 
medals, five have been classified by the Museum as being original to the period 
between 1440 and 1550, and the balance are thought likely to be nineteenth-
century reproductions.676 All of these works serve, in one way or another, as a 
                                               
674 This assessment is based on the twenty-eight prints that are listed on the MFA website (as 
adjusted from forty by the twelve prints donated by another Perkins.) Most of the twenty-eight are 
not pictured on-line, but internet research into copies of the same prints at other repositories have 
allowed me to reach this conclusion.  
675 Perkins’ collection of prints presents a fascinating research topic that I regrettably cannot 
address to any level of detail within the scope of this dissertation, but that I plan to address at a 
future time. 
676 The accession numbers are listed in ascending order; those that are original are designated 
with an asterisk. 23.202*; 23.203; 23.204; 23.205*; 23.206*; 23.207*; 23.208*; 23.209. See MFA 
website at http://www.mfa.org.  
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physical analog to the art history and art historical illustrations of Perkins’ text, 
thus embodying the close relationship between the art historical discipline and 
the public fine arts museums that was explored in chapter three.  
Of these ten sculptures, eight are devotional works for the home, and the 
remaining two are examples of decorative styles emblematic of Florentine civic 
life. Of the devotional works, five are of terracotta, one is of plaster, and two are 
of marble. In terms of subject matter, five of the devotional works depict the 
Madonna and Child. The other three devotional works feature a Head of Christ, a 
Saint Mary Magdalen, and a head of a Pope. The civic works comprise two 
playful children carved in marble, described by the Museum as part of a fountain, 
and a marble fragment of a pilaster decorated with a classical urn, garlands, and 
flames.677  
Interestingly, of the five bas-reliefs and plaques of the Madonna and Child, 
only two were donated by Perkins to the Museum and on display when it opened 
its doors on July 4, 1876. The first was the Virgin and Child crafted in glazed 
terracotta dating to c.1500 from the workshop of Andrea della Robbia (1435–
1525) and the second was Benedetto Buglioni’s (1459–1521) multi-colored 
glazed terracotta workshop piece, the Nativity (c. 1520). The balance of the 
devotional works came into the Museum at the death of Mrs. Perkins in 1895. 
Possible reasons for not donating all of these at the earliest moment in the 
                                               
677 The accession numbers for these objects at the MFA, Boston are in ascending order: 76.697; 
76.700; 76.701; 76.757; 76.758; 95.1378; 95.1379; and 95.1383. See MFA website at 
http://www.mfa.org. 
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Museum’s history, while only speculative, include concerns for their condition, or 
for the wishes of Mrs. Perkins herself who might, given their focus on the 
maternal, have wished to display them in her own private space. The more likely 
scenario is that Perkins was guided by the maxim, “less is more” when it came to 
Roman Catholic imagery.678 The Andrea della Robbia workshop piece was so 
advanced in its naturalism and resonated so clearly with classical sculpture while 
at the same time demonstrating those spiritual aspects of quattrocento sculpture 
that Perkins found most uplifting, that perhaps he believed it could stand on its 
own as an example of its type. (Fig. 4.15) Measuring 20 by 14 inches, its pure 
white glaze would not only have invoked marble classical statuary, but its lack of 
gilding of any kind would also have precluded associations with the overtly 
Roman Catholic features that Boston elites associated with early Italian 
Renaissance art. In addition, the fact that this Virgin and Child is virtually free 
standing with no background framing, such as a niche, means that there is no 
reference to the heavens or any other divinity, as was often the case in such 
reliefs. This rhetoric of humanity is reinforced by the earthly love that is shared by 
mother and child. The Virgin embraces Jesus, here the picture of infant 
chubbiness, in precisely the way an earthbound mother would do, that is firmly 
and lovingly under his arm and his buttocks. The child in turn nestles up against 
                                               
678 Two of the works that he held back are currently labelled as “school of” and “style of” 
Rossellino and the third is thought to resemble closely the work of Giovanni Pisano. Perkins 
admired Giovanni Pisano (1250–1315) as well as Bernardo (1409-1464) and Antonio Rossellino 
(1427–1479), as he makes clear in Tuscan Sculptors (vol. 1: 37–50, 202–207), so it was certainly 
not for lack of respect that motivated his timing. 
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her cheek and grasps her around the neck, again a very natural gesture for a 
baby. His left foot even extends slightly beyond the framing ledge, suggesting 
that he might squirm his way out of his mother’s arms at any moment and enter 
the viewer’s space. There is also a rhetoric of devotional life that emanates from 
the sculpture, as this positioning of the left foot emphasizes the work’s intended 
use as a devotional aide, as do the holes near the necks of the figures, which 
would have been used to attach pieces of real jewelry as further gestures of 
reverence to the Madonna and her Child.679 As a work of glazed terracotta, it also 
spoke to the mass production of devotional works for private homes and the 
inherent democratization of art that was represented in such production, as well 
as the almost magical transfer of positive familial values from the object to its 
Renaissance patrons, as discussed with reference to Perkins’ illustration of Luca 
della Robbia’s Adoring Madonna. 
The second devotional work, the Nativity by Buglioni’s workshop does not, 
at first glance, have such a compelling story. (Fig. 4.16) Perkins makes only one 
very brief mention of Buglioni – spelling his name “Baglioni” – along with other 
workers in Robbia ware who followed Luca. Perkins specified two works for 
which Buglioni was responsible, but made no comment, either favorable or not, 
about the works. That the Buglioni work that Perkins acquired was polychromed 
would not have recommended it to him, nor would the far clumsier and less 
                                               
679 See MFA website, “Virgin and Child,” (Accession # 76.700) by the workshop of Andrea della 
Robbia at http://www.mfa.org/ ; accessed 3/12/13. 
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refined execution than certainly the Adoring Madonna but also the Virgin and 
Child. However, it was a Nativity scene, a subject that even the most entrenched 
anti-popish Bostonian could warm up to, the natural outdoor setting eschewed 
any gilded ritualistic Roman Catholic references, and the placement of the central 
figural scene up against the picture plane made it easy on the eye and readily 
comprehended. Furthermore, despite its technical inadequacies, it served its 
didactic purpose by alluding to the polychromatic turn taken by the della Robbia 
workshop and Robbia-ware industry as well as the mass production of devotional 
works.  
One final point with regard to Perkins’ choice to donate the Nativity earlier 
rather than later is that it, like the Virgin and Child, is thought to have been 
acquired by the art historian from the Campana Collection.680 This collection 
served as another connection between Perkins and Sir John Charles Robinson 
of the South Kensington Museum who, along with the British Museum, led the 
way in acquiring objects from it. The Campana collection comprised Greek and 
Roman sculpture, Renaissance sculpture, Italian trecento and quattrocento 
                                               
680 Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 117–119 and 121–122. 
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paintings, and majolica wares.681 In 1860 Robinson acquired eighty-five pieces of 
the early Italian Renaissance sculpture for the South Kensington Museum. 
Perkins had to have learned of its availability, if not from Robinson directly, from 
the prominent attention being given the sale by many British and European 
agents working for private and museum patrons.682 Thus, the Buglioni basked in 
the reflected glory of that collection, which, despite the less than savory nature of 
Campana’s reputation and the Papal States’ improper sale, was a treasure-
house of artworks that had won the seal of approval of institutions of the prestige 
of the South Kensington and British Museums. 
The Saint Mary Magdalen surrounded by Angels (alternatively titled 
Ecstasy of Saint Mary Magdalen) is a particularly evocative artwork in Perkins’ 
collection. (Fig. 4.17) One of the devotional works that was held back, an 
exploration of its qualities validates the notion that it was Perkins’ anxiety about 
provoking anti-popery criticism that led him to parse his donations as he did. Her 
gaunt figure is emaciated from its decades of self-deprivation and repentance in 
the wilderness. This life-changing experience is highlighted by her stringy, 
                                               
681 The Campana collection had a colorful history in that its owner Giampietro Campana (1808–
1880), who served the Papal States as Director General of their charitable trust, the Monte di 
Pièta, was convicted in 1857 of embezzlement from the trust. His collection was seized and put 
up for sale by the Papal States. At the same time, his agent Ottavio Gigli had his own collection of 
sculpture and maiolica wares confiscated by the Papal States in partial payment of Campana’s 
debts. Gigli originally withheld his consent to go forward with the sale of the combined collections, 
“the Gigli-Campana Collection,” but within several years, financial straits persuaded the Papal 
States to do so without his authorization. See Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 117–118 and online 
article, “Giampietro Campana,” at Victoria & Albert website, http://www.vam.ac.uk/, accessed 
8/2/16. 
682 See MFA website, “Nativity,” (Accession #76.701), by the workshop of Benedetto Buglioni, at 
http://www.mfa.org/, accessed 3/12/13 and Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 117. 
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unkempt hair that is wrapped around her body as if a garment; by the protruding 
bones in her face, neck, arms, and legs; and by the fact that she has been 
carved from the very earthen material of the desert that had been her long-time 
home for decades.683 Her entire body has been figured in attenuated linearity, an 
echo of the long, narrow shape of the mandorla that encases her, all of which 
gives off a sense of intense nervous energy. These formal features speak 
volumes to the Magdalen’s grief and penitence and at the same time to her state 
of ecstasy, as the secondary title suggests. In contrast, the lovely cherubs that 
surround her, as if to keep her from harm, are endowed with chubby cheeks, 
angelic smiles, and adorable little miniature wings. Together with the rather 
peaceful, accepting expression on the Magdalen’s face, the cherubs help to 
balance the raw emotions otherwise engendered by her figure, and make it 
palatable for the worshipper to ponder for an extended period of time in his or her 
private space.  
 That this work appealed to the nineteenth-century museum professional 
for its resonance with quattrocento virtuous themes is attested to by the fact that 
three other museums own this design, the Victoria and Albert, the Louvre, and 
the Musée Bonnat (in Bayonne, France.) The Victoria and Albert (“V&A”) 
ownership is of particular relevance given the degree to which this London 
                                               
683 According to the MFA website, the relief was once covered in a polychrome finish. However, 
the very minor traces that exist today, and most likely existed at the same minor level one 
hundred and fifty years ago when Perkins acquired it, make no impact on the viewer’s impression 
of an unadulterated surface. See “Saint Mary Magdalen Surrounded by Angels,” (Accession 
#95.1377) by unidentified artist at http://www.mfa.org/; accessed 3/12/13. 
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institution inspired Perkins as he shaped the early years of Boston’s museum. 
The V&A website label indicates that the work was purchased from the Gigli-
Campana Collection for ten pounds in 1861.684 This again suggests that Perkins’ 
connection to Robinson and other major players in the medieval and early 
Renaissance art market at the time are what prompted his own acquisition of the 
piece, but apparently this is not sufficiently certain to warrant its inclusion in the 
MFA website entry.685  
On the other hand, what does seem certain is that Perkins acquired this 
work, at least in part, because of its strong echoes of Donatello’s statues of The 
Penitent Magdalene (1453–1455) and St. John the Baptist (1438.) (Fig. 4.18) 
Carved in a highly expressionistic manner accentuating their near-death 
emaciation and ragged features, these works are undeniably models for the 
Perkins terracotta. Furthermore, we know that Perkins would have appreciated 
this close relationship, as he spoke highly of this class of Donatello’s work which 
he labelled “Realistic,” as follows.   
In the wasted figure of the Magdalen, half hidden under a mass of 
disheveled hair, in her attenuated limbs, which seem hardly able to sustain 
even so frail a burden, Donatello worked out, as literally as possible, his 
idea of a woman who had long lived upon the coarsest and scantiest food, 
and snatched uneasy slumbers upon the hard rock which served her as a 
place of penitence and prayer. In like manner, when he conceived his St. 
John, he pictured to himself the effect which long wanderings in the 
desert…would have upon the human frame, and he produced a gaunt 
skeleton figure, his face lighted up by a wild fanaticism, and his lips half 
open to utter that prophetic message…These works are neither ideal nor 
                                               
684 See “The Ecstasy of the Magdalene; Assumption of St. Mary Magdalene” (Museum #7605-
1861) at Victoria & Albert website, http://collections.vam.ac.uk/, accessed 8/2/16. 
685 See MFA website entry for “Saint Mary Magdalen, Surrounded by Angels.” 
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beautiful…but they are valuable and interesting as 
true…representations.686 
 
The formal features to which Perkins draws his readers’ attention and the 
visceral reaction that he describes in this passage are certainly borne out in the 
depiction of the Magdalen in the terracotta relief, albeit somewhat softened by 
the angels as previously suggested. The passage also holds the key to why 
Perkins did not place this work at the Museum when it first opened. The words 
“fanaticism” and “neither ideal nor beautiful,” imply a kind of visual rhetoric that 
would likely have caused some Boston viewers to recoil, the very opposite of 
Perkins’ goal for the display of artworks, and the Magdalen’s reference to 
Donatello was apparently not enough in Perkins’ mind to mitigate this down side. 
The final object in his collection to analyze here is the charming marble 
statuette titled Two Children. (Fig. 4.19) Designated today by the MFA as a “15th 
century Italian (?) Renaissance piece,” it appears to fit very well within a category 
of sculpture that was considered by the Florentines in the quattrocento to create 
a robust effect on its beholder.687 Like the devotional images thought to bring 
about behaviors consistent with chastity, fertility, maternity, and piety, images of 
children increasingly demonstrated an emphasis on their corporality, and thus 
functioned as regular reminders that the future glory of “family and state” lay in 
                                               
686 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 147. 
687 See MFA website entry for “Two Children” (Accession # 76.757) by an unknown artist; 
http://www.mfa.org/, accessed 8/18/16. 
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their hands.688 Art historian Arnold Victor Coonin compares the impact of portrait 
busts of children to a particular form of devotional image that he refers to as a 
“holy doll.”689 Though primarily used for devotion, they were occasionally held by 
pregnant women as “the mother’s spiritual contemplation of the doll and the doll’s 
physical presence near the child…was presumed…[to] inspire virtuous behavior 
in the unborn child.”690 As an example of a work with such an impactful aura, 
Perkins would certainly have recognized its usefulness in a museum display, 
particularly as its expressive formal features played right into such an 
interpretation. The diminutive work, measuring seventeen by nine and a half 
inches, portrayed two boys, one naked, the other clothed, who are together 
supporting what appears to be an unidentifiable marble object. The naked boy 
shows all of the chubbiness of a toddler with pudgy folds of skin in his legs and 
arms and protruding stomach, and he is gleefully engaged with his clothed 
counterpart. The latter wears a typical Renaissance adult male costume of soft, 
low bonnet, doublet and tights, but his pudgy layers emphasize his juvenile 
status.691 While the work is of marble, the particular figuration of the boys 
suggests a similarity to terracotta devotional works executed by the so-called 
                                               
688 Arnold Victor Coonin, “Portrait Busts of Children in Quattrocento Florence,” The Metropolitan 
Museum Journal, vol. 30 (1995): 61–71. 
689 Ibid., 63. 
690 Ibid. 
691 For a description of Renaissance attire, see James Laver, Costume and Fashion: A Concise 
History (London: Thames and Hudson, 1982), 81–83. 
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“Master of the Unruly Children.”692 The use of marble may relate to the fact that 
portrait busts of children were most commonly constructed of marble, but it 
probably has more to do with the fact that the work is likely a fragment of a 
fountain.693 As such, marble befit the public and civic nature of the piece, as well 
as being better suited to a constant flow of water. As a work intended for the 
public, outdoor sphere, it also would evoke the way in which sculpture functioned 
as an ever-constant reminder in the lives of Renaissance citizens, from the most 
powerful to the ordinary, of their civic pride and duty. Having spent ten years in 
Florence, Perkins had experienced firsthand this aspect of Florentine life — 
which had changed very little since the Renaissance — and for him, as for so 
many other nineteenth-century ideologues, the fact that these works had 
functioned in this way in the Renaissance made them highly suitable candidates 
for performing the same elevating function in the present day.  
This chapter has covered in detail the principal components of Perkins’ 
system of visual rhetoric, with the exception of his museum work, for reasons 
identified at the outset. With respect to Perkins’ scholarship, illustrations, and 
collections, it has been demonstrated that in each component of his system, the 
emphasis on sculptural and linear effects of the early Italian Renaissance 
masters has been privileged as the most effective formal tool for achieving a 
                                               
692 For example, Madonna and Child with a Book (c. 1500–1525), held at the Rijksmuseum in 
Amsterdam, shows a squirmy, pudgy Christ Child searching for the Virgin’s breast. See Higham 
and Lorne, “Master of the Unruly Children,” 353–354.  
693 See MFA website entry for “Two Children.” 
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visually rhetorical message. Harnessing these qualities in a museum setting is 
the subject of the concluding chapter to follow. The emphasis will be that where 
the display of art in Boston in the ante-bellum period had functioned within a 
liminal and essentially private sphere tightly defined by classical literature, in the 
post-Civil War period it functioned in a central and public sphere defined by the 
most au courant art historical and museological theories which embraced the full 
arc of the arts of the ages. In this way, the final chapter will ultimately establish 
Perkins as the architect of this new paradigm of fine arts squarely focused on 
visual rhetoric.  
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Chapter Five — Perkins’ Visual Rhetoric Strategically Applied in Boston 
 
Section One: Acquisitions and Exhibitions at the MFA, Boston, 1870–1876 
Perkins’ crucial role as architect of Boston’s post-bellum visually rhetorical 
arts landscape may be seen in the fact that within nine months of his 1869 return 
to Boston he had achieved the incorporation of the new Museum of Fine Arts. By 
1876, if their speeches on opening day, July 4, were any indication, the members 
of the Board of Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts had not only constructed a 
new building and filled it with art objects, but also they had embraced a new 
visually grounded rationale that did not require the mediating influence of 
classical literature. This they made clear by including in their celebratory remarks 
their unstinting praise of the beauty and educational value of the objects on 
display, which, in keeping with the new more encyclopedic history of art texts, 
included not only early Italian Renaissance works but also objects representing 
the ancient arts of Cyprus, Egypt, and the Far East. 
What did Perkins do in order to achieve this result in the city of his birth to 
which he was so devoted? With a combination of respect for the old, but insistent 
energy for the new, he brought to bear his system of visual rhetoric on the city’s 
fine arts exhibition practices. To begin with, in addition to lending his expertise to 
the American Association of Social Science, as was described in chapter four, 
Perkins dedicated his persuasive pen to the question of what benefits would 
accrue to the city and its citizens from an encyclopedic collection of historical art 
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on display in a museum. In a move highly respectful of the city’s literary tradition, 
he laid out the new visual paradigm in an article, “American Art Museums.” It was 
published in July, 1870 in the foremost literary magazine of the city, The North 
American Review, which had been founded and edited by the same elites who 
founded the Athenaeum and who taught classical rhetoric at Harvard, another 
strategic choice.694 Stressing that the arts of temples and cathedrals had served 
as “active agents in cultivating public taste” in antiquity and in the medieval 
period, Perkins made the point that in today’s world it was up to museums to play 
that role. He drew a parallel between the salutary impact on taste that 
masterworks of music performed regularly by well-trained musicians had had on 
Boston’s citizens and the kind of beneficial impact that the visual arts would 
make.695 In this regard, “art is a unit…acting upon a unit, the spirit of man,” 
Perkins opined in a statement that betrayed the training in rhetoric that he had 
received at the hands of Professor Channing. 
Music, architecture, poetry, sculpture, and painting are but palpable 
modes of transmitting the thoughts of one mind to other minds, and 
whether these be conveyed through sounds or stones, verse, marble, or 
color, the object of art is to move, raise, and instruct us, to take us out of 
                                               
694 Charles Callahan Perkins, “American Art Museums,” The North American Review, vol. 111, 
no. 228 (July 1870): 1–29. The Review was founded by William Tudor, Jr. (1779–1830) in 1815 
as a periodical “which should be distinctively American in character.” In 1819 Edward Everett, 
distinguished classicist and orator, became editor, followed by Edward Tyrrel Channing and the 
Reverend Jared Sparks, both classical rhetoricians, and in 1864 Charles Eliot Norton and James 
Russell Lowell, “men who at that time had taken a foremost place in American letters,” took over 
as co-editors. See Julius H. Ward, “The North American Review,” The North American Review, 
vol. 201, no. 710 (January 1915): 123–134. The Review is still in publication today. 
695 Perkins, “Museums,” 4. This state of affairs, not surprisingly, owed a great deal to Perkins 
himself, who, during his sojourns in Boston, had involved himself actively with music in Boston as 
noted in chapter three.  
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ourselves, and thus make us share for a time in the lofty dreams of the 
privileged few who are called sons of genius.696 
 
Such a transformative change can only be effected, he professed, “by the 
organization of comprehensive museums” whose mandate must be “before all 
else educational.”697 Given the dearth of resources — both in expertise and in 
moneys — Perkins asserted that reproductions of all kinds would need to be at 
the core of the new museum’s acquisition policies with the ultimate goal of 
building: 
…a representative collection which shall illustrate the rise and progress of 
the arts and their gradual decadence. For this purpose the examples in 
each department must be arranged chronologically, so that the professor 
of art and archaeology may use them to point out the broad differences 
between the sculpture of Egypt and Assyria, may demonstrate in what 
measure each influenced early Greek sculpture…pointing out as he 
proceeds how and why sculpture steadily progressed until it culminated in 
the age of Pericles, and as steadily declined until it almost died out in the 
Dark Ages, then rose again in the Middle Ages from Niccola Pisano to 
Donatello, and fell away through the splendid extravagances of Michel 
Angelo and the corrupt principles of his successors.698  
 
Thus Perkins summarized the tenets of his system of visual rhetoric as it applied 
to museum display. It must be comprehensive, chronological, and representative; 
its organization is essential to the teacher of art history; and it must reflect art 
history’s cyclicality, incorporating an inevitable rise and fall. Perkins then 
provided a series of detailed specifications for ancient cast collections and a 
review of the strengths of such collections at the various European museums. He 
                                               
696 Perkins, “Museums,” 4. 
697 Ibid., 5. 
698 Ibid., 9. 
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particularly focused on how the South Kensington Museum’s governance, 
architecture, collections, and auxiliary systems of drawing instruction supported 
its goal of improving the nation’s industrial art, making it “the prototype of the 
Continental museums, and the model upon which most of them have been 
formed.”699 Perkins concluded this extraordinarily comprehensive and 
prescriptive rationale for American art museums with a detailed accounting of the 
collections and operating strategies of museums in Austria, Russia, and 
Germany that had followed in the South Kensington’s footsteps.700 His final 
recommendation for American art museums was to embrace the motto, “festina 
lente,” to make haste slowly, being sure not to sacrifice quality to quantity.701  
As soon as was humanly possible, Perkins set about bringing these 
precepts to life with a program of acquisitions and exhibitions that broke free of 
                                               
699 Ibid., 16. 
700 For example, for the National Museum of Bavaria in Munich he provided the following verbal 
map of their collections: “Beginning with Roman antiquities, such as a mosaic pavement…, the 
visitor passes on to the Celtic and Carlovingian remains, weapons…gold and silver ornaments 
found in tombs, ivory caskets, fragments of glass, and figures of saints and symbolic animals in 
wood and stone. He then visits the Romanesque department, where reliquaries…ecclesiastical 
vestments…illuminated manuscripts, and some Byzantine paintings of the twelfth or thirteenth 
century… are collected. In the Gothic division…stained glass windows…carved ceilings…and an 
immense collection of suits of armor, pieces of furniture, weapons, portraits of celebrated 
personages, besides divers objects of artistic and historical interest belonging to the Renaissance 
epoch.” Ibid., 24. 
701 Ibid., 28–29. 
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the old restrictions on exhibition-worthy fine art.702 The record of Museum 
exhibitions between the February 1870 incorporation and opening day in 1876 
demonstrated Perkins’ commitment to a strategy of implementing the new 
without discarding the old. In this the Boston Athenaeum was his generous 
partner, lending space for collections and exhibitions on its third floor, and 
funding acquisitions with the intention of donating them to the Museum.703 The 
management of this process was handled jointly by the Committee of the 
Museum and the Fine Arts Committee of the Athenaeum. The committees were 
headed by Charles Callahan Perkins at the MFA and Edward Newton Perkins at 
the Athenaeum, certainly making for a close-knit collaboration.704 Added to this, 
all five members of the Committee on the Museum were either Athenaeum 
trustees or proprietors, and three of them were actually members of the Fine Arts 
                                               
702 The Museum, led by the Building Committee of which Perkins was a member, had to first erect 
a structure — including raising funds to build it — a complicated task as no sooner had this effort 
begun and the architects been chosen — Sturgis and Brigham of London and Boston — than the 
country suffered the economic panic of 1873 and the Boston and Chicago fires of 1871 and 1872 
respectively, all of which siphoned off pledged and potentially pledged funds. The other members 
of the Building Committee were Martin Brimmer, William W. Greenough, Otis Norcross and J. 
Eliot Cabot. When the building opened in 1876 only the northwest portion of the Sturgis and 
Brigham design was completed. Two expansions occurred subsequently in 1878–1879 and in 
1888–1889 and even then the total structure was just over half of the original design. Within 
several years of the second expansion it became clear that the Museum would need to relocate, 
which it ultimately did in 1909 to its present location on Huntington Avenue. See Hirayama, With 
Éclat, 105 and 113. 
703 Dr. Hirayama’s careful research into this interim period is thoroughly documented in With 
Éclat, 97–104; 119–122. 
704 When the Museum incorporated in 1870 Perkins was made Honorary Director, a title which 
totally understated the centrality of his functions and suggests, for today’s interpreter of that title, 
a ceremonial role only. Nothing could have been further from the truth. As Chairman of the 
Committee on the Museum, Perkins’ scope was that of a Head Curator in today’s museum 
parlance. In contrast, General Charles Loring was given the title, “Curator,” but his role appeared 
to be more of an administrative one. Perkins also served on the Building Committee until it was 
disbanded in 1879. See Annual Reports of the Museum of Fine Arts, 1876 through 1886. 
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Committee.705 This overlap, while certainly incestuous, was no doubt necessary 
given the invaluable experience to the Museum of the Athenaeum’s forty-plus 
years of dominating the fine arts collection and exhibition activities in Boston. It 
was also highly strategic, even politic, as it conveyed respect for those decades 
of experience and assured the old guard that their voices would be counted. 
While the two committees were never officially joined, and thus had no 
appointed Chair, Perkins was unquestionably in charge. The Athenaeum, on its 
own, continued to host exhibitions for a few more years after the Museum was 
incorporated, but each year the displays decreased in number and did not, for 
the most part, depart from the tried and true formula of Old Master paintings (and 
copies thereof) and portraits.706 The exception was the display in 1873 of fifty-
one chromolithographs produced by the Arundel Society of London of early 
Italian Renaissance painting as well as Old Master works, primarily from Italy.707 
                                               
705 Besides Charles Callahan Perkins, the Committee on the Museum in 1870 comprised Henry 
Jacob Bigelow, James Elliot Cabot, Benjamin Smith Rotch, and George Washington Wales.  
Cabot, Rotch and Wales were Athenaeum trustees and members of the Fine Arts Committee and 
Perkins and Bigelow were Athenaeum proprietors. The other members of the Fine Arts 
Committee were the chairman, Edward Newton Perkins and a fifth member whose name has not 
been located. See Hirayama, With Éclat, 97 and 196, f.n. 2. 
706 The last sculpture exhibition was held in 1867, the Sculpture Gallery being the first casualty of 
the determination made by the Trustees that space had run out and that the fine arts would need 
to find another home. See Rosemary Booth, “A Taste for Sculpture,” in: Pamela Hoyle, A Climate 
for Art: The History of the Boston Athenaeum Gallery, 1827–1873 (Boston: the Boston 
Athenaeum, 1980), 33-35. This was not a reflection, however, on Bostonians’ preference for 
painting over sculpture. To the contrary, the continued success of the sculpture exhibitions from 
the first of 1839 to the last of 1867 had resulted in growth in the collection that could simply no 
longer be accommodated. 
707 The Arundel Society was founded in London in 1848 to circulate art historical monographs and 
engravings after iconic art works to subscribers for the purpose of promoting knowledge of art in 
Britain, with a particular bias toward the burgeoning interest in quattrocento works. See Ledger 
Harrod, “Arundel Society,” 1. 
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Close to half of the Arundel Society reproductions owned by the Athenaeum 
were from the fifteenth-century, and thus comprised a category rarely featured in 
Boston Athenaeum exhibitions before the Civil War.708 (Fig. 5.1) Not only did 
Perkins know the Society well, having subscribed himself since 1860, but the 
Athenaeum had owned an organizational subscription since 1855, and several of 
the Athenaeum Trustees and Museum of Fine Arts’ officers had also recently 
subscribed.709 That the Athenaeum had not seen fit to display these copies 
before 1873 poses a very intriguing question, but at the same time lends some 
credence to the possibility that Perkins was behind the newfound interest in the 
Society’s publications. It could even be the case that this modest introduction of 
the quattrocento was part of Perkins’ strategy to acclimate Bostonians to the 
early Italian Renaissance.  
Seeking to keep the presence of the new museum fresh in the public’s 
mind during fund-raising and construction of the new building, the Committee on 
the Museum, under Perkins’ direction, hosted several exhibitions of its own in the 
1872 to 1875 period. While a combination of good fortune as well as purposeful 
                                               
708 Boston Athenaeum, Catalogue of the Forty-Ninth Exhibition of Paintings at the Athenaeum 
Gallery (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 1872), 16-27. 
709 See Lucina Ward, “A Translation of a Translation: Dissemination of the Arundel Society’s 
Chromolithographs,” PhD diss., 2016, The Australian National University, 275, 277, 279–305. 
Ward’s discussion of the Boston connections to the Arundel Society points up the Society’s multi-
faceted nature. In fact, Boston was the site of the Society’s first international presence; in 1855, it 
appointed William H. Dennet of Boston as their agent. Dennet successfully sold a number of 
subscriptions, including one, presumably, to the Athenaeum. Later subscribers included George 
Washington Wales, member of both the Fine Arts Committee and the Committee on the Museum, 
who joined in 1871. Martin Brimmer, President of the MFA, joined in 1878. Charles Eliot Norton 
and Samuel Eliot were also subscribers. The beginning date of Norton’s subscription is not 
known; Eliot began his in the 1880s. 
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action, when taken together, the exhibitions’ contents reflected Perkins’ strategy 
of mixing new with old. The first was held at the Boston jewelry store of Bigelow 
and Kennard and was made up exclusively of the newly purchased Cesnola 
collection of ancient Cypriot objects.710 (Fig. 5.2) The richness of Cesnola’s 
discoveries gained him considerable attention from major European museums as 
well as the two new museums in America, the Metropolitan and the Boston 
Museum. Interest from the latter was initiated by Perkins who negotiated with 
Cesnola to purchase 500 Cypriot artworks, and it was these that were exhibited 
at Bigelow and Kennard from March until May of 1872 with great acclaim.   
Perkins followed this up with a second 1872 exhibition at the newly 
established “Museum Room” loaned by the Athenaeum on its third floor. It 
represented a complete reversal of more than forty years of previous fine arts 
exhibitions as it displayed only three paintings with the balance in the ancient and 
decorative arts, the vast majority of these coming from the Cesnola collection.711 
The objects that did not come from the Cesnola collection comprised a mix of 
ancient Greek and Roman, medieval and early Renaissance, and Asian.712 
Continuing this emphasis in 1873, the Museum’s exhibition comprised not only 
the categories represented in 1872, but also a significant collection of ancient 
                                               
710 This account of the Cesnola collection is indebted to Hirayama’s detailed reporting of the 
1870–1876 period of joint efforts between the Athenaeum and the Museum. See With Éclat, 99–
105. See also Whitehill, MFA, Boston, Centennial History, 20–21 and “The Cesnola Collection,” at 
the Heilbrunn Time Line, online at the Metropolitan Museum’s website at: http://metmuseum.org, 
accessed 8/6/16. 
711 Hirayama, With Éclat, 103–104. 
712 Ibid., 104. 
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Egyptian art numbering almost five thousand objects that came into the Museum 
as the result of the generosity of the Way family of Boston.713 (Fig. 5.3) Perkins 
wrote a very telling preface to the 1873 catalogue in that it was as extensive an 
introduction to the historical context of the art on exhibit as had been published in 
the entire run of exhibitions hosted by the Athenaeum since 1827.714  
The collection herein catalogued…contains a series of objects which 
illustrate a wide range of artistic activity in point of time and use of 
material, including a very valuable collection of Egyptian antiquities, and 
many specimens of ancient and modern glass, bronze and pottery, 
Graeco-Italian vases, Italian Majolica, Venetian glass, illuminated 
manuscripts, tapestry, and pictures; and form an artistic microcosm, well 
calculated to teach the visitor something of the character and quality of the 
art-industry of many nations during a long period of the world’s history.715  
 
In this introductory statement, Perkins made crystal clear his aims for displaying 
art in Boston, highlighting both the encyclopedic and artisanal nature of the works 
on display, and tipping his hand to the chronological scope, mix of high and low 
art, and educational aims of the museum models that he had come to know and 
value so well in Europe. Additionally, his preface provided the visitor with a map 
not only to the location of the objects in the exhibition, but also to the historical 
and aesthetical context in which each category of objects belonged. Moreover, 
for virtually every specific catalogue entry he included a title, a description, dates 
                                               
713 Ibid., 103 and 197, f.n. 30. Hirayama states that the collection was purchased by Samuel A. 
Way in London during the period of 1868 to 1872, but it was his son C. Granville Way who 
actually donated it to the Museum in June, 1872. 
714 Charles Callahan Perkins, Second Catalogue of the Collection of Ancient and Modern Works 
of Art given or loaned to the Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts, at Boston (Boston: Alfred 
Mudge & Son, 1873): 3–19. I was pointed to this document by Hirayama, With Éclat, 104. 
715 Perkins, Second Catalogue Ancient and Modern, 1873, 3.  
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and artists and, in a number of instances, additional historical references.716 
Throughout the catalogue Perkins referred to relevant scholarship and museum 
exhibits and employed his matter-of-fact, descriptive, and easily-read style that 
was introduced in the discussion of his scholarly texts in the previous chapter. 
Comparing the profile of exhibition content and aims that emerged from 
the 1873 catalogue with the 1869 catalogue which accompanied the last 
exhibition hosted by the Athenaeum in its role as premier arts institution in 
Boston, the sharp contrast tells the story of Perkins’ influence. The 1869 
exhibition was comprised of paintings only, three hundred and fifty-one to be 
precise.717 There were no introductory remarks of any kind, and with the 
exception of a few annotated catalogue entries, the large majority of the list 
comprised simply the name of the work, the artist, and the owner. Of the 
paintings themselves not one was painted by or copied from an early Italian 
Renaissance master, with the exception of two works after Giotto that were part 
                                               
716 In support of the ancient works Perkins addressed the three main divisions of Egyptian history 
and the related art production; the antique and decorative nature of the Cyprus terracotta pottery 
and figurative statuettes as well as the Greek glass from Cypriot tombs; and the varying 
influences and techniques with a bearing on Italo-Greek painted vases including a glossary of 
terms for earthenware vessels. In support of the modern works Perkins discussed the history of 
majolica wares, bringing the reader up to the artistic contributions of della Robbia and the more 
plebian ones of his workshop; the aesthetic beauty, advanced modelling technique, and material 
quality of the early Renaissance bronze medals; and the production challenges encountered with 
the Gobelin tapestries that had come into the collection. See Ibid. 
717 The paintings that were included in the Athenaeum’s 1869 exhibition were generally copies 
after sixteenth and seventeenth-century Italian works of classical and Old and New Testament 
subjects as well as northern European genre scenes and landscapes. There were also 
eighteenth-century American portraits, a sizeable number of paintings by Washington Allston, and 
an equal number of casts of Roman marble busts loaned by Dr. Jacob Bigelow (1787–1879), 
Boston physician and botanist who had led the way in the founding of the Mt. Auburn Cemetery in 
1831. See Boston Athenaeum, Catalogue of the Forty-Fifth Exhibition of Paintings at the 
Athenaeum Gallery (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 1869).  
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of a collection of fifty-two Old Master copies in watercolor.718 That these 
watercolors had been commissioned by their owner in 1859 to meet “the need in 
Boston of reproductions of famous paintings by old masters in European 
galleries,” and that the collection included very few, if any, trecento or 
quattrocento works, makes a highly revealing comment on the city’s prevailing 
mid-century taste in the fine arts.719 The coincidence in date — 1859 — of this 
commission for Old Master copies and the rejection by Boston elites of James 
Jackson Jarves’ collection of early Italian paintings, taken together with the 
overwhelming sameness of the 1869 exhibition, provides a confirmation that the 
decided distaste for such artworks had continued through the mid-century and 
into the post-Civil War period.  
All of that said, however, as was evident in Perkins’ own collection of 
paintings described in the previous chapter, he was also not afraid to seize 
opportunities that resonated with Boston’s long-standing taste for the Old 
Masters. Accordingly, when it became clear that the collection of Spanish 
paintings of the sixteenth and seventeenth century owned by Antonio Maria 
d’Orleans, duc de Monpensier (1824–1890) was available for loan, Perkins and 
the Museum trustees jumped to secure it for the Museum.720 The Duke’s 
                                               
718 These were two of a collection of fifty-two watercolors of old master paintings that the Boston 
bibliophile Thomas Dowse commissioned for the Boston Athenaeum of an (unknown) artist who 
he sent abroad. See The Athenaeum Centenary: The Influence and History of the Boston 
Athenaeum from 1807 to 1907 (Boston: Boston Athenaeum, 1907), 61. 
719 Ibid. 
720 Hirayama, With Éclat, 114. 
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collection of twenty-one works, depicting both sacred and secular themes, 
including ones by Bartolomé Esteban Murillo (1617–1682), Diego Rodríguez de 
Silva y Velázquez (1599–1660), and Franciso de Zurbarán (1598–1664) as well 
as by Italian, Flemish, and French Baroque artists, became the principal focus of 
the 1874 Museum exhibition, and it remained on the third floor of the Athenaeum 
until at least June 1876.721 
In 1875 two more opportunities to ease the Boston elites into the new 
visual paradigm presented themselves, the genesis of one clearly owed to 
Perkins, the genesis of the other, while undocumented as such, likely also the art 
historian’s work. The first concerned the so-called Castellani collection 
purchased by the Athenaeum at Perkins’ recommendation in the fall of 1875.722 
Alessandro Castellani (1823–1883) was an Italian jeweler with a background not 
dissimilar to Cesnola. Together with his brother Augusto, at mid-century 
Alessandro made their jewelry famous with ancient pieces, both original and 
reproductions, as well as modern designs inspired by those pieces. Following 
once again in the footsteps of the South Kensington Museum, but this time for 
the Museum’s account as versus his own, in 1876 Perkins arranged to purchase 
thirty objects in metals, wood, and textiles. Dating from the fifteenth to the 
eighteenth century, these objects ranged from the secular to the sacred, and 
were, in the main, of fine design and craftsmanship. One work in particular 
                                               
721 Ibid. 
722 The following brief summary of the Castellani collection at the MFA is owed to Hirayama, With 
Éclat, 122–128. 
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marked the distance Boston elites had travelled since their rejection of the Jarves 
collection. It was the northern Italian or southern German work, Ecce Homo 
(Torso of Christ), c. 1650–1700, made entirely of gilt bronze and depicting a 
bound Christ wearing a crown of thorns with downcast eyes and sorrowful 
expression.723 Certainly it was a subject in keeping with the Old Master paintings 
so often exhibited in Boston to positive acclaim, but to see it in sculptural form 
and entirely gilded had to have represented close to a first for Boston audiences.  
The second opportunity of 1875 to acquaint Bostonians with the new 
historically and visually-grounded basis for fine art display came with the 
collection of Quincy Adams Shaw (1825–1908.) Shaw was a very wealthy and 
cultured Bostonian from one of the oldest and most prestigious families in the 
city, who had two collecting interests, one in early Italian Renaissance sculpture, 
and the other in the nineteenth-century works of the French Barbizon landscape 
painters.724 Seemingly widely disparate, these two areas of artistic production 
actually shared a great deal, as will be explored momentarily. Little is known with 
any certainty of Quincy Adams Shaw’s motivations for collecting early Italian 
Renaissance sculpture, or of the provenance and timing of his acquisitions.725 
                                               
723 The Ecce Homo theme was an oft-depicted one in Christian art presenting Jesus after being 
beaten, crowned with thorns and mocked, and just before he was crucified.  
724 The Barbizon painters were so-named because they formed an artists’ colony in the Barbizon 
forest, close to Fontainebleau in France in the mid-nineteenth century. They were drawn to 
landscape and genre painting, focusing on rural scenes of peasant life and work. While 
employing considerable realism they were quite romantic in their sensibilities, often glorifying their 
subjects with soft beatific colors and religious and classical references. For more on the Barbizon 
school, see Troyen, The Boston Tradition, 21–25. 
725 There is no known archive of Shaw’s papers, for example.  
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Nonetheless, as with the case of Perkins, many works were ultimately donated to 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the records of those gifts and subsequent 
curatorial research on the objects reveals a good deal. Shaw’s collection of 
Italian Renaissance sculpture at the Museum numbers nineteen pieces, including 
several of the finest such pieces anywhere in America.726 Roughly half are of a 
similar devotional nature to those collected by Perkins, with an emphasis on the 
Madonna and Child. In fact, Shaw, like Perkins, was drawn to the emotional 
impact of the latter subject as may be seen in the searing emotion of Bartolomeo 
Bellano’s Virgin and Child with Two Angels (c. 1460–1470; accession #17.4672.) 
(Fig. 5.4) The major difference between the two collections is one of collector 
motivation. Shaw sought the finest examples, it would seem largely for his own 
private consumption, although he loaned several on a long-term basis to the 
Museum and bequeathed all of the sculptures upon his death.727 In keeping with 
his goals, Shaw’s collection included such masterpieces as Donatello’s Madonna 
of the Clouds (1425–1435; accession #17.1470), Mino da Fiesole’s Roman 
Emperor (c. 1455; accession #17.471) and Andrea della Robbia’s Virgin and 
Child (c. 1500–1525; accession #17.1474.) (Fig. 5.5) That said, however, Perkins 
                                               
726 See Cambareri, “Italian Renaissance Sculpture,” 103. The foremost in this regard is 
Donatello’s Madonna of the Clouds of 1425 to 1435. Shaw’s collection has stood the test of time 
in terms of authenticity with the minor exception of three works that have been found to be 
nineteenth century reproductions. See accession #s 17.1479 a-b, 17.1464, and 17.1477 at 
http://www.mfa.org/; accessed 4/6/2014. However as Cambareri rightly points out, the 
reproductions also have much to tell us about the century that produced them (107.) 
727 The sculptures were not accessioned until 1917 when the new Evans Wing of the Museum on 
Huntington Avenue was completed and there was sufficient space to comply with Shaw’s 
requirement that all of his sculptures be exhibited on one wall. See Cambareri, “Italian 
Renaissance Sculpture,” 106.  
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certainly did not collect lesser examples because he was unaware of which were 
the highest quality sculptures, nor because he lacked purchasing savvy or 
sufficient funds. His collecting choices were made with a single-minded purpose, 
that of creating an academy of the fine arts in his hometown, and given the 
broader public he desired to reach, examples of early Italian Renaissance works 
that were designed for a mass market may even have been considered the more 
resonant.  
Shaw’s other collection focus was on the French Barbizon landscape 
painters, in particular the works of the French Romantic painter, Jean-François 
Millet (1814–1875.) Encouraged by William Morris Hunt, who had spent several 
years painting together with the Barbizon painters, several elite Bostonians 
sought out Millet’s works well before other Americans, even before Millet’s own 
countrymen.728 The most iconic of Shaw’s Millet purchases was that of The 
Sower, in which a French peasant — anonymous, with his hat pulled down low 
on his forehead — looms large at the surface of the picture plane striding forward 
purposefully with seeds clutched in one hand and his seed-bag in the other. (Fig. 
5.6) Emblematic of the glorification of the French countryside that was the 
Barbizon painters’ stock in trade, these works possessed a humanity and a 
naturalism combined with a sense of a divine mission on earth that was not so 
                                               
728 By 1889 thirty Bostonians had amassed more than 125 paintings and pastels and thirty 
drawings by Millet. The most notable collectors were Hunt himself, Martin Brimmer, and Quincy 
Adams Shaw. See Susan Fleming, “The Boston Patrons of Jean-François Millet,” in: Alexandra 
R. Murphy, Jean-François Millet (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1984), ix. 
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dissimilar from the early Italian Renaissance works of Shaw’s collection. While 
there is no documentation to suggest that Shaw himself was motivated by this 
connection, apparently his wife, Pauline Agassiz Shaw, who was active in 
childhood education in Boston and owned her own Millet drawings, saw their 
didactic potential in teaching children “the dignity of labor.”729 
When Shaw loaned his entire painting collection to the museum in 1875, 
the trustees lost no time in arranging a special exhibition of twenty-nine of these 
works.730 No doubt it was the Perkins brothers who took the lead in this as 
Edward was a close neighbor of Shaw’s in Jamaica Plain, and Charles would 
likely have jumped at the chance to display such an evocative pairing of works.731 
They comprised twenty-six Barbizon landscapes and three works from the Italian 
Renaissance.732 The Renaissance paintings included at least one late 
quattrocento Virgin and Child by Domenico Ghirlandaio (1448–1484), although 
thought at the time to be by Sebastiano di Bartola Mainardi (1474–1513).733 (Fig. 
5.7) The Ghirlandaio could well have appealed to Shaw as a devotional piece, 
                                               
729 Fleming, “Boston Patrons,” xiii. 
730 Ibid., xii and Hirayama, With Éclat, 118. It would appear that Shaw had not acquired his 
Renaissance sculptures at this date, leaving open the possibility that he was inspired in this 
aspect of his collecting practices by Perkins. As mentioned, provenance on Shaw’s quattrocento 
sculptures is spotty and for most the Museum states that there is no known acquisition date by 
Shaw, with a few exceptions where the object is described as either in Shaw’s hands by the late 
1880s or 1890s. See MFA, Boston website for accession #s 17.1465, 17.1469a, and 17.472, for 
example at MFA website, http://www.mfa.org. 
731 Hirayama, With Éclat, 118, f. n. 104. 
732 Ibid., 118. 
733 The work is now classified as “Workshop of Ghirlandaio,” on the MFA website (Accession 
#46.1429) at http://www.mfa.org. Mainardi was Ghirlandaio’s brother-in-law and he worked 
closely with Ghirlandaio in Florence. See “Mainardi, Sebastiano ou Bastiano di Bartolo,” in: E. 
Benezit, Dictionnaire des Peintres, Sculpteurs, Dessinateurs, et Graveurs, vol. 5 (Paris: Librairie 
Gründ, 1966), 702.  
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albeit in paint not marble, that reflected the tenderness and humility of the Virgin 
and the naturalism of Jesus’ chubby limbs and sweet expression. At the same 
time, it displayed the Florentine emphasis, with the figures sharply outlined 
against the background and placed right up against the picture plane, the folds of 
skin and fabric marked by clear lines, and the delicate gold leaf detailing of the 
Virgin and Child’s haloes and of the Virgin’s veil, dress, and cloak resembling the 
work of a burin. Thus, for Perkins it would have showcased the qualities of 
quattrocento Florentine art that he found so meritorious for art historical display 
and would have represented one more opportunity to transition his audience from 
the literary to the visual paradigm. Furthermore, that the Millet works shared with 
the early Italian Renaissance ones a sense of divine investment in terrestrial 
beings would not likely have escaped Perkins’ notice and would have added to 
his sense of the exhibition as relevant to his mission. 
On opening day, July 4, 1876, the several thousand works on display at 
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston formed the visual corollary — albeit on a 
much smaller scale — to Perkins’ textual prescription as outlined in his 1870 
article. That the Museum was able to accomplish the level of comprehensiveness 
that it did was largely owing to the Athenaeum’s institutional loan of more than 
eight hundred objects, the bulk of which was five-hundred photographs of Old 
Master works, but also comprised approximately fifty original paintings, fifty 
Arundel Society chromolithographs, as previously described, and twenty plaster 
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casts.734 As may be seen in the Museum floor plans published in 1876, the visitor 
progressed from the vestibule to the end of the entrance hall to begin his 
exploration with Egyptian antiquities (the Way collection), then on to the ancient 
Cypriote works (the Cesnola collection) and to three galleries filled with eighty-
one sculptural casts.735 (Fig. 5.8) Of these, the first two were entirely devoted to 
Grecian marbles, while the third and last was split between Greco-Roman and 
Renaissance casts. On the second floor, medium took over from chronology as 
the organizing principle. (Fig. 5.9) The visitor progressed from a gallery of thirty-
four paintings to the Loan Room and then the Lawrence Room, which between 
them housed the Castellani and Lawrence collections of embroideries, textiles, 
carved wood, and metalwork as well as majolica and Robbia ware, including 
Perkins’ Virgin and Child from the Andrea della Robbia workshop and his 
Buglioni Nativity.736  
The question remains, however, exactly how did the early Italian 
Renaissance shape the Museum’s collections on display on opening day? This 
question, key to the dissertation’s central argument, will be addressed forthwith 
and will be followed by a final section summarizing the organic relationship that is 
posited in the dissertation as a whole between Perkins, Boston, and visual 
rhetoric.   
                                               
734 Hirayama, With Éclat, 132. 
735 Ibid., 131. 
736 The Lawrence collection was that of the widow of Timothy Bigelow Lawrence, whose sizeable 
gift to the Boston Athenaeum of a global collection of armor had made it essential that new 
dedicated space be found for the fine arts collections, as discussed in the previous chapter.  
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Section Two: The Early Italian Renaissance at the MFA, 1876–1880 
 
In describing Perkins’ influence on the new Boston Museum, scholars 
have often pointed to the South Kensington Museum’s emphasis on art as a tool 
for education as his model.737 Building on this assertion, and particularly on 
Charlotte Drew’s recent dissertation on the formative role of Italian Renaissance 
sculpture in the London Museum’s first decade (1852–1862), this section 
develops several specific points of comparison. These points of comparison help 
to make the case that the influence of the South Kensington model in Boston was 
not generic but rather a function of how well Perkins knew both the model and his 
native city’s traditions. 
The primary challenge faced by John Charles Robinson, the South 
Kensington’s curator, as characterized by Drew (and mentioned briefly in chapter 
three), was to walk a fine line between the museum’s stated commitment to 
improving industrial design through copies and reproductions and his own 
campaign to acquire original quattrocento sculptures, particularly those of Luca 
della Robbia. Facing resistance from John Ruskin’s vociferous objection to color 
in sculpture and Sir Henry Cole’s argument that reproductions not originals were 
the brief of the South Kensington Museum, Robinson took advantage of the 
authority conferred on him due to his scholarly expertise to use the power of title, 
pen, and purse to strategically countermand both of them. Thus, by 1862, his 
                                               
737 See, for example, Michael Conforti, “The Idealist Enterprise and the Applied Arts,” in: Malcolm 
Baker and Brenda Richardson, eds. A Grand Design: The Art of the Victoria and Albert Museum 
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1997), 40–44 and Hirayama, With Éclat, 83–88. 
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catalog on Italian Renaissance sculpture stressed the purity and naturalism of 
the della Robbias — in answer to Ruskin — and his display strategies justified 
the ways in which fine and decorative arts were very closely linked — in answer 
to Cole.738 The success of these strategies was reflected in the fact that at the 
end of the South Kensington Museum’s first decade, original quattrocento 
sculptures dominated the decorative arts collection.739  
As Drew makes clear, Robinson’s displays were essential to his strategy 
of blurring the lines between the fine and decorative arts. “…Italian sculpture, 
both original and casts, played a prominent role in Robinson’s 1857 display 
scheme, forming a physical and conceptual central focus that promoted the 
synthesis of the fine and decorative arts within the Museum.”740 One of 
Robinson’s reasons for uniting the original and the reproduction in displays was 
because it allowed him to emulate the marriage of painting, sculpture, 
architecture and decorative objects that were found in situ all over Italy. Such 
examples provided context for the artworks in the way that most Londoners 
would not have found in their daily travels.741 Thus, in a central location within the 
South Kensington Museum, Robinson anchored his display around two iconic 
masterworks of the Renaissance, and to do so he employed reproductions.742 
                                               
738 See Drew, “Italian Sculptors,” 77–129, 203–222.  
739 Ibid., 54. 
740 Ibid., 134. 
741 Ibid., 135. 
742 The details and interpretation of this central display at the South Kensington are indebted to 
Drew, “Italian Sculptors,” 175–181. 
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The first was a life-size (eighteen-foot) cast of Michelangelo’s David (1504) and 
the second were copies of Raphael’s arabesques from the Vatican loggia (1508–
1510.) Strategically placed in the spaces between the David and the arabesques 
were a variety of decorative objects representing a range of materials —
terracotta, bronze, and wood; a range of periods of art — the early Renaissance 
to the Baroque; and even a geographic range — that of northern and southern 
Europe. (Fig. 5.10) In this way, Robinson made two points that were crucial to 
the success of his strategy for a museum intended to support industrial design.743 
First, he demonstrated the degree to which the great masters were an inspiration 
to artisans of their day. Second, he demonstrated the fine line between artist and 
artisan — this was particularly the case with the Raphael copies as they were, in 
their original location, strictly architectural ornament — and suggested it should 
be a model for the present day.744 
Perkins found Robinson’s take on scholarship, illustrations, collecting, and 
museum directing, all of the four components of Perkins’ system of visual 
rhetoric, to be a singular model.745 Like Robinson, Perkins’ scholarship was a key 
to his authority, perhaps even more so, as in Boston when he returned, there 
was really no one who called himself an art historian, let alone one who also had 
                                               
743 Robinson made many more than just two points, as Drew successfully teases out in her 
dissertation. However, for the purpose of this dissertation, these are the main messages. 
744 Drew, “Italian Sculptors,” 175–181. 
745 While there is no firm indication in the scholarship that Robinson was the author of the 
illustrations in his 1862 catalog of Renaissance sculpture, as author of the catalog he would have 
been responsible for their selection and execution. As such, given that the illustrations were in the 
outline style, it is reasonable to assume that Robinson’s use of this style influenced Perkins in 
some measure. 
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direct and personal experience of the new public fine arts museums. Perkins 
shared Robinson’s belief in the importance of visual aids in support of one’s 
scholarship. Most importantly, the American followed the Englishman in the view 
that early Italian Renaissance sculpture was the key to shifting the conversation 
regarding institutional display of the arts from one where viewership was limited 
by literary and/or connoisseurship considerations to one that focused more on 
promoting visual literacy for the broad public. As part of this shift, both art 
historians sought to strategically overcome philosophical resistance among elites 
to the period of the early Italian Renaissance by stressing the naturalism and 
humanity of its works.  
How then does the presence of trecento and quattrocento sculpture at the 
MFA function in comparison to that of the South Kensington Museum, and how 
does it serve as the cornerstone of the shift in Boston from a literary to a visual 
paradigm? Before addressing these questions, it is important to establish what 
objects of the early Italian Renaissance there were at the MFA when it opened its 
doors in 1876.746 First, there were Perkins’ original fine arts works of that period, 
comprised of the two Madonna and Child bas-reliefs, a trecento statuette of the 
school of Giovanni Pisano, and bronze Renaissance medals and artifacts. There 
was also one of Quincy Adams Shaw’s collection, a 1485 Pietà by the Venetian 
                                               
746 The following inventory derives from the Museum of Fine Arts, Second Catalogue of the 
Collection of Ancient and Modern Works of Art Given or Loaned to the Trustees (Boston: Alfred 
Mudge, 1876.) For the most part, only objects that were labelled in this 1876 catalog as Italian 
fourteenth, fifteenth, or early sixteenth century were included in the inventory. 
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artist Bartolomeo Vivarini (active about 1440, died after 1500.)747 These works 
were complemented by a small collection of original majolica plates primarily 
from the first half of the sixteenth century, but a few were from the late medieval 
and early Renaissance periods.748 In this same decorative arts vein, there were a 
number of examples from both sacred and secular sites of fine, richly decorated 
fifteenth and early sixteenth-century textiles as well as varied objects sculpted 
from wood and bronze. Last, but by no means least, there were thirty-two plaster 
casts and nineteenth-century reproductions of quattrocento sculpture as well as 
an equal number of casts of early Renaissance medals and reproductions taken 
from the Jules Soulages collection of French and Italian Renaissance bronzes at 
the South Kensington Museum.749 
That Perkins shared Robinson’s view that museums needed to 
compensate for the inability of most ordinary citizens to view original artworks in 
their historical context was made clear in his preface to Tuscan Sculptors. As 
previously described, it is there that he established the need for a text that 
focused on early Italian Renaissance sculpture. One of the contributing factors 
that he cites was that the sculptures “can only be studied in Italy, where its 
                                               
747 Because of its mixed-media of painted wood sculpture and oil and tempera on panel the 
Vivarini Pietà (Accession #01.4) was classified as a painting, as it still is today. See Cambareri, 
“Italian Renaissance Sculpture,” 103 and on the MFA website at http://www.mfa.org/; accessed 
8/25/16. 
748 Perkins, Collection of Ancient and Modern Works, 1876, 50. The majority of the maiolica on 
display in 1876 was given by Mrs. Lawrence.  
749 Jules Soulages (1803-1857) began collecting Italian and French Renaissance decorative art in 
1825. The South Kensington Museum purchased his collection over the period of 1859 to 1865. 
See online article at the Victoria & Albert website, “Soulages at the V&A,” accessed 8/30/16 at 
http://www.vam.ac.uk. 
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masterpieces are not to be found in splendid and commodious galleries, but in 
scattered churches and palaces, in which they are seldom so placed as to attract 
the attention of any but careful observers.”750 That he footnotes this statement 
with the caveat that the only exception to this rule is Robinson’s “admirable 
collection of Italian sculpture at the South Kensington Museum” adds additional 
emphasis to the proposition that Robinson had inspired him.751 Robinson’s 
visitors, however, could at least go to the National Gallery or the British Museum 
to see vast riches of ancient and revival works even if they were not in situ. 
Furthermore, Robinson was working with collections that had accrued over 
centuries due to efforts by private patrons and institutional entities and had the 
full support, financially and morally, of the British Government, not to mention 
Queen Victoria herself. Clearly, Perkins had none of these advantages and was 
furthermore coping with very limited square footage and only private funding. 
Thus, his need for reproductions to address the historical gaps in the Museum’s 
collections was that much greater. Nonetheless, the impress of Robinson’s 
strategies, as delineated by Drew, may be readily discerned in the display of 
objects at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston on its opening day. 
Perkins, like Robinson, set the stage with the language in his catalogs, 
and in this regard, he actually began the process in his 1872 catalog to the 
exhibition held in the Museum Room on the third floor of the Boston Athenaeum. 
                                               
750 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, vii. 
751 Ibid. 
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In the catalog preface, after establishing the importance of the ancient ceramic 
arts through a formal analysis of the Cypriote pottery and the Greek and 
Etruscan vases of the Archaic and Classical Greek eras, he transitioned 
immediately to the collection of majolica plates and bottles, beginning his 
discussion by focusing on Moorish ware. “[It] is what is called Hispano-Moorish 
ware, [and] brings us to the origin of this beautiful art manufacture. The Moorish 
potters were…distinguished for the beauty of their metallic oxide glaze.” He then 
traced the history of the glazing process through the first half of the sixteenth 
century, attributing its perfection to the patronage of such enlightened rulers as 
the Dukes of Urbino and Ferrara who, it turns out, may have owed their interest 
in part to the mistaken notion that certain of the designs were Raphael’s.752 
Perkins concluded his discussion of the majolica by introducing the creative 
genius of Luca della Robbia, both technically in terms of the glazing process, as 
well as artistically. He transitioned artlessly to not only the sculptor’s great 
masterpiece in marble, the Singing Boys of the Cantoria in the Florence 
Cathedral, but also to the fact that this masterpiece was represented in the 
Boston Museum’s collection in a sculptural cast and that its expressiveness could 
be linked to that which Dante experienced in the Purgatorio.  
For excellence of composition and simple, unpretending truth to nature, 
this group of choristers is worthy of the highest praise. So earnestly do 
they sing, and so perfectly is the character of each voice conveyed by the 
facial expression, that like Dante when he looked upon those celestial 
                                               
752 Charles Callahan Perkins, “Preface,” Catalogue of the Collection of Ancient and Modern 
Works of Art, given or loaned to the Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts, at Boston (Boston: 
Alfred Mudge, 1872), 11–14. 
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bas-reliefs, which surpassed the works of Polyclete (Purgatorio, X.Canto), 
we are in doubt whether we do not hear as well as see...The other casts 
on either side of this relief are of works by celebrated Tuscan sculptors of 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, from Orcagna to Benvenuto 
Cellini.753 
 
Thus, in one masterstroke, Perkins linked the majolica to the glories of Greek art, 
the beauty of Raphael, and the enlightenment of the Italian nobility, while at the 
same time positioning the sculptural casts as being read by the viewer as if they 
were original artworks encountered by Dante, the medieval poet much-beloved in 
Boston.754  
 In 1876, the compartmentalization of display that was not readily achieved 
in the one-room exhibition format of 1872, was now facilitated by not only the 
brand new museum building, but also a considerable increase in collections, both 
owned and loaned. However, this only presented an opportunity to Perkins as he 
sought to contextualize early Italian Renaissance sculpture to its best advantage. 
As mentioned, prominently positioned on the first floor with the ancient sculpture 
of Egypt and Greece, the so-called “Roman and Renaissance Room” made its 
debut. Even the room’s name emphasized the continuity of the ancient and 
Renaissance periods, especially as the number of objects that it contained was 
evenly split between the two. The Renaissance objects numbering approximately 
                                               
753 Ibid., 14. 
754 The Harvard language scholars George Ticknor and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow as well as 
the medievalist and art historian Charles Eliot Norton were largely responsible for the strength of 
the Dante phenomenon in mid to late nineteenth-century Boston. George Ticknor had 
corresponded with European Dantists and taught a Harvard course on Dante in the early 1830s, 
Longfellow started a Dante Club at his home in Cambridge, and Norton had known of Dante since 
his early childhood when his mother translated the poet and his uncle Ticknor, whose library he 
frequented, had introduced him. See Turner, Charles Eliot Norton, 33 and 198. 
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forty, a three-fold increase over 1872, were almost all quattrocento sculptural 
casts.755 Sculptors represented included Ghiberti, Luca della Robbia, Donatello, 
Mino da Fiesole, and Michelangelo. The subjects of the works were primarily 
sacred ones from the New Testament, and included even a bust of Savonarola, 
whose uncompromising stance on paganism would just two decades earlier have 
sent off the same anti-popery alarm bells as did the ritualistic works of the Jarves 
collection. However, presented within the context of an historical progression of 
the arts on the first floor and emphasizing as they did the greater naturalism of 
the quattrocento, these works apparently passed muster with the elite members 
of the Museum Committee. Thus, between the name of the gallery and the close 
proximity to ancient objects familiar to and well accepted by the Boston public, 
the layout on the first floor served to greet the visitor with a comfortable continuity 
with the sculpture exhibitions of years past. 
As mentioned, in 1876, on the second floor, history was replaced by 
medium as the organizing principle of the collections. There, the visitor was 
greeted by the paintings gallery, where, again, continuity, this time with paintings 
exhibitions of the past, eased the visitor on his way to the so-called Loan and 
Lawrence Rooms. Filled to capacity with embroideries, textiles, carved wood, 
and metalwork as well as majolica, many of these objects were Italian dating to 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as was described in the inventory of early 
                                               
755 The increase is an approximate calculation based on the MFA, Collection of Ancient and 
Modern Works, 1872 and its complement of 1876. 
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Renaissance works detailed earlier in this section. It was in these rooms that 
Perkins recreated the marriage of the fine and decorative arts, modeled by 
Robinson, and already convincingly established both in language and in spatial 
juxtaposition in 1872. In 1876, however, rather than contrasting majolica with 
quattrocento casts in the same physical space, he placed the majolica together 
with the original pieces from his own collection, the Virgin and Child from the 
Andrea della Robbia workshop and the Buglioni Nativity.756 His 1876 catalog 
description reinforced that connection as the two works were listed directly after 
the listing of majolica.757 This connection makes even more sense when we see 
that he attributed the Virgin and Child to Luca and the Nativity to Andrea della 
Robbia, higher-level attributions than the current ones. However, Perkins labeled 
the works as “Robbia Ware,” as versus “Robbia Sculpture,” perhaps reinforcing 
the fine line between the fine arts and the decorative arts, or perhaps simply 
acknowledging that the listing included one “modern imitation,” presented by the 
Reverend Mr. Washburn.758  Either way, Perkins had once again followed an 
example set by Robinson, who conflated Robbia ware and sculpture in his 1856 
catalog of the Soulages Collection, among other examples of such linguistic 
conflation.759  
                                               
756 Cambareri, “Italian Renaissance Sculpture,” 102. Apparently, at the time of the 1876 opening 
the Buglioni Nativity had not been identified as such for Perkins lists the work as being by Andrea 
della Robbia and titled The Virgin Adoring the Infant Jesus. Similarly, the Virgin and Child was 
attributed to Luca della Robbia rather than to Andrea’s workshop. See Perkins, Collection of 
Ancient and Modern Works, 1876, 54. 
757 Ibid. 
758 Ibid. 
759 Drew, “Italian Sculpture,” 108. 
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  One final example of Perkins’ own bravura display practices involved the 
collection of eight panels from the Hôtel Montmorency in Paris. Seen through the 
doorway as affixed to the western wall of the Loan Room in a Meneghelli painting 
of the Lawrence Room, these narrow twelve-foot tall painted and gilded oak 
panels were designed by Claude-Nicholas Ledoux (1736–1806), a leading 
French neo-classical architect, for his client Monsieur Bouvet de Vezelay in circa 
1770.760 (Fig. 5.11) The panels were festooned with interlaced floral, figural, and 
armorial designs, which were highly reminiscent of Raphael’s arabesques in the 
Vatican loggie. (Fig. 5.12) They thus further cemented the link between fine arts 
and the decorative ones by referencing Raphael’s work in the latter category. 
This was a clear echo of Robinson’s didactic use of copies of the Raphael loggia 
arabesques at the South Kensington Museum (see Fig. 5.10.)  
The net effect of Perkins’ textual and display strategies was to 
demonstrate that the Early Italian Renaissance formed a bridge between the 
copies of ancient pagan sculpture as well as contemporary classically-inspired 
sculpture that Bostonians had seen for decades at the Athenaeum’s exhibitions, 
and the Old Masters paintings that had also been favored there. Furthermore, 
through linking the fine and decorative arts in the Renaissance period and 
                                               
760 These panels were purchased at the time of the demolition of the Hôtel in 1848. The identity of 
the purchaser is disputed, but by 1876 they were in the hands of the Bostonian, Harleston Parker, 
who loaned them to the Museum at the time of its opening. At a subsequent point the Boston 
Athenaeum and the Museum each bought four of the eight panels. The Athenaeum loaned their 
four panels to the MFA until 1976 when the Museum purchased them back leaving them the 
owner of the full set, which they remain today (accession #79.326–79.329 and 1975.801–804.) 
See these panels described on the MFA website at http://www.mfa.org/ ; accessed 8/28/16. 
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stressing the educational benefits of such a linkage, Perkins gave decorative 
objects of all other periods of western and non-western art a legitimate place in 
an art museum, demonstrating that he had indeed been inspired by Sir 
Robinson. For Perkins, this (as it had not for Robinson) in no way represented a 
subterfuge, and while he was the first to admit that his acquisition and display 
strategies were impacted by funding restraints, he nonetheless believed firmly 
that historical works of art, including reproductions and art forms that had 
traditionally been viewed as lesser arts, had the potential, through their particular 
form of visual rhetoric, to educate and elevate the citizens of Boston. 
This discussion of Perkins’ introduction of the early Italian Renaissance at 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston would not be complete without considering the 
building in which these objects were housed. While Perkins commented in his 
remarks on opening day, July 4, 1876, that, “It is not the building which makes 
the Museum, but the works of art which find [their] place in it,” this may have 
been somewhat disingenuous, as the following discussion will suggest.761 Given 
his highly-tuned sensitivities regarding visual rhetoric he would not have missed 
the importance of synergy between architectural design — both inside and out — 
and institutional mission. A prime example of such a relationship was at the 
South Kensington Museum, where Early Renaissance exterior features spoke to 
the art collections housed within, as well as to the significant role that the 
                                               
761 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Proceedings at the Opening of the Museum of Fine Arts: With 
the Reports for 1876, a List of Donations, the Act of Incorporation, By-Laws, etc. (Boston: Alfred 
Mudge, 1876), 9. 
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Museum’s educational program played in the national effort to improve industrial 
design in ceramics, textiles, and metalworking.762 In the mid-to-late 1860s the 
South Kensington’s main building was completed to designs by Godfrey Sykes, 
sculptor, and Francis Fowke, Captain of the Royal Engineers. It featured not only 
an Early Renaissance palazzo-inspired rectangular block with stringcourses 
dividing the stories, Corinthian columns separating the bays, round-headed 
arches, and a temple pediment atop the central projecting pavilion, but also the 
use of earthen materials, red brick and light buff terracotta, to create a rich 
polychromatic façade.763 (Fig. 5.13) The exterior terracotta ornament was 
extensive, comprised of swags, garlands, panels, lunettes, and belted columns, 
not to mention the image of the 1851 Crystal Palace exhibition that was carved 
into the pediment.764 As the architectural historian, Margaret Henderson Floyd 
described it, at the South Kensington terracotta was “imbedded in the body, 
spirit, and purse, so deeply did it relate to the philosophical raison d’être of the 
institution.”765  
Given the considerable similarities of both mission and operating practice 
that have been established between the London and Boston museums, and 
                                               
762 Margaret Henderson Floyd, “A Terra-Cotta Cornerstone for Copley Square: Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, 1870–1876, by Sturgis and Brigham,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians, vol. 32, no. 2 (May 1973): 91–92. 
763 The North Courtyard remained the main building until the late 1890s when the building which 
today fronts on Cromwell Road was built to the 1891 design of Sir Aston Webb. See 
“Architectural History of the V&A, 1856–1861,” on the Victoria & Albert website at 
http://www.vam., accessed 8/30 and 8/31/16. Thus, Perkins would only have known the North 
Courtyard, described alternatively by scholars as the “Lecture Theater Block.” 
764 Floyd, “Terra-Cotta Cornerstone,” 92–93. 
765 Ibid., 91. 
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given that in Boston they bear the unmistakable hand of Perkins, it should come 
as no surprise that Perkins favored the use of terracotta for exterior ornament 
and red brick for the outside walls.766 The result was a building in Boston that 
incorporated the same Renaissance inspired red brick walls and extensive light 
buff terracotta ornament. (Fig. 5.14) While the MFA building exterior design is a 
Gothic Revival one as versus the Renaissance palazzo design that predominated 
at the South Kensington Museum, the use of terracotta meant that the Boston 
building proclaimed its commitment to the Early Italian Renaissance and 
decorative art collections housed within, just as did the South Kensington.767  
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the shared affinity for terracotta is 
the use of the allegorical figures of “Art” and “Science.” At the South Kensington, 
the bronze doors to the North Courtyard, sculpted in 1868 and intended as the 
main entrance of the Museum at that time, comprised six panels, three dedicated 
to the arts, three to the sciences. Confirming the centrality of the marriage of the 
                                               
766 Perkins expressed this sentiment in correspondence with the Boston Museum’s President 
Martin Brimmer in 1871, as established by Hirayama, With Éclat, 110. The building architects 
were Sturgis and Brigham, an architectural firm based in London and Boston. John Hubbard 
Sturgis (1834–1888) was born in Macao, China, son of the wealthy China Trade merchant, 
Russell Sturgis, of an elite Boston family. He spent his young adulthood in England where he 
learned the architectural business, and then in 1866 recruited Charles Brigham (1841–1925) of 
Watertown, Massachusetts to be his junior partner. For biographical details on Sturgis see Floyd, 
“Terra-Cotta Cornerstone,” 85-88. According to Hirayama’s account of the selection of an 
architectural design for the Museum, Sturgis was second cousin to Charles Callahan Perkins. 
See Hirayama, With Éclat, 110. Specific evidence of their contact has not surfaced in researching 
this dissertation. However, Sturgis first established his Boston practice in 1861, and was back 
and forth to London from that time forward. As the mid-1860s was when Perkins was publishing 
his two texts with the London publisher, Longmans, it is certainly possible that their time in 
London overlapped. Certainly, once Perkins was back in Boston and Sturgis had been chosen as 
the MFA’s architect, they would have had regular contact.  
767 Floyd, “Terra-Cotta Cornerstone,” 102. 
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two in support of the Museum’s mission, the allegorical figures of “Art” and 
“Science,” sculpted in terracotta, crown this main doorway and a series of 
terracotta panels and lunettes celebrating the arts and sciences run along the top 
of the arcaded openings of the building’s piano nobile level. (Fig. 5.15) At the 
Boston Museum, the evidence for the use of these two allegorical figures is more 
conjectural, as sadly the Copley Square building was torn down in the first 
decade of the twentieth century. However, two evidentiary documents point to 
the likelihood that these figures graced the exterior of the building. The first is an 
1873 letter from John Marriott Blashfield, English purveyor of the terracotta used 
for the Boston Museum, to the architect John Hubbard Sturgis, in which 
Blashfield stated, “…I received a letter from Mr. Perkins last week asking for 
further designs of a relief in place of one I sent representing ‘science’ — I have 
no doubt you are fully aware of all that has been written on this.”768 The second 
piece of evidence is on photographs and other images of the St. James Street 
façade of the Boston Museum after the first expansion (1879–1880) in which two 
rectangular decorative terracotta reliefs may be found on the eastern and 
western ends of the Copley Square façade of the building. (Fig. 5.16) The reliefs 
clearly contain figural motifs, but beyond that nothing can be said with any 
                                               
768 John Marriott Blashfield to John Hubbard Sturgis, 17 December 1873. Collection of John 
Hubbard Sturgis, 1834–1888, Boston Athenaeum. 
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certainty as more detailed images have not been located at this juncture.769 
Nonetheless, it is safe to assume that where there is a “Science” relief, there 
would also be an “Art” one, especially given that the mission of the South 
Kensington tied so closely to that of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and 
particularly as “Mr. Perkins” was apparently quite anxious to have just the right 
designs. 
 
Section Three: Concluding Discussion of Perkins and Visual Rhetoric 
In memorializing Charles Callahan Perkins in the fall of 1886 Martin 
Brimmer (1829-1896), first President of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
emphasized the important influence that the French art historian Alexis-François 
Rio had had on the young American. “This eminent scholar saw how remarkably 
Mr. Perkins’ gifts and acquirements, his love of art, his wide acquaintance with its 
best examples, his zeal, his taste, his patience, combined to fit him for an 
historian of art. The suggestion was fruitful. The subject was not far to 
choose.”770 Brimmer’s was an elegant statement and perfectly appropriate for the 
purpose. However, we can expand upon the straight line that he draws between 
the personal and the professional to assert a more organic relationship. In this, 
the influences of Perkins’ native city pointed him not only to artworks but to the 
                                               
769 While there are images of the terracotta non-figural ornaments that adorned the Copley 
Square building (see “Details of the MFA, Boston,” American Architect and Building News 3, April 
13, 1878, not numbered) further information and/or more detailed images of these particular 
Copley Square terracotta reliefs were not discovered during research in December, 2009 for a 
prior study that included consideration of their import. They present an intriguing subject for more 
in-depth research in the future. 
770 Brimmer, “Charles Callahan Perkins,” 535. 
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constellation of forces that shaped their impact, resulting in his own system of 
visual rhetoric that had within it the seeds of its ultimate persuasiveness when re-
introduced several decades later into Boston’s cultural landscape. This latter 
conception of the relationship between Perkins as an individual and Perkins’ 
system of visual rhetoric forms an apt armature for final reflections on the 
profound change wrought in post-Civil War Boston whereby the fine arts were 
mediated not only by classical literature but by the far more broadly conceived 
appreciation of the naked eye.  
As has been stressed throughout the dissertation, Perkins had a mission 
for Boston to leverage the fine arts to improve not just the taste of the citizens 
and industrial design of the artisans but to make his city that much more of a 
model of virtue, patriotism, and beauty than it already was. He approached the 
accomplishment of his mission in a methodical, thorough, and highly strategic 
way — his was not a quick fix but a comprehensive system that was formulated 
over the course of twenty-five years of technical, historical, and organizational 
studies; extensive travels; and arduous research and writing. His childhood 
models in this regard were exemplary. In terms of work ethic, his great uncle, 
Thomas Handasyd Perkins; his stepfather, George Washington Doane; his tutor 
and guardian, Charles Follen; and his brother-in-law, Henry Russell Cleveland, 
all worked tirelessly to reach their respective goals as was explored in chapter 
one. In terms of commitment to giving back to the community, his great uncle, as 
well as his grandfather, James Perkins, set the bar high when their combined 
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generosity led to the commencement of fine arts exhibitions at the Boston 
Athenaeum in 1827. Lastly, in terms of appreciating visual as well as verbal 
literacy, Thomas Handasyd’s commitment to the display of the fine arts in his 
own home as well as at the Boston Athenaeum played a significant role, as did 
Doane’s insistence on ecclesiastical architectural design to reinforce High 
Church Episcopal liturgy, and Cleveland’s evocative descriptions of the artistic 
riches of Europe found by simply stepping out one’s door.  
Bostonians privileged two modes of communication that had significant 
ramifications for Perkins as a young man about to make his way in the world, the 
written word that persuaded, and sculpture that told a story. The two modes were 
united in their classical orientation, the leadership role that Boston exercised in 
each, and the fact that Perkins had been thoroughly exposed to them. Perkins 
was also very aware of what mode of artistic communication did not suit the 
Boston elites. Still reflecting the tenets of Puritanism that brought their ancestors 
to the New World, they rejected the impress of Roman Catholicism in artworks. 
Thus, heavily-gilded, Byzantine-influenced works of the trecento and 
quattrocento that were “primitive” in modeling and perspectival techniques, as 
well as overly ornate architectural and sculptural works of the Baroque period, 
spoke to Bostonians of an unthinking acceptance of ritualistic practices. This was 
evident in the touristic habits of American elites in Rome who revered the ruins of 
ancient Rome but heaped criticism on Baroque monuments, as was detailed in 
chapter three. This was also the case even when the arts in question were 
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positioned, as they had been by James Jackson Jarves in 1859, as forming a 
visual history of the period that filled the gap between the Greco-Roman ancient 
arts and the High Renaissance. That Perkins also stressed the value of early 
Renaissance works as historical artifacts points up the fact that his success in 
introducing these works into Boston’s institutional display of the arts, when 
Jarves had not been able to, had to have been owed to other factors, ones that 
we will now summarize. 
Once in Europe, Perkins was readily drawn by the missionary zeal of 
revivalists for the clarity of line and color, technical command of form and 
composition, and purity of subject matter of early Italian Renaissance painters 
and sculptors. Revivalists positioned such works as crucial not only to the fate of 
contemporary artistic and artisanal production, but also to the development of 
good taste, sound morals, patriotism, and industrial production among the middle 
and lower classes. As Perkins made professional choices for himself within this 
revivalist construction, he was highly strategic, keeping the fine arts landscape of 
Boston uppermost in his mind. First, he chose to write. Words themselves were 
at the core of Boston’s cultural life — the city’s role in the first half of the 
nineteenth century as the American center for literary accomplishments, for 
example, those of the American Renaissance authors, was integral to its self-
image. Furthermore, command of language, particularly in the form of persuasive 
written communication, was the badge of honor of Boston’s elite, considered the 
key to their future leadership success, as was evident in the privileged position 
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that language, literature, and rhetoric held at Harvard College. That the spare 
linear qualities of the printed word aligned it most closely, of all the artistic 
techniques, with drawing and sculpture is testimony to the way in which Perkins 
was strategic in incorporating writing in his system. 
Second, Perkins chose to illustrate his writing. Such a pairing of text and 
image was very much in keeping with the way in which literature and art had 
been linked in Boston since the founding mandate of the Athenaeum in 1807. 
Certainly, Professor Felton’s decision to illustrate his 1833 edition of Homer’s 
Iliad was born of the same tradition. The same impulse of connecting literature 
and art might also be said to have driven Boston’s championing of neo-classical 
sculptures that told a story. Representing dramatic moments in literature from the 
ancients to Charles Dickens, their appeal to the classics of plastic and literary 
form were naturally pleasing to a city where even the major fine arts organization 
could be characterized as more about the written word than the image and where 
the major university centered its curriculum in the classics. That Perkins 
particularly chose illustrations in outline was also connected to this tradition in 
that Boston elites would recognize in his drawings the distinct echoes of 
Flaxman’s illustrations for classic epic tales and of Darley’s outline illustrations for 
the literary giants of the “American Renaissance,” such as Washington Irving, 
James Fenimore Cooper, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow. Beyond this multi-dimensional engagement of the literary and visual 
linkage, Perkins used, as the basis for his illustrations, his own drawings. Given 
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Boston’s leading role in establishing drawing as a requirement in secondary 
public schools, this choice resonated strongly with the moral imperatives that 
Boston elites associated with the skill. That Perkins took on the highly visible 
work of establishing the drawing curriculum in the public schools increased his 
cachet that much more.  
Third, Perkins chose sculpture as the medium to which he was most 
committed in his scholarship. Certainly, sculpture, by its very material nature, 
emphasized lines — outside contours and lines demarcating individual parts — 
and thus was closely related to both writing and drawing. In this regard, it was no 
coincidence that Boston was home to the earliest American publications on 
sculpture. Choosing sculpture was also a major nod on Perkins’ part to the 
superior place it occupied in the nation’s estimation as the most idealistic of the 
triad of fine arts, as well as to the historical importance of sculpture in Boston’s 
own fine arts culture. In 1831, the city led the nation in founding the first 
American garden cemetery, and then over the next decade in populating it with 
150 sculpted monuments which told their own stories of the men and women 
who had shaped Boston and America. Boston was also a leader in welcoming 
foreign sculptors and commissioning their works, a phenomenon little in evidence 
in other cities of the young nation. In a similar vein, it nurtured many of the first 
American neo-classical sculptors who had gone abroad, principally to Rome, to 
study and produce. Perkins had made his own contributions in this regard when 
he purchased Thomas Crawford’s Hebe and Ganymede in 1844 and 
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commissioned Crawford to sculpt a monumental statue of Beethoven for the 
Boston Music Hall in 1853. Clearly, sculpture mattered in Boston, and Perkins 
was by no means ignorant of this fact when he selected it as his focus.  
Fourth, while Perkins chose for his scholarly specialty a period of historic 
art, the early Italian Renaissance, which had not appealed to the taste of 
Bostonians, his choice had strong mitigating factors. To begin with, as sculpture, 
mostly of marble or terracotta, it instantly avoided the pitfalls of overly gilded 
altarpieces replete with ornate details. Also, while the sculptors of the trecento 
covered by Perkins were certainly less than technically perfect — by High 
Renaissance or even quattrocento standards — they had advanced on their late 
medieval predecessors and the ways in which their naturalism and humanism 
reflected the revival of classicism were all features that did resonate with Perkins 
and other Bostonians. As for the quattrocento sculptors covered in his 
scholarship, he championed those masters whose works, as described in detail 
in chapter four, defied criticism, even from the most entrenched Boston anti-
papists. These were works, such as those by Donatello and Luca della Robbia, 
that combined the best facets of the ideal and the natural, the religious and the 
civic, to evoke through their visual rhetoric the most elevated of sentiments. 
While they lacked a literary narrative per se, there remained a powerful and 
relevant story to be told, whether of the revival of humanism, civic glory, family 
pride, medieval gallantry, heavenly reward, or the humanity of Christ, to name a 
few possibilities.  
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Complementing his scholarship in this regard were the works in Perkins’ 
own collection of early Italian Renaissance sculptures of terracotta and bronze. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, he was selective in which of these works 
he donated to the Museum for its opening, focusing on those that demonstrated 
the humanity of the Virgin and of Christ, and on those that highlighted early 
Renaissance civic and family pride. Low-relief, realistic poses and expressions, 
terracotta and other earthen materials, and classically refined modeling — these 
features of the works that he donated emphasized terrestrial physicality. Thus, 
eschewing medieval and baroque Roman Catholicism, as expressed in quasi-
supernatural subject matter and ornateness, these early Italian Renaissance 
sculptures expressed pure, sweet, humanistic New Testament messages that 
resonated with the Puritan-inspired encouragement of earthly virtues such as 
honesty, purity, simplicity, and charity. They were works that allowed Bostonians 
to stretch the traditional boundaries of their artistic taste for ancient sculpture, Old 
Master paintings, and neo-classical sculpture and portraiture. For a largely 
Unitarian elite trained at Harvard to revere the literary rhetoric of classical poets 
and philosophers as essential to a meritorious life, it was not such a huge leap to 
embrace the Christian rhetoric of quattrocento Tuscan sculpture.  
Given its encyclopedic aspirations, Perkins’ entire collection, while not all 
donated at the outset, was nonetheless strategically amassed. From its ancient 
architectural and sculptural fragments to its nineteenth-century neo-classical 
sculpture and engravings after romantic paintings, his collection represented a 
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visual analog, albeit in microcosm, of the history of art. Student of the great 
encyclopedic collections of Europe built on the conviction that specimens of all 
periods of art were essential to a proper historical understanding and also of the 
far-reaching system of arts instruction of the South Kensington Museum formed 
to address the perceived malaise of taste and industrial design, Perkins 
undoubtedly saw parallel needs in his native Boston. As has been discussed, 
Boston’s fine arts were in something of a time warp, limited by the elite in their 
philosophical commitment to a classical literary intermediation of the various 
artistic media put on public display, and their inability to escape the physical 
constraints of shared quarters with the Boston Athenaeum. Furthermore, the 
British elite’s anxieties over industrialization were mirrored in those of Boston. 
Thus, to implement the museological innovations of England, the European 
country to which Bostonians had felt the closest ties since they sailed from their 
shores centuries earlier, surely promised reasonable success. And as the South 
Kensington Museum had invested heavily in early Italian Renaissance art, 
Bostonians could reasonably be expected to deduce that those responsible in 
London saw it as a palliative for industrial ills, and thus a sound investment.  
Forged in the crucible of his scholarly, artistic, collecting, and museum 
experiences over a quarter-century in Europe, Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric 
comprised all of the components necessary to make it a success in Boston, as 
has been summarized in this final section. And success it was, as measured by 
any number of indices, including attendance records of the public, growth in 
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collections, and future museum developments in Boston, such as at the 
universally-beloved Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.  
With regard to these indices, at the end of 1876, Martin Brimmer reported 
that the Museum had been open every weekday since July 4 except for 
Thanksgiving, that total visitors over the period equaled approximately 40,000, 
that paid visitors during the week averaged 43 per day and on free Saturdays 
1,274, numbers that were significant for a fledgling institution.771 By the end of 
1880, the total number of annual visitors had grown three-fold and average paid 
and un-paid visitors had almost doubled.772 Also by the end of 1880, six 
exhibitions per year were being held, and while Perkins reported that the 
collections had not been increased at the rate of the previous year, they were 
nonetheless added to substantially, particularly in the category of ancient 
casts.773 The emphasis on reproductions was emblematic of a continued 
consensus on the part of the Committee of the Museum that institutional goals 
should focus on education and elevation, and that accordingly art objects 
representing both the fine and the decorative arts across the full range of historic 
arts should be exhibited. In this vein, by 1880 both the ancient and quattrocento 
                                               
771 Martin Brimmer, “Report of the Executive Committee,” Annual Report for the Year 1876, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, vol. 1 (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1877), 5. 
772 The increase is an approximate calculation based on the numbers cited in Brimmer’s “Report 
of the Executive Committee” for 1876 as compared to those that he cited in “Report of the 
Executive Committee,” Annual Report for the Year 1880, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, vol. 5 
(Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1881), 3. The calculation has taken into account that the Museum 
had decided to offer free admission on Sundays as well. 
773 Charles Callahan Perkins, “Report of the Committee on the Museum,” Annual Report for the 
Year 1880, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, vol. 5 (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1881), 8. 
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Renaissance cast collections had roughly doubled, suggesting that an 
appreciation for the early Renaissance had taken hold.774 
In August, 1886 just as Perkins was spending his final days in Windsor, 
Vermont, Isabella Stewart Gardner (1840–1924), member of the Boston elite and 
a great philanthropist, world traveler and art collector, was making her initial 
forays into the European art market.775 She ultimately brought home innumerable 
Italian Renaissance masterpieces, Titian’s The Rape of Europa (1562) and 
Simone Martini’s Madonna and Child with Saints Paul, Lucy, Catherine, and John 
the Baptist (1320) to name just two, and, to great fanfare in 1903, opened her 
home at Fenway Court as a museum for the public.776 In the spirit of Mrs. 
Gardner’s collecting emphasis on original artworks, the last decade of the 
century at the Boston Museum saw a shift away from Perkins’ moral and 
educational reading of art works to one that valued connoisseurship and the 
collection of masterpieces, as affirmed by Mr. Benjamin Ives Gilman (1852–
1933), secretary to the MFA from 1893 to 1925, in a 1904 article on art 
museums. Artistic value belonged to art museums and educational value to 
science ones, he emphatically declared.777 That said, however, Gilman also 
                                               
774 The increase is an approximate calculation based on the numbers of casts listed in the 
Collection Ancient and Modern Works, 1876, 39–40, as compared to the same listing in the MFA, 
Fifteenth Catalogue of Works of Art Exhibited, Part 1. Sculpture and Antiquities (Boston: Alfred 
Mudge, 1880), 89–99. 
775 See the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum website article on the Museum’s history at 
http://www.gardnermuseum.org/; accessed 9/2/16. 
776 Ibid. 
777  Benjamin Ives Gilman, “On the Distinctive Purpose of Art Museums,” The Museum’s Journal, 
vol. 3, no. 7, January 1904: 214. 
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authored in the same year the Manual of Italian Renaissance Sculpture as 
Illustrated in the Collection of Casts at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, which 
documented that casts were still thriving and still centered in the quattrocento. 
For example, Gilman positioned the classical revival of the thirteenth through the 
end of the fifteenth centuries as the summa of all sculptural production, only 
rivalled by the Greeks and by the spectacular works of the High Renaissance.778 
While he clearly stated the limitations of casts and emphasized that they were 
only useful to the aspiring artist as opposed to the member of the general public, 
he nonetheless made a case for them, stating that they encouraged “a power of 
attentive vision, a productiveness of plastic fancy, whether native or acquired, 
that is already the beginning of an artistic endowment.”779 Furthermore, he 
acknowledged Perkins as responsible for the special place that Italian sculpture 
had long held in Boston: 
…the late Charles C. Perkins, well remembered in Boston as a critic of 
unusual quality…was one of the earliest investigators and writers in this 
field. Mr. Perkins’s Tuscan Sculptors, published forty years ago…has 
been followed by a large literature, in which the European scholars who 
have carried further the inquiries of his day invariably mention him with 
high appreciation as a pioneer student of the original sources of their 
subject.780 
 
In fact, Perkins’ legacy, which I hope will be more firmly established by my 
dissertation, comprises accomplishments in all of the components of his system 
                                               
778  Benjamin Ives Gilman, Manual of Italian Renaissance Sculpture as Illustrated in the Collection 
of Casts at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1904), iii–iv. 
779 Ibid., v. 
780 Ibid., vii. 
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of visual rhetoric. His scholarship and illustrations introduced a professionalism 
and emphasis on visuality in the discipline of art history that was previously 
unknown in America and set the stage for the kind of more historically-grounded 
analyses of artworks such as those documented by Gilman in his 1904 Manual. 
For example, Gilman cited the History of Sculpture (1896, New York) by the 
American professors at Princeton, Allan Marquand (1853–1924) and Arthur 
Frothingham (1859–1923) as devoting several chapters to the Italian 
Renaissance. Gilman describes their text as being “well-illustrated, supplied with 
bibliographical lists, and compactly embodying the results of modern 
scholarship.”781 Indeed, Gilman’s Manual itself reflects Perkins’ legacy of 
scholarship and illustration in that the former organizes his text by chronology 
and then by artist, including a brief biography of the artist and then an extensive 
contextualization of their major works. While Gilman does not actually 
incorporate illustrations to accompany his text, he does list under “Aids,” a series 
of works whose photographic plates encompass all of the artists’ works that he 
discusses.782 With regard to the collecting component of Perkins’ system of 
visual rhetoric, his emphasis on Italian Renaissance sculpture, while gathered 
with a wholly different intent, could well have sparked both Quincy Adams 
Shaw’s and Isabella Stewart Gardner’s interest in and respect for the trecento 
and the quattrocento. Certainly Perkins’ introduction of the Early Italian 
                                               
781 Ibid., xvi. 
782 Ibid., xv. 
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Renaissance to the broader Boston public opened up a tradition of Renaissance 
display at the Museum of Fine Arts that was still in force in 1902 and remains to 
this day, as may be seen in these gallery photographs.783 (Fig. 5.17 & 5.18) 
Finally, Perkins’ system of visual rhetoric — with its European pedigree 
and its shared didactic roots with the cultural traditions of the “Athens of America” 
— gave the cultural elite both the confidence and the comfort to change. They 
were thus able to move beyond the constraints of a narrow literary mediation of 
the arts to a broadly conceived visual one, movement that made possible not 
only the launching of the Museum of Fine Arts in February 1870, but also its first 
sixteen increasingly successful years of acquiring and exhibiting the world’s art. 
In short, that Boston is today home to one of the most comprehensive and highly 
respected museums in the world is owed in considerable measure to Charles 
Callahan Perkins’ steadfast determination to realize his youthful dream of an 
academy of art for the city of his birth. In this, he followed “the intellectual 
process almost identical with that of nature” that he claimed for his giant of all 
sculptors, Donatello, whereby “[t]he seed is sown, lies apparently dead in the 
earth, then quickens, and at last shoots up into tender leaves and flowers.”784 
  
                                               
783 See Camberari, “Italian Renaissance Sculpture,” 102–109 for a discussion of displays in these 
galleries as well as a discussion of Renaissance sculpture display in the intervening period. In the 
1902 photograph (Fig. 5.17) the Virgin and Child and Nativity sculptures from Perkins’ collection 
may be seen on the far wall mixed in with other originals on that wall and plaster casts in the 
foreground. The 2009 photograph (Fig. 5.18) shows very clearly the mix of maiolica plates and 
sculptures together in the same case with the Head of Christ from Perkins’ collection and as the 
corridor recedes in the distance the profiles of a number of Luca della Robbia panels as well as 
the Perkins’ Nativity may be seen.  
784 Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors, vol. 1, 139–140. 
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Fig. Intro.1 
J. A. J. Wilcox (engraver), Charles Callahan Perkins, artist unknown, no date.  
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Fig. 1.1 
(Above) #13 Pearl Street, home of James Perkins and later of the Boston 
Athenaeum  (Below) #17 Pearl Street, home of Thomas Handasyd Perkins and 
later the Perkins Institution for the Blind (engravings, no dates)) 
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Fig. 1.2 
Gilbert Stuart, James Perkins, 1822, oil on canvas, Boston Athenaeum  
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Fig. 1.3 
Thomas Sully, Thomas Handasyd Perkins, 1832, oil on canvas, Boston 
Athenaeum 
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Fig. 1.4 
Washington Allston, The Poor Author and the Rich Bookseller, 1811, oil on 
canvas, Boston Athenaeum (originally owned by Thomas Handasyd Perkins) 
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Fig. 1.5 
Henry Inman, George Washington Doane, 1835, oil on canvas, Union College 
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Fig. 1.6 
John Collins, Riverside, c. 1839, hand-painted engraving (architect: John 
Notman, 1839) 
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Fig. 1.7 
Charles Follen (1796–1840), (engraver unknown, no date) 
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Fig. 2.1 
John La Farge, Memorial to C. C. Felton, 1877, stained glass, Memorial Hall, 
Harvard University  
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Fig. 2.2 
John Flaxman drawing engraved by Joseph Andrews, Minerva Restraining 
Achilles, as illustrated in: Felton, ed., Iliad of Homer (Boston, 1833) 
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Fig. 2.3 
Gilbert Stuart, William Smith Shaw, 1826, oil on canvas, Boston Athenaeum 
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Fig. 2.4 
Bartolomé Esteban Murillo, Rebecca and Eliezer, c. 1650, oil on canvas, Boston 
College 
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Fig. 2.5 
Giovanni Paolo Pannini, Interior of St. Peter’s Rome, c. 1756, oil on canvas, 
Boston Athenaeum 
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Fig. 2.6 
Giovanni Paolo Pannini, Imaginary Picture Gallery with Views of Modern Rome, 
1757, oil on canvas, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 2.7 
Henry Dexter (sculptor), Little Emily, 1839, marble, Mt. Auburn Cemetery, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, as illustrated in: Sweet Auburn Magazine, Fall-
Winter, 1994 (illustrator and engraver unknown) 
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Fig. 2.8 
Anon, Horse, no date (thought to be ancient from Herculaneum), marble, Boston 
Athenaeum 
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Fig. 2.9 
John Frazee, Daniel Webster, 1833–1834, marble, Boston Athenaeum 
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Fig. 2.10 
Robert Ball Hughes, Washington Irving, 1836, plaster, Boston Athenaeum 
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Fig. 2.11 
Thomas Crawford, Orpheus and Cerberus, 1844, marble, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 
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Fig. 2.12 
Washington Allston, Self-Portrait, 1805, oil on canvas, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 
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Fig. 2.13  
Washington Allston, Belshazzar’s Feast, 1817/1843, oil on canvas, Detroit 
Institute of Arts 
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Fig. 2.14  
Anon, Byzantine Triptych, Descent of Christ into Limbo, Transfiguration, and 
Seven Scenes from the History of Moses, c. 1450, tempera on wood, Yale 
University Art Gallery 
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Fig. 3.1 
Thomas Crawford, Hebe and Ganymede, 1844, marble, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 
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Fig. 3.2 
Bertel Thorvaldsen, The Four Seasons (from top left clockwise: Summer, Spring, 
Winter, Autumn), 1836, plaster, Thorvaldsen Museum, Copenhagen 
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Fig. 3.3 
Ary Scheffer, Marquis de Lafayette, 1823, oil on canvas, U.S. House of 
Representatives 
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Fig. 3.4 
Ary Scheffer, Francesca da Rimini and Paolo Malatesta, Appraised by Dante and 
Virgil, oil on canvas, 1835, Wallace Collection, London 
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Fig. 3. 5 
After John Flaxman, The Lovers Punished, 1807, etching on paper, The Tate 
Gallery, London 
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Fig. 3.6 
Ary Scheffer, Le Christ Consolateur, 1837, oil on canvas, Amsterdam Museum 
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Fig. 3.7 
Ary Scheffer, Franz Liszt, 1837, oil on canvas, Goethe Nationalmuseum, Weimar 
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Fig. 3.8 
Ary Scheffer, The Holy Women at the Sepulchre, 1845, oil on panel, Manchester 
City Art Galleries, Manchester, England 
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Fig. 3.9 
Johannes Christian Riepenhausen, Raphael’s Dream, 1821, oil on canvas, 
National Museum in Poznan 
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Fig. 3.10 
Attribution disputed (Raphael?), Head of a boy wearing a cap, c. 1500, black 
chalk, heightened with white  
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Fig. 3.11  
Franz Pforr, Self-Portrait, c.1810. Pencil drawing. Private Collection, Güstrow, 
Germany 
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Fig. 3.12 
Johann Friedrich Overbeck, The Triumph of Religion in the Arts, 1840, oil on 
canvas, the Städel Institute, Frankfurt 
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Fig. 3.13 
Raphael, Disputà, 1510–1511, fresco, Stanza della Segnatura, Apostolic Palace, 
The Vatican 
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Fig. 3.14 
Raphael, School of Athens, 1509–1511, fresco, Stanza della Segnatura, 
Apostolic Palace, The Vatican 
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Fig. 3.15 
Franz Pforr, Allegory of Friendship, 1808, pencil on paper, Städel Museum, 
Frankfurt 
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Fig. 3.16 
Johann Friedrich, Overbeck, Portrait of his Wife, 1810, drawing 
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Fig. 3.17 
Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld, Half-Nude Female, 1820, pencil on vellum 
drawing, Mannheim Museum, Germany 
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Fig. 3.18 
Ary Scheffer, Dante and Beatrice, 1851, oil on canvas, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 
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Fig. 3.19 
Johann Friedrich Overbeck, The Sale of Joseph, 1817, fresco with tempera and 
gold, Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin (formerly on the walls of the Casa Bartholdy, 
itself formerly the Palazzo Zuccari) 
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Fig. 3.20 
Panel from a lost Paestan red-figure vase with Dionysus and Ariadne, Engraving, 
Vol 1, William Hamilton, Collection of engravings from ancient vases…, 1791 
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Fig. 3.21 
William Blake, Portrait of Queen Eleanor, illustration for Richard Gough’s 
Sepulchral Monuments in Great Britain, 1786 
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Fig. 3.22 
George Romney, Death of Cordelia, 1789, cartoon, Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, 
UK (image retitled Tancred Mourning the Death of his Daughter Sigismonda by 
the Walker Art Gallery) 
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Fig. 3.23 
Asmus-Jacob Carstens, Priam and Achilles, 1795, drawing (repository unknown) 
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Fig. 3.24 
Moritz Retzsch (artist and engraver), Scene from Hamlet: Poisoning of the King, 
1828, illustration for Gallery to Shakespeare’s Dramatic Works in Outlines and 
Engraved  
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Fig. 3.25 
Felix O. C. Darley, Scenes from Indian Life, 19th century, lithograph, 
DeYoung/Legion of Honor, San Francisco 
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Fig. 3.26 
Felix O. C. Daley, The News-Boy 1843, tinted lithograph, illustration for In Town 
and About 
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Fig. 3.27 
Felix O. C. Darley, illustrator & Konrad Huber, engraver, Compositions in Outline 
for Sylvester Judd’s Margaret (cover image), 1856, lithograph, Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 3.28 
Félix Bracquemond, Margot la Critique, ou la Pie, 1854, etching 
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Fig. 3.29 
Maxime Lalanne, Bordeaux, Quai des Chartrons, c. 1860, etching, Library of 
Congress, Washington, D. C. 
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Fig. 3.30 
“Sphinx standing at the foot of the obelisk of the sun on the Campo Marzio 
representing Egyptian art,” illustration in: J. J. Winckelmann, Geschichte, 
Dresden, 1764 (as pictured and labelled by Vermeulen, Picturing Art History, fig. 
52, 120) 
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Fig. 3.31 
“Fresco Painting in the Basilica of St. Paul outside of the Walls near Rome,” 
illustration in: d‘Agincourt, L’Histoire de l’Art par les Monuments, Paris, 1810–
1823 (possibly based on d’Agincourt’s own tracing) 
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Fig. 3.32 
“Sculptures from Giovanni Pisano to Michelangelo,” illustration in: Leopoldo 
Cicognara, Storia della scultura dal suo risorgimento in Italia sino al secolo di 
Napoleone per servire di continuazione alle opere di Winckelmann e di 
d'Agincourt, 1813–1818 
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Fig. 3.33 
T. Bolton, After Fra Angelico’s Coronation of the Virgin (original of c. 1440 in the 
Convent of San Marco, Florence), illustration for Alexis-François Rio’s De la 
poésie chrétienne (1836) 
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Fig. 3.34 
Anna Jameson, after an early Madonna and Child (1365), illustration for 
Jameson’s Legends of the Madonna (1852) 
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Fig. 3.35 
George Scharf after Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, Saint Zenobius Raising a Dead Child 
(1516–1517 original in the Accademia Gallery, Florence), illustration for Franz 
Theodor Kugler’s Handbook of Painting, The Italian Schools (1851) 
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Fig. 3.36 
Anon, after Salvation of the Virgin, sculpture in high relief (c. 1300–1320), 
illustrated in John Charles Robinson’s catalog, Italian Sculpture of the Middle 
Ages and Period of the Revival of Art (1862) 
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Fig. 4.1 
John Adams Whipple, Edward Newton Perkins, 1860–1864, photograph, Boston 
Athenaeum 
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Fig. 4.2 
Illustration to Charles Callahan Perkins’ article, “Olympia as it Was and as it Is,” 
in American Art Review (vol. 1, no. 7, May 1880) 
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Fig. 4.3 
Charles Callahan Perkins (?), Illustration of Murillo’s Abraham and Angels, in: 
Cyclopedia of Painters and Painting (vol. 1, 1886) 
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Fig. 4.4 
Raphael, Parnassus, 1508–1511, fresco, Stanze della Segnatura, Vatican 
Palace, Rome 
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Fig. 4.5 
(Above) Albrecht Dürer, Title page of Four Books on Human Proportion, 1528, 
showing Dürer’s monogram signature  (Below) Charles Callahan Perkins’ 
monogram, one of a number of variations on this theme of interlocking “C”s and a 
“P” 
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Fig. 4.6 
Charles Callahan Perkins, Frontispiece to Tuscan Sculptors, 1864, etching of his 
own drawing 
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Fig. 4.7 
Raphael, A Group of Four Standing Warriors, 1483–1520, pen and brown ink, 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford University 
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Fig. 4.8 
Charles Callahan Perkins, St. George by Donatello for Tuscan Sculptors, 1864, 
etching of his own drawing 
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Fig. 4.9 
Donatello, St. George, 1418, exterior niche of Orsanmichele, Florence 
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Fig. 4.10 
Nanni di Banco, Bas relief at base of Four Crowned Martyrs, marble, c. 1415, 
Orsanmichele, Florence 
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Fig. 4.11 
Augustus of Prima Porta, early first century BCE, marble, Vatican Museums, 
Rome 
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Fig. 4.12 
Charles Callahan Perkins, Luca della Robbia’s Cantoria for Tuscan Sculptors, 
1864, etching of his own drawing 
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Fig. 4.13 
Charles Callahan Perkins, Luca della Robbia’s Adoring Madonna for Tuscan 
Sculptors, 1864, etching of his own drawing 
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Fig. 4.14 
Detail of the Coronation of the Virgin and Saints, 1480s, marble, Church of the 
Osservanza, Siena 
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Fig. 4.15 
Workshop of Andrea della Robbia, Virgin and Child, c. 1500, white glazed 
terracotta, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 4.16 
Benedetto Buglioni, Nativity, c. 1520, polychrome glazed terracotta, Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 4.17 
Anon, Saint Mary Magdalene Surrounded by Angels, 1480–1500, terracotta, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston  
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Fig. 4.18 
Donatello, The Penitent Magdalene, 1453–1455, wood, Museo dell’Opera del 
Duomo, Florence 
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Fig. 4.19 
Anon, Two Children, 15th century, marble, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 5.1 
Copy by the Arundel Society (1863) after Fra Angelico, Annunciation, c. 1440, 
fresco, Convento di San Marco, Florence (copy held at the Victoria & Albert 
Museum, London) 
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Fig. 5.2 
Anon, Male votary wearing conical helmet, Mid-6th century B.C.E., stone, 
Cypriote (Cesnola Collection), Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 5.3 
Anon, Scarab, Egyptian, stone (Way Collection), Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 5.4 
Bartolomeo Bellano, Virgin and child with two angels, c. 1460–1470, terracotta 
with traces of polychromy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 5.5 
Donatello, Madonna of the Clouds, c, 1425–1435, marble, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 
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Fig. 5.6 
Jean-François Millet, The Sower, 1850, oil on canvas, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 
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Fig. 5.7 
Domenico Ghirlandaio (workshop of), Virgin and Child, late 1480s–early 1490s, 
tempera on panel, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston  
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Fig. 5.8 
Floor plan, first floor in: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Second Catalogue, 
Collection Ancient and Modern Works, 1876 (as pictured in Hirayama, With Éclat, 
131.) 
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Fig. 5.9 
Floor plan, second floor in: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Second Catalogue, 
Collection Ancient and Modern Works, 1876 (as pictured in Hirayama, With Éclat, 
131.) 
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Fig. 5.10 
Charles Thurston Thompson, Interior of the Art Museum, c. 1859, albumen print 
from glass negative, Victoria & Albert Museum, London (as pictured in Drew, 
“Italian Sculpture,” Fig. 1) 
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Fig.  5.11 
Enrico Meneghelli, The Lawrence Room, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1879, oil 
on canvas, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston  
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Fig. 5.12 
(Above) Claude Ledoux (des.) and Joseph Méthiver (carver), Carved panel, 
Hôtel de Montmorency, Paris, c. 1770, white background, design in relief and 
gilded, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston  
(Below) Raphael, Vatican Loggia Arabesques, 1518–1519, fresco, Vatican 
Palace, Rome 
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Fig. 5.13 
Godfrey Sykes and Francis Fowke, South Kensington Museum, North Courtyard 
Building, 1865–69, red brick and light buff terracotta, South Kensington, London 
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Fig. 5.14 
John Hubbard Sturgis and Charles Brigham, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
Mass,1902–1909, red brick with light buff terracotta, postcard 
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Fig. 5.15 
South Kensington Museum, North Courtyard Doors, 1865–1869, bronze, South 
Kensington, London; terracotta panel above left of “Science;” terracotta panel 
above right of “Art”  
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Fig. 5.16 
John Hubbard Sturgis and Charles Brigham, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
1890–1909; photograph (red boxes highlight terracotta panels with figural 
designs) 
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Fig. 5.17 
T. E. Marr, Renaissance Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Copley Square, 
1902, photograph 
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Fig. 5.18 
Renaissance Gallery #206 (installed 2009), Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 2009, 
photograph 
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Semester Arts Program in London and Florence 
 
Teaching Experience 
 
Boston University:         
 
Lecturer, College of Arts and Sciences, Spring 2014 (and Spring 2012) 
Instructor of record, The Arts in America  
 
Lecturer, Metropolitan College, Fall 2013 
Instructor of record, Masters of the Renaissance: Giotto to Botticelli 
 
Summer School, Summer 2011 
Instructor of record, Introduction to Art History, II: Renaissance to Today 
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Teaching Fellow, College of Arts and Sciences, 2009 to 2011 
Supported the undergraduate survey course in History of Art & 
Architecture; constructed lesson plans and taught three discussion 
sections per week; responsible for all course grading 
 
Professional Experience 
 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston:       
 
Gallery Talk Lecturer, 2006 to present 
Design and lead periodic gallery talks on various art historical topics in the 
American and European galleries.  
Adult Learning Programs Coordinator, Museum Learning & Public Programs
 2005-2006 
Administered approximately 250 adult learning programs per annum 
 
Michael F. Cronin Catalog of Antiquarian Books & Prints, 2006 to 2015 
Researched, compiled, and edited the illustrated catalog (privately printed) 
for this significant collection of rare scientific books. 
 
DH Training Systems,1995 to 2009 
Founded and led this consulting firm to serve the banking industry with 
specialized training and consulting services. 
 
Previous professional experience (1976-1995) included serving as: 
 
Vice President, Bank of New England, Fleet Bank, and BayBanks – 
Team Leader, Private Banker, and Commercial Credit Manager 
 
Assistant Dean, College of Arts & Sciences, Northeastern University –  
Director of Student Affairs for the College and Administrative Operations 
at the Graduate School 
 
Fellowship, Grants, and Awards 
 
Tuition Grant, History of Art & Architecture, Boston University, 2012-2016 
 
Travel Grant, Graduate Student Caucus Travel Award, New England Modern 
Language Association conference, April 2015 
 
Graduate Student Summer Research Fellowship, Boston University, 2014 
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Travel Grant, Graduate Student History of Art & Architecture Association, Boston 
University, Renaissance Society of America, April 2013 
 
Beaze and Harry Adelson Fellowship in American Art, Boston University, 
awarded 2012 for duration of the dissertation 
 
Conference Bursary, St. Andrews University, Scotland, August 2012 
 
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, Boston University Dean’s Travel Grant, St. 
Andrews University, Scotland, August 2012 
 
Outstanding Teaching Fellow Award, History of Art & Architecture, Boston 
University 
 
Presidential Fellowship, History of Art & Architecture, Boston University, 2008-11 
 
William H. Scheuerle Graduate Student Paper Contest, “Runner Up,” The 
Yankee and the Arundel Society presented at 2012 annual conference, Victorian 
Interdisciplinary Studies Association of the Western United States 
 
Gallery Talk Fellowship, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 2007-08 
 
Publications 
 
“Classical Rhetoric and the Institutional Fine Arts in Nineteenth-Century Boston,” 
Sequitur, 1:1 (December, 2014) 
Lead article in launch issue at invitation of Editorial Board 
 
“Charles Callahan Perkins: Transatlantic Dialogue with British Museum 
Professionals on the Visual Rhetoric of Early Italian Renaissance Art,” Journal of 
Art Historiography (special edition forthcoming, Summer 2018) 
Invited to contribute by workshop chair of the conference, “George Scharf 
and the Emergence of the Museum Professional in Nineteenth-Century 
Britain”, National Gallery of Art, London, April 21, 2014) 
 
Conference Presentations 
 
“Seeing is Believing in Mid Nineteenth-Century Boston: An Ekphrastic Case 
Study,” New England Modern Language Association Annual Conference, 
Toronto, Canada, April 30-May 3, 2015 
 
“Charles Callahan Perkins, James Jackson Jarves, and Early Italian 
Renaissance Art: The Marriage of Classic and Gothic in Boston,” Society for 
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Medieval & Renaissance Studies Annual Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, June 
16-18, 2014 
 
“Early Italian Renaissance Sculpture: A Nineteenth-Century Cultural Warrior’s 
Weapon,” Renaissance Society of America Annual Conference, San Diego, 
California, April 4-6, 2013 
 
“The Yankee and the Arundel Society,” Victorian Interdisciplinary Studies of the 
Western United States Annual Conference, Plattsburgh, New York, October 2012 
 
“The Yankee and the Arundel Society,” Emblems of Nationhood: 1707-1901 
Conference, sponsored by the University of St. Andrews, Scotland, August 10-
12, 2012 
 
“Franklin Webster Smith: An Unsung Pioneer of American City Planning,” New 
England Chapter, Society for Architectural Historians, Student Symposium 
(nominated by the Department of the History of Art & Architecture), February 
2010 
 
Professional Service 
 
Graduate Student Representative, Provost’s Faculty Advisory Board on 
Classroom Study, Boston University, 2013-14 
 
Arts & Sciences’ Humanities Curriculum Committee, 2012-13 
 
Editorial Assistant, Graduate Alumni News, Boston University Department of 
History of Art & Architecture, no. 12 (Fall/Winter 2011-2012) 
 
Professional Affiliations 
 
College Art Association; Renaissance Society of America; Society of 
Architectural Historians 
 
Languages 
 
French (intermediate/advanced conversational and reading levels); German 
(fair/intermediate conversational and reading levels)  
